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Abstract
This dissertation studies the survival, or resistance, of regional languages in
France through the use of two case studies: Picard in Picardy and Provençal in
Provence. In order to create the French nation, the revolutionaries of 1789
decided upon the necessity of political unity. In order to facilitate, or create, this
unity, the cultural provinces were abolished and generic départements were
created in their stead. However, when political unity did not occur over night
after the territorial change, the revolutionaries determined that national unity,
both political and cultural, would be attained through the imposition of the
French language. It was thus language that was deemed to be the greatest
separating factor of the French at this period. In 1794, Abbé Grégoire called for
the “programmed demise” of the regional languages through education in and of
French. While this program was not officially enacted until the Third Republic
(1870-1914), due to numerous factors, these languages were supposed to have
died long ago. While their numbers of speakers have decreased, and there are no
longer any monolingual regional language speakers, they still exist. How is this
fact possible? Despite explanations attributed to enduring diglossia, the
extended process of language shift or time itself, this study focuses on regional
identity and posits that the durable bond between regional identity and language
is the explanation.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction
In his acclaimed book La méthode en lexicologie : Domaine français 1, Georges
Matoré (1953) stresses the pivotal role of words, and sometimes groups of related
words, for the “inner” study of a society during a certain period of time wherein
the word links the psychological and the sociological aspects of societal life.
According to Matoré, a word carries a semantic charge which has its roots in
preverbal behavior, and reaches to the most abstract and rationalized conceptual
contents (Matoré 1953: 34-40). Since language and its usage are both influenced
by society, words and word choices are never arbitrary as they are motivated by
the basic needs, and interests of a particular society, by specific attitudes towards
institutions, events, persons and by collective or individual associations, even
when chosen by a single speaker during a specific speech event (Desmet,
Rooryck and Swiggers 1990: 163). For instance, the words centralisation and
centraliser first entered the French language in 1790 (Desmet, Rooryck and
Swiggers 1990: 166)2. Obviously, these new words and notions were central to

“The Method in Lexicology: French Domain”. Unless otherwise noted, all translations were
completed by this dissertation’s author.
2 These terms are explained in the footnote on page 179.
1

2
the new republican ideology of a strong central State emanating out from Paris.
Desmet, Rooryck and Swiggers also highlight the fact that words which
have been chosen for dictionaries are not just any words or anyone’s words; they
are the words of, and the words used by the élite of the society. Most often,
words of the masses are not included in official dictionaries (Desmet, Rooryck
and Swiggers 1990: 164). “‘Books of reference’ depend upon the cultural
institution, without being controlled by it, as are school manuals and books; they
are indispensable and contribute to the cultural institution by reflecting its
attitudes” (Rey 2007: 9). Books of reference, such as dictionaries, encyclopedias
grammar books and school manuals, thus reflect the attitudes of the society that
created them. “It is easy to forget that dictionaries, like grammar-books, are not
objective mirrors of linguistic reality, but that they are written by people and as
such reflect not only the individual value-systems of their authors but also the
interests of particular social groups” (Lodge 1993: 162).
Dictionaries and encyclopedias play a vital role in French society. “In
their role as legitimizers of certain words at the expense of others and as
specifiers of the meaning and value of words, dictionaries have achieved an
importance in French culture which is rarely encountered elsewhere” (Lodge
1993: 162). France has a long encyclopedic tradition, which dates back to 1745
during the Golden Age of Dictionaries (Leca-Tsiomis 2001: 1). “The goal of an
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encyclopedia is to gather scattered knowledge on the surface of the earth; to then
expose this knowledge in a general manner to people with whom we live and to
transmit it to people who will come after us; so that the work of past centuries
will not have been useless for the centuries to come” (Diderot quoted in LecaTsiomis 2001: 1).
In 18th century Europe, the French language dominated and became the
language for diplomacy, culture, literature and science among the European élite
who was quite willing to recognize French thought as the pioneer in philosophy,
and its ideals of fraternity, tolerance and humanity. In 1751, two philosophers,
Diderot and d’Alembert, published the first edition of the Encyclopédie (Donato
1993 (4-6): 960). “One of the striking features of the Encyclopédie is its absolutely
French based viewpoint, a criticism that was consistently made by local societies
of men of letters throughout Europe who undertook to translate the work and
adapt it to their own national exigencies” (Donato 1993 (4-6): 960). Nations, such
as Germany, Italy, Spain and Switzerland, balked at the condensation exhibited
by the French philosophers when describing other nations or fields in which
other nations excelled (Donato 1993 (4-6): 961).
For a nation to produce its own encyclopedia became tantamount to
making a distinct cultural and political statement, one that was perceived
as embodying national opinion on subjects as diverse as ‘Art Militaire’
and ‘Chymie’, not to mention those disciplines where a more pronounced
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national slant could be expected, such as ‘Géographie’ and ‘Histoire
Litteraire’” (Donato 1993 (4-6): 959).

The intelligentsia of these nations began to compose their own encyclopedias in
which they openly critiqued the French point of view (Donato 1993 (4-6): 963). In
1754, the Grosses vollständiges Universal-Lexicon aller Wissenschafften und Künste
was published in Germany, and in 1756, the Giornale enciclopedico di Liegi was
published and tailored to the interests and tastes of the Italian public. Between
1770 and 1780, the Swiss released their encyclopedia, Encyclopédie d’Yverdon, and
the Spanish followed suit in 1788 with Enciclopedia Metódica (Donato 1993 (4-6):
963).
The following definition of language from the Encyclopédie has become
infamous in French linguistics as it ideologically defines langue, dialecte and
patois:
If a langue is spoken by a nation composed of several equal and
independent peoples, as were previously the Greeks and as are today the
Italians and the Germans, with the general usage of the same words and
of the same syntax, each people can have specific usages for pronunciation
or for the endings of the same words; these subaltern usages, equally
legitimate, constitute ‘dialectes’ of the national ‘langue’. If, as the Romans
formerly and the French today, the nation is one regarding the
government, there can only be in its manner of speaking one legitimate
usage; all others that deviate in pronunciation, endings, syntax or in other
possible ways is neither a separate langue nor a ‘dialecte’ of the national
langue, but a ‘patois’ left to the populace of the provinces and each
province has its own ‘patois’ (Beauzée 1765 (9): 249).
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From this entry, one learned in the mid-1700s that France was not a nation
composed of equal peoples or nations, but was one nation under one
government, and as a result, only one language could exist, the national one. All
others were neither separate languages nor dialects of the national language, but
simply illegitimate patois. The ideology is palpable; language depends upon a
political power. While different languages or manners of speaking were
accepted in either Germany or Italy, they were not at all in France.
Seventy years later, the Dictionnaire universel de la langue française, rédigé
d’après le Dictionnaire de l’Académie française, et ceux de Laveaux, Gattel, Boiste,
Mayeux, Wailly, Corman, etc. Tome 2 3 (1835) by Charles Nodier and Victor Verger
indicated that the terms langage, langue, idiome, dialecte, patois and jargon were
synonyms, but also differentiated them. While the terms are differentiated, their
definitions are still social and political, rather than truly linguistic. Langage “is
suited to all who do or appear to make their thoughts known”; a Langue “is the
totality of usages proper to a nation, in order to express thoughts through
words”; Idiome “expresses the particular views of a nation and the singular turns
of phrase that they necessarily occasion in its manner of speaking”; Dialecte “is a
manner of speaking a ‘langue’ in a state, relative to other manners of speaking

Universal Dictionary of the French Language, written based upon the Dictionary of the French Academy
and those of Laveaux, Gattel, Boiste, Mayeux, Wailly, Corman, etc. Volume 2.
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the same ‘langue’ in other states. Such are the different ‘dialectes’ of the states of
Germany and of Italy”; a Patois “is a particular usage in the manner of speaking a
‘langue’ contrary to what one calls good usage in a nation that has only one
government”; a Jargon “is a ‘langage’ particular to the people of certain vile
states, such as paupers and crooks of all species; or it is a mixture of ways of
speaking that hold to some dominant deficit of the mind or of the heart as with
elegant youth with affected manners or female seducers” (Nodier and Verger
1835 (2): 9).
Dialectes et Patois Entry from the 1970 Encyclopædia Universalis 4
One hundred and thirty-five years after the aforementioned definitions
appeared, the entry in a highly renowned, if not the most renowned, general
French encyclopedia, attempted to be impartial and scientific, but still fell short.
The entry reflected, and still largely reflects, current French societal views.
A summary of the entire encyclopedic entry appears below in an effort to
attempt to understand the French view of French linguistic terms as well as their
reflection of French societal views in modern France.
Dialectes et Patois
Linguistic differentiation is a general characteristic of all languages. No
language is perfectly homogenous. Under language names, such as English,
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The same version exists today in both the print and online versions (Encrevé 2013).
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French and Norwegian, hide differences of usage relating to syntax, vocabulary
and phonology depending upon the specific user. Furthermore, the fact that
languages are composed of dialects is also normal for all living languages. The
English spoken in Detroit is not exactly the same English spoken in Boston; the
French spoken in Paris is not exactly the same French spoken in Marseille, and
the Norwegian spoken in Oslo is not exactly the same Norwegian spoken in
Bergen.
[L]anguages are not natural and autonomous organisms; [as] social
phenomena, they closely depend upon the political systems in which they
are inscribed. […] In France, for example, the national political power has
endlessly aimed, since the Revolution, to impose linguistic unification;
encountering the existence of ‘idiomes’ different from the official
language, its action consisted of creating conditions for their elimination
by depriving them of ‘oxygen’ vital to their normal ‘life’ (Encrevé 1970:
531-532).
While numerous French administrations have chosen to specifically eliminate
languages, other than French, in France since the late-1700s, languages do not
quickly succumb, even if relegated to the secondary status of dialect, or even
worse, to the tertiary status of patois, the status “closest to definitive extinction”,
since they continue to hold an important place, often unconsciously, in
numerous people’s lives (Encrevé 1970: 532).
Linguistic Differentiation
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In France, “[o]ne could recognize, at first look, that the classification of
different human ‘ways of speaking’ 5 into ‘langues’, ‘dialectes’ and ‘patois’ to be
obvious and that one can immediately decide into which class each ‘manner of
expression’ 6 belongs” (Encrevé 1970: 532). There is an implied negativity in the
classification of the three terms and what they represent. This distinction is done
through a hierarchy in which “real” languages – official, standardized, national
languages – sit at the apex followed by dialects – deviations from the norm – and
then even further inferior idioms, patois, rude deformations of the language
spoken only in rural locales sit at the bottom (Encrevé 1970: 532). This
nonscientific interpretation demonstrates an important ideological stance
concerning linguistic differentiation from a political or sociological point of view
and a linguistic one (Encrevé 1970: 532).
Political and Social Aspect
The political and social view holds that when a political power imposes
itself in a territory, one of its first objectives is to diffuse its own language onto
the said territory. This linguistic imposition tends to strip the original languages
of the territory of their social value, which leads to their abandonment by the
local and regional élite (Encrevé 1970: 532). This abandonment of the regional or
local language tends to create the notion of the superiority of the new, national
5
6

The French term “langage” was used here in the original.
The French term “parler” was used here in the original.
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language. Eventually, only the social classes the furthest removed from power
still practice the regional or local languages. This process is all the more easily
accomplished when the sociopolitical status of the languages involved results in
a difference of aptitude for some of their functions (Encrevé 1970: 532).
Since a language must be sufficiently widespread to allow its speakers to
use it in all domains, it is usually an official language, since an official,
standardized language is supported by a central political power capable of
adapting the language to the society’s needs, such as the creation of new
scientific and technical terms. A political power is also capable of fixing a
written norm for the official language and diffusing it throughout the territory
through obligatory education, as well as through all forms of communication –
radio, television, press and literature. The political power thus holds a
monopoly on the official, administrative and academic life of the official,
standardized language. Non official languages in a territory will have much
more difficulty in attempting to spread or enter these domains. “The effect being
taken for the cause, the predominance of the national, official language will
appear legitimate to all including the last users of the defeated languages”
(Encrevé 1970: 532). The “defeated” language-speakers have been educated
within the national system; therefore, they are part and parcel of the system and
do not always question its results.
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The Linguistic Aspect
While the sociopolitical view attaches an arbitrary value to the terms
“langue”, “dialecte” and “patois”, the general linguistic viewpoint entails no
value judgments. Instead, it holds that all languages are equal regardless of their
inherent nature. The linguistic aspect removes any social connotations and
solely looks at the language itself. Since each human language is a distinct
language, no language can claim superiority over another despite their political
or social roles in society (Encrevé 1970: 532). The existence of an official writing
system or a literature has nothing to do with the linguistic nature of a language,
but rather only depends upon the history of its development. “A ‘dialecte’ [and]
a ‘patois’ are as much ‘langue’ as the most esteemed ‘langues’ of culture”
(Encrevé 1970: 532). Linguistically speaking, there are no differences between a
dialecte, patois and langue.
A second usage of the term “langue” involves its sociolinguistic
classification. The analysis of linguistic systems assists in distinguishing one
linguistic structure from another, but does not allow linguistic differentiation,
which is often exhibited through a continuum or a sequence of discrete units. As
a result, it is necessary to consider under what conditions different idioms are
employed, such as the number and social position of the users and their
relationship to the political power; however, it is also important not to fall into
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the current classification system that identifies political and linguistic frontiers
since linguistic communities survive a long time despite the political conditions
in which they find themselves. This explains why the Walloon spoken in
Belgium is not Belgian, but French, and why Alsatian is German, rather than
French (Encrevé 1970: 532).
According to Encrevé, intercomprehension and genetic relatedness also
play a part. As long as linguistic communication establishes itself without
difficulty, linguists consider that two speakers are speaking the same language
regardless whether their systems differ on certain points. When
intercomprehension does not occur, linguists distinguish two languages. This
situation happens when two languages, such as Basque and French, have no
genetic relationship or when the genetic relationship only applies to the same
language family, such as Breton and French, both members of the Indo-European
family. However, when the two languages have the same origin and have only
diverged relatively recently, all possible degrees between intercomprehension
and no comprehension are possible. “One will thus distinguish related idioms as
‘langue’, ‘dialectes’ and ‘patois’ ensuring that ‘langue’ no longer designates the
linguistic system, but rather a sociolinguistic reality; in fact, it is only an
abbreviation for common ‘langue’” (Encrevé 1970: 532).
Sociolinguistic Classification
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In general, common languages are idioms that have been adopted as
official languages by one or more national political powers. An intermediate
term between common language and dialect is “minority language”. It applies
to cases similar to those of Basque and Breton in France, in which there is no
genetic relationship between the language of the national power on which they
depend, and to which they are politically subordinate. Due to their linguistic
originality, minority languages resist assimilation well, even though their status
requires their users to be bilingual in a country that teaches through the national
language. These languages often have a press and literature as well as access to
the media, but generally, abandon technical domains in favor of the national
language; as a result, they respond to the needs and desires of their users and
everyday life (Encrevé 1970: 532).
Dialects
The French discern two different usages of the term “dialect”. In one,
dialect opposes common language, and in the other, the relationship between
dialect and language relates to a portion and the whole. The first usage is the
most traditional and designates idioms widespread over fairly vast territories
within a political entity whose official language is clearly distinct from them,
even though from the same family. “These dialects are thus regional languages”
(Encrevé 1970: 532). While the distinction between language and dialects is clear
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by the standardization of the former, the borders between the different dialects
often appears less discernible due to their genetic relationship. It is thus
necessary to resort to a systematic set of facts that aims to define two distinct
realities, rather than dialectical borders. This scenario explains the situation in
ancient France in which dialects, such as Picard, Norman and Poitevin, coexisted
with French, which was itself only a regional language spoken in Paris and its
region derived from Latin, before the political unification of France from Paris
turned it into the common language. Today, this is still the case in Germany;
next to the common language, Hochdeutsch, Bavarian and Swabish are still
spoken. In Italy, Neapolitan and Piedmontese have not been completely
eliminated by Tuscan, which became Standard Italian. In all three cases, dialects
and language previously held a status of equality and the national language
began first as a language of a region whose population was unilingual (Encrevé
1970: 532-533).
The opposite scenario can also exist in which the official language is not
the vernacular of any region and all inhabitants have either a dialect or a
different language as their mother tongue. For example, in all countries having
adopted Classical Arabic as their official language, their populations employ an
Arabic dialect in everyday activities. In either case, intercomprehension between
language and dialect is often limited or nonexistent and dialect speakers are
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bilingual if they want to participate in national life. Yet, as long as the regional
inhabitants communicate among themselves in dialect every day, the dialect
keeps its unity since local divergences are neutralized in order to permit
comprehension. The dialect then shows a certain vitality and often has a press,
literature and sometimes even a radio and users come from all classes of the
population as well as from the city and the countryside. “Yet, as soon as the
common language is known by the totality of the nation’s inhabitants, dialects
present, in general, low resistance” (Encrevé 1970: 533). Once all residents speak
the common language, dialects begin to falter since genetic relatedness favors the
language and bilingualism facilitates linguistic assimilation. Contact between
the two idioms favors the language. The social classes closest to power tend to
either limit or abandon their dialect since it cannot compete with the language.
“As soon as communication in the regional territory is as easy in the national
language as in the dialect, regional dialects are on the path to a progressive
elimination” (Encrevé 1970: 533). Effortlessly speaking the national language
hinders the life of the dialect.
In a second sense, the term “dialect” no longer differentiates idioms
distinct from the language, but rather regional varieties of the language. Here,
according to Encrevé, the different local forms of French can thus be called
dialects. While differences increase with the size of the territory, modes of
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modern communication make it so divergences are limited and do not hinder
intercomprehension or language unity. These local or regional forms do not
oppose the language, but constitute it. For instance, Dutch, as a common
language, is the set of dialects spoken in the Netherlands. Speakers of the
different dialects are unilingual and the different local forms have, in principle,
the same status; “however, in a very centralized country like France, while the
French of Lille or of Bordeaux is obviously French, the French tend to consider
the Parisian form as the most representative” (Encrevé 1970: 533).
Patois
Patois are idioms spoken in rural localities, usually associated with
traditional agricultural activities. These idioms are distinct systems from the
regional form of the national language and have no sort of norm, no writing
system, and thus no press or literature.
For example, they are the relics of ancient dialects – that could have
otherwise known a literary life – deprived of their status of regional
language by the penetration of the national language. For these ‘manners
of expression’ the status of ‘patois’ is the step immediately preceding total
death” (Encrevé 1970: 533).
No longer serving as the means of communication between inhabitants of the
region and only being used within the rural, local community, these idioms tend
to diverge within a few kilometers of distance; communication thus tends to be
easier in the national language, rather than in patois. “Such is the case of French
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‘patois’, precarious remains of powerful dialects” (Encrevé 1970: 533). Within
rural communities, only speakers situated at the bottom of the social hierarchy,
such as peasants and agricultural workers, always use patois. The local
bourgeoisie is unilingual in French and the rest of the residents speak a mixture
of Frenchified patois and “patoisified” French depending upon their occupations
and their interlocutors. Bilingualism is necessary for all patois-speakers, which
involves these previously mentioned mixtures.
Because the ‘patois’ preserve a syntactical structure and a phonology
clearly distinct from those of the common language, the ‘patois’ have no
lexical productivity. Their own vocabularies, unsuitable to the modern
world, diminish each day and they must in order to survive continually
borrow from the national language; their independence is thus more and
more threatened (Encrevé 1970: 533).
Patois are considered conservative or even worse, backward; the French tend to
say that they cannot adapt to modern reality (Encrevé 1970: 533).
Analysis
This article clearly highlights the political and social factors involved in
both the classification and function of languages as well as the perception of
languages in France. The author thus demonstrates that the French linguistic
system and its terms are social and political, rather than truly linguistic or
scientific. He alludes to an inherent struggle in which the regional or minority
languages are described as “defeated” languages in the face of the national
language due to the linguistic unification of the population. Through this battle,
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the political power attempts to eliminate other languages or linguistic varieties
by depriving them of vital resources. As a result, patois are labeled as being “the
closest to definitive extinction” or even “the step immediately preceding total
death”. It is difficult not to see ideological undertones attached to this label as
well as remarks associated with the mortality of its associated idioms.
Ideology is also evident when the author describes linguistic varieties,
such as minority or regional languages, as he only refers to Basque and Breton,
which are clearly linguistically different from French. There is no mention of
Langue d’oc or the Langues d’oïl until he describes the dialectical situation in
medieval France. At this point, the author mentions three Langue d’oïl as
dialects, and indicates that they were equal in status with the dialect of Paris
until this latter became the common language. However, due to the possibly
intended vagueness, the reader is left to believe that these dialects no longer
exist, until the author later defines patois as the remains of medieval dialects. At
this point, it becomes clear that according to the author, the surviving patois in
modern France are simply the relics of the dialects of ancient France, and today,
France’s only dialects are dialects of French, such as the French of Lille. While
the author employs the present tense for both usages of dialect in France, he
clearly places the first in the past, which means that it no longer applies to
modern France. As a result, French society’s view on language has not changed
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much since the 1765 Encyclopédie entry. “This is why the ideology of the French
language not only concerns the French language, but equally the regional
languages of France. It is not only an ideology of the national language, but a
national ideology of language” (Eloy 1998: 130).
Inherent in this description is the “programmed demise” of languages,
other than French, called for by Grégoire in 1794 France (Bistolfi 2011; See pages
71-74 of this study). In fact, the author explains, without stating it, how political
powers, such as France, attempt to and/or carry it out. For instance, describing
patois as “the step immediately preceding total death”, the non-national
languages in the linguistic struggle for unification as “defeated” and the spread
of the national language causing “low resistance” among regional languages
demonstrate the program enacted by the French political power. The
descriptions are anything but ideologically neutral. In fact, the entire entry
explains the “triumph of French” over the regional languages, even though the
author attempts to mask that fact by employing examples from other countries.
Furthermore, the triumph of French through linguistic and political unification
forever linked national language and national identity in France.
Language and Identity
Language is a symbol of identity, and is thus employed by its speakers to
demonstrate membership in a social group. Since people belong to several social
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groups, they have several social identities. One can be a linguist, Norman,
French and a resident of Luxembourg City all at the same time. Each one of
these separate social identities may incorporate its own language or variety of
language. A regional group has its regional language or certain dialect of the
national language; linguists employ a certain vocabulary, etc. The fact that one
speaks the language of the group gives him or her the feeling of belonging to the
group (Byram 2006: 5).
National identity tends to denote a strong connection between language
and a feeling of belonging; however, the same can occur at the regional level,
especially if the region has, or historically has had, a language of its own. This
situation has been demonstrated in Alsace, Brittany and Corsica in France,
Bavaria in Germany, Lombardy and Veneto in Italy as well as many other places
(Dargent 2001: 797-198).
Regional Identity
Regional identity is defined as “the consciousness of belonging to a
specific human group whose point of reference […] carries the name of a region”
(Parisot 1995: 18-19). Regional identity can thus be seen as the set of common
and specific traits that differentiates a locality from other communities whose
residents are conscious of having common interests to defend (Parisot 1995: 19).
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In two articles – one the French original and one an English translation –,
political scientists Alistair Cole and Jean-Baptiste Harguindéguy, examine the
social movements of three regional language communities in France: Corsican,
Breton and Picard. In both articles, Cole and Harguindéguy demonstrate that
the Corsican language and community work within the French State’s
framework in order to produce advantages for both the Corsican language and
the Corsican community. However, they indicate that in Brittany the Breton pays
fights the French State in which militants in Brittany attempt to provide
institutional elements in Brittany for Breton, which are lacking at the State level.
Cole and Harguindéguy employ Picard to represent the Langues d’oïl in which
both its proximity to French and to Paris hinder its action for institutionalization;
however, they also indicate that the Picard “movement” is independently the
strongest among the Langues d’oïl since Gallo benefits from its connections with
Breton militants in Brittany (Cole and Harguindéguy 2013).
Corsica, Brittany and Alsace are French regions always identified as
exhibiting strong regional identities based upon linguistic and cultural criteria.
The Ile-de-France and Centre also tend to be labeled as regions holding weak
identities. The position of France’s other regions tend to slightly move around
depending upon the variable considered. In 2001, based upon 1998 data, Claude
Dargent also found a strong regional identity to exist in the Nord-Pas-de-Calais
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and Midi-Pyrénées. He identified medium strength regional identities in
Languedoc-Roussillon, Aquitaine, Lorraine, Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur and
Limousin, and weak regional identities in the Ile-de-France, Centre, Picardy,
Burgundy, Pays de la Loire, Rhône-Alpes, Poitou-Charentes and Lower
Normandy (2001: 797).
However, a 2014 survey by NewCorp Conseil placed some regions into
different categories. Corsica, Brittany and Alsace did not move, and neither did
Nord-Pas-de-Calais or Midi-Pyrénées, but Languedoc-Roussillon moved into the
strong regional identity category (Renaudin 2014) 7. The intermediate group
included Lorraine, Franche-Comté, Aquitaine, Lower-Normandy, PoitouCharentes, Burgundy, Picardy, Rhône-Alpes, Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, Pays
de la Loire and Champagne-Ardenne (Renaudin 2014). Several regions moved
from the weak category into the intermediate category in the 2014 survey, such
as Picardy, Burgundy and Pays de la Loire. The regions categorized as holding
weak identities in 2014 were the Centre, Upper-Normandy and Ile-de-France
(Renaudin 2014).
Case Studies
Two regions were chosen to be studied based upon numerous criteria. As
France has been historically and linguistically divided among the Langue(s) d’oïl
https://newcorpconseil.wordpress.com/2014/04/15/la-fierte-dappartenance-regionale-desfrancais/.
7
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in the north and the Langue(s) d’oc in the south, it was decided that one language
should come from each group. Furthermore, it has been proposed, and is widely
believed, that different types of provinces and territories have existed in France
throughout France’s history, ones with strong cultural and linguistic identities
and ones with weaker cultural and linguistic identities or without these identities
(Dargent 2001: 797). It was thus determined that a region from each group
should be selected. In addition, due to the historical aspect, it was deemed
important to select two regions that are related to former provinces and while it
is widely known that France is a centralized State, certain provinces and regions
have been more influenced by Paris than others. Provinces around Paris were
integrated into the Kingdom of France much earlier than those further removed
(Berlet 1913: 121). A region was selected based upon this final criteria as well.
Picard and Picardy
Picard and Picardy were chosen to be one case study for several reasons.
During the 14th century, Picard, a fellow Langue d’oïl of French, was French’s
main rival to become the French national language. Picard is both linguistically
and geographically close to French. Picardy borders Paris and the Ile-de-France.
Non Picards tend to indicate that Picardy either has a weak or no real identity.
“The low level of institutionalization of this network [region] is compounded by
the lack of a strong feeling of belonging by the inhabitants of Picardy […] (in
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1998, 20% of Picards felt ‘very proud’ of their region, against 62% in Brittany and
55% on Corsica”) (Dargent 2001: 787).
Among the French, the identity of Picardy is not well known; in fact, a
1991 SOFRES survey demonstrated that among the 22 regions of France, the
identity of Picardy was the least known (Parisot 1996: 174). However, among the
Picards themselves another survey of the same year demonstrated that 70.5% of
the respondents stated that they felt “completely” or “quite” Picard (despite the
fact that Picardness was not defined) (Parisot 1996: 174). Furthermore, 81% of
elected officials in Picardy responded in a similar fashion (Parisot 1996: 174). A
difference obviously exists among the French and the Picards on Picard identity.
Provençal and Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur
Provençal and Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur were selected to be the other
case study. Provençal, when used to refer to Langue d’oc in its entirety, has been
seen to be French’s internal historic rival during the Age of the Troubadours and
the cultural supremacy of the South. Provençal is both linguistically and
geographically relatively distant from French as it is linguistically closer to Latin
than is French, and its region, Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur (PACA), is
geographically distant from Paris and the Ile-de-France. Provence-Alpes-Côte
d’Azur is listed as either being a region with a strong cultural and linguistic
identity or an intermediate one (Dargent 2001: 797). According to a 2014 poll,
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three-quarters of PACA residents were attached to PACA and 80% did not want
it to disappear from the map of France. This idea was just a hypothetical
question asked during the different scenarios proposed during the 2014
territorial reform by the polling agency (Corse-Matin 2014) 8.
Regional Language Territory
Due to the Frenchification of France, no monolingual regional language
speaker still exists today in France. Yet, while the territory of French expanded,
the territory of the regional languages has remained surprisingly stable since the
Middle Ages. In most cases, while the number of speakers decreased, the
territory of each regional language did not decrease with notable exceptions
(Cerquiglini 2003: 140 and Judge 2007: 121). The eastern limit of Breton’s domain
has moved a few hundred kilometers to the west. The territory of the Flemish
domain has continued to slowly and irregularly recede. However, the limits
between Romance Lorrain and Platt Lorrain in Lorraine have remained stable. In
Poitou and Saintonge, the traditionally spoken Langue d’oc has been replaced by a
Langue d’oïl (Judge 2007: 121). As a result, the regional language in Poitou –
Poitevin-Saintongeais – is a Langue d’oïl with Langue d’oc characteristics
(Cerquiglini 2003: 141).

http://www.corsematin.com/article/derniere-minute/synthese-reforme-territoriale-va-t-on-vivredans-une-super-region-paca-corse.
8
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Figure 1: Languages of France and Their Territory, Based upon the Lexilogos.com map.

Frenchification of France: The Statistics
Abel Hugo attempted to indicate the number of inhabitants of France by
the language they spoke in his book entitled La France pittoresque 9 in 1835. Hugo
concluded that the idea was much easier imagined than accomplished as the
documents that included the relevant information were either missing or
incomplete. However, working with what he could find, he indicated that of

9

Picturesque France.
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France’s 32,560,934 inhabitants in 1835: 196,000 spoke Italian, 120,000 spoke
Basque, 1,100,000 spoke Breton, 1,150,000 spoke German, 180,000 spoke Flemish
(Dutch) and 29,814,934 spoke French or a variety of diverse patois (1835: 16).
Of the French or a variety of diverse patois number, Hugo explained that
there were only 26 French-speaking départements (including Paris) – Vendée,
Loire-Inférieure, Ille-et-Vilaine, Manche, Calvados, Orne, Mayenne, Maine-etLoire, Indre, Indre-et-Loire, Sarthe, Eure, Seine-Inférieure, Oise, Seine-et-Oise,
Seine, Eure-et-Loir, Loir-et-Cher, Cher, Allier, Loiret, Seine-et-Marne, Aisne,
Yonne and Nivère – with its center located between the cities of Tours and Blois.
Hugo also explained that these départements spoke a certain-type of French and
only because the French kings spent a considerable amount of time in these areas
(1835: 16). Furthermore, Hugo states that the “French or a variety of diverse
patois speaking group” included two large groups – Oc and Oïl – that did not
exactly correspond to their ancient divisions. For the Langue d’oc, Hugo
denoted “Provençal, Languedocien, Catalan or Limousin, Gascon, etc.” and
indicated that these idioms cannot be called patois; however, in denoting the
Langues d’oïl – “Lorrain, Picard, Walloon, Bourguignon, Franc-Comtois, etc.” –,
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while he named the individual varieties, no indication concerning their status
was made (1835: 16) 10.
Eugen Weber created a map of the information provided by Hugo’s 1835
information, which depicts no French-speaking majority in the extreme north
(Somme [Picardy], Pas-de-Calais and Nord [both from Nord-Pas-de-Calais]), the
extreme west (Côtes-d’Armor, Finistère and Morbihan [all from Brittany]), the
east beginning with Champagne-Ardenne (Ardennes, Marne and Aube) and
going east to the border with Germany and the entire south from and including
Charente-Maritime, Deux-Sèvres, Vienne (all from Poitou-Charentes), HauteVienne, Creuse (both from Limousin), Allier (Auvergne), Saône-et-Loire and
Côte-d’Or (both from Burgundy). The areas of transition – use of French and a
local language – represent the Gallo domain of Upper Brittany (Ille-et-Vilaine),
two départements of the Pays de la Loire (Loire-Atlantique and Vendée) and one
département of Burgundy (Nivère) (Weber 1976: 68).

Hugo also denotes different subgroups for the Oc group – “Béarnais, Périgourdin,
Saintongeois, Poitevin, etc.” and includes within the Oïl group – “Dauphinois and Vaudois”
(1835: 16).
10
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Figure 2: Frenchification in the Mid-18th Century, Weber 1976: 68.

In 1863, the Minister of Public Instruction also examined the spread of
French and reported that in 28 short years, with the lack of free and mandatory
education for everyone 11, French had spread to approximately 1512 new
départements, according to his unpublished study. The French language had
penetrated two départements of the north – Somme and Pas-de-Calais – leaving
the Nord département the only remaining “patois-speaking” northern département.
In the northeast, French had penetrated one département over – Ardennes and
Marne – and then had failed to penetrate the German-speaking area of Lorraine,

This situation would not become a reality until 1881 and 1882 under Jules Ferry.
On Weber’s map, created based upon the information from Hugo (1835), the Allier département
is not colored in despite the fact that Hugo specifically mentioned it (Weber 1976: 68). Also, a few
départements changed names since Hugo’s study.

11
12
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but had gained the Lorrain (Oïl) section of Lorraine (Moselle and Meurthe-etMoselle) to reach its boundary with Germany. In the east, it had moved two
départements over – Aube and Côte-d’Or. Toward the southeast, French had
penetrated to the depth of two départements – Saône-et-Loire and Loire – and
toward the south it had gone one département deep – Creuse. To the southwest,
French had garnered three more départements – Vienne, Deux-Sèvres and
Charente-Maritime – to reach the Atlantic Ocean. To the west, it either did not
gain ground or it lost ground.
Hugo included Ille-et-Vilaine as a French-speaking département in 1835,
while Drury did not in 1863. Another discrepancy between Hugo and Drury’s
studies, as cartographically reported by Weber, is that the département of Nièvre
was listed as primarily French-speaking by Hugo in 1835 and listed as an area of
transition by Weber, but was reported to be a patois-speaking département in 1863
by Drury. This discrepancy highlights Hugo’s statement about relevant
documents being either incomplete or missing. Furthermore, it highlights
Weber’s statement concerning the French administration’s desire to overscore its
programs and their progress (Weber 1976: 67) 13.

Weber used the term “underestimated”; however, based upon the context, it is evident that he
meant “overestimated”.

13
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Despite the apparent territorial gain of French, in 1864, the Ministry of
Public Instruction made the following remark: “Despite all efforts, the French
language spreads only with difficulty” (Weber 1976: 70).
French’s gain of territory came primarily in the Langues d’oïl domain, and
at this period, the other Langues d’oïl were simply believed, by the French
administration, to be “bad French” (Cerquiglini 2003: 138). These reports thus
tended to exclude idioms that were similar to French (Robb 2007: 54). In other
words, the speakers of the other Langues d’oïl were simply considered to be
Francophones. As a result, official French statistics are extremely unreliable until
the 20th century (Robb 2007: 65).
Numerous people who were recorded in statistics as Francophones would
have only spoken French during certain life events, such as for an
apprenticeship, traveling to markets or working in a town (Robb 2007: 65-66).
“The use of minority languages was certainly under-reported, as it still is today”
(Robb 2007: 65). Even today, there exist French people who speak languages
other than French without knowing it. For instance, an elderly innkeeper in
Villard (Upper Savoy) explained that in the 1940s while at school, he was
punished for speaking improper French; however, he did not know if he was
speaking French or Savoyard as their differences had never been explained
(Robb 2007: 65).
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Map 4. Documented entrenched arC3Sof patois under the Third Republic.
sou&cES: Various documents cited in the text. Note that this map and others
of the kind that follow arc not to be taken as exhaustive.

Figure 3: Entrenched Areas of Patois ca. 1880, Weber 1976: 75.

Based upon a map created from different sources, around 1880, the
Langues d’oïl region was simply referred to as the Francophone region; however,
it was reported that patois was still widely spoken in 12 départements of the region
(Robb 2007: 54). According to Robb’s map, these patois included Picard,
Champenois, Lorrain, Franc-Comtois, Poitevin and Gallo.
At the beginning of the Third Republic (1870), only half of French citizens
knew French (Weber 1976: 70). It was not until the interwar years that the entire
French population knew French (Weber 1976). Between 1945 and 1960, family
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transmission of France’s regional languages ceased in favor of French
(Cerquiglini 2003: 139).
Today, approximately 225 years after the “programmed demise” of the
regional languages called for by Grégoire, they have not succumbed (Judge 2007:
120). While they have certainly declined in number of speakers, in domains of
usage – having been relegated to the private domain – and in modern
technological vocabulary, they still exist. Most have even crossed over from the
oral domain to the written one. While it is difficult to determine the number of
speakers of these languages as French censuses do not enquire on linguistic
issues, estimations do exist. Modern figures on the number of speakers of
regional languages vary wildly, “but even the lowest estimates suggest that, in
certain situations, a large minority of people still use the languages that were
thought to be dying out in the nineteenth century” (Robb 2007: 65). The lowest
estimates show that 2 million people still speak a dialect of Occitan, 1.5 million
speak Alsatian, 500,000 speak Breton, 280,000 speak Corsican, 80,000 Basque (in
France), 80,000 Flemish (in France) and 70,000 Francoprovençal (in France) (Robb
2007: 65).
1999 Family Survey
The 1999 French census was the first, and the last to date, to ask five
supplemental questions – Family Survey – about both regional language and
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immigrant language usage in France 14 based on funding by the Délégation
générale à la langue française et aux langues de France 15 (Clanché 2002). The 6,700
language varieties mentioned in the Family Survey represent approximately 400
languages. For the regional languages, researchers reported on the ten most
widely heard in childhood – Alsatian, Basque, Breton, Catalan, Corsican,
Flemish, Francoprovençal, the Langues d’oïl, Occitan or Langue d’oc and Platt
Lorraine. Based upon this characterization, the Langues d’oïl and the different
dialects of Occitan or Langue d’oc were grouped together. The survey revealed
that 1,670,000 people spoke Occitan or Langue d’oc, 1,420,000 Langues d’oïl,
900,000 Alsatian, 680,000 Breton, 132,000 Catalan, 122,000 Corsican, 78,000 Platt
Lorraine and 44,000 Basque (2002) 16.
Among Occitan and the Langues d’oïl, the survey also demonstrated that
610,000 respondents frequently heard Occitan spoken in their home as a child,
whereas 1,060,000 occasionally heard Occitan spoken in their home as a child;
570,000 participants heard a Langue d’oïl frequently spoken within the home as a

A supplemental questionnaire entitled Histoire familiale (Family History) enquiring on “their
origins”, “their children”, “periods of dating”, “social history” and “languages of use” both
national and regional was distributed to 380,000 men and women living in an ordinary domicile
in addition to 6,600 people living in a community setting of which 1,700 were men and 4,900 were
women (Cassan, Héran and Toulemon 2000: 25).
15 General Delegation to the French Language and to the Languages of France.
16 No figures were given for Flemish or Francoprovençal; the figures given for Catalan, Corsican,
Platt Lorraine and Basque are for active adult bilinguals – regional language and French; the
numbers given for active adult bilinguals for Occitan, Langues d’oïl, Alsatian and Breton –
526,000, 204,000, 548,000 and 304,000 (respectively) – are lower than the number of total speakers
given above (Héran, et al. 2002: 4).
14
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child, while 850,000 occasionally heard a Langue d’oïl spoken within the home as
a child (Héran, Filhon and Deprez 2002: 3).
Researchers determined that among the regional languages, Alsatian was
retransmitted 53% of the time to the next generation. Basque was retransmitted
42% of the time; Corsican 34% of the time; Catalan, Platt Lorraine and the
Langues d’oïl 30% to 20% of the time. Francoprovençal, Breton, Flemish and
Occitan or Langue d’oc were transmitted to the next generation 20% to 10% of
the time (Héran, et al. 2002: 3). The Langues d’oïl, and Occitan or Langue d’oc
were already only occasionally spoken within the home by a single parent within
the last generation (2002: 2-3). The transmission of Breton, Catalan and Corsican
had also become more occasional than frequent, but not as profoundly as among
the Langues d’oïl and Occitan or Langue d’oc (Héran, et al 2002: 3). This
situation was not the case with Alsatian wherein 660,000 individuals frequently
heard it, and 240,000 others occasionally heard it. The situations for Platt
Lorraine and Basque mirror that of Alsatian (Héran, et al. 2002: 3).
The results of the 1999 Family Survey indicate that all regional languages
in France are endangered languages, and Francoprovençal is most at risk despite
having survived basically intact into the 20th century, Occitan and Breton are also
very much at risk. Since Basque and Catalan are both official languages in Spain,
they are less at risk; however, the ambiguous relationship between Alsatian plus
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Platt Lorrain and German and between Flemish and Dutch complicates matters.
With that being said, the most surprising result revealed by the survey was the
number of speakers and rate of transmission of the Langues d’oïl, which were
often thought to be much lower (Judge 2007: 123).
The numbers obtained by the 1999 Family Survey are not definitive. For
instance, the figures for Basque place it badly in terms of number of speakers and
transmission; however, it has been a leader in the revivalist movement. Also, the
study of natural transmission shows language regression, it does not account for
institutional measures, such as education, in revitalizing or stabilizing the
language (Judge 2007: 124). Furthermore, the survey neglected an important
section of regional language transmission in France from grandparents to
grandchildren. Numerous people have reported that it was not a parent, but a
grandparent who taught them their regional language (Judge 2007: 124).
2011 Analysis
In 2011, Erramun Bachoc, a Basque linguist in France, compiled a quantity
of speakers list for ten of the regional languages of France using the 1999 Family
Enquiry data and data from Google Tablo. He determined that 3,000,000 people
spoke Occitan or Langue d’oc, 900,000 spoke Alsatian, 400,000 Platt Lorraine,
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204,000 17 Langues d’oïl, 172,000 Breton, 150,000 Corsican and Francoprovençal,
126,000 Catalan, 72,000 Basque and 30,000 Flemish (Bachoc 2011: Online 18).
Bachoc also computed the vitality of these ten regional languages.
According to Bachoc, for Alsatian, 240,000 people heard it occasionally as
children; 660,000 heard it frequently as children; 410,000 were taught it either
habitually or occasionally; 53% habitually transmitted it to their children and
there are 548,000 active bilingual adults today (Bachoc 2011: Online). For Breton,
400,000 people heard it occasionally as children; 280,000 heard it frequently as
children; 80,000 were taught it either habitually or occasionally; 12% habitually
transmitted it to their children and there are 304,000 active bilingual adults
today. For Catalan, 100,000 people heard it occasionally as children; 70,000 heard
it frequently as children; 60,000 were taught it either habitually or occasionally;
30% habitually transmitted it to their children and there are 132,000 active
bilingual adults today. For Corsican, 100,000 people heard it occasionally as
children; 70,000 heard it frequently as children; 60,000 were taught it either
habitually or occasionally; 34% habitually transmitted it to their children and
there are 188,00019 active bilingual adults today. For Flemish, 50,000 people

This number appears to be the number of active adult bilinguals from the 1999 Family Enquiry.
http://www.eke.eus/fr/culture-basque/euskara-la-langue-des-basques/euskara-etsociolinguistique/sociolinguistique/les-langues-regionales.
19 Number differs from the 1999 Family Enquiry of 122,000, but all other active bilingual numbers
for the other languages match those numbers of the Enquiry.
17
18
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heard it occasionally as children; 40,000 heard it frequently as children; 10,000
were taught it either habitually or occasionally; 12% habitually transmitted it to
their children. For Francoprovençal, 140,000 people heard it occasionally as
children; 70,000 heard it frequently as children; 15,000 were taught it either
habitually or occasionally and 10% habitually transmitted it to their children.
For Platt Lorraine, 100,000 people heard it occasionally as children; 70,000 heard
it frequently as children; 50,000 were taught it either habitually or occasionally;
29% habitually transmitted it to their children and there are 78,000 active
bilingual adults today (Bachoc 2011: Online).
The Langues d’oïl are presented together in one block; 850,000 heard it
occasionally as children; 570,000 heard it frequently as children; 300,000 were
taught it either habitually or occasionally; 27% habitually transmitted it to their
children and 204,000 active, bilingual adults exist. For Occitan, 1,060,000 heard it
occasionally as children; 610,000 heard it frequently as children; 240,000 were
taught it either habitually or occasionally; 14% habitually transmitted it to their
children and 526,000 active, bilingual adults exist today. For Basque, 50,000
people heard it occasionally as children; 50,000 heard it frequently as children;
20,000 were taught it either habitually or occasionally; 43% habitually
transmitted it to their children and there are 44,000 active bilingual adults today
(Bachoc 2011: Online).
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2013 Estimates
In 2013, the Consultative Committee for the Promotion of Regional
Languages and of Internal Linguistic Plurality submitted a report to the Minister
of Culture and Communication that included estimated regional language
speakers for ten regional languages in France. The report indicates that the 1999
Family Enquiry served as the basis for the number of speakers; however, no true
mention is given to indicate how the number of speakers had been adjusted since
the 1999 Family Enquiry (Paumier 2013: 94). Alsatian was reported to have
880,000 speakers; Basque 50,000; Breton 880,000; Catalan 110,000; Corsican
170,000; Flemish 80,000; Francoprovençal 210,000 20; Langues d’oïl 1,310,000;
Occitan 2,200,000 and Platt Lorraine 80,100 (Paumier 2013: 94-95).
Picard
A Groupe BVA survey carried out at the end of the 1990s revealed that 18%
of the residents of the Somme, the département of Picardy lying completely within
the historic Picard linguistic domain, spoke Picard, and the Défense et promotion
des langues d’oïl (DPLO) estimated that 50% of the residents of the Somme
understood Picard (DPLO 2009: Online). Using population data for the Somme
from the Institut national de la statistique et des études économiques (INSEE) for the
last three years of the 1990s, it can be calculated that for 1999, 99,998 inhabitants

20

This number may also include speakers in Switzerland and Italy; only 80,000 may be in France.
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of the Somme spoke Picard and 277,774 understood it; in 1998, 99,827 residents
spoke it and 277,298 understood it; for 1997, 99,661 spoke it, while 276,835
understood it 21. The numbers may be somewhat lower than the actual number of
speakers since according to the president of the association Tertous, Laurent
Devime, many Picards refrain from admitting to speaking Picard for fear of
being seen as a peasant; however, if one begins a conversation with them in
French, and then switches to Picard, they will most often switch, too (Rey 1993).
In 1998, the United Nations Office of the High Commissioner of Human
Rights estimated that 700,000 people spoke Picard; 500,000 in France and 200,000
in Belgium (OHCHR 1998: Online 22).
Provençal
In 1976, French diplomat Yves Barelli compared and compiled results
from several local studies in order to create a representative Provence-AlpesCôte d’Azur Regional Language and Culture study in which he determined that
720,000 people spoke Provençal, which represented 20% of the population. He
also estimated that outside of the cities of Marseille and Toulon approximately
The INSEE population figures for the Somme were 555,547 in 1999, 554,595 in 1998 and 553,670
in 1997. The figures exist online at
http://www.insee.fr/fr/themes/detail.asp?reg_id=99&ref_id=estim-pop under “Estimation de
population par département, sexe et âge quinquennal - Années 1975 à 2014”. It is important to
note that while it would appear that the number of Picard speakers increases from 1997 to 1999, it
is the population of the Somme itself that has increased. Since I do not know in which year the
survey took place, I have simply computed the calculations for the last three years of the 1990s.
The figures should thus be looked at individually, rather than as a set.
22 http://www.ohchr.org/EN/UDHR/Pages/Language.aspx?LangID=frn2.
21
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50% of the native population understood Provençal. Barelli also found the
percentage of speakers under 30 years of age to be considerably weak (Barelli
2014: Online 23).
In 1999, Provençal linguist and native, Philippe Blanchet estimated that
1,000,000 people spoke Provençal; 500,000 as active speakers and 250,000 as
fluent speakers (Blanchet 1999).
In 2010, the United Nations Office of the High Commissioner of Human
Rights estimated that 354,500 people spoke Provençal and another 800,000 were
knowledgeable of it (OHCHR 2010: Online) 24.
Research Problem
This study’s question has not been truly asked nor investigated. While
many documents attest to the spread of French, many less deal with the
resistance of the regional languages. In general, the articles or documents that
mention the resistance of the regional languages attempt to estimate the current
number of speakers without truly investigating their survival. Occasionally, in
passing, a scholar will make a comment about the regional languages still being
important to certain members of the population; however, that is usually the

http://yvesbarelli.over-blog.com/article-combien-y-a-t-il-de-locuteurs-de-l-occitan124363763.html.
24 http://www.ohchr.org/EN/UDHR/Pages/Language.aspx?LangID=pro; the reporter was
Philippe Blanchet.
23
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extent of it. This study therefore specifically asks, “How have the regional
languages of France survived ‘their programmed demise’”?
Dismissed Hypotheses
Language Shift
While the three generation language shift theory explains the move of the
French population from primarily speaking regional languages to predominately
speaking French since the turn of the 20th century, it does not explain why certain
members of the French populace have continued to learn, and to speak, the
different regional languages of France (Fishman 1964).
Diglossia
Diglossia, the bilingual situation in which one language or language
variety is used for High functions and another is used for Low functions
(Ferguson 1959), also does not truly explain the survival of the regional
languages since the French language has been used for both high and low
language functions in France since the interwar years. Therefore, regional
languages no longer truly play the role of low variety in everyday life. Today, if
an adult speaks a regional language, it is due to choice, rather than to necessity.
In other words, current French residents, who speak a regional language, choose
to speak it, as well as when and with whom to speak it. They are not required to
speak it as they also know French; however, French residents of earlier periods
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may have only really known a regional language and either no or a limited
amount of French. These earlier residents thus only had one language to employ
and thus no choice. Yet, as they learned French in school, the regional language
was slowly relegated to “low” functions, such as to the home, between friends,
etc. and French took on “high” functions, such as in dealing with the
administration, etc.
Spread of French
The spread of French is attributed to events of the 19th century: military
conscription, obligatory education, printing of books, and especially,
newspapers, emigration from the countryside to the city, development of
transportation and the development of tourism (Dauzat 1930: 548). To this list,
Eugen Weber added the use of television in the 1950s (1976). While these events
explain the spread of French and the decline of the regional languages as was the
purpose of Weber’s 1976 study – Peasants into Frenchmen: The Modernization of
Rural France, 1870-1914 –, they do not indicate how the regional languages
continued to exist.
Time
Other documents assume that language shift takes considerable time,
while others highlight that the situation of diglossia can also exist over an
extended period of time. While both of these notions could be true, they seem to
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be too off-the-cuff responses to truly explain the situation. It seems that
something else must be responsible for the regional languages’ resistance.
Study’s Hypothesis
This study’s hypothesis is as follows: Despite French nation-building and
the marginalization of provincial or local France, regional and/or local entities
still exist in France in which regional languages play an important role.
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CHAPTER TWO

Nationalism
This chapter explores the importance attributed to language in
nationalism and the nation-building domain. It also highlights how this
phenomenon applies to France.
*
* *

According to philosopher and cultural anthropologist, Ernest Gellner,
nationalism creates nations. “It is nationalism which engenders nations, and not
the other way round. Admittedly, nationalism uses the pre-existing, historically
inherited proliferation of cultures or cultural wealth, though it uses them very
selectively” (Gellner 1983 in Hutchinson and Smith 1994: 64). Gellner indicates
that nationalism is the imposition of a high culture on society, where low
cultures had previously prevailed. This high cultural imposition occurs through
“the diffusion of a school-mediated, academy-supervised idiom, codified for the
requirements of reasonably precise bureaucratic and technological
communication” (Gellner 1983 in Hutchinson and Smith 1994: 65). It is also the
creation of an anonymous and impersonal society composed of atomized
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individuals connected and held together by this shared, high culture, which
replaced the complex structure of local groups that used to be self-sustained.
Gellner argues that this situation is what actually happens despite the fact that it
is the very opposite of what nationalism affirms and what nationalists believe.
Nationalist believe that nationalism “conquers in the name of putative folk
culture” (Gellner 1983 in Hutchinson and Smith 1994: 65) and that its symbolism
is taken from the pristine life of the peasants. However, this pristine peasant life
or culture that is tapped by nationalism has most often been reinvented and
reinterpreted through purposeful manipulation. Therefore, according to Gellner,
nationalism represents “a vision of reality through a prism of illusion”, wherein a
high culture celebrates itself through song and dance that it has borrowed and
stylized from a folk culture, which it actually believes itself to be defending and
reaffirming (Gellner 1983 in Hutchinson and Smith 1994: 66).
Language and Nationalism: Linguistic Nationalism
The Bible “is the most direct source of the modern (post-Renaissance)
conception of the nation as a people linked by birth, language and culture and
belonging to a particular place” (Joseph 2010: 33). Before the Renaissance,
religious belonging delivered the first division among peoples, and dynastic rule
the second. Language was Latin, which was the sacred vehicle of divine rites
and knowledge, whereas all local vernaculars were simply considered necessary
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for daily communication, but were not considered to be languages at all. After
the Renaissance, certain people began to read and/or hear the Bible read aloud,
which had previously been solely reserved for the educated minority or clerics;
as a result of Chapter 10, Verse 5 of the Book of Genesis, the notion of a link
between a nation and a language became popular and began to spread. Certain
people became interested in bestowing the status of language onto a local
vernacular as well as allowing it to fulfill functions previously reserved solely for
Latin. In this way, nation and language were forever linked in the national
domain (Joseph 2010: 33-34).
Language is much more than a simple code for communication. It is a
symbol infused with values and morals. There is an intimate symbolic link
between a national language and national identity. Unlike a national anthem or
a national flag, a national language produces and performs a national identity.
The language provides the words through which to think and to speak, and thus
it melts people into a national mass (Ost 2009: 313).
Sociology of language scholar Joshua Fishman states that true linguistic
nationalism is not reached until language is viewed as more crucial than other
collective symbols of national identity (Fishman 1972: 49). Language is often
seen as the most salient collective symbol for national identity due to the fact that
the unity of language is viewed as more enduring than other symbols (Fishman
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1972: 49). Since modern nations desire to represent themselves as eternally
distinct, language is often tapped as the secular symbol of the nation, while
carrying with it all the sanctity that religion has given to texts, systems of
writing, as well as word imagery.
This process demonstrates why many cultural and national militants
believe that boundaries between languages are more fundamental, impermeable
and durable than are political, religious or territorial boundaries. Language is
thus seen as a natural division; it tends to be commensurate with a people, a
culture and an approach to life (Judge 2000 in Barbour and Carmichael: 49).
Since language is viewed as the symbol of uniqueness, authentic nationalism is
thought to reside in language. Therefore, linguistic differentiation is often used
to highlight the separateness of a people, whereas linguistic similitude is often
used to highlight the unity of a people (Fishman 1972: 49-50).
Importance of Language versus Dialect in Nationalism
In 1931, Edward Sapir wrote the entry for “language” for the Encyclopaedia
of the Social Sciences. In this entry, Sapir highlights the role nationalism has
played regarding language.
The gift of speech and a well ordered language are characteristic of every
known group of human beings. No tribe has ever been found which is
without language and all statements to the contrary may be dismissed as
mere folklore. There seems to be no warrant whatever for the statement
which is sometimes made that there are certain peoples whose vocabulary
is so limited that they cannot get on without the supplementary use of
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gesture, so that intelligible communication between members of such a
group becomes impossible in the dark (Sapir 1931 (IX): 165).
In his first paragraph, Sapir counters numerous standard language ideologies,
such as the French one, in which he points out that no tribe, or people, has ever
been found without using language, and moreover, that no language requires its
speakers to employ “gestures” to compensate for alleged missing elements in
their language (Laurendeau 1994).
The relation of language to nationalism and internationalism presents a
number of interesting sociological problems. Anthropology makes a rigid
distinction between ethnic units based on race, on culture and on
language. It points out that these do not need to coincide in the least –
that they do not, as a matter of fact, often coincide in reality. But with the
increased emphasis on nationalism in modern times the question of the
symbolic meaning of race and language has taken on a new significance
and, whatever the scientist may say, the layman is ever inclined to see
culture, language and race as but different facets of a single social unity,
which tends in turn to identify with such a political entity as England or
France or Germany. To point out, as the anthropologist easily can, that
cultural distributions and nationalities override language and race groups
does not end the matter for the sociologist, because he feels that the
concept of nation or nationality must be integrally imaged by the nonanalytical person as carrying with it the connotation, real or supposed, of
both race and language. From this standpoint it really makes little
difference whether history and anthropology support the popular
identification of nationality, language and race. The important thing to
hold on to is that a particular language tends to become the fitting
expression of a self-conscious nationality and that such a group will
construct for itself in spite of all that the physical anthropologist can do a
race to which a language and a culture as twin expressions of its psychic
peculiarities. […] (Sapir 1931 (IX): 167).
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In this section, Sapir clearly highlights the role nationalism plays in language; the
idea that a particular language becomes the expression of national selfconsciousness among a people.
While language differences have always been important symbols of
cultural difference, it is only in comparatively recent times, with the
exaggerated development of the ideal of the sovereign nation and with the
resulting eagerness to discover linguistic symbols for this ideal of
sovereignty, that language differences have taken on an implication of
antagonism. In ancient Rome and all through mediaeval Europe there
were plenty of cultural differences running side by side with linguistic
ones, and the political status of a Roman citizen or the fact of adherence to
the Roman Catholic church was of vastly greater significance as a symbol
of the individual’s place in the world than the language or dialect which
he happened to speak. It is probably altogether incorrect to maintain that
language differences are responsible for national antagonisms. It would
seem to be much more reasonable to suppose that a political and national
unit, once definitely formed, uses a prevailing language as a symbol of its
identity, whence gradually emerges the peculiarly modern feeling that
every language should properly be the expression of a distinctive
nationality. In earlier times there seems to have been little systematic
attempt to impose the language of a conquering people on the subject
people, although it happened frequently as a result of the processes
implicit in the spread of culture that such a conqueror’s language was
gradually taken over by the dispossessed population. Witness the spread
of the Romance languages and of the modern Arabic dialects. On the
other hand, it seems to have happened about as frequently that the
conquering group was culturally and linguistically absorbed and that
their own language disappeared without necessary danger to their
privileged status [i.e., the Franks]. Thus foreign dynasties in China have
always submitted to the superior culture of the Chinese and have taken on
their language. […] Definitely repressive attitudes toward the languages
and dialects of subject peoples seem to be distinctive only of European
political policy in comparatively recent times. The attempt of czarist
Russia to stamp out Polish by forbidding its teaching in the schools and
the similarly repressive policy of contemporary Italy in its attempt to wipe
out German from the territory recently acquired from Austria are
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illuminating examples of the heightened emphasis on language as a
symbol of political allegiance in the modern world (Sapir 1931 (IX): 167).
In the above section, Sapir indicates the manner through which the link of one
nation with one language is a modern notion largely linked with the era of
nation-building in Europe. He also clearly states that linguistic antagonisms are
created by a political and national unit, rather than by languages or their
speakers. In other words, nations and political entities employ a particular
language as a symbol of the identity and unity of a group, most often a nation.
To match these repressive measures there is the oft repeated attempt of
minority groups to erect their language into the status of a fully accredited
medium of cultural and literary expression (Sapir 1931 (IX): 167). Many of
these restored or semimanufactured languages have come in on the wave
of resistance to exterior political or cultural hostility. Such are the Gaelic
of Ireland, the Lithuanian of a recently created republic and the Hebrew of
the Zionists. In other cases such languages have come in more peacefully
because of a sentimental interest in local culture. Such are the modern
Provençal of southern France, the Plattdeutsch of northern Germany,
Frisian and the Norwegian landsmaal (Sapir 1931 (IX): 167-168).
Here, Sapir demonstrates that minority groups have been influenced by
nationalism and also tap into their language as a symbol of their identity.
Edward Sapir also wrote the “dialect” entry for the Encyclopaedia of the
Social Sciences in which he also clearly highlighted how the definition and
attitudes towards it are influenced by nationalism.
This term [dialect] has a connotation in technical linguistic usage which is
somewhat different from its ordinary meaning. To the linguist there is no
real difference between a dialect and a language which can be shown to be
related, however remotely, to another language. By preference the term is
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restricted to a form of speech which does not differ sufficiently from
another form of speech to be unintelligible to the speakers of the latter.
Thus Great Russian and White Russian [Belarusian] are said to be dialects
of the same language. […] Literal mutual intelligibility, however, is not a
criterion of great interest to the technical linguist, who is more concerned
with the fact and order of historical relationships in speech. To him
Venetian and Sicilian are equally dialects of Italian, although as far as
mutual intelligibility is concerned these two might as well be called
independent languages. […] A group of dialects is merely the socialized
form of the universal tendency to individual variation in speech. These
variations affect the phonetic form of the language, its formal
characteristics, its vocabulary and such prosodic features as intonation
and stress. No known language, unless it be artificially preserved for
liturgical or other non-popular uses, has ever been known to resist the
tendency to split up into dialects, any one of which may in the long run
assume the status of an independent language (Sapir 1931 (V): 123). […]
In linguistics, dialects and languages are equal entities. While French linguists
know that the French language is divided into dialects, traditional French
language ideology holds that French is a unified language with no dialects;
however, this belief is a myth (Lodge 1993: 4).
In less technical or frankly popular usage the term dialect has somewhat
different connotations. Human speech is supposed to be differentiated
and standardized in a number of approved forms known as languages,
and each of these in turn has a number of subvarieties of lesser value
known as dialects. A dialect is looked upon as a departure from the
standard norm, in many cases even as a corruption of it. Historically this
view is unsound, because the vast majority of so-called dialects are merely
the regular forms of speech which antedate the recognized languages.
Popular confusion on the subject is chiefly due to the fact that the question
of language has become secondarily identified with that of nationality in
the larger cultural and ethnic group which in course of time absorbs the
local tradition. The language of such a nationality is generally based upon
a local dialect and spreads at the expense of other dialects which were
originally of as great prestige as the culturally more powerful one (Sapir
1931 (V): 123). […]
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Everyday usage of the term “dialect” is influenced by nationalism where dialects
and languages are not equal.
As a result of cultural reasons of one kind or another a local dialect
becomes accepted as the favored or desirable form of speech within a
linguistic community that is cut up into a large number of dialects. This
approved local dialect becomes the symbol of cultural values and spreads
at the expense of other local forms of speech. The standardized form of
speech becomes more and more set in its vocabulary, its form and
eventually its pronunciation. The speakers of local dialects begin to be
ashamed of their peculiar forms of speech because these have not the
prestige value of the standardized language; and finally the illusion is
created of a primary language, belonging to the large area which is the
territory of a nation or a nationality, and of the many local forms of speech
as uncultured or degenerated variants of the primary norm. […] Local
dialects are in a sense minority languages […] (Sapir 1931 (V): 124).
Here, Sapir indicates that since the approved local dialect becomes the cultural
symbol, other local dialect speakers become ashamed of their local dialect due to
the increased prestige given to the approved local dialect, which becomes the
standardized language through the setting of norms. He also indicates that these
local dialects are actually minority languages since they have their particular
forms.
Ever since the formation of the great national languages of Europe toward
the end of the mediaeval period there have been many social and political
influences at work to imperil the status of local dialects. As the power of
the sovereign grew, the language of the court gained in prestige and
tended to diffuse through all the ramifications of the official world. […] In
more recent days the increase of popular education and the growing
demand for ready intelligibility in the business world have given a
tremendous impetus to the spread of standardized forms of speech (Sapir
1931 (V): 124).
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Sapir indicates that the survival of local dialects or minority languages since the
social and political power of a central authority grew has been difficult since
several trends have alluded to the importance of a standard language.
In spite of all these standardizing influences, however, local dialects,
particularly in Europe, have persisted with a vitality that is little short of
amazing. Obviously the question of the conservatism of dialect is not
altogether a negative matter of the inertia of speech and of the failure of
overriding cultural influences to permeate into all corners of a given
territory. It is to a very significant degree a positive matter of the
resistance of the local dialects to something which is vaguely felt as
hostile. This is easily understood if we look upon languages and dialects
not as intrinsically good or bad forms of speech but as symbols of social
attitudes. Before the growth of modern industrialism culture tended to be
intensely local in character in spite of the uniformizing influences of
government, religion, education and business. The culture that gradually
seeped in from the great urban centers was felt as something alien and
superficial in spite of the prestige that unavoidably attached to it. The
home speech was associated with kinship ties and with the earliest
emotional experiences of the individual. Hence the learning of a
standardized language could hardly seem natural except in the few
centers in which the higher culture seemed properly at home, and even in
these there generally developed a hiatus between the standardized
language of the cultured classes and the folk speech of the local residents.
Hence cockney is as far removed psychologically from standard British
English as is a peasant dialect of Yorkshire or Devon. On the continent of
Europe, particularly in Germany and Italy, the culture represented, for
example, by standardized German or standardized Italian was until very
recent days an exceedingly thin psychological structure, and its official
speech could hardly take on the task of adequately symbolizing the highly
differentiated folk cultures of German speaking and Italian speaking
regions (Sapir 1931 (V): 125).
Sapir unmistakably indicates the cultural and affective differences between local
dialects or minority languages and standardized languages. The former are
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associated with kinship, while the latter are more alien and must be learned.
Moreover, the two languages are associated with two different cultures; a local
one and a more universal or national one.
The Age of Enlightenment in the eighteenth century was, on the whole,
hostile to the persistence of dialects, but the romantic movement which
followed it gave to folk speech a glamour which has probably had
something to do with the idealization of localized languages as symbols of
national solidarity and territorial integrity (Sapir 1931 (V): 125).
Here, Sapir credits the Romantic Movement with conferring status upon
minority languages since the Enlightenment preferred standardization.
A word may be added in regard to the social psychology of dialectic forms
of speech. In the main, markedly dialectic peculiarities have been looked
upon as symbols of inferiority of status, but if local sentiment is strongly
marked and if the significance of the local group for the larger life of the
nation as a whole allows, a local dialect may become the symbol of a kind
of inverted pride. We thus have the singular spectacle of Lowland Scotch
as an approved and beautiful linguistic instrument and of [C]ockney as an
undesirable and ugly one. These judgments are extrinsic to the facts of
language themselves but they are none the less decisive in the world of
cultural symbolisms (Sapir 1931 (V): 126).
Above, Sapir demonstrates that a minority language can be a symbol of covert
pride if local sentiment is high. Furthermore, he hints at the importance of
language ideology in linguistic nationalism.
Language Ideology
While attempts have been made to define language ideology, a number
of different emphases still exist. Most broadly, language ideologies have been
demarcated as “shared bodies of commonsense notions about the nature of
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language in the world” (Rumsey 1990 quoted in Schieffelin, Woolard and
Kroskrity 1998: 4). When emphasizing linguistic structure and the activist nature
of ideology, language ideologies have been defined as “sets of beliefs about
language articulated by users as a rationalization or justification of perceived
language structure and use” (Silverstein 1979 quoted in Schieffelin et al. 1998: 4).
Regarding the social aspect, language ideology has been described as “selfevident ideas and objectives a group holds concerning roles of language in the
social experiences of members as they contribute to the expression of the group”
(Heath 1989 quoted in Schieffelin et al. 1998: 4) and as “the cultural system of
ideas about social and linguistic relationships, together with their loading of
moral and political interests” (Irvine 1989: 255).
The moral and political aspects are truly significant, as they symbolize the
social and linguistic relationships, and as a result, influence the ways through
which speakers understand social life, wherein the assumptions they rest upon
often imply an end result without any examination of the facts (Irvine 1989: 255).
In other words, language ideology refers specifically to the ingrained,
unquestioned beliefs held by people regarding language, and the ways in which
those beliefs are projected onto its speakers (Wolfram and Schilling-Estes 2006:
234).
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Language ideology is thus not only about language, “rather, such
ideologies envision and enact links of language to group and personal identity,
to aesthetics, to morality, and to epistemology” (Woolard and Schieffelin 1994:
55-56). Since language ideology is a cultural system, it is also culturally specific;
French language ideology thus represents the French or Francophone culture.
Also, as a cultural system, language ideology is a learned philosophy in which a
language speaker learns how to interpret and interact within his or her society 1.
In this manner, language becomes a sign or symbol that transforms the language
into a type of tool or power (Bourdieu 1991).
Language ideology can be viewed as the politicization of language since
it, too, is a morally and politically loaded cultural system of ideas; language
ideology and the politicization of language can thus be interpreted as
synonymous.
Standard Language: National Domain
There is a universal tendency for groups to use language as the symbol of
their collective identity in order to bond members of the group together, as well
as to differentiate them from members of other groups; “us” versus “them”
(Lodge 1993: 85). After the fall of the Roman Empire, Latin remained the sacred

1

Neither cultural systems nor philosophies are innate; they are both learned.
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language; however, newly independent and/or developing nations soon saw the
importance of creating a national, sacred language of their own (Beaune 1991:
267).
Languages that are linked with nations and nationalisms are “standard
languages”, rather than “vernacular languages” since standard languages are not
natural languages, but have been created through manipulation. Sociolinguist
Richard Hudson states, “Standard languages are the result of a direct and
deliberate intervention by society” (Hudson in Battye et al. 2000: 9). Standard
languages were established over several centuries and in response to objective
and subjective pressures. Objectively, a standard language takes on a functional
purpose, as it becomes the means to communicate, govern and educate
effectively by suppressing variation and resisting change. Subjectively, since one
form of language is chosen over others, attitudes tend to emerge with regard to
the standard as being more elegant, clearer, or simply better than the other
varieties (Battye et al. 2000: 9-10).
According to the credited pioneer of sociolinguistics Einar Haugen, the
creation/standardization of a vernacular language is a national necessity (1966:
927). Since a nation can be seen as a society that combines familial, tribal and/or
regional groups, it stimulates a loyalty above these groups, while at the same
time discourages any loyalty to any other such groups or nations. The ideal is
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thus internal cohesion and external distinction. As the encouragement of such
loyalty demands free and intense communication within the nation, the national
ideal requires a single, shared linguistic code through which to communicate,
which is a standard language (Haugen 1966: 928).
“The development of linguistic norms [standardization] shadows the
structure and evolution of social groups” (Lodge 1993: 85). The standardization
process involves selection of a certain vernacular, codification of this vernacular,
acceptance of the codified language, as well as a desire to use it in all domains
and then elaboration of the new language by creating terms for new concepts
(Haugen 1966: 931). Through this process, Haugen points out that when a nation
selects a vernacular, it is for political, rather than linguistic reasons. Therefore,
no single choice will please all those involved. For the emerging, selected
language to gain national standing, it is most often chosen from one locale and
this locale will be used as the standard reference for usage. In other words, this
chosen locale will have the social authority to define “correct” or “acceptable”
usage. While this reference may cause linguistic inequality, again, it is social or
political, rather than linguistic (Haugen 1966: 931-933).
The emergence of European standard languages left an imprint on
European cultures regarding how Europeans subconsciously view language and
its role in society (Lodge 1993: 2). It has become internalized that language
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homogeneity and uniformity are the ideals, and that the written language is
better than the spoken one. Furthermore, the ideal language distribution is seen
to be a separate language for every separate nation (Lodge 1993: 2-3).
In no European society did they take deeper root than in France, and their
mark is to be seen in many aspects of French culture, witnessed for
instance in the profound respect felt for literary authors seen as creators of
la belle langue and in the cultivation of the French language as a central
part of the “national patrimony” (Lodge 1993: 3).
As a result, these ideals have also considerably influenced the way in which the
history of the French language has been written (Lodge 1993: 3).
When examining subjective attitudes to language in France, a significant
feature exhibited is the depth of reverence felt towards the standard language.
Linguistic prescriptivism and linguistic purism are inculcated ideas with deep
roots in French society (Lodge 1993: 3) 2.
The belief that the ideal state of the language is one of uniformity and that
linguistic heterogeneity is detrimental to effective communication is
firmly entrenched, and as an expression of this belief the French language
has acquired a rigidly codified standard form which exerts powerful
pressures upon its uses (Lodge 1993: 3).
It is widely believed that the purest form of French exists in writing and that
speaking often moves away from the ideal (Lodge 1993: 4). “The myth of the

Linguistic prescriptivism is a readiness to condemn non-standard usages of a language in a
language community, whereas linguistic purism is a desire to protect the standard from outside
“contaminations” (Lodge 1993: 3).
2
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‘clarity’ and ‘logic’ inherent in the standard French language is extremely
pervasive” (Lodge 1993: 4).
French Public’s View on Language in France: French Language Ideology
The French populace is aware that linguistic variation exists within
French, and within France. “However, when it comes to describing these
different language varieties the terminology (or metalanguage) at his/her
disposal is usually heavily laden with value-judgments derived from a long and
powerful tradition of prescriptivism” (Lodge 1993: 4). When a French person is
asked to define the French language, he or she most often identifies it with the
written standard, but will also probably regard the informal speech of the
educated middle class, known as “Familiar French”, as being “the French
language” since standard languages are believed to have formal and informal
varieties (Lodge 1993: 4). Most of the French populace would exclude slang or
regional forms. The most persistent of the excluded “non-standard” varieties
mentioned by the French is “Popular French”, which is associated with the
working-class (Lodge 1993: 4-5). After “Familiar French” and “Popular French”
come the dialectes and patois “used by the rustic populace in the various
provinces of France (Norman, Picard, Burgundian, etc.), and widely considered
by the layperson to be ‘debased, corrupt forms of French’” (Lodge 1993: 5).
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Dialectes are usually seen has holding greater dignity than patois since the
former are seen as having a written form and a higher level of standardization.
“For many a French layperson, in fact, the patois are the lowest form of language
life, associated as they are with the despised culture of the peasantry, and subject
as they are to infinite variability” (Lodge 1993: 5). This view has been inculcated
into the French since the days of Abbé Grégoire and his report (See pages 71-74).
Between the French language and patois are regional accents, which are
deviations in pronunciation from the Parisian norm, and are typically equated
with “Regional French” (Lodge 1993: 5). “The latter are obviously distinguished
from the regional languages (Basque, Breton, Flemish, Alsatian, Corsican,
Catalan and Occitan) which are felt (rightly in some cases) to be genetically
different from French and which enjoy various levels of prestige/stigmatization”
(Lodge 1993: 5).
The French populace’s metalanguage in this area holds a major
judgmental component. “The layperson tends not to view the different language
varieties current in society in a detached way, instead attributing to each of them
a social meaning based on culturally transmitted stereotypes” (Lodge 1993: 5).
The social ramifications of prescriptive attitudes on language are farreaching; “since speakers of the standard tend to be credited with greater
intelligence, trustworthiness, etc., than those who cannot ‘rise above’ the other
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varieties, upward social mobility can be denied to non-standard speakers”
(Lodge 1993: 12). “It is likely that the social norms presented by the French
standard language derive much of their strength from the highly centralized
nature of French society, strongly focused as it is on Paris” (Lodge 1993: 6).
However, they are reinforced by the pinnacle role in which language, the French
language, has played over the last 200 years in the definition of French national
identity.
Standard French is much more than an efficient form of communication
throughout France since it is also a powerful symbol that fosters national
solidarity or internal cohesion and feelings of uniqueness in comparison with
other nations or external distinction among the French populace (Lodge 1993: 6).
While similar attitudes may exist elsewhere, France is the nation to have most
deeply instilled, and perhaps realized, the ideal of “one nation, one language”
(Lodge 1993: 6). “In few countries has language played a greater role in
constituting national identity than in modern France. French is first and
foremost a political idiom, enshrined by the leaders of the Revolution and the
Third Republic as the language of the Republic and the Nation” (Cohen 2000: 21).
As cultural icon, tool for social cohesion, symbol of the Republic and source of
national pride, French has long defined the French nation (Cohen 2000: 21).
Furthermore, just as respectful attitudes toward standard languages exist in most
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European societies, “it is clear that these beliefs are particularly pervasive in
France”, and they are far from only being apparent in the populace, but are also
found in published histories of the French language by respected scholars (Lodge
1993: 7).
Written Histories of French
“It is not unfair to maintain that the way in which the history of the
French language has traditionally been written […] has in fact been heavily
conditioned by reverential attitudes to the standard language and by linguistic
prescriptivism” (Lodge 1993: 7).
After examining traditional histories of French, Lodge discovered that
what was meant by “the French language” tended to simply refer to the standard
language extending back in history to Francien, the purported medieval dialect
of Paris (Lodge 1993: 7). These histories are only of the standard, and usually its
written form, which seems to imply that other varieties – colloquial, regional,
popular, etc. – are of no interest (Lodge 1993: 7-8).
This concentration on the evolution of a single variety of French often
cloaks a teleological yearning on the part of the historian for linguistic
homogeneity. This is to say that many traditional histories seem to have
had as their underlying purpose to trace the gradual reduction of
obstacles to linguistic uniformity and to point the way to the seemingly
inevitable triumph of the standard language (Lodge 1993: 8).
Histories of French tend to employ the metaphor of a battle in which the winner
is French. The unstated function of the histories of the 16th century was to confer
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historical legitimacy onto the developing standard over other varieties, as well as
onto its competition for status with more dignified languages, such as Latin or
Greek (Lodge 1993: 8). While this one-dimensional approach was not
monopolized by histories of French, it does define a major section of the histories
of French.
With Romantic nationalism influenced by Wilhelm von Humboldt’s view
of language as an expression of the spirit of a people at the beginning of the 19th
century, histories of French began to focus on exploring and defining France’s
cultural specificity or what made the French people unique. “Since the French
language had come […] to symbolize French national identity, many came to the
view that the rise of the French language signified the rise of the French people”
(Lodge 1993: 9). In fact, French historian Jules Michelet even stated, “The history
of France begins with the French language; language is the principal symbol of a
nationality” (Jules Michelet quoted in Verrière 2000: 154). It was thus consistent
for linguistic historians to correlate events in the external history of the French
language with events that they considered to be milestones in the sociopolitical
as well as literary history of France. “Each was felt to be inextricably bound up
with the other, and both were conceived of as fundamentally unique” (Lodge
1993: 9).
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Lodge argues that this Romantic view of history seems to have laid the
ground rules for histories of French for 150 years since even today’s histories
tend to continue to use this approach (Lodge 1993: 9). He points to the now
commonplace traditional period divisions in the history of French to highlight
this fact: AD 500-842 Proto-French, 842-1100 Early Old French, 1100-1350
“Classical” Old French, 1350-1500 Middle French, 1500-1600 Renaissance French,
1600-1789 Classical French, and 1789-present-day Modern French (Lodge 1993: 910). The bases for these different periods have been fixed with reference to a
varied set of criteria that are most often geared to political or literary, and only
occasionally to linguistic events. For instance, the Strasbourg Oaths occurred in
842, and represent the first texts attesting to the separateness of French from
Latin. Both Classical periods incorporate texts that have become valued in
French culture. Middle French represents a transitional phase when French
moved from alleged stability in the 13th century to imposed stability in the 17th
century, and the year of 1789 is a completely political choice. “It is highly likely
that this periodization owes more to political and literary history and to French
national ‘mythology’ than to the reality of linguistic or sociolinguistic
development” (Lodge 1993: 10).
Very frequently the periodization of the history of French is dominated by
specific metaphors; sometimes, they are architectural and other times they are
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anthropomorphic. “Such approaches are of course steeped in prescriptivism
and, even more importantly, they are not ideologically innocent” as they make
assumptions about the importance of particular historical events, which may be
less important to someone from a different political or philosophical leaning
(Lodge 1993: 10-11). “One of the consequences of this approach to the history of
the language is that we are often given not so much ‘French linguistic history’ as
‘a history of France from the point of view of the language’ (with strong
emphasis on tracing and no doubt legitimizing the diffusion of the Parisian
standard)” (Lodge 1993: 11).
Prescriptive Ideas about Language and Linguistic Norms in France
French society is a society in which linguistic prescription has become
extremely powerful (Lodge 1993: 155). “It is clear, when one looks at the history
[…] of […] French, that standardization […] commonly involves the
superimposition of sur-normes and […] a strong tradition of purism” (Lodge
1993: 156). Sur-normes or prescriptive rules are legitimized and maintained by a
structure of beliefs concerning the nature of language, and what is considered to
be correct and incorrect within it, which is ultimately dictated by the dominant
social and aesthetic values of a society (Lodge 1993: 156).
Milroy and Milroy (1985) label this structure the “ideology of the
standard”, which holds the following tenets:
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1.

The ideal state of a language is one of uniformity; everyone should ideally
both speak and write in the same manner. Non-standard usage is to some
degree improper, and language change is to be deplored;

2. The written language is the most valid form of the language. Languages
without a written form are deemed not be languages, but rather idiomes,
patois, parlers, etc. While prestige norms for speech exist, speaking is
considered to be less grammatically correct than writing. The purest form
of language is to be found in the work of the society’s best authors
selected by the aesthetic values of the dominant cultural tradition;
3. The purest social form of language is inherently better – more elegant,
clearer, more logical, etc. – then other varieties as it is the one employed
by persons of the highest status and the greatest potential for exercising
power. Other social dialects are debased – sloppy, slovenly, uncultivated,
failed attempts to express oneself correctly – corruptions of the standard
used by people of lower status who exercise little power (Milroy and
Milroy 1985 explained in Lodge 1993: 156-157).
In highly centralized France, prescriptive ideas about language, such as the
“ideology of the standard”, which was reinforced through the spread of literacy,
“are exceptionally strong and are not uncommonly used by ruling groups as an
instrument of power” (Lodge 1993: 157).
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The French Language in France: History of French Linguistic Nationalism
In this section, three milestones will be examined: linguistic erasure with
the Ordinance of Villers-Cotterêts (1539), the Jacobin Revolutionary period (17891799) and the French National period (19th century) when French dialectology
was in service to the French nation.
The “Angien Régime”: The French State and Linguistic Erasure
Linguistic Erasure
The first step in the process of constructing language as a key in French
political life was erasure – erasure of all other linguistic categories in order that
only French would ever be named. Erasure is particularly apparent in the
Ordinance of Villers-Cotterêts (1539) under François I, which constitutes the first
piece of linguistic legislation in France, making the king’s language the only
judicial language of the kingdom (Lodge 1993: 126-127). Whether the ordinance
instituted French as the sole judicial language or simply confirmed an existing
reality is still a matter of debate as is the case of which languages were excluded
– simply Latin and/or local languages (Courouau 2012: 35). Regardless of its
intent, the important point here is the manner to which languages other than
French were referred. Article 111 of the text reads:
[…] all legal decisions and all procedures pertaining either to the highest
courts or to the lower or inferior ones, whether they concern records,
inquests, contracts, commissions, wills or whatever other legal acts or
instruments or whatever is dependent thereon […] should be pronounced,
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registered and delivered to the litigants in the French mother tongue and
in no other way (Costa 2016: 67) 3.
Other languages or linguistic varieties other than French were not mentioned at
all. The mention of French, and only French, amounts to an act of social magic
that not only ratifies an already prevailing situation in which French was the
administrative language of the Kingdom of France, but also imposes the idea of
French as the sole language of power, and as a result, makes all other languages
and linguistic forms invisible (Bourdieu 1980: 66). Without knowing the true
goal of the ordinance, it certainly turned language into a political concern in
France (Lafont and Anatole 1970: 277). Moreover, the general importance of the
Ordinance of Villers-Cotterêts lies more in the central place it holds in French
national mythology than in what it actually achieved (Boulard 1999: 45 and
Citron 2008: 240).
It highlights a very hierarchical model, which reveals the structure of
power in France of the period. The language of the king was to become the
language of law and administration throughout the kingdom; a process that was
well under way in 1539. In addition, language and place were dissociated since
French was not only to prevail where it was spoken, if French was truly spoken
anywhere, but it was to also become the sole language of all official functions

3

Translated by Anthony Lodge with a slight change made by James Costa.
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throughout the kingdom. While the languages of the people were not banned,
they were removed from specific administrative functions. As a result, this
removal left no room for minority or provincial nations or peoples (Costa 2016:
69).
The principle “Other” in Ancien Régime France was thus a social one – the
people – rather than a geographic one; the people as opposed to the ruling élite,
the poor as opposed to the wealthy. This situation was exemplified in the 17th
century when grammarians codified French based upon the “good usage” of the
élite while simultaneously differentiating it with usage of the people (Lodge
1993: 169). “Groupness based upon the construction of particular geographic
areas is thus not the prime intention of the linguistic politics of the time […]”
(Costa 2016: 70). Elites in the provinces gradually relinquished their use of local
languages in favor of French, which indicates that geographical categorizations
of groupness were less important than the social aspect.
Local languages were the purview of the common people whose history
was thought to be different from that of the élite. The aristocracy indicated that
it was descended from the Frankish aristocracy, whereas it deemed that the
people were descended from the Gaulish tribes that they had conquered (Naudet
1827: 402). Two different social groups with different inherited rights, privileges
and duties inhabited the same place, the Kingdom of France; however, they
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neither shared the same genealogies nor the same foundation stories or myths
(Naudet 1827: 402).
The Jacobin Revolution (1789-1793)
The role played by language during the French Revolution of 1789 is not
as obvious as is usually affirmed by regional language advocates in France. The
revolutionary narrative was not based upon “center versus periphery” or one
seeking to eliminate provinces simply because they were provinces. Actually,
according to British historian Eric Hobsbawm, nationalism, linguistic or
otherwise, was not even part of the initial revolutionary project. The initial
vision was a unitary one in which the nation and the people would be
constructed under a single State (Hobsbawm 1990: 18-23).
In August 1790, Abbé Grégoire launched his infamous national study “on
the patois and the morals of the people of the countryside”, in order to ascertain
the linguistic situation of the country; however, it was not until after the Reign of
Terror in 1793 that the revolutionary project added a monolingual ideal. The
bourgeoisie, the new ruling élite, had long viewed local or provincial manners of
speaking as backward and unfit for modern times. While the monarchy and the
nobility were opposed to the Revolution from the start, eventually the
Revolution entered into conflict with the pope, and as a result, the Roman
Catholic Church as a whole. As a result, hostility regarding the Revolution
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acquired a mass base resting upon traditionalism in the Counterrevolution camp
Agulhon 2001: 57 and Pasquier 2012: 55). While the monarchical ideal of the
Ancien Régime had no plan to impose the use of French on all subjects or even to
turn them into a uniform group, the revolutionary ideal now rested upon both of
these elements in order to make the French, French (Weber 1976).
French Nation-Building from 1793: Erasure and Homogenization from Paris
Due to insurrections against the Revolution in the Vendée, Marseille, Lyon
as well as in other locations, coupled with the emergence of the antirevolutionary
base, the revolutionary leaders developed two truly “Jacobin” traits: the
recentralization of power and an anti-traditionalist view. In order to efficiently
wage war, the revolutionaries decided to recentralize power. Functionaries sent
to the provinces as representatives of Paris replaced the elected authorities, who
had either become rebels or were no longer trusted. In their attempts to soften
the Jacobin revolution in Paris, the Girondins were suspected of federalism,
which hereafter became associated with collusion with the royalist resistance.
In order to ideologically support their cause, the Jacobins adopted a brutal
anti-traditionalism, which clearly targeted regional idioms as exemplified
through Bertrand Barère de Vieuzac’s diatribe: “Federalism and superstition
speak Breton; emigration and hatred for the Revolution speak German; the
counter revolution speaks Italian, and fanaticism speaks Basque. Let us cast out
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these instruments of shame and terror” (Agulhon 2001: 57). The ideological
connotation is obvious, speakers of anything other than French were the enemy
and were responsible for shame and error.
In 1794, Abbé Grégoire presented his “Report on the Necessity and Means
to Annihilate the ‘Patois’ and to Universalize the Use of the French Language” to
the National Convention in which he listed the enemies:
We no longer have provinces and yet, we still have around 30 ‘patois’ that
recall their names. Perhaps, it is useful to name them: Bas-Breton,
Norman, Picard, Rouchi or Walloon, Flemish, Champenois, Messin,
Lorrain, Franc-Comtois, Burgundian, Bressan, Lyonnais, Dauphinois,
Auvergnat, Poitevin, Limousin, Picard, Provençal, Languedocien,
Velayen, Catalan, Béarnais, Basque, Rouergat and Gascon. […] To these
‘patois’, one must also add the Italian of Corsica and of the AlpesMaritimes and the German of the Upper- and Lower-Rhine since both of
these idioms are very degraded there. (Grégoire quoted in Buisson 1882:
1209) 4.
According to Occitan sociolinguist Philippe Martel, Grégoire broke with French
tradition and named the enemy, which both generated interest and debates on
the subject, which ultimately gave linguistic otherness a form of existence (Martel
in Costa 2016: 73). Furthermore, “[i]t could be argued that the type of work
Grégoire commissioned also contributed to anchoring the ‘patois’ in the new

This list includes a few mistakes – “Picard” is mentioned twice and “Rouchi” is a synonym for
Picard, rather than for Walloon. Today, this list would be somewhat different, such as “Messin”
would probably appear as “Platt” and “Rouergat” would probably not appear since it is a variety
of Languedocien; however, at the time, it was France’s first attempt at a linguistic survey, which
included different goals than simply enumerating the patois of France (Cerquiglini 2003).
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regimes of knowledge and of representation of knowledge developed at the time,
based on corpora, lists of words and dictionaries” (Costa 2016: 73). Grégoire
believed that universalizing the use of French by eradicating the patois, as well as
languages of minority communities, such as Yiddish, was the best way to
transmit general knowledge, to merge all citizens into the national mass and to
create a French people (Perret 2009: 221-232).
As a result of Grégoire’s report, French, or the idiom of cultured Parisians,
was politically and socially elevated to the status of language, while all other
idioms were politically and socially reduced to the status of patois. French
speakers became the socially dominant class, whereas all other idiom speakers
were socially reduced to the lower classes (Cerquiglini 2003: 138). Grégoire
declared, “The sweet voice of persuasion can accelerate to the era where these
feudal idioms will have disappeared” (Grégoire quoted in de Certeau et al. 1975:
302). According to Grégoire, it was the ideological apparatus of State via the
national education system, rather than political coercion, which could rid France
of its patois and encourage its citizens to learn French (Achard 1988: 56). Local
idioms were thus described as “corrupt” French to hasten assimilation to the
national tongue (Cerquiglini 2003: 138).
The narrative of the revised revolutionary project thus focused upon
language that had been developed during the regime of erasure implemented
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after the Ordinance of Villers-Cotterêtes. The revolutionary project expanded
this regime by constructing linguistic “Others” in terms of time, place and group.
With French occupying the role of language par excellence, the “non-language”
gradually came to be referred to as patois a categorization that widely survives to
the present day (Boyer 2005 and Gardy 2001).
Occitan scholar Jean-François Courouau traced the history of the term
“patois” from the 13th to the 17th centuries and discovered eight categories to
which the term related: sounds of animals, language of children, language of
rural residents, language of the past, language of religious alterity,
unintelligibility, different and peripheral languages as well as foreign languages
(2005: 217-219). Another study by linguist Paul Laurendeau discovered that the
term “patois” first characterized certain stigmatized ways of speaking in the 17th
century, and gradually, in the 18th century, came to categorize all forms of speech
in France, other than French, in a hierarchical manner: first, language, and then
patois (Laurendeau 1994: 148). According to Henri Boyer, the article on patois in
the Encyclopédie (1765) of Diderot and d’Alembert demonstrates this shift:
Corrupt language as spoken in almost all of the provinces: each has its
own patois; thus we have the Burgundian patois, the Norman patois, the
Champenois patois, the Gascon patois, the Provençal patois, etc. The
language is only spoken in the capital. I have no doubt that it is thus for all
living languages, and that such was the case for all dead languages. What
are the different dialects of the Greek language, other than the patois of the
different parts of Greece? (Diderot and d’Alembert 1765 (12): 174;
emphasis in the original and Boyer 2005: 76).
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Per this 18th century definition, the term “patois” was not simply derogatory, as it
had already been so in the 17th century, but it now reflected the persistent
hierarchization of certain forms of speech as subordinate to others, as well as
labeled and constructed patois as an illegitimate sub-language.
The final stage toward the shift to contemporary usage occurred in the last
decade of the 18th century wherein patois became a deprecated term for any
speech deemed to be corrupt and without rules to be progressively stamped out
(Boyer 2005: 77). In other words, patois came to describe “non-language” and the
opposite of real languages, such as English, French and German, which were
deemed to be discrete, bounded and describable objects. Since patois denoted
non-language, it made the association between a language, a people and a
territory, which modernity indicated constituted real languages, impossible. No
territory or people of “Patoisie” exists; moreover, “Patoisants” are not the
residents of “Patoisie”, but rather the mass of illiterate speakers of patois who
were supposed to abandon their patois for the national language in order to fully
access political consciousness (Costa 2016: 72-73).
National Period: French Linguistics and Dialectology in Service to the French Nation
At the outset of the 19th century, the main principles of the French national
account were in place. Cultural, social and territorial “Otherness” had been dealt
with in previous centuries. Linguistic “Otherness” had denied the nomination of
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other languages or linguistic varieties, which conferred sole authority onto
French alone. However, the patois remained, which raised a number of questions
concerning the origins and history of the French language itself (Cerquiglini
2007).
The revolutionary period was soon succeeded by the nationalist period
over the course of the 19th century, wherein the French nation and State were
deemed to coincide. The nationalist project, like the revolutionary one,
envisioned groupness as a territorially bound nation under one State (Costa 2016:
75). The infamous statement made by Bertrand Barère de Vieuzac in 1794 to the
National Convention concerning his report on idioms, explicitly associated
language with national loyalties – French to France and other idioms to the
enemies of the Revolution (i.e., neighboring States) – and exemplified making
language an element on which to articulate nationalist ideology. In his report,
Barère de Vieuzac described French as being beautiful and linked to democracy
and human rights, while languages, other than French, were either treated as
tools for collusion between anti-revolutionary forces in France or enemies
outside of France.
Over the course of the 19th century, French nationalists found it
paramount to inculcate the idea that there could only be one community, the
national one, fundamentally linked to time and space into French national
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consciousness. France was to be presented as a project that had unfolded
through time, only to be realized in the 19th century (Citron 2008 in Costa 2016:
75). As language, specifically the French language, had created the French
nation, its ideology had to be defended and strengthened. As a result, two
important events occurred concerning language in the France of the 1870s and
1880s. The first involved the linguistic description of France itself and the second
the “pure” origins of French.
The Francoprovençal Debate
Revolutionary and nationalist ideology had long claimed that France was
a monolingual country despite its historic bipartition between the Oïl in the
North and Oc in the South. However, in 1874, Italian dialectologist Graziadio
Isaia Ascoli proposed a hypothesis that a third idiom, Francoprovençal, existed
between Oïl and Oc based upon the indeterminacy of a number of patois around
Lyon in France, in eastern Switzerland and northeastern Italy (Costa 2016: 75-76).
This hypothesis soon lead to the questioning of the limits of Oc, the
possibility of it having limits, and hence to its existence as a separate language
from French. Since certain forms resisted the usual classification into Oil and Oc,
Gaston Paris and Paul Meyer, two French dialectologists who dominated French
linguistics during this period, took the opportunity to indicate that France was a
tapestry of linguistic forms, out of which no languages – other than French, the
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unifying force – could be carved. According to this view, France’s ideal unity
was thus maintained. Per Paris and Meyer, there could be no dialects in the
contemporary Gallo-Romance linguistic domain since this notion was reserved
for the Middle Ages or Ancient Greece. Through Romania, a journal that they
both founded, Paris and Meyer argued that the village was the territory for
French dialectology, rather than the provinces since the speech of each village
gradually faded into the variety of the next village; no province thus had its own
language or dialect, but rather a surplus of patois (Bergounioux 1989). In
ideological terms, France was linguistically one, a mosaic of idioms merging into
one another. The various patois were simply viewed as remnants of a bygone era,
to be studied before they vanished forever, but certainly not to be promoted as
they belonged to France’s past.
Paris and Meyer’s view derived directly from the dominate perspective
regarding language in 19th century France; the State was the source of legitimate
language, French, and thus the patois were in no way relevant (Branca-Rosoff
1990: 49). As a result, the patois had been absorbed by French and were
testimonies to its past, and as should only document this history. The
insinuation was ideologically clear; only language was valorized and all
vernaculars had to die in order for France to modernize and advance (Costa
2016: 76).
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The Francoprovençal debate eventually led to the definition of a northeastern linguistic limit for Occitan, as well as to the institutionalization, among
linguists at least, of a third Romance language in France, Francoprovençal. The
gradual acceptance of Francoprovençal did lead to the consolidation of the
bipartition of France hypothesis, but at a time, when it no longer really mattered.
Despite this debate and others that followed, the principle according to which
languages, other than French, should not be named in official discourse and
legislation persisted, and the 1880s Ferry laws on education specified: “French
only shall be used in the schools” (Martel 2007 in Costa 2016: 76). No idioms
were officially banned; they were merely treated as nonexistent (Costa 2016: 76).
Francien and the Notion of Dialect in France (1830-1900)
The second event, linked with the first, and possibly even having begun
earlier, despite having ended later, was the appearance of the notion of dialect in
French linguistics. Based upon conclusions reached by Paris and Meyer, it
appears that French linguistics of the period primarily served the national
project, rather than science (Bergounioux 1989).
In France, in the 1830s, French philology had no interest in dialects as
there were deemed to be only relevant to Ancient Greece or the Middles Ages in
France. However, in Germany and Romance Switzerland, new studies were
being carried out, which highlighted the importance of dialects. The new
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importance attributed to dialects was ignored in France until philologist Gustave
Fallot discovered the German and Swiss studies. Almost immediately, he broke
with the traditional French position and stated:
The ancient provinces of France had at first deep down the same manner
of speaking, simply different in the details. When one began to write, in
each of these provinces, in vernacular, one could only write in the idiom,
or to better say, in the dialect of the province. It was only later that the
French language properly speaking was born from a mixture and fusion
of these different dialects; and it was only later again that it stripped them
all from the rank of written languages and relegated them to the rank of
‘patois’. […] I do not believe, after several observations and comparisons,
that it is necessary to divide the ancient French language into more than
three principle dialects […] Norman, Picard and Burgundian (Fallot 1839:
10 and 14).
This statement created much debate among Romance philologists in France of
the period. In the 1850s, in the preface to his dictionary, Emile Littré even made
his stance known:
Why dialects and not ‘patois’? It is because the unity of language and of
literature did not exist […]. During this high period, it was the literatures
of Normandy, Picardy and Ile-de-France that had the primacy in number
and quality of works. When the 14th century finished […] it was at this
moment that these dialects ceased to exist in France and the ‘patois’ took
their place. Thus one will define the ‘patois’ as a dialect that no longer has
a literature and serves only the usages of the communal life (Littré quoted
in Bergounioux 1989: 25).
Through this statement, Littré attempted to balance scholarly discourse through
the appropriation of the educated by suggesting, without a single justification,
that the Ile-de-France once had its own dialect in the Middle Ages (Bergounioux
1989: 26).
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Several years later, after France’s defeat in the 1870 Franco-Prussian War
and after Prussia annexed Alsace and the Germanic-speaking portion of Lorraine
under the notion that language and nation should coincide, French
dialectologists, Gaston Paris and Paul Meyer, again railed to the national cause
through language as the revolutionaries had done a century earlier. They argued
that the French language was a “direct and pure descendent” of Latin through
the dialect of the Ile-de-France (Paris), and was thus less-marred by Germanic
influences than Burgundian, Norman and Picard (Bergounioux 1989: 37-38).
Suddenly, a single dialect now mattered. However, the entity Francien did not
exist, the term was simply invented in 1889 by Gaston Paris in his co-created
journal Romania as a result of France’s loss in the Franco-Prussian War.
This loss was interpreted as a significant blow to French unity, and in
order to counter a powerful German empire that was unified by Berlin and the
langue of Luther, French republicans or Jacobins deemed it necessary to highlight
the unity of France through Paris, and its unique and national langue (Cerquiglini
1998). Since French republicans of the period credited Prussia’s win to the
efficacy of its teachers in instilling love of the homeland, they deemed the school
system to be the best manner through which Paris, a centralized power, would
be able to both spread its langue and love of France as republican ideals
(Cerquiglini 1998).
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Several scholars, such as Bernard Cerquiglini, Léon Gautier, and Robert
Loriot, have demonstrated that Francien, the purported dialecte of Paris, was
nothing more than French philology and dialectology serving the French nation
and homeland, and perhaps the State (Bergounioux 1989). The term was simply
created in 1889 by Gaston Paris to replace the term “dialecte de l’Ile-de-France”
for ideological reasons (Brochard 1993 (1): 841). Among all of the authors of the
19th century looking into Francien, only three works have ever been found that
may possibly be Francien, whereas Gaston Paris always cited no less than 12
(Bergounioux 1989: 31). No speakers, archives or literature attest to the former
existence of the Francien dialecte. The only “proof” of its former existence is
accomplished through metaphorical rhetoric from geography, botany and fine
arts (Bergounioux 1989: 35-38). There is no historical record of Francien until
1870 when France and future-Germany were at odds over Germanic-speaking
Alsace and the Germanic-speaking portion of Lorraine after France’s defeat in
the Franco-Prussian War (Bergounioux 1989: 35-38).
According to French linguist Bernard Cerquiglini, one explanation and
two era-related myths surround Francien in French national ideology. The
classical explanation holds that National French derived from Francien, the
langue of the king installed in Paris, and due to the royal authority of the
Capetian monarchy, it slowly spread to other areas of France. In the 17th century,
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it was purified and became exemplified through the “good usage” of the royal
court (Cerquiglini 1998). While this explanation explains monoglossia and the
unity of the French langue by giving it a unique and pure source, it also perfectly
serves the ideology that made the langue an affair of State. Moreover, it is a
myth, and like any myth is an origin tale and an explanation of the world
(Cerquiglini 1998).
The 19th century myth holds that Francien was the dialecte spoken in the
Ile-de-France that became the langue of the king, and thus “won the day against
Anglo-Norman, Picard, Burgundian [and] Occitan in a sort of battle of
‘dialectes’” (Cerquiglini 1998). This myth relates to a sort of linguistic
Darwinism in which only the strongest survived. Obviously, Francien was
deemed to be the strongest, and thus won the battle. This version of the myth is
the one held by Ferdinand Brunot, the author of the 13-volume Histoire de la
langue française (Cerquiglini 1998). “Francien must not be considered as a
mixture […]. It is essentially the ‘parler’ of a region, as Norman is the ‘parler’ of
another” (Brunot quoted in Cerquiglini 1998).
Cerquiglini noted in 1998 that this myth still appeared in the Le Petit
Robert dictionary under its definition for “Francien” (Cerquiglini 1998). In fact,
the myth still appeared in the 2016 edition, “’Dialecte’ of the Langue d’oïl,
spoken in the Ile-de-France and in the Orléanais in the Middle Ages, which
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triumphed over the other ‘dialectes’ in order to create French” (Le Petit Robert
2016: Online) 5. The Trésor de la langue française dictionary credits the history of
the term to Gaston Paris in 1889 to mean a “word created by the Romanists, from
‘France’ (with suffix –ien) in order to distinguish the ‘dialecte’ of the Ile-deFrance, which gave birth to French, after having triumphed over the other
‘dialectes’” and also employs the triumphed metaphor (TLFi 2015: Online).
The 20th century myth deals with the discovery around 1950 that no text in
pure Francien had ever been found. Numerous unclassified texts fall into a
common langue category based upon a “scripta franca” or common script. While
this discovery could have negated the myth, it was so strong that it was simply
modified to imply that the common script was that of Francien, and if Francien
was not the unique basis of its origin, it was its director (Cerquiglini 1998).

In Le Petit Robert (2016), confusion seems to reign concerning the term “Picard” since its editors
categorizes it as both a langue and a dialecte. Under the entry “Picard”, Picard is classified as a
langue, but under a separate entry entitled “Note on the Picard ‘langue’”, it is described as a
group of parlers and a dialecte; the word langue does not appear in the definition despite its
appearance in the heading. The editors then state, “Picard was deposed […] by the ‘dialecte’ of
the Ile-de-France”, which again seems to refer to its status of “dialecte” according to them.
Interestingly, among the Langues d’oïl, Picard is the only one, other than French, to be
categorized as a langue with a mention of Langues d’oïl in the plural under the entry “Picard”; all
others are either categorized as either a dialecte or a parler of French of oïl, not even of Langue
d’oïl or Langues d’oïl (Le Petit Robert 2016: Online). The entry for “Oïl” only gives Langue d’oïl
in the singular and lists its dialectes; furthermore, the “Note on the ‘langue’” is entitled “French of
Oïl”, rather than “Langue d’oïl”; it thus seems obvious where the editors of Le Petit Robert stand
in reference to the different Langue(s) d’oïl; however, the Picard entry does deviate, which may
simply be an error (Le Petit Robert 2016: Online).
5
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Regardless of the version of the myth – 19th or 20th century – Cerquiglini
highlights four problems with it – Francien never existed, no external nor
internal descriptions exist, and the term “Ile-de-France” is relatively new
(Cerquiglini 1998).
Unlike the terms “Picard” and “Burgundian”, the term “Francien” never
existed during the Middle Ages. Linguistically, neither external nor internal
descriptions point to the existence of Francien. Externally, the term “Francien”
cannot apply to the Ile-de-France since this geographical name did not appear
until the 15th century. Its geographical area did not exist since that of Picard
touched Paris; therefore, maps that include Francien are simple conjecture
(Cerquiglini 1998).
Internally, no descriptions of Francien exist; Francien is essentially defined
as, and described in opposition to Picard, Norman and Burgundian, etc. “It is
what is neither Picard nor Norman nor Burgundian, etc.” “It is what remains
after the passage of the sieve, a non-dialectal ‘dialecte’, without characteristics,
and of which the other ‘dialectes’ would only be variations or deviances”
(Cerquiglini 1998). In volume one of Histoire de la langue française, Brunot states,
“There should not be a need to return to [Francien’s] characteristics. They have
been given all along, then opposed in the preceding pages to the different
characteristics of the East, West, etc.” (Brunot 1933 (1): 325). However, “in the
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preceding pages” – from page 310 to 325 –, no characteristics of Francien are
given, only characteristics of Picard, Norman, Champenois, etc. (Cerquiglini
1998).
During the Middle Ages, Paris and its region did not hold the power they
later did. While Paris held considerable sway in the 12th century due to the
importance of the Abby of Saint Denis and the University of Paris, their langue
was Latin, neither Francien nor French. French kings did not spend a
considerable amount of time in Paris until after 1180. Most of them were not
interested in literature; they were only interested in tales of their glory, which
were written in Latin. Literature was written outside of Paris and its region,
notably in Champagne, Normandy and Picardy. The first document – the
Charter of Paris – written in the local langue of Paris was not written until 1249
(Cerquiglini 1998).
It was historian Jules Michelet through his 19-volume Histoire de France
that created the central myth of Paris – “a central and balanced France”; yet,
while Paris may be at the geographical center of the Oïl domain (Northern
France), when the Oc domain (Southern France) is added to form present-day
France, Paris is no longer at the geographical center. It is only ideologically
deemed to be at the center (Cerquiglini 1998).
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While classical philology was geographic and produced linguistic maps,
at the end of the 19th century, French philology was determined by its biases –
royal centralism followed by Jacobin centralism, purism, epistemological realism
in which a single spoken dialecte was the origin of the written langue. French
philologists of this period began searching for the lost first text that would prove
its origin without truly considering the possible oral origin of the langue (Hilty in
Cerquiglini 1998). They were convinced that a first text existed, and that the
texts they found were simply miscopied versions. However, what they failed to
realize was that writers availed themselves of a common script that was read
aloud by professional readers who would adapt it to the dialect of their audience;
in front of Picard-speakers, the text would be read in Picard, whereas in front of
Norman-speakers, it would be read in Norman. These speakers were listeners,
rather than readers since they could not read (Cerquiglini 1998).
* *
*
This chapter explored the concept of nationalism, how it often avails itself
of language in order to construct a national community. It was also
demonstrated how France has exemplified the connection between language and
nation since the 1789 Revolution.
The next chapter explores the diversity and unity of France from the
Ancien Régime to the present-day.
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CHAPTER THREE

Unity and Diversity: Cultural, Linguistic and Territorial, from l’Ancien Régime
End of the ‘Ancien Régime’
At the end of the Ancien Régime, the State of France exhibited
contradictory traits. Certain alluded to its unity, whereas others attested to its
diversity (Revel 1992 (3.1): 855). French historians tend to highlight one element
or the other depending upon their goal; however, according to historian Jacques
Revel, “France of the end of the 18th century is at the same time a relatively
heterogeneous assembly and a State strongly conscious of its unity on which it
had exercised for a long time strong aspirations for uniformity” (Revel 1992 (3.1):
855).
Unity
The French monarchy from the 14th and 15th centuries, and especially the
17th century, benefited from a movement of centralization and standardization,
which both founded and enforced its power. From Philippe IV to Louis XIV, a
litany of royal ordinances imposed onto the different royal provinces a coherent
ensemble of common laws, administration, rights, beliefs and culture (Revel 1992
(3.1): 855).
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Other than the French monarchy, Roman Catholicism was the main
unifying element among the French until the 18th century (Bell 2001: 187).
“Spiritually and physically, the Church’s hold was all embracing in daily life.
The priest kept the parish register, so he recorded births and deaths;
furthermore, religious marriage was a binding contract” (Hayward 2007: 57).
Also, primary education and rudimentary social services were under clerical
control (Hayward 2007: 57).
Diversity
At the end of the Ancien Régime, France was a mosaic of assembled
particularisms. From the royal domain, over several centuries, through different
manners, a certain number of territorial communities, such as provinces, were
contractually integrated into the kingdom (Revel 1992 (3.1): 854). The affirmation
of their identities was perpetuated through the existence of particular laws and
independent institutions that represented the group to the king. Provinces
constituted their own societies with their own traditions, customs, languages or
dialects and laws. The multiplicity of laws becomes more intense and
complicated when looking at the date – more ancient or more recent – of
integration into the kingdom, the territorial distance between the royal center
and the province and potential similarities between certain provinces and
neighboring communities within different states (Revel 1992 (3.1): 855).
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Provincial Consciousness
In the 16th and 17th centuries and the beginning of the 18th centuries of the
Ancien Régime, the French monarchy neither recognized provincial or regional
cultures nor their territories. Royal celebrations in Paris were deemed to be
national, whereas provincial celebrations in the provinces were simply seen as
being of and for the “people”; however, this “people” was only defined by its
alterity to the legitimate national Parisian culture (Revel 1992 (3.1): 860). In the
eyes of the monarchy and its agents, the provinces were only viewed through the
angle of diversity and variation. “They found their place within an inorganic
continuum, without boundaries nor points of reference, of which unity only
established itself in what opposed them to legitimate culture” (Revel 1992 (3.1):
860).
In the 1750s and 1760s, the Enlightenment ushered in a new science,
anthropology. This new science was concerned with the diversity of mankind.
While Germanic countries, especially Germany, were valorizing their popular
cultures and folklore, France, through its élites, denigrated both of its. As a
result, the term “folklore” has a negative connotation in France, whereas it does
not in many other European countries (Bromberger 1996: 9). However,
eventually, partisans of this new science applied it to explain the differences
between the different provinces of France relying upon the strong consciousness
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of provincial identity (Revel 1992 (3.1): 871). By looking at the social and cultural
history of the individual provinces, a new consistency was given to them. It
became evident that each province possessed its own culture and unity. “[…]
[T]he anthropological distance between two European cultures is of the same
type as that existing between two French provinces” (Le Bras and Todd 2012: 81).
This same conclusion was previously reached by Montaigne hundreds of years
before in Book II, Chapter XII of his Essais in the 1560s (1958: 489). However, it
would not be until the creation of anthropology much later that certain French
intellectuals would make the same realization, and thus the provinces would no
longer be seen as archaic and backward, but as communities that needed to be
understood via their individual histories (Revel 1992 (3.1): 871).
In the middle of the 18th century, members of provincial academies began
to praise provincial histories and works (Revel 1992 (3.1): 860). These members
no longer saw, as did the French monarchy, a contradiction between the national
and local. It was through the study and writing of provincial histories that a
provincial consciousness both expressed itself and found its support (Revel 1992:
(3.1) 860). Through this undertaking, Daniel Roche, author of Le Siècle des
Lumières en province : Académies et académiciens provinciaux1 (1978), believes that

1
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provincial academy members overcame their inferiority complex regarding Paris
and its institutions (Revel 1992 (3.1): 860).
Provincial consciousness was not only expressed through history at this
time, but also through cartography. Due to financial and political problems, the
national map of France created by Cassini was severely criticized for having
sacrificed topography to geometry. The provinces were particularly unsatisfied
as they were misrepresented both geographically as well as in their interests.
Rather than simply complaining, many of the provinces ordered their own maps:
Burgundy and Guyenne in the 1760s; Languedoc in the 1770s followed by
Provence, Artois and Brittany. The administrative preoccupation and economic
interests in this undertaking affirmed a provincial identity, which was discreet
and practical (Revel 1992 (3.1): 862).
The Ancien Régime, even under the absolute monarchy, was tolerant of
provincial personalities and particularisms; however, it did not attribute any
legitimacy to them other than a formal one, an area from which to collect taxes
(Revel 1992 (3.1): 862-863).
1789 Revolution
The 1789 Revolution dramatically changed French society. The
revolutionaries could no longer accept the society created by the monarchy. As a
result, they decided to politically create the French nation, which required
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equality among its citizens. For the first time in French history, the provinces
came to the forefront as representatives of privileges, particularisms and
irregularities in French society that needed to be abolished in order to engender
equality (Revel 1992 (3.1): 863). On the night of August 4, 1789, the
revolutionaries decided to abolish the privileges of the different territorial
communities.
A national constitution and public liberty being more advantageous to the
provinces than the privileges of which certain ones enjoy, and of which
the sacrifice is necessary for intimate unity of all parts of the empire, it is
declared that all the particular privileges of the provinces, principalities,
‘pays’, cantons, cities and communities of inhabitants, either financial or
of any other nature, are abolished without recurrence and will remain
combined in the natural right of all the French (Article 10 of Decree of
August 11, 1789 quoted in Revel 1992 (3.1): 864) 2.
Paradoxically, in affirming the absolute priority of national unity and by
providing the legal manners through which to create it, the revolutionaries either
created or, at least, illuminated the potential provincial or regional problem in
the construction of the nation (Revel 1992 (3.1): 864). By judicially eliminating
the province, its identity and consciousness were amplified through the debates
on how to repartition French territory (Revel 1992 (3.1): 864). Moreover, it is
important to understand that interest in popular cultures and regional
particularisms in France always tended to be high during periods of crisis and

The province was just one among other territories with certain privileges; it just happened to be
the primary entity (Revel 1992 (3.1): 864-865).

2
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restoration when economic and demographic balances were skewed or when the
foundations of the nation were shaken (Bromberger 1996: 12). The desire to
change French society overnight illuminated its diversity and people’s
rootedness to place.
The revolutionaries decided that the new territorial repartition needed to
be one of the decisive elements for national regeneration and a demarcation with
the past. Remodeling the territory thus redefined the conditions of the social and
political game. Through making all parts of the territory equal, regular and
uniform, the revolutionaries aimed to politically balance the center and the
periphery. To them, it was necessary to amplify the measures begun under the
absolute monarchy in order to truly eliminate disparities, privileges and
individual statues, whether they applied to people or to territories. As a result,
the creation of the départements on the night of August 4, 1790 was for them an
egalitarian reform in which all Frenchmen were submitted to the same law as
well as to the same representative regime (Roncayolo 2001 (2): 186).
“The nation was defined, created, or recreated by the state, which meant
that subnations and subnational identities were deprived of political legitimacy
and integrated into the nation-state. The nation, thus redefined, was to be
composed, not of communities, but of individuals” (Safran 1991: 221). This
Jacobin notion lead to the delegitimation of ethnic groups and intermediate
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groups of all kinds: political, geographic, cultural, linguistic, and religious.
Through this philosophy, members of the nation were hereafter undifferentiated
(Safran 1991: 221). Furthermore, the newly reduced territories were supposed to
cut the link between local language and territory (Bell 2001: 175).
While critics point to the département as being the means through which
the central administration aimed to centralize, it was not a fact at this point in
time. Members of the Constituent Assembly were divided between Girondins
and Jacobins, and the former were less interested in administrative centralization
than were the latter (Roncayolo 2001 (2): 186). Despite this difference, they both
believed in the unity and the authority of the State. As a result, the départements
were to all members simply fractions of a unitary territory that ensured unity by
drawing the citizen closer to the administration. “Divide to unite”, was the
intent of the Constituent Assembly’s plan, explains historian Marie-Vic OzoufMarignier (quoted in Roncayolo 2001 (2): 186-187).
Through the creation of the départements, the revolutionaries believed that
local differences, either created by geography or history, would be minimized, as
well as surpassed, allowing for the formation of a unified nation (Roncayolo 2001
(2): 188). The département “shall produce the inestimable advantage of fusing the
local and the particular into the national and public, making all the inhabitants of
this empire French, rather than the people of Provence, of Normandy, of Paris, of
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Lorraine that they are today” (Adrien Duquesnoy 1789 quoted in Pasquier 2015:
24). The revolutionaries thought that the nation would be the apogee of its
different parts and would represent the universal and the homogenous, or the
general, while its parts (the départements) would represent the partial and the
heterogeneous, or the particular (Gasnier 1992 (3.2): 465).
In ideologically defining, in an effort to create, the French nation, the
revolutionaries inversed the traditional idea of France in which the different
parts were often seen to be more important than the whole due to their different
particularisms. While the particularisms of the parts remained, they had been
both ideologically absorbed into the notion of the “new”, revolutionary France
and reduced in size, at least territorially, by the creation of the départements
(Gasnier 1992 (3.2): 466).
In so defining the nation, the two territorial entities – the national and the
local – were deemed to be complementary, but not equal. Local particularisms
were characterized as archaic and out of date, while the national were
characterized as modern and universal. “The local is the childhood of the
national” after all (Gasnier 1992 (3.2): 466).
The long negotiations of territorial reform, begun in the autumn of 1789,
affirmed a provincial consciousness. Faced with disappearance, the provinces
found themselves greeted with new interest and new-found importance. While
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several years previous, the ledgers of grievances contained criticisms of the
numerous royal territories – parliaments, governments, etc. –, at this time, they
now contained complaints against the territorial reform as it would be an attack
on provincial identity (Revel 1992 (3.1): 866). The provinces most against the
reform were peripheral provinces and pays d’état 3 – Brittany, Artois, FrancheComté, Dauphiné, Provence and Béarn –, which were often most recently
incorporated into the kingdom and held strong linguistic or cultural
particularities. Occasionally, they also held strong solidarity with territories
situated outside of the French national territory. None were willing to renounce
their administrative or fiscal privileges. Furthermore, their inhabitants indicated
that their provincial consciousness was unbreakable (Revel 1992 (3.1): 866-867).
This fact lead the Baron de Jessé to ask, “How to conquer the feeling that
attaches the inhabitants of the provinces just as much to the name of the soil as to
the soil itself?” (Baron de Jessé quoted in Revel 1992 (3.1): 867). According to the
Count de Mirabeau, the territorial repartition infringed upon the natural order
and intangible solidarities. “I well know that one would neither cut the houses
nor the bell towers, but one would cut what is more inseparable, one would cut
all the links that strengthened for such a long time the morals, the habits, the
productions and the language” (Count de Mirabeau quoted in Revel 1992 (3.1):
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“Countries” of state; provinces that had held onto their individual parliaments.
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867). The remarks of the Count de Mirabeau effectively linked the social,
historical and natural to the territory. In other words, his remarks rooted the
three elements into a territory (Revel 1992 (3.1): 867).
Local deputies were invited to divide their province into départements with
the Committee of Division. The committee’s role was to simply decide upon the
number of départements and to end any potential stalemates between local
deputies (Roncayolo 1992 (3.1): 888). As a result, the départements were created
out of the ancient provincial boundaries, while at the same time, creating
functional spaces in which local particularisms would be less menacing for
national unity. The names of the new départements rely upon geography in order
to place them within the national space, rather than upon the names of the
former provinces (Roncayolo 1992 (3.1): 890).
After the “federalist” period of 1793-1794, wherein several départements
railed against the power of Paris, all diversity became suspect (Revel 1992 (3.1):
870). Local particularity came to be seen as the inverse of the national. While in
1789, local particularities had been absorbed into the nation, in 1793-1974, they
were seen to be resilient, and as a result, had to be eliminated (Gasnier 1992 (3.2):
467). The national project’s goal became to erase political, social and cultural
differences between the inhabitants of France (Revel 1992 (3.1): 870). The
provincial personality was slated to dissolve after the provinces ceased to exist.
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The national project only had room for a united, and then unified France (Revel
1992 (3.1): 870).
The desire to eliminate the local particularity of 1793-1794 mirrors, or is
linked with, the desire to eliminate the patois begun in 1790 under Abbé Grégoire
(Gasnier 1992 (3.2): 467). The 1794 infamous invective of Barère “[f]ederalism
and superstition speak Breton, emigration and hatred of the Republic speak
German; counter-revolution speaks Italian and fanaticism speaks Basque. Let us
break these instruments of injury and error” (Barère quoted in Bell 2001: 169)
demonstrates that the particular, here language, was placed outside of the
nation. The local – patois, particularity and territory – became the antithesis of
the national – language, universality and nation – located in Paris. The
opposition between the center and the periphery intensified around the national
or universal and the local or particular (Gasnier 1992 (3.2): 467).
Revolutionaries turned to the anthropological works of the 1750s and
1760s to determine what in the provinces prevented revolutionary progress.
“Rather than consider the habits as erratic witnesses of a fundamental inferiority,
one looks to understand the consistency in order to better dissolve it” (Revel 1992
(3.1): 874). Whereas the intellectuals who had studied the provinces during the
Enlightenment had concluded that they were not backward, the revolutionaries
had not changed opinion; however, each group had different goals. The
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intellectuals’ goal was to describe and understand, whereas the revolutionaries’
goal was to transform into a united political unit, and thus to modernize. The
revolutionaries sought to use the provincial anthropological works to uncover
cultural and psychological traits that might have been preventing social and
political transformations among the former provinces’ inhabitants (Revel 1992
(3.1): 874).
“The [1789] Revolution is thus this paradoxical moment that combines
unitary desire and the discovery of regional differences, one bearing on the
other” (Revel 1992 (3.1): 874). With that being said, on the ground, not all
provincial identities were as developed as others. Certain provinces – Alsace,
Brittany and Roussillon – were strongly particularistic, while Franche-Comté was
to a lesser degree. Gascony and Burgundy were both derived from former
political units conscious of their glorious pasts, but were also rearranged in the
administrative and political domains of the kingdom. Others had already been
long enough attached and assimilated to the kingdom to no longer possess any
true particularities (Revel 1992 (3.1): 874).
The existence of a consciously distinct linguistic community, the demand
for lost or forgotten privileges, a resistance against French centralization, the
attraction of centrifugal forces, and the unity of local élites to the monarchy, and
then to the revolution are all elements that molded provincial personalities in
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addition to having rendered them unequally noticeable and conscious, too.
While these elements were sometimes noticeable to the different functionaries
sent into the periphery armed with Parisian politics, their descriptions and
reports rarely aligned with what the central administration asked of them. While
neither their loyalty nor their confidence in the revolutionary project were
suspect, they were overwhelmed with numerous realities and resistances in the
provinces. As a result, they focused upon the particularities that they believed to
be the most responsible for hindering integration into French society, which
differed from province to province (Revel 1992 (3.1): 874-875). The functionaries
thus charged with rendering “the provincial opacity readable finished by
constituting it into an insurmountable obstacle” (Revel 1992 (3.1): 875).
The statistics compiled on the départements directed, surveyed and
commented upon from Paris attempted to avoid being bogged down in the
immense diversity of France; however, the statistician’s work soon exhibited the
anthropological description of the départements or even of certain cantons, pays or
terroirs that constituted a département. As a result, during the first years of the
Empire, the statistical project was further centralized and standardized to only
look at quantifiable information. The département thus ceased to be the place
where one discovered France, and became the place where one observed France
(Revel 1992 (3.1): 876-877).
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Rather than having succumbed to the measures designed to eliminate
them, local cultures flourished even though elements that had supported them –
the Gregorian calendar and the monarchy – no longer existed. The survival or
permanence of local cultures caused travel story writers and administrative
statisticians to see in them the product of a milieu that reflected the character and
traditions anchored in the habits of the native residents. “Off to discover a
young people on a very old territory, travel story authors and reporters of
statistics revealed a very old people of a very young territory – the
‘département’” (Gasnier 1992 (3.2): 468). In other words, the continued existence
of the particular can be explained by the depth of its roots in local tradition.
In the 19th century arose strong regional sentiments, even if they were
unequally felt in the former provinces. These regional attachments created
cultural regionalisms based upon the strength of local tradition that produced
provincial stereotypes, which are highly responsible for the “characterology” of
French regions today (Revel 1992 (3.1): 877). For instance, in Brittany, the
rediscovery of its historic, archeological and literary patrimony in the 19th
century allowed Bretons to establish a positive regional identity, whereas the
large number of immigrants from North Africa complicated the long and
prestigious history inherited from Greece and Rome in Provence (Revel 1992
(3.1): 878).
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Results of the 1789 Revolution
The revolutionaries had hoped by abolishing the provinces and their
privileges and by creating in their stead politically homogeneous départements
that the diversity of France would give way to both unity and uniformity;
however, this goal did not truly come to pass. While the French were socially,
politically, and even largely culturally united after the 1789 Revolution,
uniformity neither quashed the attachments to the former provinces nor their
diversity. Furthermore, the départements were territorially constituted with land
from the former provinces, and their inhabitants still felt, and feel, themselves
today to be Alsatian, Breton, Champenois, Franc-Comtois, Lorrain, Picard,
Provençal, etc. (Revel 1992 (3.1): 878). Therefore, while the 1789 Revolution did
not create the region, it provided the means of provincial or regional nostalgia
through creating the French nation via cultural levelling and standardization
(Revel 1992 (3.1): 878). This nostalgia also applies to different territories that do
not always coincide: province, pays, region, local, and even center vs. periphery.
In other words, rather than simply having created a French national identity, the
1789 Revolution created different French identities (Revel 1992 (3.1): 879).
The “Départment” Used to Study Revolutionary Progress: Early 19th Century
While the département had been born primarily for political demands and
opportunistic arguments, under Napoléon, it became the source of knowledge of
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French society (Roncayolo 2001 (2): 197). The administration of the territory and
its description were part and parcel of its exploration. While geography was
neglected in the creation of the départements, it ended up becoming important in
knowledge about them. In order to make the territorial institutions function, the
central administration had to know of their resources, geography and the
mentality of their residents. The unification of the administration and the
territory thus soon lead to identifying the particularities, which had been
banished by decree, of the countryside. However, simply banishing
particularities from the institutional construction did not imply that they no
longer existed (Roncayolo 2001 (2): 197).
For the unified administration, these particularities now needed to be
handled; however, in order to handle them, they had to be identified.
Paradoxically, the progress of centralization, in which administrators moved
throughout France from post to post, required the acquisition of information and
knowledge about the local territory and its population. The central
administration thus increased and revealed its interests: measuring
revolutionary changes, opinion polls, development projects, lists of resources
and the moral situation of the French population (Roncayolo 2001 (2): 197-199).
From investigations or reports to imperial statistics, an inventory of the
territory and its residents was undertaken through the optic of the département
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(Roncayolo 2001 (2): 199). However, the territorial search for knowledge was
simply encyclopedic, rather than anthropological since they were simply being
listed, rather than being studied or understood. “Before their final
disappearance, regional particularisms needed to be mentioned one last time, in
order to inscribe them in the common, but bygone past, and to mark the
departure point of a new era in national history” (Ködel 2013: 32). Statistics of
the départements aimed to be both collections of memories and guides to action.
Memories of particularities that were being “phased out” and guides of how to
act and think as a French citizen (Roncayolo 2001 (2): 199).
The Bureau of Statistics was charged with evaluating the progress or
evolution of French society since 1789 to the early 1800s. Its work was focused
upon two questions: What changes had been accomplished and which ones had
yet to occur? In this manner, the bureau was both the surveyor of remnants of
the Ancien Régime, as well as that of changes initiated by the 1789 Revolution.
In the statistical reports of the départements, the particularisms became
archaisms, remnants of an already bygone era that had been banished from the
present as well as the future of the nation. The prefects described the regional
particularisms as a true ethnography of France; the diversity of traditions and
customs appeared to them as exotic, which demonstrated heterogeneous
elements in a society already considered to be uniform (Ködel 2013: 32). The
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diversity of languages, more than any other domain, seemed to clearly denote
the unachieved state of the national project; however, this linguistic diversity
was described as temporary; the last remnant of a bygone era that would soon
give way (Ködel 2013: 32).
“’Départemental’ statistics is thus largely the description of an imaginary
France that clearly allowed the cultural diversity to reappear under the gaze of
the prefects, but was no longer seen as a viable, daily reality” (Ködel 2013: 32);
however, the State and the enlightened administration were nonetheless driven
to survey it, in order to master it, as well as to make it completely disappear. In
contrast to the administration’s desires, the documentation of regional
differences, as well as cultural and linguistic particularisms contradicted the
image of French society, which the administration attempted to produce. This
documentation of France revealed two opposing facts: the achieved political and
institutional unity of the State and the continued diversity of the French
populace, which had not been transformed through the revolutionary process as
desired. “The ideal of an equal and modern society was confused with the
homogenization of most aspects of the social life of its citizens. Their cultural
differences had to disappear in the name of the progress of France” (Ködel 2013:
32).
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The political interest behind the description of France, under the new
regime, was not only to understand all details of the life of the nation, but also,
and most importantly, to influence it. “[…] [S]tatistics constitutes a true
assumption of possession through which the new regime claimed and seized the
heritage of monarchial France […], legitimation of the new regime in a distant
past” (Ködel 2013: 33). The Bureau of Statistics was called upon to
institutionalize the past by illustrating the history of the nation, rather than that
of the kings. In this manner, the social and cultural diversity was thus also a
result of the identity of the nation, rather than of the kings. Through this logic,
the State tried to appropriate regional traditions and particularisms that could no
longer escape the influence of the administration (Ködel 2013: 33). To this end,
description was seen as the best tool to demonstrate all that still appeared
chaotic, strange and irrational, in order to arrive at a better understanding that
would ultimately influence the social and cultural life of the French (Ködel 2013:
33).
Départemental statistics were thus an instrument of the administration; the
exact knowledge of life conditions of its citizens was seen to be indispensable to
abolish social and cultural differences; however, the descriptions of the prefects
were often vague since the prefects tended to describe them as phenomena at a
distance in both space and time. As a result, social and cultural differences were
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transformed into exotic, remote and archaic elements. Instead of being rejected
by the prefect, regional particularisms became the objects of a learned curiosity
that avoided criticism since particularisms were viewed as only retaining their
significance in history, space and learned thinking (Ködel 2013: 33).
Statistical knowledge served the nation. Numerous ministerial memos
encouraged prefects to observe and classify phenomena, which they were
required to note in their reports. The equal division of the national territory into
départements, which were created to assist in uniting the French, constituted the
domain for this observation and description; however, under this unifying unit,
cultural, linguistic and geographical limits continued to exist. The département
revealed itself to be unsuitable to grasp cultural and linguistic phenomena
(Ködel 2013: 34).
While the medieval pays and provinces had lost their significance as
political and administrative entities, they reappeared under the watchful eye of
the prefects, who were attentive to find adequate dimensions within which to
describe observed phenomena. This situation left its mark in the naming of
popular parlers – patois of Bresse, Poitevin langage, Savoisien patois, etc. (Ködel
2013: 34). In the reports of the prefects, France appeared as a mosaic of linguistic
and cultural particularisms. While the description of regional particularisms
illustrated the richness of the nation for the academies and learned societies of
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the provinces, it demonstrated its imperfection for the central administration.
“The evident contradiction between the observed diversity and the imagined
unity impose[d] a clear conclusion; the reality must be adapted to the image, and
statistics would show the path” (Ködel 2103: 34).
Moving from départemental statistics to the intellectual realm shows a
difference in how the continued diversity of France was interpreted. In 1861,
French historian Jules Michelet ideologically employed the continued
particularities of France to its benefit. The Tableau de la France, the first chapter of
the third book of the Histoire de France (1871), perfectly demonstrates this fact.
While previous historians had believed that France was always destined to be a
unified nation and country, in his Tableau, Michelet argued that the fact that
France became a unified nation and country was a miracle (Gasnier 1992 (3.2):
471). Michelet indicates that national unity – the triumph of the national over the
local – began with the breakdown of the feudal regime. The history of France per
Michelet’s Tableau is organized around the opposition between the universal
nation and the particular local in which the nation is described as modern,
whereas the local is described as outdated. A clear moral progression is
highlighted trough this work.
In this way was formed the general, universal spirit of the country. Local
spirit disappeared each day; the influence of the soil, climate and race
ceded to social and political action. The destiny of place was defeated.
Man had escaped from the tyranny of material circumstances […] Society
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and liberty had mastered nature; history had erased geography. In this
marvelous transformation, spirit had triumphed over substance, the
general over the particular, and the idea of the real (Michelet 1861: 227
quoted in Gasnier 1992 (3.2): 472).
For Michelet, local particularisms became the historical foundations of national
unity. Michelet thus ideologically attempted to diminish without destroying the
local and particular for the profit of the national and universal. National unity is
orchestrated by the center, where the universal dominates, and is realized
through centralization by eliminating local spirit and provinciality. According to
Michelet, “Paris summarizes France who distributes the duties and roles of each
province” (Gasnier 1992 (3.2): 472).
Around twenty years later, in his La France provinciale (1888), René Millet,
diplomat and official representative of the French government to Tunisia (18491900), demonstrated that he strongly disagreed with Michelet’s belief that Paris
summarized France.
A certain number of […] compatriots and almost all foreigners think that
it suffices to know Paris in order to know France […]. To them, Paris
seems to be the complete, unique and definitive expression of [French]
civilization. […] I know of no other attitude more false and more
insulting for [this] country. […] Paris is not France (Millet 1888: v-vi).
Millet clearly takes offense at both certain French people and foreigners alike in
believing that Paris is France; the provinces helped create French civilization.
History is a balance between geography and equality and politics and hierarchy
(Gasnier 1992 (3.2): 472). Where the royal tradition of history focused upon the
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description of different provinces of the kingdom annexed over time, Michelet
described the contributions the different provinces brought to the French nation,
and as a result of not having attained their historical destiny of becoming their
own independent nations, they fell into ruins (Gasnier 1992 (3.2): 472).
Michelet’s 24 provincial descriptions follow the same schema. Nature
defines the province, the physical traits determine the character of the native
inhabitants, and the harmony between man and the soil demonstrates what the
province has contributed to France. Each element is tinged with the influence of
the soil and climate of its origin. Within this schema, Michelet also prioritizes
how the inhabitants, landscape, habits and customs of the province lead to its
ruin. For Michelet, the province’s ruin and sterility was the fault of its
particularity (Gasnier 1992 (3.2): 473). “Placed in the general economy [section]
of the Histoire de France, [the Tableau] is only a parenthesis, which allows for the
focus upon a purely national history” (Gasnier 1992 (3.2): 473).
The First French Empire (1804-1814) continued the marginalization of the
local and the particular. The creation of the Statistique générale de la France 4, in
1835, also continued the marginalization. As statistics are the study of numerical
data, the entire French space was treated in the same manner without giving any
place for the particular. The functioning of the State treated the national territory
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as a homogeneous entity where the only differences were attributed to level
(Gasnier 1992 (3.2): 473-474).
The July Monarchy (1830-1848) continued local marginalization, which
can be highlighted through the actions of François Guizot, Minister of Public
Instruction between 1832 and 1837, with the creation the Société de l’histoire de
France 5 in 1833 and the Comité des travaux historiques 6 in 1834. While the two
organizations were charged with creating original documents relating to the
nation’s history, the State was in control of the organization, and of what would
be published; therefore, activities were strictly centralized. The State’s goal was
to eliminate any history considered to be potentially particular and thus
eliminating any localism from the national history of France. The State thus took
the eminent role of defining national history, and local history became absorbed
into it (Gasnier 1992 (3.2): 475).
The State’s control of national history in which the local was marginalized
and absorbed by the national can be shown through two studies on the patois of
the 19th century. In 1807, the Minister of the Interior asked départemental prefects
to have the Parable of the Prodigal Son translated into the patois of their
département. In 1863, the Minister of Public Instruction asked the départemental
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prefects to determine the number of Francophones and patois-speakers in their
schools.
In the first request, and study, the State was interested in gauging the gap
between the linguistic past and the desired linguistic present and future, while in
the second request, and study, the State wanted to assess cultural backwardness.
While both studies took place in the different départements, both eliminated the
local from any truly particular content since the focus of the studies was on gaps
and backwardness, rather than on the actual particularity of the location (Gasnier
1992 (3.2): 475).
Despite the marginalization of the local space and the particular by the
State, they survive. Travel stories prior to the 1789 Revolution and those from
the Romantic period became a literary genre, which assisted in the valorization,
and possible, maintenance of the particular (Gasnier 1992 (3.2): 475).
Furthermore, the multiplication of sociétés savantes 7 within cities of the former
provinces attests to their valorization and maintenance. In 1862, 204 learned
societies existed throughout France, while in 1903, 915 existed. Learned societies
were at their apex when World War I occurred, which subsequently lead to their
decline (Gasnier 1992 (3.2): 477).

Sociétés savantes (learned societies) studied, and continue to study, the history, culture, language,
folklore and nature of the province in which they worked (Bercé 1984 (2.2): 534).
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Localism triumphed under the learned societies as their members were in
control of both the research and its publication unlike under the Société de
l’histoire de France and the Comité des travaux historiques (Gasnier 1992 (3.2): 481484). One of the most visible ways through which they valorized the local space
and its particularity was through the construction of local or provincial
museums. From 1830 to 1914, the sociétés savantes created over 100 local
museums (Gasnier 1992 (3.2): 489). While the sociétés savantes created numerous
local museums, they were not the only group to do so. Local élites in numerous
communes assisted in the creation of local museums (Gasnier 1992 (3.2): 488-489).
In 1814, 43 local museums existed in France. By 1907, their number had grown to
255, and their number had intensified by 1982 to 802 (Gasnier 1992 (3.2): 486).
While the local museum was created through local and collective initiatives, it
now truly represents local history (Gasnier 1992 (3.2): 489). The first local
museums were predominately fine art museums most often charged with
showcasing the patrimonial idea of the 1789 Revolution – universality – and thus
exhibited based upon the theme “the progress of the human spirit”; however,
under the Restauration, more and more archeological museums were
constructed, which switched the patrimonial view from the universalistic to the
particularistic, changing their focus to move toward showcasing the totality of
the local throughout its history (Gasnier 1992 (3.2): 491-492).
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A third type of local museum – ethnographic – was created in the 20th
century. In 1937, 24 existed, and the first was the Museon Arlaten created by
Frédéric Mistral to showcase the Provençal local in Arles (Gasnier 1992 (3.2):
492). These ethnographic museums showcased folk arts and traditions and thus
centered upon local patrimony.
Ideological Change Under the Third Republic (1870-1940)
After France’s loss to Prussia in 1871 and the advent of the Third Republic,
the central administration changed its stance on the local and particular.
Prussia’s annexation of Alsace and the Germanic-speaking portion of Lorraine
questioned the notion of borders and blurred the separation between the local
and national, which the 1789 Revolution had raised (Gasnier 2001 (2): 272). Soon,
“[t]he local became the basis for defining France; the newly installed Republic
anchored its functions and rituals in it; and it became finally one of the
commonplaces of the dominant culture” (Gasnier 2001 (2): 271). Approaches to
France now passed through the inventory of its infinite diversity 8. Thierry
Gasnier indicates that during this time, France can be described as “one, yet
divisible”, rather than the normal “one and indivisible” heard today (2001 (2):
271).

Stéphane Gerson’s book The Pride of Place: Local Memories and Political Culture in Modern France
(2003) addresses this situation.
8
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The beginning of Lavisse’s renowned Histoire de France, which is entitled
the Tableau de la géographie de la France, succinctly illustrates this change. In its
opening, Lavisse describes the diversity of landscapes and lifestyles, which
according to him create the diversity of France. This diversity is described
through the unending division of territory down to its smallest component: the
natural regions and the pays (Gasnier 2001 (2): 271). Through this approach, the
geographer and historian is allowed to grasp the intimacy that unites a territory
and a group of people. Anchoring the differences firmly in the soil does not
necessarily lead to the shattering of the whole, but rather leads to the prominence
of solidarity among its parts. For Lavisse, France is situated at the crossroads of
the differences that form it; as a result, the local becomes the element for
identifying the real France. In other words, the local permits what is “fixed and
permanent” in France to be understood (Gasnier 2001 (2): 271).
The French school of geography was pivotal in redefining the French
nation around the local. This school individualized the fundamental units of
French territory based upon its human population, landscape and customs. The
rurality of France, exemplified in the local, was thus placed at the center of every
definition of France (Gasnier 2001 (2): 272).
This same rural orientation was reinforced by the rejection of the urban
modernism of the Second Empire and gave rise to a systematic collection of local
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traditions. In the 1870s, three reviews were founded to study and publish
information about local traditions, and in 1886, the Société des traditions populaires
and its review were created. All societies and reviews were charged with
studying local languages, literatures and customs. The prominence of rural
patrimonial diversity was accompanied by the addition of a “salle de France” 9 in
the Musée d’ethnographie 10 in 1888, which featured costumes and habitats from the
different provinces. Between 1904 and 1907, a four-volume study entitled the
Folklore de la France appeared filled with local monographs (Gasnier 2001 (2):
273).
In 1900, history entered the movement through the Revue de synthèse 11,
which studied local history. The first volume, contained two important articles –
“Réflexions sur l’histoire provinciale” (Berr) and “Introduction à l’étude des
régions et des pays de France” (Foncin) (Gasnier 2001 (2): 273) 12. The authors of
the two articles were charged with providing a synthesis of the topic. We needed
to provide “a very precise psychology of our France” (Berr) and “[to] build in
some way a temple to France and its regions” (Foncin) (quoted in Gasnier 2001
(2): 273). In 1903, the first monograph was published on Gascony; nine others
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followed over the years. Those for Picardy and Provence were never published.
In the general introduction to the series, Henri Berr indicated that each
monograph’s author decided upon which division he would write, which were
usually the pays of the province (Gasnier 2001 (2): 273). However, in the second
volume, Paul Lorquet dismissed the pays and the province and focused upon the
commune in order to truly “reconcile data from geography and history” (Gasnier
2001 (2): 273-276).
In 1911, the Society of Local Studies was created within the public
education system. Teachers would be rewarded by academic palms and medals
if their lessons or research and publications ultimately contributed to the
teaching of local history and geography (Thiesse 1996: 12). The memo of
February 25, 1911 explicitly stated the goal of public instruction: “to encourage
the studies of local interest among teaching members, to publish critical
bibliographies of history, of folklore, of geography [and] of regional philologies
[…]” (Thiesse 1996: 12). Not to be left out, Catholic schools also embraced the
focus upon the local. The Abbé Maurice even said, “The usefulness of historic
research to provide to the people readings attaching them more to their soil, to
their steeple, makes them love the old traditions of the ‘pays’” (Abbé Maurice
quoted in Thiesse 1996: 14-15).
The Third Republic School
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While the leaders of the Third Republic allowed the definition of the
nation and national identity to encompass difference, they also affirmed French
unity despite this difference. As the new definition described the singularity of
the local, it also denied it any other form of existence other than within the
national realm. As a result, the local could neither enter into conflict with the
national nor amongst each other (Thiesse 1996: 5-6). Ideologically, redefining the
nation in this manner allowed France to redefine France’s eminence among other
nations, and to disarm internal conflicts (Thiesse 1996: 6).
The Third Republic was a time of strong affirmation of national identity;
however, “the confirmation of this national identity was not accomplished by the
denial of local identities, as one often believed, but rather by their celebration”
(Thiesse 1996: 2). During the Third Republic, rather than being opposed, the
national and the local were seen as being completely united; the local was the
foundation of the national (Thiesse 1996: 2). “It was not a matter of only
integrating the local into the national, but rather of giving the local feeling of
belonging as a privileged access mode to national consciousness” (Thiesse 1996:
2). Throughout the Third Republic, regionalism was alive and well; numerous
activities were undertaken in order to promote local or regional identities;
however, according to historian Anne-Marie Thiesse, it was the State itself
through the republican elementary school that was the most successful.
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The republican elementary school, which was sometimes depicted as the
theater of a combat without mercy lead by tireless Jacobins against
regional cultures, had actually cultivated the feeling of local attachment as
the indispensable foundation of the feeling of national attachment
(Thiesse 1996: 2).
The French State tapped into the natural attachment one felt for his or her native
locality in order to teach one to love France in a similar manner.
Since the loss of Alsace and the Germanic-speaking portion of Lorraine
was seen as a blow to French patriotism, the national education system was
charged with teaching French patriotic feeling to the masses. The directors of the
national education system believed that children were not skilled at abstraction,
and therefore, decided to teach about the patrie 13 and nation in a concrete manner
(Thiesse 1996: 8).
The petite patrie is a likeable and protective space in between the family
and the society wherein one blossoms and develops. The petite patrie is a
maternal entity, and the love of it is declared natural like how a baby loves its
mother. The grande patrie, while it is also feminine, it is also more aloof and
virile. Love of the grande patrie is not instinctual, but must be taught (Thiesse
1996: 9-10). The directors of the national education system decided to tap into
the petite patrie in order to teach about the grande patrie. In 1911, the minister of
Public Instruction, Maurice Faure, prompted the academies’ rectors to teach local
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history and geography in order to develop the knowledge and affective
attachment to the petite patrie.
It is a too certain regrettable fact that most of the pupils and too many
French ignore almost entirely all that relates to the geography and history
of the commune, of the ‘département’, where they were born, and of the
former province of which this ‘département’ was a part before the
Revolution. There would be however the most serious advantage to all to
know well the particular appearance of the native soil, its resources,
customs, morals of its inhabitants, their traditions, tales, proverbs,
legends, the role that it played in the past […]. One is more attached to
one’s ‘pays’ if one has numerous reasons to love it, to feel in a certain way
united with lost generations; the love of the native soil […] is the most
pure foundation for the love of the ‘patrie’ (Faure quoted in Thiesse 1996:
10).
The presence of the petite patrie in elementary education was always presented
under the double sign of effusive feeling and the organized acquisition of
knowledge (Thiesse 1996: 10).
The notions of the petite and grande partie appear to correspond to the
theory of community (Gemeinschaft) and society (Gesellschaft) of German
sociologist Ferdinand Tönnies. The petite patrie and grande patrie of the Third
Republic can be theoretically explained through the concepts of community
(Gemeinschaft) and society (Gesellschaft) in which Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft
represent two different types of human groups (Sorokin in Tönnies 1963: vii). In
fact, according to Thiesse, the notion of the French petite patrie originated as an
approximate translation of the German Heimat (homeland) (2001: 13).
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Gemeinschaft or community is “all intimate, private, and exclusive living
together”, while Gesellschaft or society is “public life or the world itself” (Tönnies
1963: 33). One lives in Gemeinschat with one’s family through the good and the
bad; whereas one lives in Gesellschaft when one visits a large city or a foreign
country (Tönnies 1963: 33-34). “There exists a ‘Gemeinschaft’ of language, of
folkways or mores, or of beliefs; but by way of contrast, ‘Gesellschaft’ exists in
the realm of business, travel, or sciences” (Tönnies 1963: 34). Gemeinschaft is thus
genuine and profound, whereas Gesellschaft is transitory and superficial. In other
words, Gemeinschaft represents a living organism, while Gesellschaft represents a
mechanical construction (Tönnies 1963: 35).
Gemeinschaft
One of the key components of Gemeinschaft is unity. Unity exists in the
household, the neighborhood, the locality, the village or town. This unity is
created through understanding as it represents the social force that keeps
individuals together as members of an association or community.
Understanding rests on intimate knowledge of one another in so far as it is
conditioned and advanced by interest in being in the life of the other for both joy
and sorrow (Tönnies 1963: 37-47).
Language is the real organ of understanding, and through which it
develops and improves. It enables expression of pain and pleasure, fear and
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desire, as well as all other emotions to be conveyed and understood.
“[Language] is itself living understanding both in its content and in its form”
(Tönnies 1963: 47).
All sources of understanding can be found in the following schema. The
real cornerstone of unity, and the possibility of Gemeinschaft, is kinship; followed
by physical proximity, and subsequently intellectual proximity.
The major components of Gemeinschaft are as follows: (1) relatives, friends
and neighbors like one another or easily adjust themselves to each other; they
speak together and think similarly; (2) understanding exists between people who
like one another and (3) those who like and understand one another remain
together and organize a common life. This community forms a spirit in which a
determinative will, which has become as natural as language, consisting of a
multitude of feelings of understanding develops (Tönnies 1963: 48).
Gesellschaft
The Gesellschaft is the result of an artificial construction of a group of
human beings that resembles the Gemeinschaft wherein individuals live together
peacefully; however, in the Gemeinschaft, these human beings remain united in
spite of all separating forces, while in the Gesellschaft, they are separated despite
all uniting forces (Tönnies 1963: 64-65). In the Gesellschaft, unlike in the
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Gemeinschaft, no unity exists, and no former unity existed. In the Gesellschaft,
everyone is isolated and thus form a group of unknowns (Tönnies 1963: 65).
School Manuals of the Third Republic
The table of contents of the manual “Current Readings for French Pupils”
by Caumont underscores the relationship between the petite and grande patrie.
The manual begins with the family and then moves on to the house, the village,
the département and finally the country. The child is presented with themes in a
manner that builds from the concrete to the abstract. From the first lesson, the
manual attempts to tap into the affection the child feels for his or her family and
to continue to instill this affection throughout up until the lesson on France.
“The love of the citizen for the [grande] ‘Patrie’ must be, at the end of a process
of aggrandizement and maturation, analogous to the love the child has for his [or
her] family; the attachment to France develops from an attachment of the pupil
to his [or her] native soil” (Thiesse 1996: 19). This same idea applies today, even
if it is not purposefully initiated; children first develop a sense of family and
home that eventually broadens to include the neighborhood, city, region and
then country. However, here the administration and education system were
specifically tapping into to it for the nation’s gain.
The intended hierarchy between the petite and the grande patrie was clearly
stated for several decades according to manual prefaces written by academy
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inspectors (Thiesse 1996: 19). The 1891 preface to the History of Brittany, which
was presented as a supplement for the five Breton départements to the History of
France of Lavisse, affirms the notion that France was the synthesis of the petites
patries.
France is one and indivisible, but she is composed of parts that have their
unity. We are French, but we are also Bretons, Normans, Picards,
Flemings, Lorrainers, Burgundians, Provençaux, Languedociens [and]
Gascons. We all have a ‘petite patrie’ of which we love the familiar
countryside, the costumes, customs, accent, and of which we are proud.
To love this ‘petite patrie’ nothing is more legitimate, nothing more
natural, nothing more just to fortify the love for France, our common
‘patrie’.
The great voice of France, which has all the inflections, from the most soft
to the most strong, is made of distinct voices that sing in unison. Each of
our former provinces plays it part in this concert and contributes to the
harmonious perfection of the ensemble. To raise Brittany or Normandy or
Gascony to [the level of] France would mutilate not only its territory, but
also its spirit. It is for this reason that the loss of Alsace-Lorraine was such
a serious attack on the integrity of the ‘patrie’.
Each one of our former provinces had glorious works that are specific to
it, but that contribute to the glory of all of France. Let us study them in
order to have even more reasons to be attached to the native soil in order
to make us better understand the place and the importance of our country
among the entirety of Countries.
Provincial histories are therefore the necessary complement of the history
of France (Langlois quoted in Thiesse 1996: 20) 14.

This text was translated by this dissertation’s author. The “our” in italics was written in this
manner in the original. “Countries” was also capitalized in the original.
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The synthesis is clear, the former provinces are to be valued, but not as much as
France; it is France that merits the real accolades. Four years later, S. Jolly, the
academy inspector of Bordeaux, wrote a very similar piece in the Faces of the
Gironde manual (1934) in which he advised the French pupil to love his native
soil in order to more fully love France (Thiesse 1996: 20-21). All manuals had the
same goal – to define each petite patrie as a miniature version of France through
its two attributes of excellence, beauty and variety (Thiesse 1996: 27). “Just as
France is the most beautiful country of the world and the marvelous harmony of
diversity, so too each ‘départemental petite patrie’ is a natural jewel with
different facets” (Thiesse 1996: 27).
The following excerpt from the manual Upper Provence: Study of Regional
Geography (1914) highlights the double attributes of excellence included in the
manuals:
Upper Provence, which includes all of the ‘département’ of Basses-Alpes,
the eastern portion of the Vaucluse and a northern band of the Var, is a
truly varied and very picturesque region. In traveling across it, one passes
from the high mountains with their breathtakingly steep peaks, their snow
fields, their streams and foaming waterfalls, their prairies and their
woods, by a series of imperceptible gradations to the sunny plains where
grains abound, where fig trees, almond trees, olive trees ripen their fruits,
where the grapevine spreads out its ruby clusters, where the hills are
carpeted in lavender and the scent of thyme penetrates.
In this portion of the Provençal soil, of a beauty sometimes severe and
fierce, sometimes soft and caressing, but always harmonious and
captivating, every countryside, every culture, every climate meets. Few
regions offer such brutal contrasts and a stronger originality; there are few
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also in which the geographical study allows as much interest and as many
fertile results (G. Eisenmenger and C. Cauvin quoted in Thiesse 1996: 28).
The authors obviously described the varied geography of Upper Provence while
also enthusiastically and lyrically speaking of its beauty.
Cherish in Order to Serve
“The school manual is an initiation in loving admiration and its
expression” (Thiesse 1996: 34). While the pupil was believed to love his or her
petite patrie as he or she loved his mother, it was not believed that he or she
spontaneously knew the marvels of his or her petite patrie as they were too
familiar to be truly perceived. As a result, the goal of the manual was to totally
enumerate the marvels of the petite patrie (Thiesse 1996: 34).
The character of the pays is that of the peasant and vice versa (Thiesse
1996: 43). “For nature makes man in his image and imprints its traits onto him,
but man makes nature and bestows onto him its moral values” (Thiesse 1996: 43).
Once taught to cherish their petite patrie, it would be easier to teach the children
to cherish their grande patrie. Once children cherished the grande patrie, they
would want to serve it, which was the ultimate goal of the Third Republic
educational policy (Thiesse 1996: 43-45).
While the Third Republic had officially recognized the “two Frances”, the
Fourth and Fifth Republics did not focus upon the local France in their
educational or other policies, but it still remained vibrant.
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Les deux France (The Two Frances)
“Politically and culturally, France is binary” (Duhamel 2013). Since 1789,
France has always divided itself into two camps, two blocks or two Frances.
There have been Jacobins and royalists, Bonapartists and monarchists, moderate
republicans and radical republicans and always the political Left and the political
Right (Duhamel 2013). There have also been, and continue to be, nationalists and
regionalists. While the notion of les deux France may be entrenched in the French
political landscape, it has also anchored itself into the cultural one, too.
The most interesting, the most significant, the most specific may
nonetheless be situated on the borders of the political and the cultural, or
the political and the societal. That which mobilizes the masses, putting the
masses in motion, relates more to the social and societal than to classical
politics (Duhamel 2013).
The social usage of the expression appears to be more powerful than its political
usage. Duhamel appears to be correct in his assertion since numerous terms or
phrases exist to attest to the existence of the local or regional France as well as the
love of it. One is la France profonde (“Deep France”), which means traditional or
provincial France over Paris, and another is la France des terroirs (“France of the
Provinces”) (Schill 2011). It is not the easiest to translate terroir into English.
According to Le Grand Robert dictionary a terroir is “a rural or provincial region
considered to be the cause of the specific character of those who live there and of
those who were born there” (2015: Online). Therefore, a terroir is a place
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characterized by its particular cultural traits. Terroirs are thus natural locations,
rather than official or administrative ones. As a result, they are, or were until
recently, important. This fact is demonstrated through the title of the French
translation of Eugen Weber’s work Peasants into Frenchmen: The Modernization of
Rural France, 1870-1914 that is La fin des terroirs : La modernisation de la France
rurale, 1870-1914.
Other terms and expressions do not even include the term “France” at all,
such as mal du pays, which means that the person saying it is away from his or
her native locale, but longs to be there. This term has since transformed into
amour du pays meaning love of the native locale. Another important phrase used
within the Occitan movement to demonstrate love for the native locale is Volem
vuire al païs (“We want to live in our own country”), which is said in, as well as
being written in Occitan, rather than French (Judge 2000: 63). It is important to
understand that in these last expressions, the term “pays” means native land, soil
or locale, rather than France. It is another term somewhat difficult to define
(Claval 2006: 7).
The classic opposition between the Jacobins and Girondins created a
political opposition between the national and universal and the local or regional
and particular. Today, this political antagonism is employed by nationalists and
regionalists. Despite the ultimate goal of French nation-builders, the local in
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French society never officially succumbed to the national. While revolutionaries
marginalized the local, regional and particular and believed that it would give
way to the national and universal after being stripped of its value, the Third
Republic embraced the particular and love of it for the national cause. Therefore,
today, two Frances exist – one national and universal and one regional or local
and particular.
Emmanuel Le Bras and Emmanuel Todd summarize the situation well:
France does not contain one people but one hundred, who differ based
upon the notion of life and death, by the family system, [and] by the
attitude toward work or violence. From the point of view of
anthropology, France should not exist” (Le Bras and Todd 2012: 79).
France was not founded by any particular people. It carries the name of a
Germanic people, but speaks a language derived from Latin. “More than
any other nation in the world, it is a living defiance to ethnic and cultural
determinisms” (Le Bras and Todd 2012: 79).
Like French historian Jules Michelet previously declared, the fact that the French
nation exists is a miracle; however, unlike Michelet, there is no ideological
dogma associated with Le Bras and Todd’s statement.
The history of the expression “les deux France” begins in 1826 with Baron
Charles Dupin. It was during a conference at the Conservatoire des Arts et Métiers
where he first mentioned the Saint-Malo-Geneva Line – “a distinct and dark line
that separates the North and the South of France” – that also revealed “two
Frances” (Dupin quoted in Lepetit 1986: 1243). Analysis of education data
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indicated an “enlightened France” (the North) and an “obscure France” (the
South) (Lepetit 1986: 1243-1244).
The Saint-Malo-Geneva line is an imaginary line that runs more-or-less
straight from Mont-Saint-Michel (in Normandy) to the westernmost point of
Lake Geneva (in the Rhône-Alpes) and separates the most developed regions of
the pays d’oïl – Normandy, Ile-de-France and Picardy – from all the pays d’oc and
from certain “backward” pays d’oïl regions, such as Berry (Le Roy Ladurie 2001
(2): 2). The criterion employed to identify this cartographic line was the ability to
read, write and sign one’s name on the marriage contract. According to
historians, the Saint-Malo-Geneva line was already in place in the 1680s and it
owes its creation to the Enlightenment and the desire to spread literacy.
Northeastern France achieved this goal much sooner and faster than the rest of
France (Le Roy Ladurie 2001 (2): 2).
In his France pittoresque (1835), Captain Hugo identified another “two
Frances” that differed from those two first identified by Baron Dupin in 1826.
Hugo’s “two Frances” were the overtaxed départements located in western France
and the undertaxed located in eastern France separated by a line running from
Saint-Malo to the Rhône (Roncayolo 2001 (2): 204-205).
In 1836, Adolphe d’Angeville wrote his Essai sur la statistique de la
population française, considérée sous quelques-uns de ses rapports physiques et
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moraux 15, which laid the framework for a pre-industrial cultural anthropology of
France (Le Roy Ladurie 1977: 358). D’Angeville added additional criteria to his
study other than the education domain used by Dupin, such as census data,
family data, biological information, regional health data, literacy data, amount of
religious fervor information, etc. (Le Roy Ladurie 1977: 358-359). D’Angeville
concluded his Essai by stating that there were “two Frances”; “and one would be
tempted to believe two populations came into contact within the national
territory on a line that joins the port of Saint-Malo with the city of Geneva”
(d’Angeville quoted in Le Roy Ladurie 1977: 359-360).
While d’Angeville’s conclusion has been criticized for its simplicity, it has
been subsequently verified by Louis Maggiolo who confirmed the line’s
existence and significance in the 1780s, 1820s and 1860s. The existence and
importance of the line was only to disappear gradually with the spread of
mandatory schooling instituted by Jules Ferry in the last quarter of the 19th
century (Le Roy Ladurie 2001 (2): 2). This border was so durable and delineated
in its time (1680-1870) that it created “two Frances”: a North and a South or
historically, an Oïl and an Oc (Le Roy Ladurie 2001 (2): 2).

Essay on the Statistics of the French Population Considered Under Some of its Physical and Moral
Relations.
15
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Most of the French are aware of a certain oppression – real or supposed –
suffered by the South (pays d’oc) at the hands of the North (pays d’oïl) going back
to the Albigensian Crusade (1209-1229) (Le Roy Ladurie 2001 (2): 1). This
crusade is blamed for having forced the inhabitants of southern France (the Midi)
to bow down under the harsh fist of the northern barons, who descended upon
them from the Parisian Basin. This view has become a common memory for
much of France, especially for the residents of the Midi. The memory has also
been nourished via knowledge that gradually assimilated certain facts from the
research of statisticians from the past and present. Baron Dupin, Adolphe
d’Angeville and Louis Maggiolo followed by François Furet, Jacques Ozouf,
Roger Chartier and others have successively highlighted the importance of the
Saint-Malo-Geneva line, which separated northern and southern France (Le Roy
Ladurie 2001 (2): 1-2).
A study conducted by Michel Demonet in 1985 indicated that the NorthSouth divide still existed in the France of the 1850s; however, it no longer truly
followed the Saint-Malo-Geneva line. Moreover, the respective borders had
blurred depending upon the variable under examination. Their common border
was thus no longer fixed (Le Roy Ladurie 2001 (2): 3).
* *
*
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The French Revolution of 1789 represents a paradoxical moment when
revolutionaries desired to change France by creating a uniform society; however,
while attempting to do so, they highlighted the numerous differences between its
different provinces. Today, many of these differences still exist and attest to the
notion of the “Two Frances”.
The next chapter deals with the awakening of the French province, one of
the “Two Frances”, and its demand to be different.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Regionalism: Defining the Concept
The term “regionalism” was created by Provençal poet and philosopher of
the Félibrige 1, M. de Berluc-Perussis, in 1874; however, at this time, in the Midi 2,
the preferred term was “federalism” (Charles-Brun 1911: 226). In 1895, the
preferred term in France, according to the National League and Charles Maurras,
was “decentralization”, which meant “a set of reforms destined to reconstitute
the homeland by providing it a free head and a strong body” (Charles-Brun 1911:
3-4). Around the turn of the 20th century, the term “regionalism” meaning “a
regain of organic life” replaced the term “decentralization” and tended to mean
different things for regionalists and the average citizen (Charles-Brun 1911: 5) 3.
Charles-Brun did not further define the term.
Regionalism versus Regionalization
Despite their relatedness, regionalism and regionalization are not
synonymous. Regionalism can be understood to be both the realization that

France’s first cultural and literary movement as well as association begun in 1854 in the Oc
domain.
2 Southern France.
3 Political scientist, Rainer Riemenschneider indicates that the term “decentralization” is a better
term for “regionalism” since decentralization is capable of being codified through law, and is
thus negotiable in public debate, while regionalism is not (1982: 124).
1
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inhabitants of a certain region have common interests and the aspiration to
participate in the managing of these interests (Dayries and Dayries 1986: 3).
Regionalism is thus akin to a regional consciousness linked to a community that
wants to manage its affairs since it believes that only it is truly capable of
managing them. “This regional community considers itself to be more capable of
handling them than the State, considered as remote and giant [and] accused of
wanting to impose a uniform model onto the particularisms […]” (Dayries and
Dayries 1986: 3).
Regionalism can engender regionalization in which a central
administration provides the means for its regions to manage their own affairs.
Regionalism thus develops from below, while regionalization develops from
above (Dayries and Dayries 1986: 4). An inevitable paradox is created by the two
movements. The right to be different claimed by the region is seen as hindering
national unity by requiring different adjustments to be made by State institutions
(Dayries and Dayries 1986: 4).
After the realization that the département was too small to adequately
address current economic issues created through both urbanization and
industrialization, the French administration implemented regionalization in
1956, rather than regionalism, by creating 21 regions of program for economic
reasons through the grouping together of several départements. These regions
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were created on purely functional grounds by civil servants without consultation
with local politicians or residents. While the territory of some of the regions
corresponded approximately to that of former provinces, the territory of others
was carved out of other former provinces making them unrecognizable (Schrijver
2007: 176). “Administrative regions were born from a double imperative –
economic and technical – and not from a political desire to recognize any
regional identity” (Dayries and Dayries 1986: 19).
History of Regionalism in France
“Regionalism in France derives directly from the social, political and
economic implantation of the [French] Nation-state. It is the reflection of
struggles to integrate localities into the nation [and] of the age-old struggle
between the universal and the particular” (Pasquier 2012: 47). In simpler terms,
the construction of modern France was achieved through the marginalization of
regional particularities (Pasquier 2012: 49). It was in the former provinces where
élites affirmed the existence of specific provincial or regional societies with their
history, language and literature. As a result, the first step of French regionalism
was the process of reconstruction of regional identity, which had been stripped
of its value after the 1789 Revolution and replaced with a territorial stigma
(Pasquier 2012: 48).
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It was in the mid-1800s in which cultural movements or political
organization began to develop strategies to remove the territorial stigma by
valuing provincial cultures and promoting regional languages. These
movements also refused administrative centralism and the hegemonic
construction of the nation-state (Pasquier 2012: 48). Centralization in France is
the “fundamental principal that dominates all administrative organization:
agents, councils, jurisdiction …” (Aucoc quoted in Charles-Brun 1911: 230). It is
important to understand that the term “centralization” has two meanings in
France. According to de Tocqueville, one is political or governmental
centralization, which deals with general laws and the relationships between
France and other States, and one is administrative centralization, which deals
with assisting in city and village initiatives (Charles-Brun 1911: 230).
According to French regionalists, French political centralization is
considered to have been necessary as it provided the force of national unity;
however, they see administrative centralization as despotism (Blanc in CharlesBrun 1911: 12). Political centralization implies leaving to the State functions of
the State: military, jurisprudence and diplomatic responsibilities, while
administrative centralization implies the confiscation by the State or submission
to the State of local and regional interests (Charles-Brun 1911: 12). Regionalists
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desired to end the abuse of administrative centralization in France (Charles-Brun
1911: 12).
In the second half of the 19th century, the first disputes against
administrative centralization created cultural regionalism in several peripheral
areas of France (Pasquier 2012: 58).
Reinvention of the Regions
The invention, or reinvention, of the regional space can be found at the
intersection of two forces occurring at the end of the 19th century and beginning
of the 20th century: the debate on political centralization and départementalisation
inherited from the 1789 Revolution, and the rediscovery of a regional conscience
through the validation of regional languages and cultures by regional élites
(Pasquier 2012: 58).
A cultural regionalism had begun to grow in certain periphery areas of
France, by the mid-1800s, in reaction to the excesses of French administrative
centralism (Pasquier 2012: 58). Debates against French administrative
centralization, at this period, were primarily economic and social due to the
Industrial Revolution. The notion of “Paris-Province” denoting an imbalance
between the two parts of France began to be employed as Paris held all economic
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and social power 4. From 1789 to 1914, the population of Paris grew from 600,000
to 3 million, while the population of the next two largest French cities – Lyon and
Marseille – did not even equal 500,000 each. The imbalance between Paris and
the rest of France was accentuated by the fact that Paris found itself at the center
of all train and road connections (Pasquier 2012: 59). The rural exodus and the
geographical standardization of ways of life across the French territory were at
their apex. As a result, in 1865, the Committee of Nancy created a 70 page
document entitled “A project of decentralization” in which it denounced Parisian
hypertrophy. Its goal was simple “that the provinces where 93.3% of the
Empire’s population live will no longer be, forever and for always, the humble
dependents of Paris” (Voilliard in Pasquier 2012: 60).
With industrialization in full swing, it became evident in the last quarter
of the 19th century that the département was too small to be economically viable or
autonomous. Members of both the political Right and political Left began to call
for the creation of larger administrative territories (Pasquier 2012: 60-61).
At the end of the 19th century, Auguste Comte proposed the idea that
territorial divisions should be made with consultation with science in which the
territory should respect the link between man and his milieu or environment.

Jean-François Gravier’s Paris et le désert français (1947) largely mirrors this situation almost a
century later.
4
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Comte proposed dividing France into 17 regions that were destined to become
independent republics united under the French Republic (Comte in Pasquier
2012: 62); however, due to issues of national unity, nothing came of this proposal.
At the beginning of the 20th century, geographer Vidal de La Blache
suggested dividing France into natural regions or pays (Pasquier 2012: 63).
Between 1854 and 1938, at least 28 projects suggesting the creation of regions
were proposed, which demonstrates a constant interest in the idea (Pasquier
2012: 63).
The Cultural Awakening of the Provinces
In the last part of the 19th century, debates centered upon decentralization
moved toward regionalism (Charles-Brun 1911: 3 and Pasquier 2012: 58-59). The
change in term represented a change in objective. Under decentralization,
proponents wanted a transfer of judicial competences from the State to the
locality; however, under regionalism, the proponents wanted a new
administrative map of France drawn up based upon provincial or regional
identities (Pasquier 2012: 59). It soon became impossible to want one without the
other (Charles-Brun 1911: 3).
Since the State held a monopoly on everything including legitimate
education, a set of intellectuals from regional cultural groups proposed territorial
alternatives to the republican mythology. The debut of this movement has been
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called “the Awakening of the Provinces” by historian Anne-Marie Thiesse (1991)
and contributed to the reinvention of the French regional space (Pasquier 2012:
63).
The national policy of integration, since the 1789 Revolution, was a
struggle against regional cultures and languages (de Certeau et al. 1975). “While
the monarchy of the ‘Ancien Régime’ only had a few instruments to counter the
diversity of customs of the kingdom, the Jacobin revolutionaries began a process
of cultural centralization without precedent” (Pasquier 2012: 63-64). Whereas the
monarchy simply wanted the élites to use French, the revolutionaries wanted to
Frenchify the masses. They imposed the usage of French as the way to
modernize the State against the patois that they had already equated with
reaction. The linguistic study of France compiled by Abbé Grégoire and the
diatribe against regional languages of Bertrand Barère de Vieuzac in the early
1790s have become infamous in this respect. The cultural unification of France
was achieved a century later under the Third Republic and the Jules Ferry laws
of 1881 and 1882 that forbade the use of local languages within the schools
(Pasquier 2012: 64-65).
Despite this goal and its result, in the middle of the 19th century, multiple
artistic and intellectual associations, in almost all areas of France, developed
regional language journals and printing houses. A historiographic and literary
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regionalism developed that also assisted in the invention of the region, or the
reinvention of the provinces (Bertho 1980 in Pasquier 2012: 65). The slow decline
of rural France prompted an interest in the past, for language and traditions. In
republican ideology, regional cultures were viewed as obsolete; as a result, they
served as support for nostalgia of the past that helped to quash anxieties caused
by rapid and deep societal changes (Pasquier 2012: 65).
This enthusiasm for regional cultures, at the end of the 19th century, was
not specific to France. It occurred in all European countries engaged in a process
of modernization that included: the decline of the peasantry, linguistic
unification and a geographical standardization to the ways of life (Pasquier 2012:
65). Furthermore, the awakening of nationalities in Europe, in the middle of the
19th century, and the creation of new States through federation of ancient units,
such as Germany and Italy, favored new propositions concerning the
foundations of the nation and the State (Pasquier 2012: 65-66). Attached to these
new propositions, the notion of race became popularized and found a deep and
stable audience base. Race became equated with the idea that a community was
a group of individuals rooted on a common territory where their ancestors used
to live (Thiesse 1991). As a result, at the end of the 19th century, the French nation
became identified with a federation of local and regional races. This can be
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shown in the 1913 Tableau politique de la France de l’Ouest5 by André Siegfried, one
of the founders of French political science, who employed the notions of a Breton
race and an Angevin race in order to explain certain regional political
temperaments (Pasquier 2012: 66).
In the Midi 6 of 1854, the Félibrige, the first cultural and literary movement
and association in France, began to participate in the awakening of the provinces.
The Félibrige united seven Provençal authors who desired to produce high
quality literature in order to strengthen, promote and venerate Provençal. The
first article of the association’s statutes indicated its goals: “Always take care of
[Provence], its language, its color, its liberty of demeanor, its national honor and
its great level of intelligence, because as it is, Provence pleases us” (Martel 2004
quoted in Pasquier 2012: 67).
During the second half of the 19th century, through the middle class, the
Félibrige developed into a vast cultural association based upon regional
sociability. While it was sufficiently designed to strengthen, promote and
venerate Provençal through literature, it was inefficient in producing a real
political message (Martel 2004).

5
6
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Southern France.
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In reference to regional movements, it is Brittany that stands out. It had a
completely different language, Breton, than the French nation and direct links
with the first residents of the nation, the Gauls (Pasquier 2012: 67-68).
Legitimation of an Everyday Regionalism
While cultural regionalism may have somewhat lost some of its vigor after
World War II, it arose and strengthened in the 1960s and 1970s. Regional
cultural movements benefited from the Events of May 1968 wherein students
and workers revolted against the status quo and demanded a change in society
(Pasquier 2012: 69).
In the 1960s, an abundant literature announced the renaissance of the
regions. Notable ones were from Robert Lafont (1967), spokesman for a
regionalist revolution, Pierre Fougeyrollas (1968), prophet for a federal France,
Morvan Lebesque (1970), singer of the Breton nation, and Guy Héraud (1963),
leader of a Europe of ethnic peoples. All were against the power and control of
the State. Through authors like these cultural regionalism acquired a new
legitimacy.
In the first pages of Comment peut-on être Breton ? 7, Morvan Lebesque
explains that Brittany is a nation through the Breton language. “I understood
through a language that the powers improperly called a local idiom that I have

7

How can one be Breton?
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found an immortal culture – first and foremost, my nation” (Lebesque 1970
quoted in Pasquier 2012: 69).
Other regional language groups followed this example and began to
organize and call for the teaching of regional languages in schools. Several of
these groups signed cultural charters with the French State in order to benefit
from public finances; however, while the State had become tolerant of these
groups, it was far from completely supporting them and their goals
(Harguindéguy and Cole 2009: 29).
In the second half of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st century,
cultural regionalism had transformed itself in France. To the network of
militants fighting for the defense of regional cultures and languages had been
added artistic movements, which popularized as well as internationalized
regional cultures (Pasquier 2012: 70-71). Through a discovery, or rediscovery, of
the cultural, historic and linguistic particularities of the region, the region
developed ways of being differentiated within the French space. The particular
resisted the universal in order to have a voice in the exchange of information.
The first mechanism of institutionalization of the regional space was thus
fundamental as it created an everyday regionalism. Cultural manifestations and
sports are thus the expression of concrete regionalism through the display of
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regional flags, songs and symbols. Bilingual road signs are also symbols of
concrete regionalism and identifying with a region (Pasquier 2012: 71).
Regionalism and Political Competition
“If regionalism contributes in France to stabilizing accounts of different
territorial affiliations, it meets more difficulties engaging in a relationship of
political force with the central State” (Pasquier 2012: 83). Unlike in other
European States, regional or ethno-regional political parties, which identify with
ethnic groups and a territorial rootedness, in France, only have a limited
influence, with the exception of in Corsica. And yet, the methods and
temporalities of the politicization of regionalism in France correspond well to
Stein Rokkan’s center/periphery model (Pasquier 2012: 83).
The politicization of regionalism operated in two principle phases in the
19th and 20th centuries. The first phase was marked by a conservative regionalism
in which a network of notables was assembled in the defense of economic and
cultural interests in the periphery. The second phase was a Leftist national
regionalism that developed, between the years 1960-1970, a better structured
ideological and organizational repertoire in regions differentiated in the cultural
and linguistic domains, such as Brittany, Corsica and Occitania. However, this
regionalism was marginal during elections in the Fifth Republic. “The rules of
local and national political competition, as well as the identity-related
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construction of regional spaces explain this French exception” (Pasquier 2012:
83).
Conservative Regionalism
The first political regionalism in France was a conservative regionalism.
In the common hierarchy, the region occupies a particular place as it is found just
below the supreme collective affiliation that defines the homeland and is the
essential place where one experiences a community based upon customs,
traditions and languages (Rossi-Landi 1992 in Pasquier 2012). While the unity
and indivisibility of France are at the center of debates concerning rights on
decentralization, regionalism and federalism, it would be incorrect to believe that
political regionalism is anti-republican, even if it appears to be at times, at the
ideological crossroads (Pasquier 2012: 84).
The Politicization of Cultural Regionalism
Conservative regionalism began with the youth of the Félibrige. In the last
decade of the 19th century, the notion of federalism took on a new dimension in
the movement. The youth took possession of it in order to mark themselves off
from the previous generation. As a result, in 1892, Charles Maurras and Frédéric
Amouretti, two young members of the Félibrige, took advantage of the visit to
Paris of the president of the Félibrige, Félix Gras, to demand a decentralization
and regional autonomy reform.
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We do not limit ourselves to demand for our language and for our writers
the rights and duties of liberty; we believe that these possessions will not
create our political autonomy, they will result from these […]. We want to
free from their ‘départemental’ cages the souls of the provinces whose
beautiful names are still carried by all – Gascons, Auvergnats, Limousins,
Béarnais, Dauphinois, Roussillonnais, Provençaux and Languedociens.
We are federalists, and if somewhere, in northern France, a people wants
to march with us, we will take them by the hand (Extraits de la Déclaration
des félibres fédéralistes du 22 février 1892 quoted in Charles-Brun 1911: 275276).
This federalist declaration caused a stir on both the Left and the Right and
assembled various people to the cause. Influenced by the writings of Maurice
Barrès, Charles Maurras published a brochure entitled Décentralisation in 1898 in
which he concluded that either nationalism and decentralization or nationalism
and federalization should be linked. Progressively, Maurras decided that the
Republic could not decentralize and federalism would only be achieved through
the restoration of the monarchy (Pasquier 2012: 85). However, due to the
publication in 1897 of Maurice Barrès’ Les Déracinés 8, numerous French youth
railed to the regionalist cause. “The intellectual influence of Barrès on an entire
generation of politicians and intellectuals, on the [R]ight and the [L]eft, greatly
contributed to legitimizing regionalism within [French] politics” (Pasquier 2012:
85-86).

“The Uprooted”; the book argues that both French administrative centralization and the national
education system severed the important link between man and his familial territory.

8
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During the years 1897 and 1900, young members of the Félibrige, who
refused the Maurras view, such as Charles-Brun, and regionalists and
decentralizers from other provinces connected. Their goal was to create a
regionalist party that would be the twin of the nationalist party planned by
Barrès and Maurras. The term regionalism allowed interested parties to avoid
the term “federalism”, which had become too attached to Maurras. Breton
regionalists were the first to use the term when they created the Union régionaliste
bretonne 9 in 1898 (Pasquier 2012: 86).
The creation and diffusion of regionalism in the France of the 19th and 20th
centuries owes a lot to one man, Jean Charles-Brun. In 1900, Charles-Brun
created the Fédération régionaliste française 10 that edited a journal from 1902,
L’Action régionaliste 11. The name “Fédération régionaliste” was the result of
complex calculations. Charles-Brun wanted to avoid the reference of the
provinces as well as the use of the term “federalism”, both of which held
monarchical connotations. Furthermore, he did not exclude the nationalist Right,
but rather, accepted it into the Federation. As a result, Charles-Brun avoided
clearly explaining the political nature of the Federation and decided to allow

Breton Regionalist Union.
French Regionalist Federation.
11 The Regionalist Action.
9

10
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divergent groups to cohabitate in the organization as long as they refused the
administratively centralizing Jacobin State.
The first group was concerned with federalism and included Jean CharlesBrun, Joseph Paul-Boncour, socialist and general secretary of the Federation, also
Charles Longuet, son-in-law of Karl Marx, and Etienne Clémentel, future father
of the economic regions after World War I. The second group were republican
decentralizers and included Paul Deschanel, Paul Doumer, André Tardieu and
Albert Lebrun. The third group was composed of social Catholics, such as Abbé
Lemire, who desired regional assemblies. Charles-Brun purposefully situated
his Federation in the realm of republican institutions, which purposefully
alienated a section of regional supporters of Charles Maurras (Pasquier 2012: 87).
The diversity of the members created the strength of the Federation, but
also its weakness. While the Federation included the grand majority of local
intellectuals impassioned by regional identity and its components – language,
history and customs –, its political influence remained virtually null due to goal
confusion among its members, as well as the composition and powers of regional
institutions of decentralization that followed (Pasquier 2012: 87-88).
The Regionalist Federation thus constituted a platform on which one
could freely express oneself, but was not an organized political movement. As
alluded to earlier, the ideological basis was weak and not completely elucidated.
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For instance, while a great majority of the regionalists of the Federation rejected
the département and refused the ancient provinces as the territorial cornerstone,
they largely diverged on the number of regions to define, the manners to achieve
their goal and the type of political regime capable of handling this type of
reform. However, while the Federation does not seem to have carried
substantial weigh with either monarchists or republicans, it contributed to the
diffusion of the regional idea in political debates among elected officials and
intellectuals from the Belle Époque to the interwar years. In fact, in 1911, Jean
Hennessy, an active member of the Federation and deputy of the Charente,
founded the Ligue de représentation professionnelle et d’action régionaliste 12 in order
to obtain a representation of professions within a regional assembly.
Political Stalemate
In Charles-Brun’s major work, Le Régionalisme (1911), he prioritized the
regionalization of educative and cultural policies. In effect, he accused
administrative centralism to be the principle cause of the cultural desertification
of the regions. He pleaded for regionalized teaching, which would include
geography and regional history, and for teachers to be managed at the local level
(Pasquier 2012: 88). While Charles-Brun did not specifically demand the
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League of Professional Representation and of Regionalist Action.
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teaching of regional languages, he indicated that certain regionalists did and
indicated that it would help with the teaching of French.
For Charles-Brun, it was the university that would revitalize the political
and cultural life of the region. As a result, he defended the principle of
autonomy for universities in which they would be responsible for the
appointment of professors, rather than the State (Pasquier 2012: 89). CharlesBrun also demanded certain cultural decentralization, such as the revitalization
of the learned societies, better use of the provincial press, the rekindling of
regional theater and regional museums. However, while important journals,
such as the Revue d’économie politique 13, of the first quarter of the 20th century were
interested in regionalism and included it in political debates, it did not find a
place on the political agenda toward the middle of the century (Pasquier 2012:
89).
During this period, it was only the government of Vichy that made
regionalism its official doctrine “condemning it to the wastes of national history”
(Pasquier 2012: 89). When the Vichy regime took power, it ushered in a national
revolution in which it challenged notions and decisions of the previous regime,
the Third Republic. The Vichy regime denounced the intellectualism of the Third
Republic and promoted a national culture in which folklore represented its
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picturesque aspect. Through the angle of regionalism, Petainism never finished
celebrating France, the province, and the French people, while practicing very
different politics (Pasquier 2012: 89-90). “If the cultural regionalism furnished to
the National Revolution an affective support to ideological and moral reaction,
the concentration of power, of the administration and of the economy was
brought to its highest point” (Pasquier 2012: 90). In short, while the Vichy
regime made regionalism a touchstone of its administration, its real goal was to
strengthen administrative powers. For instance, the law of April 19, 1941 created
a consultative National Council in which a commission of administrative
reorganization suggested realigning France into 20 provinces. This law also
allowed certain prefects the ability to govern public order and food provisions
over several départements. This role thus represents the ancestor to the regional
prefect; in other words, the Vichy regime initiated the system of tutelage by the
State upon the future region (Pasquier 2012: 90).
Nationalist Regionalism
During the interwar years, regionalism in France took on a new focus and
became nationalist regionalism. Whether it was from the Right or the Left, this
regionalism considered the regional space to be a nation without a State that
needed to achieve recognition for its cultural, linguistic and political rights from
the French State. If it achieved these goals from the French State, it would be
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through a sort of federalism; however, if the French State refused recognizing
these regional particularities, the regional space could consider separating from
France through separatism. This new regionalism focus hence represented a
departure from the traditional actions of the first quarter of the 20th century, and
aligned its ideology with European integration in order to bypass the State if
needed (Pasquier 2012: 90-91).
The first autonomous political parties appeared in the 1920s and 1930s in
Alsace, Brittany and Corsica – regions with strong linguistic and cultural
identities. These new parties separated from the conservative regionalism of
their predecessors. While they shared with them grievances against the
standardization of French society under the French Republics, they developed a
different political repertoire based upon the national idea in which a people
should handle its own affairs. In fact, the diffusion of Wilsonian principles after
the First World War as foundations for peace encouraged certain political groups
in regions with strong linguistic and cultural identities to engage in the
autonomist path followed by the nationalist path as accomplished by Ireland in
1921 (Pasquier 2012: 91-92).
In general, in Alsace, Brittany and Corsica during the decade of the 1920s,
political groups were focused upon autonomy for their respective region, while
in the decade of the 1930s, they were focused upon nationalism or creating a
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State for their respective nation. In the second half of the 1930s, extremists from
each region, as well as others, such as Provence, were drawn in by German and
Italian fascism and actively collaborated with Germany and Italy in hope of
gaining a State within a Nazi France. (Pasquier 2012: 92-93).
The appropriation of regionalism by Petainism contributed to the
profound delegitimization of the regional space. Tensions between national
political parties over defining the new regime soon centered upon new
administrative centralization measures. The rough drafts of the two
constitutions of 1946 demonstrate the hostility deputies showed toward the
regional idea. The region ended up being condemned and focus centered upon
the département. “In this way, the region, in 1945, appeared to a majority of
French politicians to be as dangerous for the Republic just like the province was
subversive during the French Revolution” (Pasquier 2012: 94).
Approximately 15 years later, regionalism in France resurfaced in the
form of political parties and cultural movements anchored to the Left as a result
of cultural, economic and political tensions provoked by the Thirty Glorious
Years (Pasquier 2012: 94). In fact, the euphoria of the Thirty Glorious Years
masked economic territorial disparities. During this period, regional societies
definitively changed appearance. Ethno-regional parties first developed in
regions economically drained during the previous period, which were often also
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regions with strong linguistic and cultural identities: Brittany, the Midi and
Corsica. Brittany was forced to industrialize; the Midi lost its traditional
industries and its agricultural production began to suffer from foreign
competition; Corsica was an isolated, rural society dealing with societal
transformations, such as an increase in tourists and their needs (Pasquier 2012:
95).
Regional struggles during the 1960s occurred on a two-sided approach:
against capitalism, which had colonized the economy and against the
administratively centralized State that had subjugated the regions. Each social
conflict was seen through the regional optic. For instance, the strikes and
protests of the miners of Decazeville, in 1961-1962, revealed regional solidarities
during events that initially appeared to only be sector-specific. The miners of
Decazeville disagreed with the European Community of Coal and Steel
concerning the reduction in French coal extracted from underground, as well as
the closing of several French mines in the area. They went on strike for 66 days
creating the longest social strike in French history. The strike engaged the entire
community from farmers to priests. On January 26, 1962, 17 départements of the
Midi showed their solidarity by joining the strike. While the miners did not find
support from the industry in which they belonged and depended upon, they did
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among the population of the region. Until this time, no other regional strike had
created a comparable amount of regional solidarity (Pasquier 2012: 95-96).
In general, regional militants across France desired to surpass particular
struggles in order to denounce the regional effects of capitalism: the domination
of agricultural cooperatives in Brittany and the large-scale industries of the
Southeast and Southwest. These militants employed the idea of interior
colonialism through capitalism, tourism and military installations to demonstrate
how the State had subjugated the regions for its benefit (Pasquier 2012: 96). This
national regionalism situated itself on the Left and benefited from the report of
Décoloniser la province 14 by Michel Rocard, which had been presented at a
conference in Grenoble in 1966 based upon 1962 to 1965 data from Brittany and
the Midi (Pasquier 2012: 97). Rocard’s thesis was that the regions had been
colonized by a centralizing bourgeoisie based upon four principle characteristics:
1) the colonized zone was more agricultural than the center, 2) the colonized
zone only exported raw materials, 3) decisional power resided in the center, and
4) central revenue was higher than that in the colonized zone. Rocard’s report
indicated that the Nord and Lorraine could also be added to the list of colonized
provinces. Based upon Rocard’s report and debate concerning it, interest in

14
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regionalism grew on the Left and incorporated more traditional French leftist
parties, especially the Unified Socialist Party (Pasquier 2012: 97).
While the ideology of interior colonialism did not disappear in the
discourse and programs of regional organizations in France, around the middle
of the 1980s, a transformation occurred in politics, namely an upsurge in Marxist
ideology and Third-World ideology, influenced by European federalism. As a
result, regional organizations in France began to reach out to the European
Community for support and assistance. Perhaps the best example of this
situation comes from the Union Démocratique Bretonne (UDB) since it is the only
ethno-regionalist organization to have functioned throughout the period in
France (Pasquier 2012: 98-99).
In the middle of the 1980s, after having been in contact with autonomous
parties in Europe, the UDB adjusted its ideology in order to coincide with a
common platform: federalism, refusal of nuclear energy, peaceful and
democratic actions, disarmament, territorial planning, equality of languages and
cultures as well as alternative agricultural policies (Pasquier 2012: 99). In 1999,
the UDB published a project calling for a particular status for Brittany, such as
that of an autonomous community held by both Catalonia and the Basque
Country in Spain. Under this project, Brittany would be responsible for all
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legislative actions not controlled by the State; Brittany was obviously denied its
request by the French administration (Pasquier 2012: 99).
Regionalism in the Local Political System
While political regionalism in France is perfectly visible and has an
intellectual influence, its electoral impact remains limited when compared to
other European democracies, such as the United Kingdom, Spain and Italy
(Pasquier 2012: 99-100). Looking at electoral results for the different ethnoregional parties in France, they are limited at both the national and regional
levels. In Alsace, it seems as though these parties have failed to institutionalize
themselves, while in the Rhône-Alpes, the Mouvement Savoyard, begun in 1960
against the imposition of the new regional name “Rhône-Alpes” in favor of
Savoy, lost steam in the early 1970s. In the Basque Country in France, an ethnoregional political party was formed in the 1960s, but has suffered from too many
break-away branches to be truly effective (Pasquier 2012: 100-104). It is only in
Corsica, where the local political culture is inseparable from the clan system, that
ethno-regional parties are electorally successful (Pasquier 2012: 104).
Is There a French Exception?
Unlike the situation in France, ethno-regional organizations are politically
influential in several territories of France’s neighbors, such as the Catalans and
Basques in Spain, the Welsh and Scottish in the United Kingdom, the Flemish in
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Belgium and the Northern League in Italy (Pasquier 2012: 106). The French
exception relates to political, economic and cultural factors from which it is
sometimes difficult to separate the various forms regionalism has taken since the
19th century (Pasquier 2012: 106). The French exception is thus tied to French
history and society.
The first factor is specific to the formation of the French nation-state from
the last quarter of the 19th century. During this period, regional movements only
touched a small minority of the political audience, basically Catholics and
conservatives hostile to the Republic, whereas in other European countries, these
movements touched numerous people, including the bourgeoisie.
Popular mythology surrounding the Third Republic holds that the central
administration was a persistent enemy of the French provinces and purposely
imposed an imperialistic education policy in order to destroy regional languages
and cultures; however, Pasquier indicates that this view hides the fact that the
construction of the French nation was realized more through the modernization
of the State than through coercion.
Largely benefiting from the Industrial Revolution, the republican State put
in place modern political policies that contributed to national unity (Thiesse
1991). While the administration may have been brutal toward the usage of
regional languages in school, through the notion of national identity, it
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transformed French society. Educational, social, militaristic and transportation
policies accelerated mobility and the possibility of climbing the social ladder.
The belief in the possibility for a better life combined with the upheaval of the
First World War in which soldiers from across France fought and died side by
side under the same flag affirmed a feeling of belonging to the same nation.
Nation-building ran into obstacles elsewhere, such as in Spain. The 19th
century industrialization of Spain was limited to Catalonia and the Basque
Country and thus prevented the Spanish State from politically and socially
modernizing. According to Pasquier, the emergence of strong peripheral
nationalism in Spain, such as in Catalonia, was the specific failure of Spanish
nationalism to take hold of the masses (Pasquier 2012: 107).
“The extremely strong interconnection in France between State
construction and national identity has an impact on the logic of identification for
individuals in the regional space” (Pasquier 2012: 108). “Regionalists live in
France, and are also French” (Eloy 1998: 130); as a result, they must work within
the French system (Costa 2016: 65). The process of building the French State and
national identity thus became the model for identity formation or rediscovery in
the French regions. While numerous studies in Europe have demonstrated that
the influence of ethno-regional political parties have raised the level of regional
identification, the political success of these parties has been based upon
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membership in groups that felt themselves to be exclusively Catalan, Scottish or
Welsh. However, in France, exclusively regional identifying groups are an
extreme minority, even if regional identities are extremely marked. The equal
strength in national and regional identity thus does not create major conflicts in
France (Pasquier 2012: 108).
In Brittany and Alsace, close to 90% of the population reports being, to
different degrees, both French, Breton and Alsatian, respectively, which renders
a discourse on separatism mute. It is possible in Corsica that regional identity is
stronger than national French identity; however, in the absence of comparative
and reliable data, it is impossible to confirm this hypothesis (Pasquier 2012: 108).
A second factor is that the region is not alone; it has territorial and
political competition in the département. The département remains the space for
the exercising of territorial power. It is with the département and its council that
the State negotiates central rules concerning local particularities. Due to French
administrative centralization, notables and the State negotiate the territorial
distribution of funds between regions, which according to the State are simply
composed of a certain number of départements, that does not work well for
regional movements concerned with a specific region (Pasquier 2012: 109). For
instance, the Picardy region is composed of three départements: Aisne, Oise and
Somme. The Picard language is spoken throughout the Somme, half of the Aisne
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and a quarter of the Oise. When negotiating funds for linguistic and cultural
activities, it is possible that deputies from the Somme would be more interested
in obtaining funds for this purpose than deputies from the other two. As a
result, only the Somme, rather than Picardy as a whole, may be thus allocated a
percentage of the funds earmarked for this purpose.
The territory of historic provinces or regions has no institutional
characteristics, and as a result no standing. This départemental tropism hence
favors the territorial status quo and the legitimization of traditional local political
élites. As a result, these élites rarely support regional mobilizations, and if they
do, it tends to be marginally. Unlike in other European countries, such as Spain,
Germany and Italy, ethno-regional territories in France suffer from institutional
invisibility and subsequently from the incapacity to establish effective politics
and policies (Pasquier 2012: 109).
A third factor is that regional organizations collide with electoral rules in
place within the French political system. Since the beginning of the Fifth
Republic (1958), most local and national elections have constituted two rounds.
Regional parties have been unable to produce candidates who can survive two
rounds of voting. As a result, these organizations have largely remained outside
of the system and thus unable to enact their programs. In order to overcome this
challenge, regional parties have established alliances with left-leaning French
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political parties; however, these alliances have usually diluted the specificity of
their regional discourse (Pasquier 2012: 110).
The fourth, and final factor, is largely an ideological one. Regional parties
are far from holding a monopoly on discourse relating to regionalism and
decentralization. The French Left achieved its revolution through
decentralization and regionalization under the momentum of the Unified
Socialist Party, Michel Rocard and people having originated in regional
movements, such as Robert Lafont of the Occitan Movement, during the 1960s
and 1970s. The French Right has also shown its ability to decentralize under the
Gaullist regime and the momentum of Jean-Pierre Raffarin. As a result, at
several points in time, governments have been able to minimize institutional
control and thereby diminish some of the regional parties’ demands. For
instance, in 1977, President Giscard d’Estaing signed cultural charters between
the State and regional cultural associations that granted autonomy to regional
cultural movements, while at the same time, removing more political demands
from them (Pasquier 2012: 111). Furthermore, it is also important to note that
French politicians also know when to play the regional card to their benefit,
which also strips the regional parties of some of their specificity.
In France, the construction of a modernizing State at the end of the 19th
century largely explains why regional parties have been absent until the 1970s.
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In the last twenty years, a more decentralized and European political context
could have constituted a new era for political regionalism in France, but due to
internal divisions, a lack of leadership and constraining rules of the political and
institutional game, it has been unable to truly make its presence known, except
for in Corsica. Today, the few successes of political regionalism in France have
been the participation of a few representatives in the municipal and regional
councils (Pasquier 2012: 112).
While the revolutionary heritage denied the regional space, regional
mobilizations have brought cultural, economic and political attention to it
through debates at the end of the 19th century and elections in the 1960s and
1970s in Alsace, Brittany and Corsica. These mobilizations have specifically
opposed cultural, economic and political centralization since the 1789
Revolution. While regionalism in France follows the center-periphery model
proposed by Rokkan and Urwin (1983), it seems less clear than in other European
contexts. It remains divided regarding its projects and its actions; not truly
nationalistic and thus opposing France, nor content to be a simple witness.
While regionalism in France is powerful enough to have contributed to creating
the region in political debates and public opinion, it has not been strong enough
to create a political force to change the territorial administration of the Republic.
Furthermore, regional parties and movements have been confronted with a
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process of national integration that has left little space for territorial
identifications outside of those acknowledged by Europe (Pasquier 2012: 113).
* *
*
Regionalism has a long history in France; however, due to the formation
of the French nation and its political system, French cultural regionalism has not
effectively entered into French politics.
The next chapter takes a closer look at the French exception.
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CHAPTER FIVE

The Observatoire Interrégional du Politique (OIP): 1985-2004
The Observatoire Interrégional du Politique 1 (OIP) began conducting studies
on the local dimension of political phenomena and their rootedness in the French
administrative territories with the first regional elections of 1985. The first two
directors were successive directors of the Centre de recherches politiques de Sciences
Po 2 (CEVIPOF), Alain Lancelot, specialist in electoral studies and Annick
Percheron, specialist in political socialization and the regional fact.
The OIP was an original institution for three reasons. First, the
Observatoire observed and reported upon political opinions and their evolution in
the newly created regions. Second, it was original in its procedure in which it
conducted annual regional studies that included three dimensions – an annual
regional barometer, a specific section requested by the regions, and a section that
compared the regions – in addition to a national study every two years. The OIP
thus produced exceptional studies and surveys in size – 10,000 to 15,000 people –
and in capacity by studying groups and problems often left to the side by
traditional research, such as the unemployed, the young and the elderly. Third,
1
2

Interregional Observatory of Politics.
Center of Political Research of the Political Science Institute.
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the OIP was institutionally original as it had a light structure. In other words, it
employed the laboratories of the Centre national de la recherche scientifique 3 (CNRS)
and the Fondation nationale des sciences politiques 4 (FNSP), which meant that it did
not have its own permanent researchers. The advantage being that it could
outsource the actual data collection, while dedicating its time to analyzing the
results and making them available to other researchers. Perhaps, the OIP’s
greatest asset was that it put two groups in contact that often have not been so
inclined to communicate: public researchers and political deciders.
The twenty-two regions 5 of metropolitan France participated in the OIP’s
research to some degree from 1985 to 2004. This participation created an open
dialogue between the public, researchers, elected officials and regional
executives to better understand and develop the region. In 2005, the OIP was

National Center for Scientific Research.
National Foundation of Political Science.
5 Regions wherein the Conseil régional (Regional Council) was a member of the OIP. Metropolitan
(European) France comprises 22 regions. For 1985, the member regions were as follows: Alsace,
Aquitaine, Auvergne, Centre, Champagne-Ardenne, Franche-Comté, Languedoc-Roussillon,
Limousin, Midi-Pyrénées, Nord-Pas-de-Calais, Upper-Normandy, Pays de la Loire, PoitouCharentes, Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, and Rhône-Alpes (15/22). In 1986, Auvergne was not
included and two additional regions were included: Lorraine and Picardy (16/22). In 1987, the
Ile-de-France was included (17/22). In 1989, Brittany was included (18/22). In 1990, Burgundy
was included (19/22). In 1991, Lower-Normandy was included (20/22). In 1993, Franche-Comté
was not included (19/20). In 1994, Auvergne and Franche-Comté were included (21/22). In 1995,
Auvergne, Champagne-Ardenne and Franche-Comté were not included, but Corsica was
included (19/22). In 1998, Upper-Normandy was not included (18/22). In 1999, Rhône-Alpes was
not included, but Franche-Comté was included (18/22). In 2000, Rhône-Alpes was included
(19/22). In 2003, Pays de la Loire was not included (18/22). In 2004, Lorraine, Picardy and PoitouCharentes were not included, but Auvergne was included (16/22).
3
4
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renamed the Centre de données socio-politiques 6 (CDSP) and became a national
center for the realization, collection, archiving and diffusion of quantitative and
qualitative studies (Scot 2012).
Primary Feeling of Attachment and Regional Trends: OIP 1985-1998 and 2000
In the 1985 through 1992 OIP questionnaires, respondents were asked to
indicate to which territory they felt primarily attached from among their “city of
residence”, their “department”, their “region”, “France”, “none” and “do not
know” or “without opinion” as choices.
The French identified with France and their city of residence, little with
their region and even less with their département. This phenomenon existed in all
regions of France, even in ones with a strong identity, such as Alsace and
Brittany. Furthermore, this situation has existed since the first OIP study of 1985
(There was a slight deviation in 1986 due to the choices available, see below).
These results correspond with two factors linked with identification. First,
identification is made with something affectively and physically close. In France,
mobility is the exception and rootedness in place of origin is the rule. One is thus
attached to their city of residence. Second, identification is equally made
symbolically. In this manner, France and national identity hold the majority of
power (Percheron and Roy 1992: 113).

6
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The region and the département correspond to a different level: confidence
or distrust; one either feels confident or not concerning what happens with these
institutions. While the French felt that the region and département were close to
them, they did not identify with them since French regionalism, at this date, was
functional, rather than identity based. The region and the département were
either seen as close or distant depending upon how they served the residents
everyday needs (Percheron and Roy 1992: 113-114).
The 1986 OIP questionnaire produced a slightly different result since
“France” was not suggested as a choice, but was noted by the researcher if the
respondent gave it as his/her choice. In this year, in general, across France, the
city or commune of residence ranked first, the region second, the département
third and France arrived in fourth (OIP 1986).
1993 OIP Study
Identity-based mechanisms, which link the French to their region, tended
to remain fragile; only a minority of the French first identified with their region,
and the number has not truly changed since the 1985 OIP study (12%) to the 1992
OIP study (13%). The city of residence remained the place of family rootedness
(43%), while in the symbolic domain, France remained the first choice (33%). The
link to the region was divided among several possible proposed choices: “a
human and cultural community”, “a place of economic development”, “a
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territory”, “an administration”, and “a place of political debate” (Dupoirier and
Roy 1994: 102-103).
The cultural and human option was chosen among 32% of respondents,
and in particular among those between 18 and 24 years of age. The second
choice (24%) was the economic option, which represented a functionnal choice,
and was extremely popular among respondents between the ages of 50 and 64.
The geographic and historical option of “territory” was selected among 20% of
the participants. Only a small minority saw the region as either “an
administration” or “a place of political debate” (Dupoirier and Roy 1994: 103).
The region was defined across all regions, except for Rhône-Alpes where
the economic option ruled, as “a human and cultural community”. This
situation was strongest in Brittany (45%) and Alsace (44%), regions with a strong
identity (Dupoirier and Roy 1994: 103). While the Pays de la Loire and MidiPyrénées also chose “a human and cultural community” as a first definition, they
also provided strong results for “a place of economic development”. Four
regions, which are also ancient provinces, Aquitaine, Burgundy, Limousin and
Picardy, chose as a strong second regional definition, “a territory” (Dupoirier
and Roy 1994: 103). It is important to note that when considering the
respondents level of education and profession, the definitional order given to the
region did not change.
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1995 OIP Study
When asked to choose the best representation of their respective region,
among “a territory”, “a place of history and of culture”, “a place of economic
development”, “an administration”, “a human community”, and “a place of
political debate”, the majority (41%) chose the patrimonial image – “place of
history and of culture” – which outscored the other options in all regions except
in Rhône-Alpes where the economic choice came in first and in the Ile-de-France
where the cultural choice tied with the economic choice (Dupoirier and Roy 1996:
230). The other choices were less often selected: “a territory” (23%), “a place of
economic development” (15%), “a human community” (9%), “an administration”
(7%), and “a place of political debate” (3%) (Dupoirier and Roy 1996: 230). When
asked for a second choice, the first response was economic (22%) (Dupoirier and
Roy 1996: 230).
In the functional category, the region was identified as a community of
interests in which 62% of the participants, across all regions, responded that they
had either “a lot” or “some” common interests with the inhabitants of their
region. More than 66% of participants between the ages of 35 and 64 responded
in this manner, while 57% of those over 65-years-old similarly responded.
Among senior executives and middle managers, 70% felt this way, and 61% of
employees and 57% of factory workers agreed (Dupoirier and Roy 1996: 231).
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In the affective category, the region was identified as a place of pride in
which 55% of the respondents indicated that they were “very attached to their
region”. Attachment to the region rose with the age of the respondent; going
from 41% for those 18-years-old to 70% for those over 65 years of age (Dupoirier
and Roy 1996: 231). While the attachment to France (63%) was above that for the
region, attachment to the region was higher than that for the other territories, city
of residence (49%) and département (49%) (Dupoirier and Roy 1996: 231).
Attachment to the region decreased with level of education. Among
respondents without a diploma, 66% reported being attached to their region,
while 55% of participants with a vocational degree similarly responded. Of the
participants holding a Baccalauréat, 46% reported being attached to their region,
whereas 41% of those holding a Baccalauréat plus two years of university
education responded in a similar manner. Among respondents with a graduatelevel degree, 35% indicated that they were attached to their region (Dupoirier
and Roy 1996: 232).
Regional attachment also depended upon the length of time a family had
lived in a region. Among participants whose famlies had lived in a certain
region for several generations, 65% declared being attached to their region,
whereas only 37% of those who had moved to a certain region themselves
reported being attached to the region. This phenomenon was verified across the
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five age groups. As a result, “[t]he longer [one’s] roots are in a region the
stronger the process of affective acceptance will be” (Dupoirier and Roy 1996:
232).
In most regions, the regional human community was indicated to be
different than those communities found in other regions. Of the study
respondents, 59% indicated that “the character of the people who inhabit their
region” was different from “the character of the people who lived in other French
regions”. This feeling was truly felt in fifteen regions: Alsace, Aquitaine,
Brittany, Centre, Corsica, Ile-de-France, Languedoc-Roussillon, Limousin,
Lorraine, Lower Normandy, Nord-Pas-de-Calais, Picardy, Provence-Alpes-Côte
d’Azur, Rhône-Alpes, and Upper Normandy. Four regions felt less strongly that
their character was different than the character of other regions: Burgundy,
Midi-Pyrénées, Pays de la Loire, and Poitou-Charentes. The difference of
character neither differed based upon education level and profession nor upon
the length of the family’s implantation in the region (Dupoirier and Roy 1996:
232).
1997 OIP Study
In analyzing the results from the 1997 OIP study, French sociologist
Claude Dargent found that “attachment” to France, and to the region varied in
the same direction. Of the respondents, 70%, who declared themselves to be
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“very attached” to France, were also “very attached” to their region, while 77%
of the respondents who declared themselves to be “very attached” to their region
were also “very attached” to France (Dargent 2001: 790). The antagonistic
relationships between the two territorial attachments were found to be minor.
Only 13% of the sample reported being either “very” or “quite attached” to
France without also being attached to their region, and only 4% of the sample
reported being “very” or “quite attached” to their region without also being
attached to France (Dargent 2001: 790). The positive and dependent relationship
between the two territorial attachments was found to be strong with a Cramér’s
V of 0.35 (Dargent 2001: 790).
The territorial attachment between département and region was also found
to be complementary. Of the respondents, 89%, who declared themselves to be
“very attached” to their region, were also “very attached” to their département,
while 87%, who declared themselves to be “little attached” to their region were
also “little attached” to their département, whereas 94% of the respondents, who
declared themselves to be “very attached” to their département, were also “very
attached” to their region (Dargent 2001: 790-791). The Cramér’s V was found to
be quite high in the social sciences among the two territorial categories at 0.77
(Dargent 2001: 791).
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The territorial attachment to France and Europe was also found to be
complementary. When the attachment to France falls, the sentiment of “little
attached” to Europe doubles. When the attachment to Europe falls, the
sentiment of “little attached” to France triples and the “very attached” to France
recoils (Dargent 2001: 791).
Dargent concluded that the attachments the French have to their different
territories – département, region, France and Europe – are all complementary
rather than competitive. The attachment the French show toward their
département, region, France and Europe creates a scale with Cronbach’s Alpha of
0.70 (Dargent 2001: 792). Among the sample, and the French in general, the
attachment to Europe is somewhat removed from the other territorial
attachments. As a result, if the attachment to Europe is removed, Cronbach’s
Alpha becomes 0.83, which according to Dargent is a rare level for the social
sciences (Dargent 2001: 793).
When considering the respondent’s level of education, Dargent found that
a strong attachment to France was exhibited among persons with only a primary
education. Strong attachment to the local – city of residence, département and/or
region – corresponded inversely with one’s level of education. For instance, 62%
of people with only a primary education responded being very attached to their
region, whereas 32% of people who held a Baccalauréat plus two years of
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university education indicated that they were very attached to their region.
When considering Europe, only 8% of people with only a primary education
reported being very attached to Europe, while 26% of people who held a
Baccalauréat plus two years of university education reported being very attached
to Europe (Dargent 2001: 792-793).
When considering profession, Dargent found that strong attachment to
one’s region was highest (67%) among farmers, and then decreased, (58%)
among artisans and storekeepers, (57%) among factory workers, (51%) among
employees, (47%) among intermediate professions and (40%) among advanced
professions (Dargent 2001: 794).
1998 OIP Study
As of the 1998 OIP study, the regions of France were no longer seen as
“empty forms” (Dupoirier and Roy 1999: 503). When asked to choose twice
among six images that best defined their region, 67% chose the patrimonial
image of “a place of history and culture”, while 41% selected the functional
image of “a place for economic development”. The affective image of “a human
community” came in third with 31%. The political choice of “a place for political
debate” came in last with 12%, which confirms what little attention the French
spend on the political construction of their regions (Dupoirier and Roy 1999:
503).
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Dupoirier and Roy stated that they attempted to determine what place the
region played in people’s identification processes among different possible
groups, such as age, gender and class, by using the response “very close” to
indicate the respondent’s proximity to the different groups. They indicated that
attachment to the region was still weak in 1998 since “very close” only garnered
19% of respondents reporting “very close” as their proximity to other regional
inhabitants; however, usually, the two researchers employed both positive
responses, such as, here “very close” and “somewhat close”; therefore, if both
responses are combined, 81% indicated being close to the residents of their
region. This 81% is even above the 71% who reported either having “a lot” or
“some” common interests with other regional inhabitants, upon which Dupoirier
and Roy then focused, using both positive responses (1999: 505). It would thus
seem that closeness and common interests go together.
Two types of relationships with the region have developed; one is
functional and one is affective. Among the respondents, 71% reported having
common interests with other regional residents. This functional relationship was
popular among all social classes. The affective relationship with the region was
most frequent among those over the age of 50 and the lower class; however, 85%
of participants reported being proud of their region (Dupoirier and Roy 1999:
505-506).
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2000 OIP Study
In 2000, the “priority feeling of belonging” question was split into two
questions: a first and second response. For the first response across France, the
results were as follows: France, City of Residence, Region and Département; the
results for the second response were: Region, City of Residence, France and
Département (OIP 2000). The region was becoming a territory of attachment.
General Synthesis
From 1985 to 1999, France and the city of residence choices for “primary
feeling of attachment” outscored the region and département choices across
France (OIP 1985-1999).
For the seven years, within 1985 to 1998, that the length of time spent
living in the region was asked, the scores demonstrated a continual increase for
both the “since always” and “since parents” categories from 38% and 20%,
respectively, in 1985 to 54% and 24%, respectively, in 1998. By the third year,
1989, the question was asked, 50% of the French had always lived in their region
of residence. This situation seems to imply both a territorial rootedness as well
as a lack of territorial mobility (OIP 1985, 1987, 1989, 1991, 1995, 1997 and 1998).
A question that was only asked in 1991, which diminishes its comparison
value, indicated that 65% of the French lived within 10 kilometers of a relative.
This situation may bolster the fact that 50% of the French had for many
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generations lived in their current region (from 1985 to 1998), which indicates
territorial rootedness (OIP 1991).
In 1986, 1987, 1989 and 1991, respondents were asked about regional
traditions and heritage, which seems to relate to a territorial culture and
rootedness. In 1986, the question was asked in the positive: “Do you think it is
very important or not to defend what is traditional in a region; for example, the
language, gastronomy, house-styles, festivals, etc.?” Among the participants,
89% indicated that it was important to defend what was traditional in a region;
59% “very important” and 30% “fairly important” (OIP 1986). In the other three
years, the question was asked in the negative: “If one suppressed regional
heritage, would you say that this would be very serious, fairly serious, not very
serious or not at all serious for you?” In 1987, 81% reported that it would be
serious; 57% “very serious” and 24% “fairly serious”; in 1989, 81% indicated that
it would be serious; 56% “very serious” and 25% “fairly serious”, while in 1991,
84% reported that it would be serious; 63% “very serious” and 21% “fairly
serious” (OIP 1987, 1989 and 1991). The vast majority of the French value
regional traditions and heritage, and do not want them to disappear. Their
territorial rootedness thus contains cultural components.
Primary Feeling of Attachment: 1997, 1999, 2001 and 2004 OIP Studies
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During the OIP studies for the years – 1997, 1999, 2001 and 2004 – the
question of “primary feeling of territorial attachment” was redesigned in which
the possible choices – city of residence, département, region and France – became
their own separate questions. For instance, instead of being asked to choose with
which territory the respondent most identified, the respondent was asked how
attached he or she was to France, the region, the département and the city of
residence with the possible response choices were “very attached”, “fairly
attached”, “not very attached”, “not at all attached” and “do not know” (OIP
1997, 1999, 2001 and 2004).
The results indicated that when the respondent was not required to pick
only one from among the four choices, the respondent was generally attached to
them all (OIP 1997, 1999, 2001 and 2004). In other words, the territorial
attachments are complementary, rather than being competitive as demonstrated
by Dargent in 1997.
2001 OIP Study
In 2001, attachment to one’s region was completely widespread; 85% of
participants declared being attached to their region and among them 57% were
“very attached”. It had now also outpaced the city of residence territory (78%)
(Dupoirier and Roy 2002: 726). Regional attachment was again shown to increase
with age; 45% of 18 to 24-year-olds reported being “very attached”, while 69% of
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those over 65 years reported the same. Again, regional attachment also
depended upon one’s cultural level, measured by one’s highest level of
education completed; 69% of those “very attached” to their region held no
diploma, whereas 44% of those with a higher-education diploma reported the
same. Regional attachment was independent of one’s place on the political scale
(Dupoirier and Roy 2002: 727).
During the 2001 study, the OIP asked participants, for the first time, about
how often they think of themselves as regional citizens. Of the participants, 68%
reported thinking of themselves as regional citizens, which was close to the
response concerning French citizenship (74%). In six regions, five of which were
former provinces 7, the feeling of being a regional citizen either matched or
outpaced that of being a French citizen (Dupoirier and Roy 2002: 727).
2004 OIP Study
In 2004, attachment to the region (84%) became almost as strong as
attachment to France (92%). Strong attachment to France was most common
among those on the political Right (69%); however, attachment to the region was
independent of political leaning. This affective attachment to the region was
correlated with the age of the respondent; 39% of those between 18 and 24 years
of age were attached to their region, 46% of those 25 and 34 years of age, 50% of
Unfortunately, the graph containing the names of these regions was not allowed to be reprinted;
as a result, it is unclear which regions fit the bill.
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those 35 and 49 years of age, 60% of those 50 and 64 years of age and 67% of
those 65 years of age or older (Roy 2005: 511-512).
The Strength of Regional Identity of the French Regions – OIP 1998
In 1998, the OIP asked the following three questions in order to gage
regional identity. “Would you say that you feel very close, fairly close, not very
close or not at all close to the inhabitants of your region?” “Would you say that
you are very proud, fairly proud, not very proud, or not at all proud to be from
your region?” “Would you say that you have a lot, some, not much or no
common interests with the inhabitants of your region?” OIP researchers believed
two facets of regional identity existed, one affective and one functional, which
were accessed through proximity, pride and common interests.
Through statistical analysis, Dargent found that the three elements
believed to access regional identity correlated with one another to form a single
scale that measured regional attitude/identity with a Cronbach’s Alpha of 0.60
(2001: 796). Due to statistical analysis indicating that the three elements created a
single scale, Dargent concluded that the two believed elements of regional
identity – affective and functional – were actually one element (2001: 796).
When analyzing the responses to the three aforementioned questions,
region by region, and then comparing the results to the regional averages, three
regional categories emerged: regions with a strong identity, regions with an
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intermediate identity, and regions with a weak identity. Regions with a strong
identity were determined to be Corsica, Brittany, Alsace, Nord-Pas-de-Calais,
and Midi-Pyrénées. Regions with an intermediate identity were LanguedocRoussillon, Aquitaine, Lorraine, Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, and Limousin.
Regions with a weak identity were identified as Ile-de-France, Centre, Picardy,
Burgundy, Pays de la Loire, Rhône-Alpes, Poitou-Charentes, and Lower
Normandy (Dargent 2001: 797).
Based upon the results, Dargent argued that while the length of time the
province entered the French domain may be an element in its strength of
regional identity, wherein the later the date should indicate stronger regional
identity, it is not the only element since Midi-Pyrénées entered the French
domain in the 13th century and also exhibits a strong regional identity as do
Corsica, Brittany, Alsace and Nord-Pas-de-Calais that all entered the French
domain much later than the vast majority of the other provinces/regions.
Furthermore, Ile-de-France and Centre, both regions with a weak regional
identity, were both provinces/regions of the royal domain since Hughes Capet,
but Burgundy, another region with a weak regional identity, had a history of
autonomy until the end of the 15th century (2001: 797). Furthermore, Lorraine,
the last province attached to the French crown under Louis XV, only exhibits an
intermediate regional identity (Dargent 2001: 797-798).
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Even when contrasting the pays d’élection and the pays d’état, the latter of
which held onto more administrative autonomy, the filter does not provide
reliable results. For example, Brittany was a pays d’état until the 18th century, and
is a region today that holds a strong identity; however, both Languedoc and
Provence were both pays d’état until the same period, and only hold intermediate
regional identities today. Furthermore, Burgundy was also a pays d’état until the
18th century, and today holds a weak regional identity (Dargent 2001: 798-799).
When considering provinces that had parliaments versus ones that did
not, the same problems arise. As a result, while the length of the province’s
autonomy and its relative autonomy within the kingdom, probably influences
the strength of the region’s identity today, it is not the sole factor. A variety of
forces or factors may be at play (Dargent 2001: 799).
Based upon all of the aforementioned information and results, Dargent
concluded at the end of the 20th century as Annick Percheron did at the
beginning of the 1990s that French regionalism was more functional than
identity-based. Excluding Corsica, the different forms and strength of French
regional identity did not lead to strong political demands. “Regional identity in
France does not lead to a political identity of the first degree in the sense that it
does not demand today an institutional legitimacy” (Dargent 2001: 804).
The Moreno Question and France
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In Western Europe of the 1980s arose a surge in ethno-regionalist
sentiments that were believed to compete with national identities causing
Spanish sociologist and political scientist Luis Moreno to develop a theory aimed
at studying dual territorial identities through his research on Catalonia and
Scotland, which has since become known as the “Moreno Question” (Dupoirier
2007: 531). The “Moreno Question” is based upon three hypotheses: the
possibility of dual national identities in plural-national states, individuals
hierarchize their allegiances and identities, and a relationship exists between
regional attachment and a desire for regional autonomy defended by and
mobilized through regional élites (Dupoirier 2007: 531-533).
Sociological research in France has largely avoided the Moreno Question
as the hypotheses do not easily relate to the French historic reality (Dupoirer
2007: 531). For instance, when considering the first hypothesis, in the Republican
model, the French national territory is the same as that of the French State and
the superiority of national identity over all other forms of territorial attachment
has been considered to have been accomplished for a significant period of time.
In other words, since 1789, France is not seen as a pluralistic nation, in fact it is
regarded as being the complete opposite. The Jacobin form of the French
Republic triumphed at the end of the 19th century giving the centralized State the
means to impose the concept of a culturally homogenous and politically unified
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nation. This concept or ideal excluded, and continues to exclude, any
domination of territorial attachment other than the national one (Dupoirier 2007:
531-532). “And if the feeling of attachment to the city or village is occasionally
put forward in a positive manner by holders of the Jacobin doctrine, it is because
it is deemed to have shaped and then maintained adherence to the Republican
nation” (Dupoirier 2007: 532). The French Third Republic tapped into lower
territorial attachments in order to promote territorial attachment to the French
nation itself.
After having viewed how the political and social history of French nationbuilding privileged, and thus excluded the domination of other territorial
identities in favor of the national one (the first hypothesis), it is evident that the
second hypothesis of the Moreno Question does not apply to France.
Furthermore, the processes of decentralization and regionalization initiated in
France during the 1980s had neither the ambition nor the power of regional
demands in Catalonia or Scotland. The 1982 laws on decentralization and
regionalization were functional and not identity-based conceived of by political
élites in order to enhance the efficacy of public politics in the French territory;
these political élites did not even search out popular support in their approach.
The French administrations, did not, and do not consider the French regions to
be cultural entities, but rather to be “empty forms” territorially defined based
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upon former entities for economic planning of the national territory (Dupoirier
2007: 532).
When comparing the fit of the third hypothesis with France, it is
important to know that in France, political regionalization entered the game as
top-down within already existing national parties, rather than bottom-up from
new regional parties. While new regional parties have arisen, they have been
unable, except in Corsica, to disrupt the already existent game at a national level
(Dupoirier 2007: 533).
The above analysis indicates why researchers in France have avoided the
Moreno Question and opted for different mechanisms when studying the
different levels of territorial identity in France. In fact, during the OIP Studies
from 1985-2004, since the Conseils régionaux were one of the partners, and since
their members were also part of the national administration, the Moreno
Question was not allowed; they could not ask any questions that would possibly
shed unfavorable results upon national identity (Dupoirier 2007: 538).
Despite this constraint, in 2007, the former director of the OIP Elisabeth
Dupoirier retroactively applied the Moreno Question to four previous OIP
Studies: 1995, 1997, 1999 and 2001. In order to do this, Dupoirier employed two
OIP Study questions: “Could you tell me if you are very attached, somewhat
attached, not very attached, or not at all attached to France?” and “Could you tell
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me if you are very attached, somewhat attached, not very attached, or not at all
attached to your region?” and placed the intensity of responses given to them
into four Moreno Question categories.
Dupoirier listed responses as “very” or “somewhat” attached to France
and “not at all attached to the region” and “no response” to regional attachment
as forming a Moreno category of “being exclusively French”. For the responses,
“very attached to France” and “somewhat” plus “not very attached” to the
region and “somewhat attached to France” plus “not very attached to the
region”, Dupoirier categorized them as “being more French than regional”. For
the responses, “very attached” to France and to the region and “somewhat
attached” to France and the region, she categorized them as “equally French and
regional”. For the responses, “very attached to the region” and “not very” plus
“not at all” attached to France and “somewhat attached to the region” and “not
very attached to France”, Dupoirier categorized them as “being more regional
than French”. For responses, “very” or “somewhat” attached to the region and
“not at all attached to France” plus “no response” for attachment to France, she
categorized as “being exclusively regional”. For the responses, “no response” to
attachment to France and to the region or “not very attached” or “not at all
attached” to France and the region, she categorized them as being “without
territorial attachment” (2007: 536).
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Dupoirier found the amount of correlation between the two questions by
calculating their Pearson correlation coefficient where +1 is a perfect positive
correlation, 0 is no correlation and -1 is a perfect negative correlation (Dupoirier
2007: 536). For 1995, the Pearson correlation coefficient was 0.384, and for 1997, it
was 0.412. For 1999, it was 0.307 and for 2001, it was 0.310 (Dupoirier 2007: 536).
The two questions were shown to be positively correlated for all four years with
the strongest being 1999 which took place shortly after the 1998 French regional
elections (Dupoirier 2007: 535-536).
The results, among the 20 participating regions, confirmed that the
respondents for the four different years felt equally French and regional or
equally attached to France and to their region. In 1995, 60% of the sample fell
into this category, and in 1997, 62% did. In 1999, 57% fell into this category,
while in 2001, 59% did (Dupoirier 2007: 536). The exclusive attachment to either
France or the region were found to be very minor, 4% and 1% respectively
(Duporier 2007: 537). When looking at hierarchical attachment between France
and the region, France came in first position with between 19% and 27% of the
population, whereas the region only received between 11% and 15% (Dupoirier
2007: 537). A small minority (3%) identified feeling no territorial attachment at
all (Dupoirier 2007: 537).
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The category equally French and regional was confirmed across the 20
regions for the four different studies, except for the Ile-de-France, the French
region, which includes the French capital, Paris, wherein its respondents
reported feeling exclusively French (Dupoirier 2007: 537). In 1995, 54% of its
residents reported this feeling, while in 2001, 55% did (Dupoirier 2007: 537).
In regions with a strong regional identity, Alsace, Brittany, and Corsica,
the sentiment of feeling equally attached to France and to the region was the
norm as in other regions; however, this feeling was even more common in Alsace
and Brittany than among the average of the other regions. The noticeable
difference for Alsace and Brittany was the percentage of respondents feeling
more attached to the region than to France due to their strong regional identities;
18% in Alsace and 24.5% in Brittany compared to the 13% average in other
regions. Corsica represented the exception wherein 36.5% of its respondents
identified more with Corsica than with France (Dupoirier 2007: 537).
Through Dupoirier’s analysis, she demonstrated that the Moreno
Question could be applied to France, and that it would demonstrate the dualidentities of the majority of the French in regions with strong regional identities
as well as in regions with weaker regional identities. Dupoirier indicated that
the French specificity of the Moreno Question when compared to the Scottish
and Catalan cases, which created it, was that the dual-identities in France have
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been stronger in France for a considerable length of time (Dupoirier 2007: 537538).
* *
*
This quote from Emmanuel Todd provides an applicable summary for this
chapter: “The nation is rarely a homogeneous and enclosed human ensemble.
This discrepancy between ideal and reality is particularly clear in the case of
France” (Todd 1991: 7). While Jacobin ideology holds that France is “one and
indivisible”, this belief does not constitute cultural reality. Administratively,
France is “one and indivisible”, but culturally, it is diverse.
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CHAPTER SIX

Methods of Research
Topic’s Historical Background Summary
Since this study is charged with investigating the survival, or resistance, of
regional languages in France, it necessitates critically analyzing events in French
history. While the French administration has often been historically depicted as
being hostile to local cultures and languages in France, as demonstrated in the
introduction, several times in French history, the French administration actually
promoted studies on the regional or the local (Gerson 2003). For instance, in
1834, the Comité des travaux historiques 1 (CTH), and in 1839, the Institut des
Provinces 2, created in the image of the Institut de France 3, were commissioned to
study the local (Gerson 2003: 16 and 39). During the Third Republic, the
administration credited with being most capable of carrying out the
Frenchification of France as requested by Grégoire, the study of the petite patrie 4
proliferated (Theisse 1996: 9-10. Having been excluded from the five previous

Committee of Historical Studies.
Institute of the Provinces.
3 Institute of France which houses the Académie française.
4 “Little Homeland” employed in reference to one’s place of birth and residence, in contrast to the
grande patrie (“Large Homeland”, i.e. France).
1
2
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World’s Fairs held in Paris between 1855 and 1900, during the 1937 World’s Fair
in Paris, the French regions 5 were the “invited guests of honor” (Peer 1998: 45).
During these times, did the French administration have ulterior motives or has it
been historically portrayed incorrectly?
In French nation-building since 1789, languages and territories were
stigmatized and marginalized in administratively centralizing France in favor of
French and the French nation; as a result, numerous overlapping terms exist for
the two entities. Many of the terms appear to be ill-defined and perhaps
purposely so (Gerson 2003: 29). These ill-defined terms seem to be part and
parcel of French national ideology. As a result, an analysis of the term
“province” was completed and revealed that it represents a cultural, rather than
administrative territory. An analysis of the three main linguistic terms available
to the French revealed that they constitute and reflect socio-political realities,
rather than linguistic ones, which has been mentioned by numerous scholars,
such as Blanchet (1992), Lodge (1993) and Stein (2004); therefore, the
sociopolitical reality of the linguistic terms, the only coherent system to which
they belong, was examined and explained in the introduction.
Several important events have taken place in France within the last 30
years relating to language and territory, which underscore their role in French
Regions had not yet been administratively created at this time and since the provinces had been
abolished in 1790, the organizing committee created “regions” for the fair (Peer 1998).
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society. For example, in 1992, the French constitution was modified to include
Article 2, which states, “The language of the Republic is French” (Ager 1999:
116). Up until this point in time, the French administration did not feel
compelled to specifically state this fact. However, due to continued European
integration through the European Union, France became concerned that the
“French exception” would be compromised (Ager 1999: 116).
In 2008, the regional languages entered Article 75.1 of the French
constitution, which states, “The regional languages of France belong to the
patrimony of France” (Amendement no. 605 2008) 6. Shortly before the actual
constitutional modification, the Académie française, the protectrice of the French
language released a statement stating that this recognition would be an “attack
on [French] national identity” (Le Post 2008) 7. Through this constitutional
amendment, the French administration assumed ownership of the languages it
had been previously trying to extinguish; they no longer belonged to their
speakers or the regions they represented.
A territorial reform was proposed in 2009 by French President Nicolas
Sarkozy, which aimed to reduce the number of metropolitan (European) French
regions by half. The reform was unsuccessful; however, in 2014, French
Amendement no. 605 de l’Assemblée nationale - http://www.assembleenationale.fr/13/amendements/0820/082000605.asp.
7 Lepost.fr - http://www.lepost.fr/article/2008/06/17/1209686_pour-l-academie-la-constitution-nedoit-pas-reconnaitre-les-langues-regionales.html.
6
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President François Hollande proposed another territorial reform to cut the
number of regions in half in an effort to reduce administrative spending. Despite
its lack of popular support concerning the reduction in the number of regions,
the 2014 reform, which was set up throughout 2015, was officially implemented
on January 1, 2016 (Tesson and Cotta 2014). On this date, metropolitan France
went from being composed of 22 regions to being composed of 13 (Le Monde
2014b).
Both constitutional amendments as well as reforms renewed debates on
topics that have become important in France in the last 30 years: national
identity, regional identity, centralization, decentralization and regionalism.
Citizens began to demand their rights, ability to choose and autonomy.
Due to historical rootedness of this study’s topic combined with its current
significance in French society as well as the desire to align it with past
Observatoire Interrégional du Politique (OIP) research, its research paradigm is
qualitative in which two regions of France – Picardy and Provence-Alpes-Côte
d’Azur – will constitute case studies. In this respect, numerous newspaper
articles and associated comments or reactions will be taken into account.
Internet petitions will also provide information as well as comments posted
concerning the 2009 and 2014 territorial reforms. This study attempts to answer
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the research question – how have the regional languages of France survived
despite “their programmed demise”? – through an analysis of French nationbuilding, French regionalism, French history, both known as well as less known,
analysis of the 1985-2004 block of research conducted by the Observatoire
Interrégional du Politique (OIP) and its two case studies through historical and
current research as well as questionnaire data.
In many ways, this study involves looking at the reverse side of
governmental documents and previous studies. For instance, the infamous
Grégoire study of 1794 was not without its ideological bias; in fact, its title even
alluded to this fact “Report on the Necessity and Means to Annihilate the Patois
and to Universalize the Use of the French language”. Grégoire’s goal was front
and center. While early French Republic documents and studies may have had
ideological biases, modern academic research does not; however, it may look at
history and documents a certain way. For example, Eugen Weber’s renowned
1976 study, Peasants into Frenchmen: The Modernization of Rural France, 1870-1914,
was not ideological biased like Grégoire’s study, but Weber’s goal was to
demonstrate how the French populace became French. Therefore, he looked at
the data through a certain lens. This study aims to look at the opposite, or at
least, at resistance to it; the perseverance of certain Picard and Provençal
particularities, the Picard and Provençal idioms.
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Research Setting and Context
Fifteen days before this study’s questionnaires were opened for responses,
French President François Hollande announced a French territorial reform aimed
at simplifying the administrative map of France, reducing public spending and
maintaining the strong link between territorial collectivities and citizens (Nunès
20014 and Laurent and Parienté 2014). The principle objective of the reform was
to decrease government spending by reducing the number of regions in
metropolitan France from 22 to 15 by 2015 (Laurent and Parienté 2014). Citizens
across France were angered by the administration’s decision without having first
consulted with them and pointed to the government’s lack of interest in regional
identity (Gautheret and Wieder 2014 and Le Monde 2014b).
In potentially concerned regions, other than in Upper and Lower
Normandy, regarding the reuniting of historic Normandy, French citizens were
unhappy that their regional identity could be destroyed. In Picardy, it was
feared that this territorial reform, like its unsuccessful 2009 predecessor had
proposed, would erase the region from the map of France (Cahon 2009). A 2009
petition created by the Socialists entitled “Touche pas à ma Picardie !” 8 was
reactivated to oppose any tampering with the borders of Picardy, and in 2014, as
a result of the new proposed reform, a Right-wing political consortium known as
“Don’t touch my Picardy!”; by February 5, 2011, L’Aisne Nouvelle reported that 86,000 had
already signed it.

8
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“Envie de Picardie” 9 created another petition entitled “Sauvons la Picardie” 10
with the same goal (L’Aisne Nouvelle 2014).
The proposed reform did not really create a stir in Provence-Alpes-Côte
d’Azur as it would remain largely unchanged; it would possibly only either lose
the Alpes-de-Haute-Provence département or gain Corsica (Corse-Matin 2014) 11.
The largest stir came from the Gard département in the bordering region of
Languedoc-Roussillon over its desire to join the Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur
region due to its historical, cultural and linguistic links to Provence. A group
was created entitled “Oui au Gard en PACA” 12 with the goal of shifting the
département to the Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur (PACA) region.
Concerns over the potential loss of regional identity continued throughout
the deployment of the questionnaires and afterward. On June 24, 2014 the
Institut CSA released a public opinion poll on behalf of the Assemblée des
Départements de France concerning the territorial reform and revealed that two
out of three French citizens were in favor of reforming the administrative
organization of France; however, 84% of French citizens believed that eliminating
regions or départements should not be a priority of such a reform. The poll also
“Desire for Picardy”; composed of UMP (Union pour un Mouvement Populaire [Union for a
Popular Movement]), UDI (Union des Démocrates et Indépendants [Union of Democrats and
Independents]) and Nouveau Centre (New Center).
10 “Let’s save Picardy”.
11 http://www.corsematin.com/article/derniere-minute/synthese-reforme-territoriale-va-t-onvivre-dans-une-super-region-paca-corse.
12 “Yes to the Gard in Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur”.
9
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revealed that 69% of the French were attached to their département, 72% to their
region and 76% to their city or village of residence (Institut CSA 2014).
A similar opinion poll conducted and released in 2009 by the Institut
OpinionWay on behalf of Le Figaro newspaper revealed that 53% of French
citizens were opposed to reducing the number of regions or départements (Le
Figaro 2009) 13. In five years, the desire to retain the regions and départements
intact rose 31%.
Rationale for Research Approach
Since this study attempts to align itself with approximately twenty years
(1985-2004) of French political and social research conducted by the Observatoire
Interrégional du Politique 14 (OIP), it also employed questionnaires. In fact, many of
the questions of these two questionnaires were drawn from these prior OIP
questionnaires. Some questions were used in their entirety, while others were
slightly modified. The French have a long tradition of being polled via
questionnaires and surveys as numerous polls throughout the years by several
different polling agencies suggest. While the French most often respond to
questionnaires via telephone calls, as was the method for the OIP surveys, for
both logistical and financial constraints, this study employed the Internet. The

http://www.lefigaro.fr/assets/pdf/oway0603.pdf.
Interregional Observatory of Politics
(http://bdq.reseauquetelet.cnrs.fr/fr/Details_d_une_serie_d_enquete/3).
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Internet is steadily becoming an increasingly reliable and valid research setting
(Wright 2015). The results of past opinion polls by INSEE, Ifop, CSA as well as
by the OIP attest to the validity and reliability of questionnaire research.
From 1985 to 2004, the OIP polled residents of member regions 15 of
metropolitan France concerning the emergence, or reemergence, and
implantation of the regional element in both opinion and politics in French
society. Questions were designed in order to ascertain opinions on and
knowledge of the regions, territorial identity and expectations of regional
politics. Socio-demographic information – level of education, age group,
profession and position on political scale – was also recorded. Each year
comprises a database in which approximately 700 individuals were polled in
each participating member region of the OIP 16. Data concerning respondents’

Regions wherein the Conseil régional (Regional Council) was a member of the OIP.
Metropolitan (European) France comprises 22 regions. For 1985, the member regions were as
follows: Alsace, Aquitaine, Auvergne, Centre, Champagne-Ardenne, Franche-Comté,
Languedoc-Roussillon, Limousin, Midi-Pyrénées, Nord-Pas-de-Calais, Upper Normandy, Pays
de la Loire, Poitou-Charentes, Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, and Rhône-Alpes (15/22). In 1986,
Auvergne was not included and two additional regions were included: Lorraine and Picardy
(16/22). In 1987, the Ile-de-France was included (17/22). In 1989, Brittany was included (18/22).
In 1990, Burgundy was included (19/22). In 1991, Lower Normandy was included (20/22). In
1993, Franche-Comté was not included (19/20). In 1994, Auvergne and Franche-Comté were
included (21/22). In 1995, Auvergne, Champagne-Ardenne and Franche-Comté were not
included, but Corsica was included (19/22). In 1998, Upper Normandy was not included (18/22).
In 1999, Rhône-Alpes was not included, but Franche-Comté was included (18/22). In 2000,
Rhône-Alpes was included (19/22). In 2003, Pays de la Loire was not included (18/22). In 2004,
Lorraine, Picardy and Poitou-Charentes were not included, but Auvergne was included (16/22).
16 From 1985 through 1989, individuals aged 15 and over were polled. In 1990, individuals aged
18 and over were polled. In 1991, individuals aged 15 and over were polled and from 1992
through 2004, individuals aged 18 and over were polled.
15
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attachment to France and to their region, département and city of residence was
noted. Several studies have already consulted these databases and have
indicated that in France, national and regional attachments are complementary,
rather than competitive (Dargent 2001 and Dupoirier 2007).
Since the data from the OIP finishes in 2004, two questionnaires, based on
those of the OIP, were created on the Internet site, SurveyMonkey
(fr.surveymonkey.com) – one for Picardy and one for Provence-Alpes-Côte
d'Azur 17 – for this study. The questionnaires employed questions from the OIP
surveys concerning regional attachment, as well as regional specific language
and culture questions. For instance, respondents were asked to classify the
historic language of their region from among the three main terms: dialecte,
langue and patois. They then were asked to define dialecte and patois in an effort to
try and gage their level of acceptance of French language ideology.
Due to both financial and time constraints, the deployment of the two
region-specific questionnaires were handled by SurveyMonkey Audience in each
specific region via the Internet. Tulane University’s ethics committee, or internal
review board, approved each questionnaire as well as the use of SurveyMonkey
Audience for their deployment.
Data Sources
Both questionnaires appear in the Appendix in both the original French as well as with an
English translation.
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Picardy Questionnaire
The Picardy questionnaire comprised 67 questions. The first one asked for
the respondent’s consent. Questions 2 through 7 collected demographic
information – gender, age, profession, diploma/highest educational level
attained, and places of birth and residence – in which the first four questions
employed the schema employed by the Institut national de la statistique et des
études économiques (INSEE) (INSEE 2003 18). Questions 8 through 67 represented
the 60-core questions concerning identity, regional language usage, language
attitudes, and adherence to French language ideology.
Among the core questions, 14 were taken from previous OIP
questionnaires and 47 were newly created questions designed in the OIP-style
concerning regional identity, language and interests based upon pre-study
information obtained in the region. Of the 60-core questions, 8 were yes/no, 14
were yes/no/do not know, 4 were short answer, 15 were multiple choice and 19
were Likert-type. Eleven sets of questions were linked. For instance, the first
question asked the respondent if he or she agreed to fill out the questionnaire. If
he or she chose “yes”, he or she continued to question two; however, if he or she
chose “no”, he or she would receive a message thanking him or her for his or her
interest and the questionnaire would end. The remaining linked questions were
Professions: https://www.insee.fr/fr/information/2400059 under “Niveau 1”; Diplomas
(updated in 2016): https://www.insee.fr/fr/metadonnees/definition/c1785.
18
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similarly linked; however, the questionnaire did not end based upon their
responses. For instance, questions nine and ten were linked. Question nine
asked, “Are you a regional activist?” with possible responses “Yes” or “No”. If
the person answered, “Yes”, he or she would then be presented with question
ten “What type of regional activist?” with possible responses “Cultural”,
“Linguistic” or “Political”. The question only applied, and thus was only asked,
if the respondent had responded in the affirmative to the previous question. If
the person had responded, “No” to question nine, he or she would not have been
presented with question ten. The remaining linked questions were 21-22, 24-25,
30-31, 37-38, 41-42, 51-52, 52-53, 55-56 and 64-65.
Question 20 asked the participant to select how he or she defines
“dialecte”; of the four suggested possibilities, three of them were actual
definitions contained in different French dictionaries, while the fourth was
simply the term “patois”. The respondent was simply required to pick the
definition to which he or she most adhered among possible real definitions and
the term “patois”. No fake definitions were created; all definitions were also
taken from current dictionaries of the Académie française, Larousse, Le Robert and
the Trésor de la langue française 19.
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur Questionnaire
Question 20 was the same in both the Picardy and the Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur
questionnaires.
19
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The Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur questionnaire comprised 77 questions.
It was arranged in the same format as the Picardy questionnaire in which the first
one asked for the respondent’s consent, questions 2 through 7 collected
demographic information and questions 8 through 77 represented the 70-core
questions concerning identity, regional language usage, language attitudes, and
adherence to French language ideology. Among the core questions, 14 were
taken from previous OIP questionnaires and 56 were newly created questions
designed in the OIP-style concerning regional identity, language and interests
based upon information gleaned through pre-study interactions in the region.
Of the 70-core questions, 10 were yes/no, 13 were yes/no/do not know, 8
were short answer, 20 were multiple choice and 19 were Likert-type. Fifteen sets
of questions were linked. Just as in the Picardy questionnaire, the first question
also asked the respondent if he or she agreed to fill out the questionnaire. If he
or she chose “yes”, he or she continued to question two; however, if he or she
chose “no”, he or she would receive a message thanking him or her for his or her
interest and the questionnaire would end. The remaining linked questions were
similarly linked; however, the questionnaire did not end based upon their
responses. For instance, question nine and ten were linked as in the Picardy
questionnaire. Question nine asked, “Are you a regional activist?” with possible
responses “Yes” or “No”. If the person answered, “Yes”, he or she would be
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presented with question ten “What type of regional activist?” with possible
responses “Cultural”, “Linguistic” or “Political”. The question only applied, and
thus was only asked, if the respondent had responded in the affirmative to the
previous question. If the person had responded, “No” to question nine, he or she
would then not have been presented with question ten. The remaining linked
questions were 21-22, 24-25, 26-27, 31-32, 35-36, 41-42, 44-45, 48-49, 56-57, 61-62,
63-64, 66-67 and 74-75.
Research Sample
Sample Size
Again, since this study attempts to align itself with the work done by the
OIP, its sample size goal was taken from previous OIP studies. Over the OIP’s
twenty-years of research, regional sample sizes were typically around 700
participants per region (OIP 1985-2004). However, since this study has neither
the resources nor the manpower of the OIP, it was decided that its sample size
would be 25% of the OIP’s 700 regional participants, or 175 participants from
both Picardy and Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur; however, due to a
SurveyMonkey Audience programming error, the sample size for each region
augmented to approximately 33% 20 of the OIP sample.

SurveyMonkey Audience accidently sent the Picardy Questionnaire to both regions; however,
the mistake was soon corrected. For consolation, SurveyMonkey Audience provided additional
participants.
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Picardy
A total of 254 individuals began the Picardy Questionnaire; two were
immediately eliminated by the system for withholding their consent; another 16
were eliminated for either not being born in or currently residing in Picardy
based upon their responses to questions six and seven. As a result, 236
participants were retained for Picardy.
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur
A total of 246 individuals completed the Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur
Questionnaire, but 27 were eliminated for either not being born in or currently
residing in Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur 21 based upon their responses to
questions six and seven. As a result, 219 participants were retained for ProvenceAlpes-Côte d’Azur.
Sample Characteristics
Picardy
The 236 participants retained for Picardy were all 18-years-old or older
and were either born in or currently lived in one of the three départements –
Aisne, Oise or Somme – of Picardy.

SurveyMonkey Audience accidently sent the Picardy Questionnaire to both regions; however,
the mistake was soon corrected. Most of the 27 questionnaires eliminated were as a result of this
issue.

21
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Concerning gender, 30.08% (71) were men and 69.92% (165) were women.
Regarding age, 5.93% (14) were between 18 and 24, 16.53% (39) were between 25
and 34, 40.68% were aged between 35 and 49, 30.51% (72) were aged between 50
and 64 and 6.36% (15) were 65-years-old or older.
With regard to profession, 3.81% (9) were artisans, storekeepers or
business owners, 12.29% (29) were senior executives or intellectual professionals,
17.80% (42) were middle managers, 44.07% (104) were employees, 5.93% (14)
were laborers, 3.81% (9) were university students and 12.29% (29) had never
worked.
With reference to education, 8.05% (19) held no diploma, 21.61% (51) held
a vocational certificate, 25.00% (59) held a Baccalauréat (Bachelor’s degree),
22.46% (53) held a Baccalauréat (Bachelor’s degree) plus two years of university
work, 22.46% (53) held either a Master’s degree or a Doctorate and 0.42% (1) did
not know or remember.
Concerning the participants’ link to Picardy, 3.39% (8) were born in
Picardy, 58.05% (137) were both born in and currently resided in Picardy and
38.56% (91) were born elsewhere, but currently resided in Picardy.
Regarding the départements of Picardy, 31.36% (74) lived in the Aisne
(Département 02), 38.98% (92) lived in the Oise (Département 60), 26.27% (62) lived
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in the Somme (Département 80) and 3.39% (8) who had been born in Picardy
resided outside of the region and its constituent départements.
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur
The 219 participants retained for Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur were 18years-old or older and were either born in or currently lived in one of the six
départements – Alpes-de-Haute-Provence, Hautes-Alpes, Alpes-Maritimes,
Bouches-du-Rône, Var or Vaucluse – of Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur.
With regard to gender, 26.48% (58) were men and 73.52% (161) were
women.
Concerning age, 7.76% (17) were between the ages 18 and 24; 14.16% (31)
were between the ages of 25 and 34, 35.16% (77) were aged between 35 and 49,
31.05% (68) were aged between 50 and 64 and 11.87% (26) were 65-years-old or
older.
Regarding profession, 5.02% (11) were artisans, storekeepers or business
owners, 14.16% (31) were senior executives or intellectual professionals, 16.89%
(37) were middle managers, 41.55% (91) were employees, 3.65% (8) were
laborers, 5.94% (13) were university students and 12.79% (28) had never worked.
With reference to education, 5.02% (11) held no diploma; 20.09% (44) held
a vocational certificate, 31.05% (68) held a Baccalauréat (Bachelor’s degree),
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18.26% (40) held a Baccalauréat (Bachelor’s degree) plus two years of university
work and 25.57% (56) held either a Master’s degree or a Doctorate.
Concerning the participants’ link to Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 1.37%
(3) were born in Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 53.42% (117) were both born in
and currently resided in Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur and 45.21% (99) were born
elsewhere, but currently resided in Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur.
Regarding the départements of Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 3.20% (7)
lived in the Alpes-de-Haute-Provence (Département 04), 2.74% (6) lived in the
Hautes-Alpes (Département 05), 19.63% (43) lived in the Alpes-Maritimes
(Département 06), 36.07% (79) lived in the Bouches-du-Rhône (Département 13),
23.74% (52) lived in the Var (Département 83), 13.24% (29) lived in the Vaucluse
(Département 84) and 1.37% (3) who had been born in Provence-Alpes-Côte
d’Azur currently resided outside of the region and its constituent départements.
Data Collection Methods
Participants were presented with a regional specific questionnaire and
were required to answer every question presented to them; otherwise, the system
would not let them continue 22; however, not all respondents were presented with
every question as several questions on each questionnaire were linked. For

One exception, which was discovered after the fact, was that the system could not determine
whether answers to questions requiring short answers contained actual words, rather than
simple keystrokes used in order to move to the next question.
22
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instance, if a respondent answered “no” to a two part question, he or she would
not be asked the second question.
In order to obtain viable and comparable results among each group of
respondents, three categories – all respondents, respondents born in and still
living in the region and linguistic-related respondents – were created from
among specific questions within each questionnaire. The first category
represents the baseline or control; the group from which the others will be
compared. The second category represents a more specific control group; the
residents born in, educated in and still living in their native region. The third
category represents the group being studied and compared to the other two
through the filter of language.
Due to the Frenchification of France since the 1790s, not all respondents
are going to speak and understand their region’s language. While this is the
variable being studied, the study needs a representative sample of the regional
population; therefore, this linguistic group has to be identified through the
questionnaire itself.
This third group breaks down into three subgroups: regional language
understanders, regional language speakers and regional language speakers as
well as understanders. While both Picard and Provençal have speakers and
understanders today, most, if not all, as was previously stated no longer do so as
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their first language. According to many scholars, including, Eugen Weber, the
entire French populace has known French since the years separating the two
World Wars. As a result, the knowledge – in terms of both speaking and
understanding – of a regional language may not be equal. There are often
emblematic speakers who can say a few words or phrases, but who cannot
actually speak the language; there are also those who can understand a language
since they heard it as a child, but cannot speak it; and of course, there are those
who both speak and understand the language to varying degrees. The three
linguistic subcategories are thus for this study “Understand Picard or Provençal,
A Lot and Some” (Language understanders), “Speak Picard or Provençal, Often
and Some” (Language speakers) and “Speak and Understand Picard or
Provençal, Often/A Lot and Some” (Language speakers as well as
understanders).
In order to create these five groups – two social and three linguistic –, as
well as to access their data, responses to two demographic questions were used.
For both questionnaires, question six asked the participant to denote his or her
département of birth, while question seven then asked for the département of
residence. Responses to these two questions determined which respondent’s
data was kept and whose was excluded from the study. While SurveyMonkey
Audience specifically targeted residents of each region, they were unable to
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determine whether the potential respondent was a native or long-term resident
of the region. Since this study is interested in native or long-term residents,
completed questionnaires from residents living in départements of other regions
were excluded by employing responses to questions six and seven unless that
participant was born in Picardy or Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur.
Responses to questions six and seven thus formed groups one and two for
each respective region. For example, for Picardy, group one was all retained
Picardy respondents, while group two was all retained respondents both born in
and living in Picardy. The three linguistic groups were formed by taking all
retained regional respondent questionnaires and employing responses to
questions 21 and 23. To form the “Understand Picard, A Lot and Some” group,
the responses “A Lot” and “Some” to question 23 “Do you understand spoken
Picard?” were selected to be the filter through which the data was accessed. For
the “Speak Picard, Often and Some” group, responses “Often” and “Some” to
question 21 “Do you speak Picard?” were the filter, and for the “Speak and
Understand Picard, Often/A Lot and Some” 23 responses “Often/A Lot” and

This last category aims to separate those respondents who indicated that they spoke Picard
who only do so by employing set phrases or words from those who truly speak it. In other
words, since the questionnaire is of the self-report type, this category aims to differentiate
symbolic or performance speakers from actual speakers.

23
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“Some” for questions 21 and 23 were the filter. The same procedure was
employed to form the Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur linguistic groups.
Collection Procedures
SurveyMonkey Audience e-mailed an invitation to individuals who were
18-years-old or older, lived in one of the two regions, and had also previously
signed up with them to complete surveys online.
Both questionnaires were opened for responses at 12:00 AM Central
European Time (UTC+01:00) on Thursday, January 30, 2014 and were closed to
responses at 11:59 PM Central European Time (UTC+01:00) on Saturday,
February 8, 2014 24.

24

The questionnaires were supposed to have been available for one week; however, due to a
formatting error by SurveyMonkey Audience, the Picardy Questionnaire was sent to both
regions. This error was quickly corrected; however, in order to obtain the correct sample size, the
time frame was extended. While the error was quickly corrected, several participants from
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur had completed the Picardy Questionnaire. These questionnaires
were deleted, and do not form part of the sample.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Case Studies
This chapter explores the history of the two case studies in terms of
territory, language and identity. The end of the chapter is dedicated to
historically defining the French province and its links with modern French
administrative regions.
Picardy
What is Picardy?
Most geographical and historical accounts of Picardy begin with the
question of “what is Picardy?” since the term has been used to represent diverse
territorial realities (Lestocquoy 1962: 5-8). For example, it has been used to
represent the territory of the Picard language, the historic province of the
Kingdom of France, and the administrative region of the French Republic, to
only name its major representations, all of which included, and include, different
territorial boundaries. Yet, despite these facts, the real purported reason for the
question is attributed to the fact that while there existed, at times during the
feudal period, the County of Amiens, the County of Ponthieu, the County of
Vermandois, etc., there never existed the County of Picardy. As a result, Picardy,
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in its entirety, was never a united fiefdom like Flanders or Provence (Lestocquoy
1962: 5-6). Since there never was a Count of Picardy, its exact historical
boundaries never needed to be determined (Lestocquoy 1962: 6). However,
while the precise boundaries of Picardy may have remained unknown until the
regional circumscription of Picardy was created on June 2, 1960, “one felt Picard
in an instinctive fashion, in an affective and sentimental context” (Becquet 1981:
9).
Etymology of Picardy
The first attestation to the term “Picard” was around 1099 when it
represented the surname of three men heading off to the first crusade:
Wilhelmus Picardus, Petrus Picardi and Martinus Picardus. In the 12th century,
four examples of the name “Picardus” having been added to a baptismal name
appeared. In 1260, copies of acts of privileges from Artois contained two uses of
the term “Picard” in its French form – Johanni le Picart and Balduini le Picart –,
however, it is impossible to tell if the name had already taken on an ethnic value
(Picoche in Eloy 1997: 58).
The first texts that certainly attest to its ethnic sense come from university
life in 1229 in which “natives of the neighboring regions of Flanders, who we call
Picards in vulgar language”, scuffled with the royal police (Picoche quoted in
Eloy 1997: 58). Three years later, texts attest to the existence of a “Picard nation”
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at the University of Paris; it was one of four officially recognized nations of the
university; the other three being French, Norman and English. The students of
the Picard nation came from the diocese of Beauvais, Amiens, Noyon, Arras,
Thérouanne, Cambrai, Laon, Tournai, which corresponds to the Picard linguistic
domain defined by Raymond Dubois, plus the diocese of Liege and Utrecht
(Picoche in Eloy 1997: 59).
Despite these indications, the origins of the name “Picardy” are even
today still somewhat unclear (Fossier 1974: 179). Philologists still guess to its
etymology (Fossier 1974: 179 and Morel [1883] 2011: 14). As a result, two theories
exist to explain the origin of the term. One holds that residents of the future
Picardy employed picks in order to ward off invaders earning themselves the
vulgar nickname of Ptcard, which the Picards themselves began to employ (Morel
[1883] 2011: 14). The other is essentially linguistic, in which four nations, based
upon language, existed at the University of Paris in the 11th century (Fossier 1974:
178-179).
Regardless of the exact etymology of the term, “Picard” was a surname
that lent its name to the region of Picardy in 1256 in association with France,
Burgundy and Normandy. The use of the term became commonplace during the
14th century; however, Picardy did not correspond to any administrative or
feudal entity at this time (Picoche in Eloy 1997: 59). As a result, “[o]ne spoke of
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the Picards before having spoken of Picardy” (Dubois quoted in Lestocquoy
1962: 6). “’Picardy’ thus only refers to the ‘region of the Picards’” who defined
themselves through their manner of speaking (Eloy 1997: 59). During this
period, the Picards were easily differentiated from the “French”. [..] [T]he
Picards, who are the neighbors of the real French, are so much different in their
customs and their language that one is surprised to notice such a difference at
such a small distance” (Bacon quoted in Eloy 1997: 59).
Picardy is thus first, and foremost, a linguistic domain.
Picardy, Before “Picardy”
Before the arrival of the Celts, the territory to become known as “Picardy”
in the 13th century formed part of the vast Ardennes Forest and was part and
parcel of the vast realm of Belgica with the Rhine, North Sea, English Channel,
Seine and Marne as natural water boundaries (Morel [1883] 2011: 10). Sometime
later, Emperor Augustus detached the territory east of the Rhine from Belgica and
created Germania inferior and Germania superior. Around 300 AD, Emperor
Diocletian split Belgica in two, forming Belgica prima and Belgica secunda (Morel
[1883] 2011: 10).
Future “Picardy” was completely encapsulated within Belgica secunda,
which was divided into several tribes centered around a particular city (civitates);
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the Nervii in Hainaut, the Morini around Thérouanne, the Atrebates around
Arras, the Ambiani around Amiens, the Bellovaci in the Beauvaisis, the
Viromandui or Veromandui in the Valois, the Suessiones around Soissons, the
Remi around Reims and the Catalauni around Châlons (Morel [1883] 2011: 1011).
In 406 AD, the Franci (Franks) crossed the Rhine River and invaded Belgica
secunda. Upon the defeat of the local tribes, Belgica secunda lost its name and
became known as the Kingdom of the Salian Franks whose royal residents were
located in Thérouanne, Cambrai and Tournai, while its capital was Reims (Morel
[1883] 2011: 13 and 41). Clovis was king of the new kingdom and either
conquered or assassinated his rivals. Under his reign, he ruled over most of Gaul
and founded the Merovingian dynasty (Morel [1883] 2011: 13).
Upon Clovis’ death, according to Frank custom, his kingdom was divided
among his four adult sons (Morel [1883] 2011: 13). Chlothar inherited the
territory which used to approximately correspond to Belgica secunda – Tournai,
Cambrai, the land of the Escaut and Sambre Rivers, the maritime region between
the Meuse and the Somme Rivers (Morel [1883] 2011: 13).
Within Chlothar’s reign, Gual was once again unified; however, upon his
death, it was again partitioned off between his children. The portion of the
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kingdom above the River Seine was divided into Neustria and Austrasia (Morel
[1883] 2011: 13). Neustria included the territory between Brittany to the west, a
line west of Reims to the east, the Meuse River and the English Channel to the
north and the Loire River to the south (Morel [1883] 2011: 13-14). As a result, the
future “Picardy” was among the territory located within Neustria, while Austrasia
included the land of northeastern Gaul (Morel [1883] 2011: 14).
With the Treaty of Verdun in 843, which separated the Carolingian or
Charlemagne Empire into three separate kingdoms, in which one kingdom was
ceded to one of Charlemagne’s three grandsons, “Picardy” was among the
territory given to Charles the Bald, which was known as Francia occidentalis (West
Francia) (Parisot 1898: 16).
The names and territorial realities of Neustria and Austrasia held fast until
the 9th century when within the feudal system the vassals usurped the local
power of the king (Morel [1883] 2011: 14). Under the feudal system, the territory
of the future “Picardy” was divided into different independent counties, duchies
and principalities with their own rulers (Morel [1883] 2011: 14). These included
Calaisis, Boulonnais, Ponthieu, Amiénois, Santerre, Vermandois, Thiérache,
Laonnois, Soissonnais, Noyonnais, Valois and Beauvaisis (Morel [1883] 2011: 14).
Each of these territorial entities constituted for some time distinct countries
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(Morel [1883] 2011: 14). It was not until the 13th century when these separate
territories began to be grouped together under the name “Picardy” (Morel [1883]
2011: 14).
Feudal Picardy: 10th and 12th Centuries
The feudal system was relatively weak in Picardy, even though it was in
Picardy, at Quierzy-sur-Oise, in which feudality became legally recognized
(Gochet 1893: 268). Despite several attempts, no seigneur was either politically
or territorially able to control Picardy in its entirety (Fossier 1974: 141). As a
result, central and southern Picardy were the domain of Frank, and later French,
kings, while due to the relative royal weakness of the period, durable counties
and duchies developed in northern and western Picardy (Fossier 1974: 141).
However, independent seigneuries developed later in the center and the south
with less authority than in their northern or western counterparts (Fossier 1974:
144).
Rise of the Cities in Picardy
After years of fighting between rival seigneurs’ groups, around the year
1000, the Peace of God was proclaimed by the Roman Catholic Church. However,
the peace was short-lived and the church then decided to only ask for peace at
certain intervals of time – from Wednesday evening to Monday morning, during
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holidays, during Lent and Advent –, which was known as the Truce of God
(Morel [1883] 2011: 75). Pilgrimages to Jerusalem became the norm for seigneurs
and resulted in the Crusades (Morel [1883] 2011: 79).
With the exception of Italy, Picardy is the European territory wherein
urbanization first occurred and to such a wide degree (Fossier 1974: 148). During
this period, in the territory of future “Picardy”, the bourgeoisie of the cities
united in the absence of their seigneur and declared their independence and civil
rights (Morel [1883] 2011: 79). A contract – the Charter of Commune – was
drawn up between the oppressors and the oppressed in which each man of the
bourgeoisie was declared a citizen of the city, and made responsible for the
safeguarding of all of its citizenry (Bonneton 2003: 23 and Morel [1883] 2011: 79) 1.
Citizens chose the municipal magistrates from within their body who were
charged with running the city, judging and punishing, taxing and maintaining
order and safety. Each city had its seal for ratifying acts, a town hall, a flag and a
belfry in order to notify its citizens of danger (Morel [1883] 2011: 79).
The first city of the future “Picardy” to obtain its charter between 1096 and
1099 was Beauvais (Morel [1883] 2011: 79-80). Word soon began to spread of the
victory of the citizens of Beauvais. The citizens of Saint-Quentin soon afterward

During the feudal period, according to the Dictionnaire de la langue française ‘Littré’ (online) a
“commune” represented the united body of the bourgeoisie that governed itself.

1
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received theirs as the Countess of Vermandois feared the mounting restlessness
among them (Morel [1883] 2011: 80). The citizenry of Noyon received theirs also
soon afterward. The charter for the citizens of Loan, capital of the last
Carolingians, and for those of Amiens, the largest city of the Somme basin, took
much longer (Morel [1883] 2011: 80-83). However, the charter of Loan served as
the model for the city charters to follow (Bonneton 2003: 22). At least 100 cities
obtained a charter, as well as around 60 villages, which had been grouped into
leagues, such as the League of Marquenterre and the League of Lihons
(Bonneton 2033: 22 and Fossier 1974: 147). Picardy was the only territory in
future “France” wherein villages were grouped into leagues that resembled
federations and bestowed with an administration, a system of justice and
guarantees against fiscal abuses (Fossier 1974: 147-148).
Historians believe that the movement toward a municipal live was
already in process before the charters were bestowed. The residents had already
unified into a communal association with their dealings with the seigneur.
Members who committed serious crimes were subject to banishment or the
destruction of their homes (Bonneton 2003: 23).
Picard Nation: 12th Century-18th Century
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As previously mentioned, there was a Picard Nation, a community of
students from the domains of the Picard and Dutch (Flemish) languages, within
the Faculty of Arts at the University of Paris from the 12th century until its closing
at the end of the 18th century. In 1513, the Picard nation redesigned its coat of
arms, to coincide with heraldic changes, in which it incorporated the French
fleur-de-lys and the Dutch lions, which indicated that the nation’s territory was
located between that of France and that of the Netherlands. Sometime afterward,
the province of Picardy adopted the nation’s coat of arms as its own (Mémoires de
la Société des antiquaires de Picardie 1860 (7): 314-323).
Langue d’oïl, Langue d’oc and Langue picarde
Beginning in the 12th century, perhaps as early as 1304 or 1305, the
monarchs divided the Kingdom of France into two governments: “Langue d’oïl”
and “Langue d’oc” used to describe the northern half and the southern half
respectively. In this terminology, the term “langue” meant “nation” or
“province” as was the case in the Order of Malta during the 1800s (Froissart and
Buchon 1838 (2): 395). While this situation is widely reported, a situation of three
languages or “nations” being employed to divide the kingdom into three parts
occurring in the mid-1300s is much less widely reported.
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According to a 1349 certificate during the Hundred Years’ War with
England, Mathieu de Montmorency was appointed Governor of the borders of
Flanders and in all of the Picard language by the king. Thus, according to the
French monarchy at this time, France was composed of three languages or
nations: Langue d’oc, Langue d’oïl and langue picarde (Colliette 1772 (2): 120).
“The Picards had a separate language” (Colliette 1772 (2): 120). Based upon the
previous statement, one must wonder if the term “langue picarde” was truly
used simply to denote nation or actually language.
The langue d’oc was spoken south of the Loire River to the Mediterranean
Sea, the Langue d’oïl began at the Loire River and extended northward to the
Oise and Meuse Rivers, while the langue picarde was located to the north of these
two rivers (Colliette 1772 (2): 120). “It was well the same language as the second
language [the Langue d’oïl]; but the particular accent of the people who spoke it,
caused it to be named after them” (Colliette 1772 (2): 120).
This language, we just said, had nothing barbaric in its origin; it was only
a mixture of Greek, Latin and Gaulish expressions that the accent of the
Picards had modified through different manners. Jean Corbichon spoke
of them, such as a language full of agreements. He flattered the Picards of
being the spirited and subtle people whose pronunciation had nothing
vicious. However, a century later, the author of the Garden of Sailing,
spoke of the same language as an antiquated idiom. He blamed the
pronunciation of the Picards and recommended avoiding the accent which
had a manner of expressing itself that was completely rude and
disagreeable to the ear” (Colliette 1772 (2): 121).
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When taking a closer look at documentation for the more reported situation, an
interesting phrase appears, which may have been either misinterpreted or
overlooked. “The Duke of Berry held the government of Langue d’Oc and the
Duke of Burgundy [that of] Langue d’Oïl and all Picardy” (Froissart and Buchon
1838 (2): 395). This phrase clearly separates Picardy from the Langue d’oïl; have
previous accounts simply overlooked or misinterpreted this fact? It is hard to
know, and regardless, it did not change Picard’s history.
Historic Province of Picardy: 1435-1790
The birth of the historic province of Picardy dates to the era of Louis XI
(1461-1483) when it definitively entered the Kingdom of France (Gochet 1893:
267). It included 12 pays and was divided into Upper and Lower Picardy. Upper
Picardy was composed of the following pays: Thiérache, Vermandois, Santerre,
Amiénois, Beauvaisis, Laonnais, Noyonnais and Soissonnais. Lower Picardy was
in turn composed of the following pays: Boulonnais, Ponthieu and Vimeu,
Marquenterre and Calaisis and Ardrésis (Gochet 1893: 267).
The province of Picardy included the territories of the ancient civitates of
the Ambiani, Bellovaci, Silvanectes, Suessiones and Viromandui in addition to
the diocese of Laon from the Remi and the diocese of Boulogne from the Morini
(Gochet 1893: 268).
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Figure 4: 18th Century Province of Picardy, Holopoman, CC BY-SA 4.0.

Regions around Paris were united to the Kingdom of France, fief by fief,
city by city. Since Louis VI (1108-1137), they had been constantly trampled upon
by the king’s soldiers and were thus unable to form powerful seigneuries or to
develop political autonomy. They were directly dominated by royal power and
thus formed the center around which successive monarchs had united different
counties and duchies during different periods. “It was the monarchy itself that
individualized the regions around which its central territory was formed” (Berlet
1913: 128).
Picardy was a generality and a government, and there was a Picard
people that “occupied the great agricultural zone that extended along the Meuse
and the Sambre Rivers until the ‘pays’ of the Somme and the Oise. […] It spoke
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tightly neighboring dialects. Its traditions [and] manner of living was the same”
(Berlet 1913: 128-129).
But this people was not organized as a nation; its territory was divided;
each section had a particular administration. The cities possessed strong
municipal institutions. The Boulonnais, Valois, Amiénois, Ponthieu [and]
Soissonnais had their states; Picardy did not; its political life did not exist;
only the relations of commerce united its inhabitants. There were Picards,
but there was not a Picard homeland. It was the monarchy that created it.
In creating the generalities, it [the monarchy] gave to this ‘pays’ a moral
unity by breaking the close circle of the cities, reducing municipal
particularisms [and] elevating the spirit of the Picards to a conscience of
regional solidarity (Berlet 1913: 129).
Thus, according to Berlet, it was the monarchy that united Picardy and instilled
its provincial solidarity by diminishing the power of its cities.
While the monarchy may have assisted in uniting Picardy, it has also been
plagued by its proximity to Paris and the Ile-de-France; Amiens is only 72 miles
northwest of Paris (Fabriès-Verfaillie and Stragiotti 2000: 324). As a result, for
numerous centuries during the Ancien Régime, Picardy formed the northern
border of the Kingdom of France and, as such was seen as more of a military
province of Paris, whose duty it was to protect Paris, than as a cultural province,
in its own right. Furthermore, when Picardy was not called upon to protect
Paris, it served as its breadbasket (d’Alquié 1685: 301).
History of France within Picardy
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Numerous quotes attest to the role Picardy has played in French national
life. “The history of ancient France seems to be steeped in Picardy” (Michelet
1871: 74). “It was in Picardy, and in and around Paris, where came to pass the
first phases of [French] national life” (Gochet 1893: 268). “Picardy shares with
the Ile-de-France the honor of having been the birthplace of the French monarchy
and French nationality” (Hesse 1870: 27).
In 987, Hugues Capet was crowned King of the Franks at Noyon. During
the Middle Ages, Picardy was first in artistic architecture across France. In 1539,
François I signed the Ordonnance de Villers-Cotterêts in the present-day Aisne
département, which required the use of the French language in all judicial matters.
Numerous crusaders hailed from Picardy. In 1509, Jean Calvin, future
theologian and reformer during the Protestant Reformation, was born in Picardy
(Michelet 1871: 75).
Several ideological notions are held in Picardy due to the territory’s
significance in early French national history. “France almost spoke Picard since
the first kings of France had their castles and were crowned in Picardy (Soissons,
Noyon [and] Senlis)” (Eloy 1997: 46). “It is Francien that became French and not
Picard since the kings of France went to live in Paris” (Eloy 1997: 46).
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More contemporary and modern French history has also occurred in
Picardy. During World War I, the Battle of the Somme engulfed both sides of the
Somme river from July 1 to July 18, 1916 and 1,000,000 soldiers were killed or
wounded making it one of the bloodiest battles of human history (Hirst 2016).
The Battle of Amiens, also known as the Third Battle of Picardy, which began on
August 8, 1918, was the first phase of the Allied offensive that ultimately led to
the end of World War I (Kearsey 2004).
Administrative Picardy: 1950s-2016
Neither the linguistic nor the historic boundaries of Picardy correspond to
its current administrative limits. “The great number of local collectivities
[villages or cities] attest to the existence of the great diversity of micro-regions or
‘pays’ where a feeling of attachment has been created.” “Being Picard […] does
not mean finding oneself in Amiens, the regional capital, but rather means being
attached to one’s village and native soil” (Fabriès-Verfaillie and Stragiotti 2000:
324).
The administrative region of Picardy, like the other regions of France, is a
political domain of the French Republic, rather than its original cultural domain
of the province, which consists of three départements: Aisne, Oise and Somme 2.

The administrative section for Picardy is in the present tense despite the fact that due to a
territorial reform, it officially ceased to exist on January 1, 2016. Due to the recentness of the

2
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Its capital, and largest city, is Amiens, which had a population of 136,372 in 2011,
and is located within the Somme département (INSEE 2013). The total population
of the region of Picardy was estimated to be 1,924,737 (542,550 Aisne, 809,140
Oise and 573,047 Somme) on January 1, 2013 by INSEE-Picardie 3. Picardy is
located in northwestern France and is bordered to the north by the Nord-Pas-deCalais, to the south by the Ile-de-France, to the east by the Champagne-Ardenne
and to the west by Upper-Normandy and the English Channel.

...
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Figure 5: Region of Picardy, Sting,
CC BY-SA 3.0.

Figure 6: Départements of Picardy, GeneaWiki.

reform as well as Picardy’s history, Picardy is still mentioned as an entity that still exists. The
description of its frontiers thus are from the period before January 1, 2016.
3 Institut national de la statistique et des études économiques (National Institute of Statistics and
Economic Studies).
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Picardy is 4 half industrial and half rural and is situated between two large,
urban regions: the Ile-de-France and the Nord-Pas-de-Calais (INSEE Références
2010: 162). The proximity of the Ile-de-France and Paris has established a northsouth division wherein the south of the Oise is focused upon Paris, whereas the
northeast of the Aisne is largely focused upon the Champagne-Ardenne (FabrièsVerfaillie and Stragiotti 2000: 324 and INSEE Références 2010: 162). “Picardy
seems thus to be getting torn apart between the power of the Parisian urban area,
the re-found dynamism of the Nord-Pas-de-Calais and the enticement of
Champagne, where Reims attracts many Picard students” (Fabriès-Verfaillie and
Stragiotti 2000: 324).
In 1968, the deputy mayor of Reims, Jean Taittinger, proposed the merger
of the region Picardy with that of Champagne-Ardenne. Mr. Vandeventer,
president of the Coordination du développement économique de la région 5 (CODER)
Picardy definitively denied the request indicating that Picardy had its unity since
it was once an historic region and was at that time an agricultural and industrial
region. Moreover, Picardy had no desire to be the periphery of Reims (Cahon
2014).

Here, the present is used; while Picardy no longer exists as an official administrative region of
the French Republic, one often still refers to it independently within the new administrative
region of Hauts-de-France.
5 Coordination for Economic Development of the Region.
4
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Picard Regional Identity
Among the French, the identity of Picardy is not well known; in fact, a
1991 SOFRES survey demonstrated that among the 22 regions of France, the
identity of Picardy was the least known (Parisot 1996: 174). However, another
survey of the same year revealed that among the Picards themselves 70.5% felt
“completely” or “quite” Picard (despite the fact that Picardness was not defined)
(Parisot 1996: 174). Furthermore, 81% of elected officials in Picardy responded in
a similar fashion (Parisot 1996: 174).
The residents of northern or Upper Picardy (the département of the
Somme) tend to be more rooted in Picardy than those of southern or Lower
Picardy (the départements of Aisne and Oise). A 2002 study realized by the
Conseil régional de Picardie on the feeling of being Picard revealed that 74% of the
inhabitants felt Picard; 81% in the Somme, 80% in the Aisne and 65% in the Oise
(Boyer, Carroué, Gras, Le Fur and Montagné-Villette 2005: 282). When asked to
define the characteristic which best defined Picardy, the first response for all
inhabitants of the region was its geographical proximity to Paris, which was also
the first choice among the inhabitants of the Oise and Aisne, while it came in
second place for the inhabitants of the Somme (Boyer et al. 2005: 282).
The Identity of Picardy per Its Elected Officials in 1991
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Two types of personality or identity forces seem to be at work in Picardy,
one cultural and one economic, based upon age and the knowledge of Picard
(Parisot 1996: 178). In a 1992 survey, 33% of elected officials in Picardy born
before 1928 indicated that they spoke Picard, whereas only 16% born after World
War I declared that they spoke Picard (Parisot 1996: 178). For the elected officials
born at the beginning of the 20th century, Picardy, the region, was identified with
the historic province of Picardy, rather than with the new administrative entity.
In other words, these officials viewed Picardy as a cultural space and were
affectively attached to it. For the elected officials under 50 years of age, Picardy
was seen less as a cultural space and more as an optimal space for economic
development. As a result, these younger elected officials were as a whole more
rationally than affectively attached to Picardy (Parisot 1996: 178). It is possible
that this same view exists among the residents of Picardy themselves based upon
age.
The Picard Language
Picard is a language derived from Latin enriched by words of Frankish or
Franconian origin whose grammar possesses different Germanic elements
(DPLO 2009). Picard and the Langues d’oïl, other than French, are marginalized
through French language ideology more than simply through French linguistic
terms as explained by Encrevé due to their linguistic and geographical proximity
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to French, the national language. In 1998, Bernard Poignant, the mayor of
Quimper, Brittany and a European Member of Parliament, submitted a report on
the regional languages and cultures of France (the “Poignant Report”), which he
was asked to create by Prime Minister Lionel Jospin. In the Poignant Report,
Picard as well as all other Langues d’oïl, apart from French, are described as
languages of large-scale social communication in the rural domain during the
Middle Ages, which today are simply “regional forms of French” (Poignant 1998:
5). “These languages correctly named disappeared and the actual ways of
speaking today have been largely influenced by French” (Poignant 1998: 5). “The
Langues d’oïl have become regional French” (Poignant 1998: 6).
French linguist Bernard Cerquiglini attempted to destigmatize the
Langues d’oïl within his Report to the Minister of National Education, Research
and Technology and to the Minister of Culture and Communication (the
“Cerquiglini Report”) of 1999. In this report, Cerquiglini, the then director of the
National Institute of the French Language, listed Picard as one of the languages
of France, which contradicts the Poignant Report. Since the Cerquiglini Report
was created in order to both obtain a current linguistic survey of France as well
as to assist the French government in ratifying the Council of Europe’s European
Charter for Regional or Minority Languages, Cerquiglini uses his report to
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highlight the fact that the Charter does not apply to dialects of the official
language as well as to highlight a different version for the origin of French.
Whether one adopts, in order to explain its origin, the traditional and
questionable thesis of a dialect of Oïl (the rumored Francien) ‘which
would have succeeded’ at the expense of the others or whether one sees
the very ancient formation of a common transdialectal language of Oïl
first written and then spoken, ‘national and standard’ French today
possess a strong individuality which has been reinforced by the actions of
writers, the State, the school and the media (Cerquiglini 1999).
As a result, “dialects” of French are simply “regional varieties of French” – the
numerous ways of speaking this language including differences in
pronunciation, vocabulary, etc. throughout the territory. Just as the French
language differs in certain areas of France, so too does the French language and
the other varieties of the Langue d’oïl, “which one should not consider today as
‘dialects of French’” (Cerquiglini 1999). These varieties of the Langue d’oïl –
Franc-Comtois, Walloon, Picard, Norman, Gallo, Poitevin-Saintongeais,
Bourguignon-Morvandiau and Lorrain – “must be included among the regional
languages of France; one will qualify them from now on as ‘Langues d’oïl’ [in the
plural] by placing them on the list” (Cerquiglini 1999).
Vocabulary
Picard has an abundance of its own vocabulary, over 220,000 words, either
from its specific phonetic treatment of Latin etymons or from the existence of
specific etymological types. For instance, PIC harchelle = FR berceau, PIC
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ferlampier = FR fainéant (Eloy No date: 2) 6. Contrary to numerous other regional
languages, Picard possesses both an abstract vocabulary and a technical lexicon
similar to the size of those of French (DPLO 2009).
First Article of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in Picard
“Tous chés ètes humains is sont nés libes et égals in dignité et pi in
drouots. Is sont dotés ed raison et d'conschienche et pi is doétte agir les uns
invèrs les eutes din un ésprit ed fratérnité” (United Nations 1998). The version
appearing on the site of the United Nations Human Rights Office of the High
Commissioner is actually in a version of Walloon, rather than Picard 7.
Number of Speakers
Statistics on the number of Picard-speakers do not truly exist; one must
rely on estimates. One estimate is that 11.9% of the residents of Picardy and the
Nord-Pas-de-Calais use it regularly (Blot, Eloy and Rouault 2004: 2 and Cole and
Harguindéguy 2013: 41). A 2004 analysis of the 1999 Study of Family History
data, determined that in Picardy, the Somme département was the most Picardspeaking (27.3%), while the Oise (3.7%) and the Aisne (2.7%) were the least

In English, cradle and lazy.
The same article in French – “Tous les êtres humains naissent libres et égaux en dignité et en
droits. Ils sont doués de raison et de conscience et doivent agir les uns envers les autres dans un
esprit de fraternité” (http://www.un.org/fr/universal-declaration-human-rights/index.html) – and
in English – “All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed
with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood”
(http://www.un.org/en/universal-declaration-human-rights/index.html).
6
7
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Picard-speaking. In the Nord-Pas-de-Calais, the Pas-de-Calais was the most
Picard-speaking (22.2%), while the Nord was the least Picard-speaking (10%)
(Blot et al. 2004: 2).
Based upon the 1999 Family History study, 33.7% of the Picardy
population spoke Picard. By using the INSEE 1999 population data for the three
départements of Picardy, it can be calculated that 194,492 Picards spoke Picard in
1999 8. Among the regions of the Langues d’oïl domain, Picardy and Nord-Pasde-Calais have the most regional language speakers with 29.9% of the residents.
Poitou-Charentes came in second with 21.3% of its residents speaking an Oïl
regional language. Lower Normandy ranked third with 17.6% of its residents
being Norman-speakers. Champagne-Ardenne came in fourth with 16.4% of its
residents being Champenois-speakers (Blot et al. 2004: 2).
While all regional languages have been, and by certain people continue to
be, called patois to mean the language of peasants, (now, basically among the
Romance varieties, rather than Celtic or Germanic (Grillet 1974: 197), Picard is
not exactly a language of the peasants or farmers. While 8.7% of farmers and

1999 INSEE Population Data: 536,181 residents of the Aisne, 766,253 of the Oise and 555,547 of
the Somme. Data found online at
http://www.insee.fr/fr/themes/detail.asp?reg_id=99&ref_id=estim-pop under “Estimation de
population par département, sexe et âge quinquennal - Années 1975 à 2014”. Using the same
data source, 575,670 Picard-speakers can be calculated for the Nord-Pas-de-Calais. (2,555,471
residents of the Nord and 1,441,996 residents of the Pas-de-Calais.) As a result, more speakers
exist in the Nord-Pas-de-Calais than in Picardy.
8
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3.5% of factory workers report speaking Picard, 3.7% of professionals and
intellectuals also report speaking Picard. Due to the percentage of speakers from
this latter category, the Picard language appears to carry cultural value (Blot et
al. 2004: 2-3). As a result of the earlier rural industrialization of northern France
than other areas of France, the probability of a Picard-speaker being a factory
worker is much higher than that of he or she being a farmer (Blot et al. 2004: 2-3).
According to the 1999 Family study, 38.5% of the inhabitants of Picardy and the
Nord-Pas-de-Calais, who either reported speaking Picard or having heard Picard
spoken as children, were factory workers (Blot et al. 2004: 2).
Immigrants to Picardy, both from a while ago as well as recently, have
reported immediately noticing Picard in daily life in Picardy upon their arrival.
Some have also reported the need to learn it, sometimes in addition to French, in
order to more effectively work in the region’s factories (Eloy 2001: 188-189).
Within the boundaries of administrative Picardy, Picard has been
historically spoken, and continues to be so, in the entire département of the
Somme, the northern half of the Aisne département, and the northern quarter of
the Oise département. Outside of administrative Picardy, Picard has been
historically spoken, and still is, in all of the Pas-de-Calais département and all of
the département of the Nord except for the historical Flemish-speaking area
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around the city of Dunkirk. In the Nord, the language goes by the name of either
Ch’ti or Ch’timi and Rouchi in and around the city of Valenciennes, and in the
Pas-de-Calais, it is often simply referred to as patois; however, the term “Picard”
is spreading (DPLO 2009). Picard also extends into the northern part of the
Seine-Maritime département of Upper Normandy. Its linguistic domain and
territory also extends into the Hainaut province of Belgium in the Wallonia
region in the administrative arrondissements of Mons and Tournai known as
Wallonie picarde where it has the status of indigenous language (DPLO 2009).

Figure 7: Picard Linguistic Domain, Aaker, CC BY-SA 3.0.
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Figure 8: Detail of Picard Linguistic Domain, Carton, 2009: 113.

Hauts-de-France: 2016-Present
On January 1, 2016, Picardy and Nord-Pas-de-Calais were merged
together to form a larger administrative region. By the end of 2016, the new
region’s name became Hauts-de-France. Its capital is Lille, the former capital of
the Nord-Pas-de-Calais.

···~

Figure 9: Hauts-de-France, Superbenjamin,
CC BY-SA 4.0.

Figure 10: New Map of France with
New Regional Names, CAP’COM, 2016.
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2009 Territorial Reform
In 2008, President Sarkozy suggested a territorial reform in order to
reduce expenditures as well as to increase economic strength. As a result, the
Attali Commission suggested eliminating the départements by 2018 in order to
attain these goals (Attali 2008: 195-197). Due to a change in law on December 16,
2008, a new committee was set-up to study and propose ways through which to
attain the aforementioned goals. This committee was headed by former Prime
Minister Edouard Balladur. This committee’s report, known as the Balladur
Report, suggested reducing the number of metropolitan (European) regions of
France from 22 to 15. The report suggested Picardy as one of the regions to be
eliminated by dismantling it among its three départements wherein the Aisne
would be placed within the Champagne-Ardenne region, the Oise within the Ilede-France and the Somme within the Nord-Pas-de-Calais, which corresponded to
the north-south influence and pull in Picardy (Adoumié et al. 2013: 85).
According to Adoumié et al., the dismantlement of Picardy would have
been justified by several factors. The agricultural and industrial zones of the
northeast were, and remain, in steady decline. The tertiary sector is not
developed enough. Professional development is deemed to be inadequate in
which the workforce is not qualified resulting in an elevated unemployment rate.
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The population is not concentrated; 40% of Picards live in communes of less than
2,000 residents. The largest cities are of modest size: Amiens (180,000), SaintQuentin (60,000) and Beauvais (55,000). The mediocre level of invention and
innovation places Picardy among the French regions with diminished regional
attractiveness (Adoumié et al. 2013: 85).
Despite these reasons for dismantlement, the Picards fought the proposed
dismantlement of Picardy. Since 2009, numerous associations and slogans have
been created to save Picardy: “All united to save Picardy”, “Do not touch my
Picardy!” and “Love Picardy” (Adoumié 2013: 85-86) 9. “Picards claim thus an
identity that one seems to refuse them” (Adoumié et al. 2013: 86). Picardy is a
territory brimming with history possessing an exceptional gothic patrimony and
the largest density of listed monuments per inhabitant. “This cultural and
historic wealth is seen as essential all the more so as it unites a very rural
population to its significant landscapes” (Adoumié et al. 2013: 86).
Despite the proposed territorial reform, no region or département
disappeared from the map of France as a result of the proposed 2009 reform.
2014 Proposed Territorial Reform
The 2014 proposed territorial reform is also an economic reform initiated
to save on public spending and to match the size of other European regions, such

9

« Tous unis pour sauver la Picardie », « Touche pas à ma Picardie ! » and « Aimer la Picardie ».
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as those in Germany. With that being said, French historian Frédéric Rouvillois
is opposed to the manner through which the reform was being handled.
According to Rouvillois, the large regions in Germany, Italy and Spain are rooted
in history and tradition, whereas the French administration is simply trying to
create artificial large regions (Bastié 2014).
Opinion Poll
In June 2014, an Internet survey was conducted among a representative
sample of 5,505 individuals over the age of 18 of the French populace by the
Institut LH2 and the Presse régionale. The survey’s goal was to ascertain the
relationship between the French and their collectivités territoriales 10 in terms of
both proximity and attachment in addition to their views on the proposed
territorial reform. The survey was conducted before several modifications had
been implemented. For instance, at the time the survey was conducted, the
reform aimed to reduce the number of metropolitan regions from 22 to 14;
however, that number has now been reduced to 13. At the time of the survey,
the Nord-Pas-de-Calais was a region not to be influenced by the reform, which
has now changed.
Opinion Poll Results

10

Territorial collectivities.
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The French are most attached to their commune. The region is the fourth
collectivité territoriale to which the French feel attached; however, this attachment
does not represent indifference as 73% feel attached to their region, 63% to the
region’s name and 59% to the départements that compose the region (LH2 2014: 7).
Residents of less urbanized zones – less than 20,000 people – tend to be the most
attached to their region; 76% are attached, 66% are attached to its name and 54%
at its constituent départements. Bretons are the most attached to their region
(90%) followed by the Alsatians (84%), the inhabitants of the Auvergne (83%), the
inhabitants of the Nord-Pas-de-Calais (81%), the inhabitants of Provence-AlpesCôte d’Azur (80%) and the inhabitants of the Midi-Pyrénées 79%) (LH2 2014: 16).
Conversely, the inhabitants of the Ile-de-France and those of the Pays de la Loire
are the least attached to their regions (62% and 65% respectively) (LH2 2014: 7).
The French seem to be divided over the reform where 49% are favorable
and 43% are unfavorable of which 21% are very unfavorable. Residents of the
most urban areas are the most favorable (53%), whereas residents of rural areas
are the most unfavorable (42%). Residents of the Nord-Pas-de-Calais and those
of Lower Normandy are the most favorable (59%), while residents of RhôneAlpes (57%), Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur (56%) and the Ile-de-France (55%) are
also in favor of the reform. Residents of the Poitou-Charentes are the most
unfavorable (75%) followed by the Picards (72%). Residents of the Centre (71%),
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Champagne-Ardenne (67%), Languedoc-Roussillon (64%), Alsace (61%) and
Auvergne (61%) are also unfavorable (LH2 2014: 7).
The Institut LH2 believes that the French are divided over the reform since
its possible benefits remain vague since 45% report that the reform is a good
thing for them and their region, while 32% believe that it is a bad thing for them
and 35% believe that it is a bad thing for their region. Residents of Lower
Normandy (61%), Nord-Pas-de-Calais (57%), Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur (55%)
and the Ile-de-France (52%) reported positively viewing the reform, whereas
residents of Picardy (25%), Poitou-Charentes (26%), Champagne-Ardenne (27%),
Centre (29%), Languedoc-Roussillon (30%), Alsace (32%) and Auvergne (37%)
reported negatively viewing the reform (LH2 2014: 8 and 22).
According to the Institut LH2, the French who are in favor of the reform
seem to have been most convinced by economic arguments since 58% reported
that the region would obtain additional economic benefits from the reform, and
55% reported that the reform would reduce government spending. The French
remain divided as to whether the reform will bring additional political benefits
to the regions (51%) or will modernize France (50%). Looking closer at the
demographics, men, people aged 50 and above, higher-earners, and urban
residents of the most populated cities tend to be most convinced by the benefits
of the territorial reform (LH2 2014: 8).
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What is deemed important at the national level is not always deemed so at
the regional or local level. The reform was reported to be necessary and in line
with the evolution of France by 51% and 48% respectively; however, only 36%
reported that the reform was in line with the evolution of their region, and only
30% believed that it considered the specificities of the regions. Only 19%
reported that the reform was handled well by the president and his government
(LH2 2014: 8).
Confidence in the government actually providing the regions with the
required funds to handle their new functions is low; only 16% believe that the
government will both provide the funds and allow the regions to use the funds.
This lack of confidence in the government’s transfer of economic power is more
or less equally felt among partisans of the political left and right (LH2 2014: 9).
Concerning the départements, 52% of the French do not want to see the
current départements that make up the current regions possibly dismantled and
placed into new regions. Instead 67% want to be consulted via referendum on
the future of their départements. Inhabitants of the Limousin (82%), Picardy
(74%), the Centre (74%), Poitou-Charentes (74%), Languedoc-Roussillon (72%)
and Brittany (72%) were most interested in holding a referendum in order to
decide upon the regional placement of the départements, while inhabitants of
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur (61%), Rhône-Alpes (61%) and the Ile-de-France
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(63%) were not interested in holding a referendum (LH2 2014: 31). However,
half of the French (54%) are in favor of eliminating the Conseil général, which
governs the département (LH2 2014: 9).
Opinions Concerning Different Proposed Scenarios
Fusion of the Two Normandies with Picardy
The majority of residents (61%) of the three regions reported being
unfavorable concerning the creation of a new region. The Lower Normans (69%)
who are also the furthest from Picardy were the most unfavorable; however, 58%
of Picards and 56% of Upper Normans were also unfavorable (LH2 2014: 10).
Fusion of Picardy and Champagne-Ardenne
Only 29% of the inhabitants of Picardy and Champagne-Ardenne were in
favor of President Hollande’s proposed fusion of the two current regions. In
Champagne-Ardenne 30% were favorable, whereas in Picardy 29% were
favorable to the union (LH2 2014: 10).
Fusion of Picardy and Nord-Pas-de-Calais
The Institut LH2 asked residents of Picardy and the Nord-Pas-de-Calais
about their interest in a possible union of the two regions, which at the time, had
not been officially suggested, but since has been both suggested and approved by
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President Hollande’s government 11. Among residents of both regions, 66% were
in favor of a fusion, which is an increase of 26% from March 2014; 64% of Picards
and 66% of Nordistes. (In March 2014, 40% of residents of both regions were in
favor of a union; 31% of Picards were in favor and 45% of Nordistes were in
favor (LH2 2014: 48).) According to the Institut LH2, the increase in favorability
amongst the Picards is linked to their cultural similarities with the Nordistes and
their resolute rejection of a fusion between Picardy and Champagne-Ardenne
(LH2 2014: 10).
Fusion of Poitou-Charentes, Centre and Limousin
Among the inhabitants of the three regions, 70% are opposed to the
presidential proposed fusion. The inhabitants of the Poitou-Charentes (84%) are
the most opposed, followed by those of the Centre (64%) and less so by those of
the Limousin (57%) (LH2 2014: 10).
Reuniting Historic Brittany
The proposed reform does not suggest changing the current
administrative boundaries of Brittany; however, only 41% of Bretons agree with
the decision. The majority of Bretons (77%) would like the département of Loire-

This suggestion was mentioned in the proposed 2009 Territorial Reform, and with the proposed
2014 Territorial Reform, the majority of Picards favored a union with the Nord-Pas-de-Calais
over one with Champagne-Ardenne due to the sharing of a regional language and similar
regional cultures with the former (LH2 2014: 10).
11
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Atlantique to return to Brittany from the Pays de la Loire. The majority of the
residents of the Loire-Atlantique (70%) and of the Pays de la Loire (58%) agree
(LH2 2014: 11).
Fusion of Alsace and Lorraine
The inhabitants of Lorraine are more in favor of the proposed union (56%)
than are the Alsatians (39%) (LH2 2014: 12). Since the survey, the French
administration has decided that Alsace, Lorraine and Champagne-Ardenne will
form one large region; again the Alsatians are the least in favor of this fusion
(Caro 2014). A group – Rot un Wiss – formed and created a petition – Alsace
retrouve ta voix ! 12 – with the goal of receiving 100,000 signatures in order to
request a referendum on the matter. The petition was launched on
approximately February 12, 2015 and had received 20,000 signatures by February
26, 2015 (L’Express 2015).
Reactions
The central administration has been severely criticized for not first
consulting with the French concerning proposed modifications to the regions of
France. One journalist even argues that France is returning to the salt tax
regulations of the Ancien Régime without concern for cultural or historical
realities (Vomique 2014). However, unlike this reform, at the end of the Ancien

12

“Alsace refind your voice!”.
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Régime, representatives of the provinces were consulted concerning the new
départements before the suppression of the provinces.
Provence (Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur)
Provence Before “Provence”
The territory that would become “Provence” has been inhabited since
950,000 BC to which different landmarks attest (Aghulon and Coulet 2007: 7).
In 599 BC, colonists from Phocaea in Greek Asia Minor arrived along the
Mediterranean Coast, which was inhabited by Ligurians, and created the first
Greek settlement of Massalia, which is present-day Marseille. Following a
conflict with the Persians in Greek Asia Minor, numerous additional colonists
arrived in Marseille (Rouchon-Guigues 1863: 9).
Marseille and its inhabitants encountered problems with its Celtic and
Ligurian neighbors almost immediately and thus decided to align themselves
with Rome (Rouchon-Guigues 1863: 12). It was the residents of Marseille who
were confronted with an alliance of Celtic tribes and thus called upon the
assistance of Rome in 125 BC that brought Romans to both future “Provence”
and to Gaul (Aghulon and Coulet 2007: 9-10).
In 122 BC, the Romans founded Aquae Sextiae, modern-day Aix-enProvence, at the intersection of natural crossroads in order to better ward off
Celtic aggression (Aghulon and Coulet 2007: 10). Roman occupation and
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assimilation of the native populations created Provincia Gallia Transalpina
detached from Gallia Celtica. The former province served a strategic role, barrier
to barbarian invasions (Aghulon and Coulet 2007: 11). This vast province, which
linked Italy with Spain in the territory of present-day Languedoc and Provence,
was better able to preserve its particularity over its northern neighbor since it
was spared from numerous barbarian invasions due to the aid of the Imperial
army. Even when Rome itself was attacked in 410, most of future “Provence”
was not, and was thus able to preserve order and Roman traditions as well as
being spared from misery. Marseille, Rome’s oldest ally, did not fall until 476
when the Roman Empire itself collapsed (Duchêne 1986: 20).
During the centuries that followed, “Provence” became detached from
Gallia Transalpina and formed its particular entity (Duchêne 1986: 20-21). At the
end of the 5th century, Eastern Gallia Transalpina (Provence) was separated from
Western Gallia Transalpina (Languedoc) with the Ostrogoths keeping the former
and the Visigoths the latter (Duchêne 1986: 21-22). It was also at this time that
the geographical reality of the term “Provence” established itself (Duchêne 1986:
21-22).
Provence in the Middle Ages: 5th-12th Centuries
During the Middle Ages, Provence was at times a marquisate, a county, a
duchy and a kingdom. In 442, the Burgundians entered Gallia Transalpina and
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claimed the city of Vienne as their capital. To the south of this Burgundian
kingdom, the Visigoths established a duchy, the Duchy of Provence, dependent
upon the Italio-Dalmatian throne. Over the course of time, the Visigoth Duchy of
Provence became the County of Provence, while the Burgundian kingdom
became the Marquisate of Provence (Baratier 1969: 88).
In 739 and 759, Charles Martel defeated Muslim invaders, who had
entered from Spain, in Provence and as a result of his victories, Provence
definitively entered the domain of the Franks (Baratier 1969: 103).
With the Treaty of Verdun in 843, Provence was placed under the control
of Lothair I and the Holy Roman Empire. His son Charles of Provence created
the Kingdom of Provence-Viennois, also known as the Kingdom of Lower
Burgundy, which existed from 855 to 863 (Baratier 1969: 104). At the death of
Charles of Provence, Provence was ceded to Italy, while the Viennois went to
Lotharingia and Lothair II. Over several years, Provence briefly changed hands
between the Holy Roman Empire, and the Kingdom of France (Baratier 1969:
104). However, in 879, the brother-in-law of Charles the Bald of France, Boson V
of Provence, who was fighting against the Carolingians, declared himself king of
the second Kingdom of Provence (Baratier 1969: 105).
Upon Boson V of Provence’s death, Louis, his son and Holy Roman
Emperor, ceded it to Hughes of Arles (Baratier 1969: 106). In 934, Hugh of Arles
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relinquished it to Randolph II, King of Upper Burgundy. This newly combined
territory was the second merger of Burgundy and Provence, and went either by
the name of the Kingdom of Burgundy-Provence or the Kingdom of Arles.
In 880, Saracens from Muslim Spain established a base at Fraxinet from
which they launched raids into Eastern Provence. In 931 and 942, Hughes of
Arles successfully combatted them without expelling them with the assistance of
Byzantine vessels (Baratier 1969: 110-111).
In 947, the Bosonid Boson, Count of Arles, became ruler of Provence. At
his death, his two sons – Guillaume I and Roubaud – became joint rulers of the
county, a decision continued by their descendants; those of Guillaume I became
counts of Provence, while those of Roubaud became marquis of Provence.
In 972, Guillaume I and Roubaud liberated Provence of the Saracens from
the Massif des Maures, north of Saint-Tropez, with the assistance of Provençal
lords and the Marquis of Turin. This military campaign brought the residents of
Provence in line. Before this campaign, the local aristocracy as well as peasant
and urban communities had refused to obey the count of Provence. After
Guillaume I and Roubaud’s victory, they were forced to obey. The counts
distributed newly conquered lands to their vassals and created Provençal
feudality. In 975, Guillaume I and Roubaud designated Arles as their capital
(Baratier 1969: 112-113 and 132-133).
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In 1019, Emma, Marquise of Provence, married Guillaume III Taillefer,
Count of Toulouse, which transferred lineage rights of Roubaud to the House of
Toulouse. In 112, Douce of Provence, heiress to the lineage of Guillaume I,
married Raimond-Bérenger III, Count of Barcelona, which transferred the lineage
rights to the House of Barcelona. The Houses of Barcelona and Toulouse did not
acknowledge the joint system in place and entered into conflict over the rights to
the Marquisate of Provence. As a result, in 1125, a treaty was signed between
Raimond-Bérenger and Alphonse-Jourdain of Toulouse in which the Marquisate
of Provence, north of the Durance River, was given to the House of Toulouse and
the County of Provence, south of the Durance River, was given to the House of
Barcelona (Baratier 1969: 135-137).
In 1193, Alphonse II of Provence married Gersande of Forcalquier, which
created the County of Forcalquier situated between the county and the
marquisate. While Provence was partitioned during this period, in 1181, the
County of Orange, a vassal of Provence, became a principality (Baratier 1969:
136).
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Figure 11: The Three Provences in 1200, Cyril5555, CC BY-SA 3.0.

In 1245, Raymond-Bérenger V of Provence died. It was his fourth
daughter’s husband, Charles, Count of Anjou and Maine, who inherited the
County of Provence and the County of Forcalquier aligning them with the First
Capetian House of Anjou. However, based upon the 1229 Treaty of Meaux-Paris,
which ended the Albigensian Crusade, the County of Forcalquier was
dismantled. Upon the death of Alphonse of Poitiers, in 1271, the Marquisate of
Provence passed to the King of France, Philippe III, who ceded it, in 1274, to
Pope Gregory X under whom it became the Comtat Venaissin (Baratier 1969: 136).
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Renaissance
In 1382, Queen Joanna of Naples, Countess of Provence, died, which
ended the First Capetian House of Anjou; however, Queen Joanna had adopted
Louis I, brother of King Charles V of France, who became count and then duke of
Anjou thus beginning the Second Capetian House of Anjou.
After civil unrest – the War of the Union of Aix – the city of Nice and its
pays called upon the House of Savoy for protection, which constituted the
sedition of Nice to Savoy. In 1526, Nice and its pays became the County of Nice
(Baratier 1969: 194-195).
With the death of Charles III of Maine in 1481, the Second Capetian House
of Anjou came to a close and the County of Provence was bequeathed to Louis
XI, King of France. The acts, entitled “the Provençal Constitution”, adopted
between January 1482 and April 1487 uniting Provence and France specifically
state that the union was “between a principal and another principal […] without
to the crown [of France] the County and ‘Pays’ of Provence being subaltern”
(quoted in Masson 1932: 293). Legally, the union between Provence and France
was a personal one between two crowns in which the king of France went by the
title of count of Provence in Provence. Under the union, Provence conserved its
institutions and legal code. The ancient claim of indigénat in which all Provençal
public office posts had to be held by a native of Provence was temporarily
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upheld (Aghulon and Coulet 2007: 52). The letters patents of October 1486 were
read at the Etats held in Aix in 1487, which definitively consecrated the union of
the County of Provence with the Kingdom of France. These letters confirmed the
privileges of Provence with the notable exception of only natives of Provence
holding public office posts (Aghulon and Coulet 2007: 53).
Troubadours: 12th-13th Centuries
The Troubadours were poets who employed lyric poetry in the different
versions of Langue d’oc to proclaim their love for the women of their desires,
which has been labeled as courtly love. Their lyricism reflected the refinement of
aristocratic society at this time. While the Troubadours began their lyric love
west of Provence, in Limousin and Périgord, by the middle of the 12th century,
numerous Troubadours called Provence home. In Fact, due to the violence and
upheaval of the Albigensian Crusade in Languedoc in the 13th century, Provence
became their most important territory during this period (Baratier 1969: 161-162).
Historic Province of Provence: 1481-1790
On December 19, 1481, Louis XI entrusted Palamède de Forbin to take
possession of Provence in the name of the king of France as royal governor.
Palamède de Forbin and the Etats de Provence 13 created the “Provençal

13

“Provincial States of Provence” was the provincial assembly of Provence.
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constitution” 14 wherein the Etats de Provence 15 required that the identity of the
County of Provence be maintained within the Kingdom of France; the king of
France would be known in the County of Provence solely as the count of
Provence, rather than as king of France; the County of Provence would only have
to obey laws which were from the count of Provence, rather than from the king
of France. The County of Provence was thus “not an accessory attached to a
primary entity, but rather a primary entity joined to another primary entity”
(Rouchon-Guigues 1863: 8). Provence held onto its institutions and judicial
procedures, and all privileges granted by its former counts; the Etats de Provence
also requested that only native Provençaux be allowed to hold an office in
Provence (Aghulon and Coulet 2007: 51-52).
Historic Provence was located between the Rhône, Durance and Var
Rivers and the Mediterranean Sea and was called the County of Provence in the
12th century (Aghulon and Coulet 2007: 3), which corresponds to the present-day
départements of Alpes-de-Haute-Provence, Bouches-du-Rhône and Var (Gochet
1900: 282).

Aghulon maintains that this document has been improperly called the “Provençal constitution”
(Aghulon and Coulet 1987: 52).
15 Estates or Assembly of Provence.
14
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Figure 12: Historic Provence, Superbenjamin, CC BY-SA 3.0.

In 1483, Louis XI decided that de Forbin had been too accommodating to
the wishes of the Etats de Provence and replaced him with Jean de Baudricourt,
the governor of Burgundy, who agreed to dismiss the Provençaux from their
office and replace them with Frenchmen (Aghulon and Coulet 2007: 52). In 1486,
after the death of Louis XI, the Etats de Provence asked Charles VIII to definitively
proclaim the union between Provence and the crown of France in respecting the
privileges of Provence. The union was confirmed under the demands of the
“Provençal constitution” of 1481 with the exception that administrative positions
in Provence would not be reserved for native Provençaux (Aghulon and Coulet
2007: 53).
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While the 1480s were politically decisive for Provence, it was also a
somber period of its history. Across the territory, there was a scarcity of food,
the Black Plaque gained force and social tensions arrived. In cities of the lower
Rhône – Salon and Arles – Jewish districts became the object of violent murders.
Similar events occurred in Marseille and Manosque in the decade that followed.
This violence lead to the expulsion of the Jews beginning in 1493. While
Provence had been a refuge for Jews who fled their homes in northern France, it
was now time for French Provence to reject them as well (Aghulon and Coulet
2007: 53).
Despite this somber period, Charles VII, Louis XII and François I engaged
France in war with Italy. Since Provence now constituted France’s
Mediterranean border, Louis XII decided that Marseille would be the place to
implant a naval arsenal. In other words, Provence became a battlefield (Aghulon
and Coulet 2007: 53).
Between 1524 and 1542, the imperial army of Holy Roman Emperor,
Charles V, attacked France three times via Provence. Between the first and
second invasions, the second son of François I, the future Henri II, married
Catherine de’ Medici in Marseille. During the first two attacks, the entirety of
Provence was invaded with the exception of Marseille and Arles. The third
attack occurred mostly at sea (Aghulon and Coulet 2007: 53-54).
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During these attacks and most probably related to them, the king realized
that he could no longer neglect the interior politics of Provence. As a result, he
punished those found to be collaborators with the enemy and created new
institutions in the form of offices that were sold to profit the royal treasury. The
Parliament of Aix was superimposed over already existing jurisdictions –
Chamber, Court of Audit and the Estates of Provence. While Provence was its
jurisdiction and responsibility, at its inception, there were no Provençal judges in
its upper ranks. These measures also assisted in attempting to integrate
Provence into the kingdom (Aghulon and Coulet 2007: 54).
In 1535, François I changed the meeting schedule of the Estates of
Provence; they would now meet only at the behest of the king. During the
normal sessions of the Estates, the prosecutors of Provence, who were the
archbishop of Aix and the consuls and assessors of Aix, would represent
Provence. Royal authority thus grew in Provence as well as took on the
appearance of a centralization around Aix. As a result, the Parliament also
became the master of justice (Aghulon and Coulet 2007: 55).
The French Wars of Religion began earlier in Provence than elsewhere in
France. In 1540, the Parliament of Aix delivered a judgement against the heresy
of the Vaudois of the Lubéron, the right bank of the lower Durance River.
Several of the Vaudois had already been killed in 1536 for being Protestant. The
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1540 judgement called for the collective execution of the entire village of
Mérindol; however, the execution order was not officially received until 1545.
After receipt of the order, around ten villages were destroyed, and any
remaining inhabitants killed. This episode has been recorded in Provençal
history as the Massacre of the Vaudois (Aghulon and Coulet 2007: 56).
After this massacre, Catholics and Protestants continued to battle
throughout Lower Provence; however, what characterized the French Wars of
Religion in Provence were their confusion with social revolts between noble,
almost feudal, clans and local authority. In other words, the authority of the king
clashed with the free expression of regional particularisms. These particularisms
would be more and more expressed in the Parliament of Aix causing conflict
between the Parliament and Henri II (Aghulon and Coulet 2007: 56-57).
Conflict continued mainly in Lower Provence and in 1589, when Henri de
Navarre became King of France and Henri IV, the majority of France, including
Catholic Provence, refused to acknowledge him as their king since he was a
Protestant. This situation began the eighth French War of Religion. In Provence,
the Catholic League entrenched itself in Marseille, and lost all other cities in
Provence. In 1596, a royal, aristocratic and pro-French conspiracy arose in
Marseille defeating the League and its leader. To this defeat, Henri IV
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responded, “It is now that I am King of France” (quoted in Aghulon and Coulet
2007: 58).
Early Land of Immigration
Toward the beginning of the 17th century, immigration was already an
integral part of life in Provence as poor mountain dwellers from the Dauphiné
and Piedmont Alps had begun to settle in Provence. Within the County of
Provence itself, residents began to descend from Upper Provence to live in
Lower Provence. Unlike today’s difference between Upper and Lower Provence
– interior and coastal – at this time, it was defined by subsistence agriculture.
Lower Provence, between the sea and the mountains, where olive trees grew
contained the majority of the population. Olive trees were the main component
of traditional mixed farming, which included wheat, vineyards and small-scale
livestock farming. In Upper Provence, where olive trees did not grow and
vineyards became scarce, livestock farming became the norm (Aghulon and
Coulet 2007: 58).
Small-scale industry and trade developed during this period in Provence
due to its large number of waterways. Wine was the product Provençaux traded
with one another, whereas olive oil was traded with non-Provençaux. Avignon,
and especially, Marseille were the principal cities trading outside of Provence
(Aghulon and Coulet 2007: 59). Marseille traded with the Middle East, Venice,
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Spain and Northern Africa. In 1599, Marseille was the first city in France to have
an office of commerce (Aghulon and Coulet 2007: 59).
The small-scale industry that flourished in Lower Provence was basically
absent from Upper Provence, which distinguished one from the other (Aghulon
and Coulet 2007: 60). Moreover, Upper Provence was rural wherein the
population was dispersed among a few tiny cities – Digne, Sisteron, Moustiers
and Sault – and especially in villages and hamlets with about ten inhabitants. In
Lower Provence, while a small minority of people lived dispersed on large farms
– mas or bastides (in Provençal) – the large majority lived in large villages with
several hundred or two thousand people; several small cities even existed above
the large villages.
The urbanized character of the Provençal village is exhibited by – lou barri
(in Provençal, which still exists in the toponymy of villages) – or surrounding
walls. Within these walls lived the noble lord, the priest, several religious clerks,
the notary, all merchants and artisans with their valets and companions, most
farmers, and the poor known as either workers or peasants (Aghulon and Coulet
2007: 60). For several centuries, functionaries and travelers from the North were
shocked to discover cities full of peasants in Provence. It was the more
independent and well to do merchants and farmers who would become
Provence’s bourgeoisie (Aghulon and Coulet 2007: 61).
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Municipal Autonomy
During 1635 and 1660, local life in Provence was intense as it struggled for
municipal autonomy. Struggles between different municipalities or between a
single municipality and the exterior, usually the king, were the norm. Local life
and struggles were characterized by the defense of local rights and traditions
against intrusions from the French State (Aghulon and Coulet 2007: 61). The
importance of the municipality and its subsequent foray into politics represented
the Provençal personality for a long time, due to the resistance of Provence’s
integration into the Kingdom of France (Aghulon and Coulet 2007: 62).
Provence of the 17th century was a place of renaissance, reform and
Catholic spirituality. The Counter Reform had increased religious orders for
both men and women, while the Catholic Reform beatified several Provençaux
bishops. To visitors from the North, Provençal Catholicism appeared to be one
of the defining elements – with language, landscape and climate – of Provence’s
singularity (Aghulon and Coulet 2007: 71). Northern visitors found the vivacity
of religious processions in Provence to be more Italian than French. Visitors also
believed that the passionate and boisterous religiosity of the Provençaux spilled
over into their non-religious activities – royal or municipal festivals and
theatrical plays; as a result, the Provençaux were in turn seen as passionate and
exuberant (Aghulon and Coulet 2007: 71).
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While Aix-en-Provence was the capital of the County of Provence,
Marseille was its largest city. Aix-en-Provence and Marseille already
significantly differed at this period. While Marseille was a city of commerce, Aix
was a city of justice with its court. According to Claire Dolan-Leclerc, Aix society
was already, officially composed of five levels of hierarchy: high judges,
bourgeoisie, large merchants, artisans, people and peasants (Aghulon and Coulet
2007: 59).
Regionalism in Provence
Provence is credited with beginning regionalism in France. The Provençal
Movement began in 1854 as a linguistic and cultural movement. Just as French
language advocates believed that the French language had become corrupt in the
1600s and designed an official campaign to purge and purify it (Gordon 1978:
26), so too, did Provençal advocates regarding Provençal in the mid-1800s. A
group of seven Provençal poets, including Frédéric Mistral, met and formed a
society entitled the Félibrige which set out to purify Provençal, as well as to make
the history of Provence accessible to the Provençaux through great literature
(Pasquini 2003: 418).
In order to purify Provençal, which was believed to have become too
influenced by French, the poets decided to update its orthographic and
grammatical systems. A new orthography, the norme mistralienne, which
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minimized the differences between sounds and spelling, deemed to have
plagued the French language for years, was developed (Lafitte 2002).
Due to the support shown to the Provençal Movement or the Félibrige
Movement, Louis Alibert, an author from Languedoc, became interested in the
new admiration shown toward the Provençal idiom and literature. However, he
thought that the norme mistralienne did not incorporate the other varieties of the
Langue d’oc. Therefore, he decided to revive and modernize the norme classique
orthography, which he believed would be better suited to account for dialectical
differences (Lafitte 2002).
In 1935, he proposed the norme classique based upon Languedocien (Walter
1996: 98). He stated that he had chosen Languedocien because it was the central
dialect of Langue d’oc, and thus the most true to the classical language (Lafitte
2002). This philosophy, again, was/is used with reference to the French language
under French language ideology, wherein the alleged Francien was purported to
be the central dialect of the ancient Langue d’oïl, and was thus chosen to be the
language of France (Cerquiglini 1998).
The Languedociens began to rally around him and support the norme
classique. Soon after the revival of the norme classique orthography and its
acceptance by the Languedociens, conflict grew between the two movements
over legitimacy (Davies 1998: 345). The two movements fought over the
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meaning of the term Provençal and in which idiom the Troubadours wrote and
sang.
In 1945, the Institut d’Estudis Occitans 16 (IEO) was created and founded in
Languedoc and charged to study, using the norme classique, the Occitan or
Langue d’oc language, culture, history and identity (IEO 2011). The original
members of the IEO wanted to demonstrate that Langue d’oc was one language
with six diverse dialects – Auvernhat, Gascon, Languedocien, Limousin,
Provençal and Vivro-Alpin – in order to strengthen the language, culture and
identity of Occitania (IEO 2011).
Non-Languedociens still criticize the Occitan Movement’s tactics. “The
desire to create, at all costs, a one and indivisible Great Occitania, not simply the
newly enlarged and named region, on the French model, otherwise so much
disparaged, have artificially erased the regional cultural differences [of the
regions of the Midi]” (Jeanjean quoted in Lafitte 2006: 54).
Currently, the opposition concerning whether Langue d’oc is one
language or several still exists in the Midi. The major ideological divide still
persists between Provence and Languedoc (modern-day Occitania) (Price 1998:
345). However, the main ideological or political division is no longer between
the IEO and the Félibrige, but rather between the IEO and the Collectif Provence

16

Institute of Occitan Studies.
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and the Conseil Régional de Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur 17. While the Félibrige agrees
that Langue d’oc or Occitan is one language composed of six dialects, including
Provençal, it uses the norme mistralienne and objects to the term Occitan, which it
views as being academic and contrived; it thus prefers the traditional term
Langue d’oc, whereas the IEO prefers the modern term Occitan (Costa 2010).
Despite the Félibrige’s backing of the IEO’s main ideological tenet, the
Félibrige’s goals are cultural, rather than political, whereas the IEO has a
significant political dimension (Costa 2010 and Garnier 2010). The IEO is no
longer simply focused on the Langue d’oc or Occitan language and culture; now,
it is also fighting against the repression and administrative centralism of the
French State, by highlighting the linguistic, cultural and historic distinctiveness
of the Midi (Costa 2010).
To demonstrate the megaregion’s distinctiveness, the Occitan Movement
has called for an Occitan cultural revival (Blanc 2005). In order to give the
Occitans and the Occitan Movement a voice in French government, the Occitan
Movement urged supporters to run for governmental seats (Arnaud and Dofny

Regional Council of Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur; in 2007, President Michel Vauzelle of the
Regional Council of Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur sent a letter to Christine Albanel, Minister of
Culture, asking to have Provençal declared a separate language from Occitan; she refused his
request (http://c-oc.org/ieo/provenca/spip.php?article180). Mr. Vauzelle also proposed shorting
the official name of the region to ‘Provence’ (http://www.laprovence.com/article/region/michelvauzelle-veut-rebaptiser-la-region-paca).
17
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1977: 110). The Parti occitan 18 has even created a political slogan, which appears
to have been influenced by French language ideology – “One language, one
people, one country” (Lafitte 2006: 54). They have thus begun to refer to
Occitania as a nation, and no longer simply as a megaregion; however, the
Occitan Movement has ceased demanding independence for Occitania, as the
Catalans still desire for Catalonia (Blanc 2005). The Occitan militants simply
want it acknowledged by the French Republic that a cultural and linguistic
Occitania exists (Costa 2010 and Garnier 2010).
Administrative Region: Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 1950s-Present
Administrative Provence, Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur (PACA), like the
other regions of France, is a French Republic political domain and is composed of
six départements – Alpes-de-Haute-de-Provence, Alpes-Maritimes, Bouches-duRhône, Hautes-Alpes, Var and Vaucluse – and is officially entitled ProvenceAlpes-Côte d’Azur, but is often simply labeled “Provence” or “PACA”. Until
1970, Corsica was part of the region and the term “Alps” was not added until
1976 (Boyer et al. 2005: 295). The administrative region of PACA is located in
southeastern France and is bound on the west by Occitania (former LanguedocRoussillon) and the Rhône River, on the east by Italy, to the south by the
Mediterranean Sea and the Principality of Monaco, and to the north by the

18

Occitan Party.
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Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes (formerly just the Rhône-Alpes) 19; its capital is Marseille.

Figure 13: Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, Superbenjamin, CC BY-SA 4.0.

Figure 14: Départements of Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, GeneaWiki.

On January 1, 2016, the names of several French administrative regions were changed due to
the merger of several regions due to the passing of a 2014 Territorial Reform Proposal.
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The administrative region Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur was created by
the central administration in Paris without considering local differences, and is
composed of three distinct realities: Provence, the Alps, and the Mediterranean
seaboard from Marseille to Menton (Adoumié et al. 2013: 156). However, despite
these three distinct realities, a geographical consistency exists based upon climate
and culture (Adoumié et al. 2013: 156). The region Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur
partially corresponds to historic Provence (the Alpes-de-Haute-Provence,
Bouches-du-Rhône and Var départements) to which have been added between
1815 and 1971 the Comtat Venaissin (the current Vaucluse département), and in
1860 the County of Nice (the current Alpes-Maritimes département) (Adoumié et
al. 2013: 156).
Two Provences: Seaboard and Interior, Center and Periphery
Like France, Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur has a center and a periphery in
which the periphery is dominated by the center (Adoumié et al. 20103: 160).
Demographically, Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur is a region of contrasts and
divides itself into two: seaboard and interior. The three seaboard départements –
Bouches-du-Rhône, Var and Alpes-Maritimes – contain 4 million inhabitants or
80% of the regional population, whereas the interior départements – Alpes-deHaute-Provence, Hautes-Alpes and Vaucluse – contain only 800,000 residents or
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20% of the regional population. The Bouches-du-Rhône is the third most
populated French département, while the Hautes-Alpes is the third least
populated French département (Adoumié et al. 2013: 158). The Alpes-Maritimes
and the Var also include internal contrasts – overpopulated seaboard and
underpopulated mountainous interior (Adoumié et al. 2013: 158).
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur is an attractive region for emigration; 10% of
the population are new residents since 1995, from all regions of France, but
especially from the Ile-de-France and the Nord-Pas-de-Calais (Adoumié et al.
2013: 158). Since 1946, the region’s population has doubled mostly through
foreign immigration. Numerous Italians, Spanish, Portuguese and North
Africans now call PACA home, which has meant since the early 2000s that one
out of two residents was born outside of the region for the Alpes-Maritimes and
Bouches-du-Rhône départements (Boyer et al. 298).
Ninety-one percent of the regional population lives in an urban center,
which is higher than the national average. Marseille-Aix-en-Provence, Nice and
Toulon are among the largest urban centers in France; Marseille is the second
largest city in France. An urban hierarchy exists among the cities. Toulon,
located between Marseille and Nice, is thus dominated by them. Marseille feels
pressure from Nice as well as Lyon and Montpellier (cities in other regions)
(Adoumié et al. 2013: 158-159).
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Numerous residents of Marseille and Nice own second homes in the
Alpes-de-Haute-Provence and the Hautes-Alpes départements, which represent
35% and 45% of the homes in the two départements respectively; the amount in
the Hautes-Alpes represents the highest amount in the region (Adoumié et al.
2013: 160-161). Until the 1960s, the two départements lost many residents since
traditional agriculture around wheat, olives and sheep could no longer support
them. In the 1960s, several factors began to ameliorate the situation in the two
départements. Highways were built, which connected the seaboard with the
interior, and train service was increased allowing for tourism to develop for
residents of the coast as well as for those outside of France. A similar situation
influenced the interior of the Alpes-Maritimes and the Var départements, despite
their lack of crisis around their traditional activities (Adoumié et al. 2013: 161).
Certain coastal residents relocated to the interior due to the amelioration of
transportation routes. Due to tourism, local products, such as lavender, olive oil
and wine, found a new market reinforcing traditional activities (Adoumié et al.
2013: 161).
Provençal Regional Identity
PACA exhibits a particular identity based upon Greek and Roman
substrates, a rich medieval Troubadour past, and the Provençal language
(Adoumié et al. 2013: 156), which is related to local patriotism (Gochet 1900: 282).
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Provençal historian, René Merle, spoke with L’Express in 2008 concerning
Provençal identity, which he commonly does with different newspapers. In the
interview, Merle explained that Provençal identity related to a human
community that was the result of linguistic and political unity of the Middle
Ages; however, due to recent intense immigration, Provençal is today lessspoken and as a result, Provençal identity is weaker. As an example, he
explained that the great success of the film “Bienvenue chez les Ch’tis” was the
result of a strong regional identity of the Nord, which PACA is losing. Yet, there
is hope as a popular Provençal-singing band, Massilia Sound System, encourages
its fans to immerse themselves in Provençal identity and history (Cot 2008).
The Provençal Idiom
The Cerquiglini Report contrasts the Langues d’oïl case with that of the
Langue d’oc or Occitan case. While Cerquiglini supports the differentiation of the
Langues d’oïl into Franc-Comtois, Picard, etc., he also supports the fact that
Occitan “is the sum of its varieties” (Cerquiglini 1999). The linguistic unity of
Occitan is strong despite the evidence of internal diversity. “Five large sets at
least are identifiable: Gascon, Languedocien, Provençal, Auvergnat-Limousin
and Alpin-Dauphinois” (Cerquiglini 1999). Cerquiglini also suggests that
additional more nuanced names are possible, such as the Vivaro-Alpin or
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Nissard, but indicates that they have less to do with linguistics and more to do
with geography or politics (Cerquiglini 1999) 20.
The Provençal idiom is spoken in all of the départements of Provence – with
the exception of the Alpes-de-Haute-Provence and Hautes-Alpes where, VivaroAlpin or Provençal-Alpin, is spoken, and with the exception of the AlpesMaritimes where, Niçard, is spoken – plus in the southeast of the Gard and the
southern portion of the Drôme.
The Ordinance of Villers-Cotterêts in August of 1539 created a bilingual
situation or diglossia for three centuries in Provence in which the élites mainly
wrote and spoke French, while the people spoke Provençal (Aghulon and Coulet
2007: 55).
“Provençal holds the prestige of having been that of the Troubadours who
made it into a supple, gracious and poetic language rich in expressions” (Viven
in Gochet 1900: 282). Lower Provence “is the ‘pays’ of beautiful ways of
speaking, abundant, passionate, and when [the people] want, stubborn artisans
of the language” (Michelet in Gochet 1900: 282).

With reference to Occitan and its varieties, Cerquiglini appears to purposely avoid the term
“dialect” or “dialects” and instead uses the less ideologically “loaded” terms “varieties” and
“sets”. Cerquiglini may do this since militants of three varieties – Auvergnat, Gascon and
Provençal – are working to have those varieties declared separate languages from Occitan (Lafitte
2006).
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Figure 15: Provençal Linguistic Domain (It is broken down into its four varieties:
Rhodanien, Maritime, Gavot and Nissart; “Auvergnat” on the upper left is separate
despite appearing to be the same color here), OgreBot, CC BY-SA 4.0.

First Article of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in Provençal
Using the classical or Occitan orthography, the article reads, “Totei lei
personas naisson liuras e egalas en dignitat e en drech. Son dotadas de rason e de
consciéncia e li cau agir entre elei amb un esperit de frairesa” (United Nations
2015).
Employing the Mistral or Modern orthography, the article reads, “Tóuti li
persouno naisson liéuro e egalo en dignita e en dre. Soun doutado de rasoun e de
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counsciènci e li fau agi entre éli em' un esperit de freiresso” (United Nations
2010) 21.
Number of Speakers
Statistics for Provençal, like other regional languages of France, do not
truly exist. It is estimated that 345,500 people fluently speak Provençal and
another 800,000 have some knowledge (United Nations 2010).
The View of Provençal by the Provençaux According to Two Studies
Two studies were designed to understand the views of the the Provençaux
on Provençal. One was done in 1983 (Eschmann) and the other in 1986 and 1988
(Blanchet).
The study by Blanchet included 500 Provençaux, of which 50% were men
and 50% were women, all natives of the Provence region between Aix, Marseille
and Toulon. All respondents were under the age of 50; 40% belonged to the
popular class, 40% to the middle class and 20% to the upper class (Blanchet 1990:
203).
When asked if one traditionally spoke something other than French here,
100% responded in the affirmative. When asked what that entity was, 45%
responded with Provençal and 39.6% responded with Provençal patois; only
15.4% responded with simply patois (Blanchet 1990: 203). Provençal was thus

http://www.ohchr.org/EN/UDHR/Pages/Language.aspx?LangID=pro.

21
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reported 84.6% of the time. The responses of Langue d’oc (1%) and Occitan
(0.2%) were either preceded by or followed by Provençal, and only occurred
among the upper echelon of the urban class (Blanchet 1990: 203-204).
Occitan is therefore apparently a foreign term to the Provençaux,
especially among the Provençal-speaking popular class: it is surely
employed by a minority belonging to the dominate class and only having
a distant relationship with Provençal, which its history confirms (Blanchet
1990: 204).
Patois was most frequently used among women at about 15%. The use of
the term “patois” increased among the social hierarchy, which was not
surprising: 44% (popular class), 58.5% (middle class) and 64% (upper class)
(Blanchet 1990: 204).
When the respondent was asked if he or she spoke Provençal, 7.4%
responded in the affirmative, 19.8% indicated that they did a little, 40%
responded in the negative, but indicated that they understood it, and 33.8%
responded in the negative. Respondents who answered in the negative were
then asked if they knew someone who spoke Provençal? Among this group,
56.6% positively responded, while 43.3% negatively responded. “The results are
surprising: 66% of the Provençaux studied could potentially communicate in
Provençal in varying degrees and 26.2% speak it” (Blanchet 1990: 204). This
result mirrors that of the Eschmann study. Urbaneness and rurality played a
role; the higher percentage of speakers and understanders came from rural areas.
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Social class also played a role; 50% of the popular class reported being speakers,
while 15% of the middle class reported the same, and only 10% of the upper class
reported this trait. Age also played a role; 79.5% of the speakers were either 50years-old or older, 15% were between 35 and 50, and 5.5% were between 15 and
35. “Thus, Provençal, more alive than one thought it to be, is certainly the idiom
of the popular class and of the people born before 1940” (Blanchet 1990: 204).
In response to the question, “do French and … seem to be equal to you”,
59% responded negatively indicating that French was superior, and 41%
responded in the affirmative. For those having responded in the negative,
another question was asked of them – “In what way is … superior?” Among this
group, 50.1% of respondents answered that French was “richer” and 84.4%
responded that French was “more adapted to modern life”. Provençal was
attributed with an expressive richness, as an identity marker, and with a level of
gregariousness (Blanchet 1990: 204). Blanchet indicated that the inculcation by
the national education system of French language ideology remained strong
based upon the comments (Blanchet 1990: 204).
When asked about their interest in having Provençal taught in schools in
Provence, 91.4% were in favor, whereas 10.6% were opposed. The numbers of
those in favor decreased as the location became more urban. Furthermore, the
same can be said as the respondent’s social status increased: the middle class
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were more in favor than the upper class (Blanchet 1990: 204). When asked why
they were favorable to its teaching, 94.9% responded that it related to Provençal
identity and 28.6% mentioned its literary and cultural value. In general, the
popular class often prioritizes the role of Provençal in Provençal identity, while
its literary and cultural value are prioritized among the middle and upper classes
(Blanchet 1990: 204).
In response to what designates the term “Occitan”, 62.6% indicated it was
an idiom spoken in the Southwest, 21.4% did not know, 12.4% suggested it was
an idiom spoken around Perpignan and 3.2% indicated that it was an idiom
spoken around the Basque Country. Ninety-nine percent of respondents
excluded Provençal and Provence from the term, and 66.6% gave a response for
the Languedoc region, where the term originated (Blanchet 1990: 205).
When asked to indicate where one speaks Occitan, 56.6% responded in
Provence, 43% responded in Provence, but with variants, and 0.4% responded to
a smaller area of Provence (around Aix, etc.). Surprisingly, when considering the
previous question, 99.6% of respondents associated the term “Occitan” with
Provence. As a result, it is important to better understand who employs the
terms “Langue d’oc” and “Occitan” in Provence, as well as its north and east
boundaries in Provence. Prior to obtaining this result, Blanchet have believed
Occitanism or Pan-Occitanism to be unknown or refused in Provence (Blanchet
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1990: 205); however, confusion over terms does exist.
When asked if Provençal was independent or a variety of something else
from a linguistic point of view, 98.6% responded that it was independent, 1%
responded that it was a variety of Oc, and 0.4% indicated that it was a variety of
French. These responses were reported across the social scale as well as across
all ages (Blanchet 1990: 205).
In response to how Provençal should be written – as it is pronounced or to
diminish the differences between the different “parlers” of southern France –,
99.4% indicated it should be written as it is pronounced, and 0.6% responded
“otherwise” (Blanchet 1990: 205).
Based upon the results, Blanchet provides the following conclusion:
“[T]he centralizing Parisian discourse dwelling on the ‘end of the ‘patois’’ and
the unifying Pan-Occitan discourse are totally off from the lived reality of the
Provençaux studied here, which corroborates for the most part the Provençalist
point of view” (Blanchet 1990: 205). These Provençaux desire a policy
recognizing the rights of groups, which France has continually denied them.
Also, they do not agree with the Occitan Movement and wish to control their
own destiny (Blanchet 1990: 205). “The popular class appears here as the
principle bearer of the regional idiom, of which the symbolic value extends itself
nevertheless to the entire Provençal society, the gregariousness of the Regional
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French owes more to linguistic Provençalization than to imported French”
(Blanchet 1990: 205).
History of Term “Province”: Importance of Province in Provincial Life
The term “province”, which has been employed in France from the Roman
period until the contemporary one remains administratively and legally
undefined (de Planhol and Claval 1994: 162-163). Despite the term’s lack of legal
definition, it acquired an official usage in the Etats provinciaux, or the assemblies
of the pays d’Etats (de Planhol and Claval 1994: 163). Between the 17th and 18th
centuries, the term “province” became part of the general vocabulary of
administrators, historians, jurists and the people themselves. In fact, it had
become an integral part of French consciousness, and was in such general usage
by the end of the 18th century that provincial assemblies 22 were also created in the
pays d’Elections in 1787 (de Planhol and Claval 1994: 163). Furthermore, it was
the provinces, which had no existence in legal terms, which were ordered to be
divided into départements in 1790 (de Planhol and Claval 1994: 163).
During the Ancien Régime, the Kingdom of France was composed of
territorial divisions rooted in history, geography and population settlements that
varied according to the different powers which governed them (Masson 1984:
10). The different categories included: bailliages, baronnies, comtés, diocèses,

22

In the pays d’Elections, the provincial assemblies were officially called Etats généraux.
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duchés, élections, états, fiefs, généralités, gouvernements, intendances, marches,
métropoles, paroisses, parlements, pays, principautés, provinces, sénéchaussées, etc. 23
(Masson 1984: 10). A territorial name would most often follow one of the entities
from the above categories, and frequently, the same territorial name would
follow different categorical realities without covering the same geographical
area. For instance, the Comté de Provence neither coincided with the exact
geographical area as the Généralité de Provence nor with the Parlement de Provence.
The monarchy would create new administrative divisions as needed, but would
refrain from eliminating no longer useful ones as they remained the privilege of
certain nobility or provinces. As a result, the territorial administrative divisions
of France were a hodgepodge of different entities without any true connection
between one another (Masson 1984: 11).
The kingdom is divided into as many different divisions as there are
diverse species of regimes and powers: in dioceses for the ecclesiastical
regime, in governments for the military regime, in generalities for the
administrative regime, in bailiwicks for the judicial regime (JacquesGuillaume Thouret at the Constitutional Committee of 1789 quoted in
Brette 1907: 84).
On the night of August 4, 1790, the revolutionaries abolished the royal
provinces, actually the generalities, and created republican départements in their

Bailiwicks, baronies, counties, dioceses, duchies, elections, states, fiefs, generalities,
governments, intendances, marches, metropolises, parishes, parliaments, countries, principalities,
provinces, seneschals.
23
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stead; however, numerous historians 24 have indicated that these “provinces” no
longer truly existed as they often went by different names, such as generalities or
governments, and thus no longer corresponded to any administrative division.
Furthermore, their boundaries were not codified in any ministerial document.
As a result of these critiques as well as due to the aforementioned 1789 quote
from Thouret, in 1929, historian Gustave Dupont-Ferrier analyzed the history of
the term “province” in order to truly understand both the term and its usage.
“Did the provinces only exist in terminology” (Dupont-Ferrier 1929 (160): 262)?
Through his analysis of ancient texts, Dupont-Ferrier discovered that the
term “province” arrived in Gaul during the Roman Empire, and from the 9th
century until present-day never ceased to be employed. It was first employed in
the ecclesiastic domain, and subsequently was occasionally employed in the
literary domain of the Middle Ages. The term “province” had entered the
administrative language of the kingdom before 1450 according to the “Journal de
Masselin” (Dupont-Ferrier 1929 (160): 263). The first use of the term “province”,
in France, to mean “a pays having its own personality” and more or less

One of these historians was Armand Brette who wrote in 1907, “One remains confused when
one sees with such confidence geographers [and] historians teach, for over a century, that France
was divided into a fixed number of provinces methodologically classified and delimited” (Brette
1907: 57).

24
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corresponding to a Gallo-Roman civitas dates to 1484 (Croy in de Romanet 1913:
9).
In the 14th century, a province denoted a financial domain known as a
généralité (generality) (Dupont-Ferrier 1929 (160): 263). From the 15th through the
18th centuries, the term “province” represented a fiscal territory whose
dimensions and boundaries remained vague. At times, its area corresponded
with that of a generality, and at others, its area was larger than that of a
generality (Dupont-Ferrier 1929 (160): 264). At different periods during the 16th
and 18th centuries, especially during the 16th centuries, the term “province” was a
synonym for bailiwicks and seneschals. It is only from the second half of the 15th
century, and specifically since the 16th century, that the term entered the
administrative domain due to the Renaissance and revived interest in Ancient
Rome (Dupont-Ferrier 1929 (160): 258). The French populace accepted, and
employed, the term in the 17th and 18th centuries. While the France of the Ancien
Régime was divided into a myriad of territorial divisions – administrative,
financial, judicial, military, etc. –, its inhabitants and administrators simply
thought of it as being divided into provinces (Dupont-Ferrier 1929 (160): 267) 25.

Based upon this information, it is incorrect to employ the term “province” for French
geographical divisions prior to the 15th century, even though modern or contemporary terms and
ideas are often attributed to a previous period (Dupont-Ferrier 1929 (160): 267).
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Dupont-Ferrier concluded that the term “province” was not vague and
imprecise in the France of the Ancien Régime as the term was continually
employed, and became the chosen term to represent a geographical entity by the
royal administration (Dupont-Ferrier 1929 (160): 266). The Edict of Versailles of
June 1787 officially consecrated the province as the primary element of local
organization (Dupont-Ferrier 1929 (160): 266-267). Dupont-Ferrier indicated that
the confusion, or imprecision, may stem from the fact that the reality existed
before the term (Dupont-Ferrier 1929 (160): 262), and that the usage of the term,
and its reality evolved over time (Dupont-Ferrier 1929 (160): 263-266). Moreover,
since the reality predated the French monarchy, the province was not truly a
royal administrative division, but rather an independent, historic and cultural
one (Dupont-Ferrier 1929 (160): 262 and de Romanet 1913: 22-23).
While certain historians doubted/doubt the existence of the French
province in 1789, it existed in the hearts of its “former” inhabitants; it formed the
center of their life; it had a consciousness of its individuality; it wanted to
continue to handle its own affairs, and it revolted against republican unification.
In the regions earliest annexed, the province’s vigor may have been weakened
and its resistance to the central power diminished, but the province lived, and
still lives, on through traditions, customs, habits, and language (Berlet 1913: 131132).
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As a result, at the end of the 18th century, the province was a more certain
reality than the administrative divisions that divided it. Dictionaries and
geographic works, of the period, listed it as a division of the kingdom. For the
men of this period, the province had a specific sense:
It designated a region determined by history, institutions, customs, the
spirit and character of a people; often, included the geological constitution
of the soil, climate, topography, type of agriculture or industry, dialect,
original literature, and particular characteristics” (Berlet 1913: 135).
The province is thus a product of the soil, history, nature and man; a
geographical and ethnic unit, which is more authentic and powerful than any
administrative or political division, with its roots in the past.
Administrative Regions
The regions represent a relatively new administrative entity in France as
they only date bake to the 1950s. However, despite their rather limited tenure,
they reflect centuries of histories inherited from the ancient provinces (Northcutt
1996: 1).
Most of the [French] regions are considered to be heirs of [the] provincial
heritage: the majority – 17 out of 22 in metropolitan France – chose the
name of the ancient provincial entity – more or less completely – out of
preference over a purely geographic denomination; moreover, their logos
or flags are largely inspired by the ancient [provincial] coat of arms when
they are not simply reused outright; [and also], many regions have
chosen to symbolically install themselves in an ancient building, symbol
of a glorious past, such as the Abbaye aux Dames in Caen or the Abbaye
Saint-Clément in Metz (Bodineau 1995: 7).
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Despite these facts, to the central French administration, regions are only a
grouping of départements created to make larger and economically viable
territories. They are not considered cultural entities (Dupoirier 2007: 532).
* *
*
This chapter explored the diverse histories of both Picardy and ProvenceAlpes-Côte d’Azur. Since Picardy borders the Ile-de-France, it played an
important role in France’s early national history. While the region of Picardy no
longer officially exists, it lives on in collective memory. Provence-Alpes-Côte
d’Azur possess a prestigious past connected to both Greek and Roman
civilizations. While it is composed of three geographical entities, its cities have a
history of autonomy and it became a land of early immigration, its residents are
attached to it and consider it to be a community or society.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Picardy Results
The Picardy results are given according to the five groups established for
the sample: all Picardy respondents, respondents born in and living in Picardy,
Understand Spoken Picard, A Lot and Some (Picard-understanders), Speak
Picard, Often and Some (Picard-speakers) and Speak and Understand Picard,
Often/A Lot and Some (Picard-speakers as well as understanders).
Picardy: Baseline, All Respondents
Among the 236 total respondents for Picardy, 8 (3.39%) were born in
Picardy, but now reside in another region, 137 (58.05%) were both born in and
live in Picardy and 90 (38.14%) live in Picardy, but were born in another region.
Of these participants, 74 (31.36%) live in the Aisne département, 60 (38.98%) in the
Oise, 62 (26.27%) in the Somme and 8 (3.39%) outside of Picardy and one of its
three départements. Twenty-five respondents reported being regional activists:
19 cultural, 4 linguistic and 2 political.
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The sample broke down in the following manner for gender, age,
profession and education: For gender, 71 (30.08%) were men and 165 (69.92%)
were women;
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Regarding age, 14 (5.93%) were between 18 and 24 years of age, 39 (16.53%) were
between 25 and 34-years-old, 96 (40.68%) were between 35 and 49 years of age,
72 (30.51%) were between 50 and 64-years-old and 15 (6.36%) were 65 years of
age or older;

Age Group
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•All Respondents for Picardy
For profession, 9 (3.81%) worked as a craftsperson, storekeeper or company
head, 29 (12.29%) were employed as senior executives or intellectual
professionals, 42 (17.80%) were middle managers, 104 (44.07%) worked as
employees, 14 (5.93%) were factory workers, 9 (3.81%) were students and 29
(12.29%) had never worked;
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•All Respondents for Picardy
Concerning education and highest diploma earned, 19 (8.05%) held no diploma,
51 (21.61%) possessed a vocational certificate or a national vocational
qualification, 59 (25.00%) held a Bachelor’s degree, 53 (22.46%) possessed a
Bachelor’s degree plus two additional years, such as teachers and healthcare or
social professionals, 53 (22.46%) held Master’s degrees, Doctorates or degrees
from the Grandes Ecoles and 1 (0.42%) did not know.
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•All Respondents for Picardy
Regional Identity
Of the 236 total participants, 166 (70.34%) considered themselves to be
Picard, while 70 (29.66%) did not.

Do You Consider Yourself Picard?
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When asked to choose to which administrative territory they were
primarily attached, 89 (37.29%) chose “France”, 56 (23.73%) selected “City of
Residence”, 44 (18.64%) picked “Region”, 26 (11.02%) decided on “Département”,
16 (6.78%) chose “None” and 6 (2.54%) settled on “Do Not Know”.

Primary Territorial Attachment
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•All Respondents for Picardy
To the question regarding having common interests with other residents
of Picardy, 110 (46.61%) indicated that they had “Some”, 70 (29.66%) reported
“Not Much”, 30 (12.71%) stated “A Lot”, 15 (6.36%) reported “Not At All” and 11
(4.66%) indicated “Do Not Know”.
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•All Respondents for Picardy
When asked how close respondents were to the other residents of Picardy,
117 (49.58%) chose “Fairly Close”, 74 (31.36%) selected “Not Very Close”, 19
(8.05%) picked “Not Close At All”, 17 (7.20%) settled on “Very Close” and 9
(3.81%) indicated “Do Not Know”.
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Closeness with Residents of Picardy
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To the question inquiring about how the regional character of residents of
Picardy differed from that of residents of other regions, 129 (54.66%) indicated
that there were fairly important differences between Picards and the residents of
other regions of France. However, 76 (32.20%) reported that there were not a lot
of differences. Among the other respondents, 23 (9.75%) stated that there were
very important differences, while 2 (0.85%) reported that there were no
differences and 6 (2.54%) did not know.
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•All Respondents for Picardy
When asked to select the description that best represented Picardy for
them, 79 (33.47%) responded “Administrative Region of the French Republic”, 50
(21.19%) indicated “the Picard Pays” 1, 48 (20.34%) reported “Territory of the
Picard People”, 32 (13.56%) selected “All Responses”, 22 (9.32%) picked “Ancient
Province of the Kingdom of France” and 5 (2.12%) decided on “Picard Nation”.

In French, the singular, le pays picard, and the plural, les pays picards, sound the same without the
definite article “le/les” since the final “s” in “picards” is not pronounced. Since English neither
requires the usage of this article nor the agreement of adjectives and nouns, the singular and
plural “Picard pays” are written the same way since the term “pays” already ends in an “s”.
Here, in the original French, the expression was written in both the singular and the plural – “le
pays picard ou les pays picards” and the English translation should include that idea.

1
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Which Description Best Represents Picardy?
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•All Respondents for Picardy
To the question regarding the importance of defending traditional
elements in Picardy, 126 (53.39%) reported “Fairly Important”, 74 (31.36%)
indicated “Very Important”, 29 (12.29%) responded “Not Very Important”, 4
(1.69%) stated “Without Opinion” and 3 (1.27%) indicated “Not At All
Important”.
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•All Respondents for Picardy
Respondents were then asked to name a tradition to defend in priority; 72
(36.00%) indicated “Culture”, 29 (14.50%) stated “Food”, 28 (14.00%) responded
“Everything”, 21 (10.50%) replied “Architecture”, 19 (9.50%) reported
“Language”, 10 (5.00%) indicated “Festivals” and 9 (4.50%) answered “Language
and Culture” 2.

While certain elements were suggested, respondents were able to suggest their own as well.
These categories represent a synthesis of reported elements. When a respondent gave a list of
several things, the first was recorded; however, when a respondent either stated, “Everything” or
gave a list and stated, “Everything” at the end; “Everything” was simply recorded. In other
words, “Everything” had to be specifically stated for the respondent’s response to be categorized
as “Everything”; otherwise, only the first element was recorded. The only exception was for the
mention of “Language” or “Dialect” since this study is mainly focused upon them/it. If a
respondent gave a list that included one of the two terms anywhere within it, they were
recorded. However, for the category “Language and Culture”, both terms had to be mentioned
as the first two terms in either order for their response to be categorized as “Language and
Culture”. As a result, since these categories represent a synthesis, the numbers and percentages
can be unequal to the actual number of respondents involved; furthermore, not all respondents

2
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•All Respondents for Picardy
When asked if the participant signed the “Do Not Touch My Picardy
Petition”, 173 (73.31%) responded “No” and 63 (26.69%) answered “Yes”.

provided an understandable answer; the complied list maybe somewhat different for each
sample. Each list will appear in alphabetical order.
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To the question asking the respondent to indicate which term or phrase
best defined Picardy, 125 (52.97%) selected “Place of History and Culture”, 44
(18.64%) chose “Territory”, 25 (10.59%) picked “Human Community”, 24
(10.17%) decided on “Administration”, 13 (5.51%) settled on “Do Not Know”, 4
(1.69%) indicated “Place for Economic Development” and 1 (0.42%) chose “Place
for Political Debate”.
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•All Respondents for Picardy
When asked whether there existed a Picard people within the French
Republic, 128 (54.24%) responded “Yes”, 90 (38.14%) indicated “No” and 18
(7.63%) replied “Do Not Know”.
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To the question concerning whether France will always contain regional
peoples or groups in terms of traditions, customs and dialects, such as the
Alsatians, Basques, Bretons, Burgundians, Flemish, Normans, Picards and
Provençaux, mentioned in the 17th century, 119 (50.42%) responded “Some”, 47
(19.92%) indicated “Very Much”, 40 (16.95%) stated “Do Not Know”, 25 (10.59%)
replied “Not Much” and 5 (2.12%) answered “Not At All”.
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Picard Language and French Language Ideology
To the question regarding the classification of Picard, 106 (44.92%)
decided on “Patois”, 70 (29.66%) selected “Parler”, 36 (15.25%) picked “Langue”,
16 (6.78%) chose “Dialecte” and 8 (3.39%) specified “Do Not Know”.
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When asked to define dialecte, 84 (35.59%) chose the traditional response,
55 (23.31%) selected the new meaning, 48 (20.34%) decided on the definition of
the Trésor de la langue française, 36 (15.25%) picked the definition used in Larousse
and 13 (5.51%) selected patois 3.

3

These were not the definitions used; they are simply an easier way of listing them.
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To the question asking the participant if patois was deformed French, 84
(35.59%) indicated “Some”, 71 (30.08%) responded “Not At All”, 52 (22.03%)
replied “Not Much”, 16 (6.78%) stated “Very Much” and 13 (5.51%) chose “Do
Not Know”.
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When asking the respondent to report his or her ability to speak Picard,
140 (59.32%) responded “Not At All”, 71 (30.08%) indicated “Not Much”, 15
(6.36%) specified “Some” and 10 (4.24%) replied “Often”.
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When asked if the participant could understand spoken Picard, 174
(31.36%) specified “Not At All”, 93 (39.41%) responded “Not Much”, 56 (23.73%)
indicated “Some”, 12 (5.08%) replied “A Lot” and 1 (0.42%) chose “Do Not
Know”.
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When asked if variations occurred in French in France, 133 (56.36%)
indicated “Some”, 48 (20.34%) selected “A Lot”, 40 (16.95%) stated “Not Much”,
10 (4.24%) picked “Do Not Know” and 5 (2.12%) specified “Not At All”.
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To the question asking whether Picard was a variety of French, 143
(60.59%) responded “Yes”, 74 (31.36%) specified “No” and 19 (8.05%) replied
“Do Not Know”.
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When asked whether Picard should be taught in public schools in Picardy,
126 (53.39%) indicated “No”, 69 (29.24%) responded “Yes” and 41 (17.37%)
replied “Do Not Know”.
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When asked what role Picard held in Picardy, 130 (55.08%) selected
“Tradition”, 33 (13.98%) chose “Culture”, another 33 (13.98%) decided on
“None”, 18 (7.63%) picked “Do Not Know”, 11 (4.66%) decided on “Difference”
and another 11 (4.66%) chose “Solidarity”.
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Picardy: Respondents Born in and Live in Picardy 4
Among these 137 Picard respondents, all 137 (100.00%) were both born in
and live in Picardy. Of these participants, 52 (37.96%) live in the Aisne
département, 41 (29.93%) in the Oise and 44 (32.12%) in the Somme. Seventeen
participants reported being regional activists: 13 cultural, 3 linguistic and 1
political.

While the French administrative regions are fairly new entities, they were formed with existing
départements; here, the notion of “born in and live in” relates to the départements that currently
form the administrative region; therefore, a respondent over the age of 50 was not actually born
in the region, but he or she was born in one of the départemnets that would come to form the
region.

4
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The sample broke down in the following manner for gender, age,
profession and education: For gender, 43 (31.39%) were men and 94 (68.61%)
were women;
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Regarding age, 7 (5.11%) were between 18 and 24 years of age, 22 (16.06%) were
between 25 and 34-years-old, 62 (45.26%) were between 35 and 49 years of age,
43 (31.39%) were between 50 and 64-years-old and 3 (2.19%) were 65 years of age
or older;
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•Born in and Live in Picardy
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For profession, 4 (2.92%) worked as a craftsperson, storekeeper or company
head, 9 (6.57%) were employed as senior executives or intellectual professionals,
29 (21.17%) were middle managers, 64 (46.72%) worked as employees, 10 7.30%)
were factory workers, 3 (2.19%) were students and 18 (13.14%) had never
worked;
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•Born in and Live in Picardy
Concerning education and highest diploma earned, 12 (8.76%) held no diploma,
33 (24.09%) possessed a vocational certificate or a national vocational
qualification, 38 (27.74%) held a Bachelor’s degree, 32 (23.36%) possessed a
Bachelor’s degree plus two additional years, such as teachers and healthcare or
social professionals, and 22 (16.06%) held Master’s degrees, Doctorates or
degrees from the Grandes Ecoles.
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•Born and Live in Picardy
Regional Identity
Of the 137 born in and live in Picardy participants, 114 (83.21%)
considered themselves to be Picard, while 23 (16.79%) did not.
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When asked to choose to which administrative territory they were
primarily attached, 37 (27.01%) indicated “City of Residence”, 35 (25.55%) chose
“Region”, another 35 (25.55%) selected “France”, 18 (13.14%) decided on
“Département”, 6 (4.38%) chose “None” and another 6 (4.38%) settled on “Do Not
Know”.
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•Born in and Live in Picardy
To the question regarding having common interests with other residents
of Picardy, 63 (45.99%) indicated that they had “Some”, 34 (24.82%) reported
“Not Much”, 25 (18.25%) stated “A Lot”, 9 (6.57%) reported “Not At All” and 6
(4.38%) indicated “Do Not Know”.
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When asked how close respondents were to the other residents of Picardy,
72 (52.55%) chose “Fairly Close”, 37 (27.01%) selected “Not Very Close”, 13
(9.49%) picked “Very Close”, 9 (6.57%) settled on “Not Very Close At All” and 6
(4.38%) indicated “Do Not Know”.
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To the question inquiring about how the regional character of residents of
Picardy differed from that of residents of other regions, 81 (59.12%) indicated
that there were fairly important differences between Picards and the residents of
other regions of France. However, 40 (29.20%) reported that there were not a lot
of differences. Among the other respondents, 11 (8.03%) stated that there were
very important differences, while 5 (3.65%) reported that they did not know.
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•Born in and Live in Picardy
When asked to select the description that best represented Picardy for
them, 43 (31.39%) responded “Administrative Region of the French Republic”, 29
(21.17%) indicated “the Picard Pays” 5, another 29 (21.17%) reported “Territory of
the Picard People”, 23 (16.79%) selected “All Responses”, 9 (6.57%) picked
“Ancient Province of the Kingdom of France” and 4 (2.92%) decided on “Picard
Nation”.

In French, the singular, le pays picard, and the plural, les pays picards, sound the same without the
definite article “le/les” since the final “s” in “picards” is not pronounced. Since English neither
requires the usage of this article nor the agreement of adjectives and nouns, the singular and
plural “Picard pays” are written the same way since the term “pays” already ends in an “s”.
Here, in the original French, the expression was written in both the singular and the plural – “le
pays picard ou les pays picards” and the English translation should include that idea.

5
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•Born in and Live in Picardy
To the question regarding the importance of defending traditional
elements in Picardy, 76 (55.47%) reported “Fairly Important”, 44 (32.12%)
indicated “Very Important”, 13 (9.49%) responded “Not Very Important”, 3
(2.19%) stated “Without Opinion” and 1 (0.73%) indicated “Not At All
Important”.
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•Born in and Live in Picardy
Respondents were then asked to name a tradition to defend in priority; 47
(39.17%) indicated “Culture”, 17 (14.17%) stated “Food”, 13 (10.83%) responded
“Everything”, 10 (8.33%) replied “Architecture”, 9 (7.50%) reported “Language”,
8 (6.67%) indicated “Festivals” and 6 (5.00%) answered “Language and
Culture” 6.

While certain elements were suggested, respondents were able to suggest their own as well.
These categories represent a synthesis of reported elements. When a respondent gave a list of
several things, the first was recorded; however, when a respondent either stated, “Everything” or
gave a list and stated, “Everything” at the end; “Everything” was simply recorded. In other
words, “Everything” had to be specifically stated for the respondent’s response to be categorized
as “Everything”; otherwise, only the first element was recorded. The only exception was for the
mention of “Language” or “Dialect” since this study is mainly focused upon them/it. If a
respondent gave a list that included one of the two terms anywhere within it, they were
recorded. However, for the category “Language and Culture”, both terms had to be mentioned
as the first two terms in either order for their response to be categorized as “Language and
Culture”. As a result, since these categories represent a synthesis, the numbers and percentages
can be unequal to the actual number of respondents involved; furthermore, not all respondents

6
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When asked if the participant signed the “Do Not Touch My Picardy
Petition”, 94 (68.61%) responded “No” and 43 (31.39%) answered “Yes”.

provided an understandable answer; the complied list maybe somewhat different for each
sample. Each list will appear in alphabetical order.
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To the question asking the respondent to indicate which term or phrase
best defined Picardy, 79 (16.79%) selected “Place of History and Culture”, 23
(16.79%) chose “Territory”, 14 (10.22%) picked “Administration”, 11 (8.03%)
decided on “Human Community”, 8 (5.84%) settled on “Do Not Know”, 1
(0.73%) indicated “Place for Economic Development” and another 1 (0.73%)
chose “Place for Political Debate”.
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When asked whether there existed a Picard people within the French
Republic, 82 (59.85%) responded “Yes”, 48 (35.04%) indicated “No” and 7 (5.11%)
replied “Do Not Know”.
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To the question concerning whether France will always contain regional
peoples or groups in terms of traditions, customs and dialects, such as the
Alsatians, Basques, Bretons, Burgundians, Flemish, Normans, Picards and
Provençaux, mentioned in the 17th century, 67 (48.91%) responded “Some”, 28
(20.44%) indicated “Do Not Know”, 27 (19.71%) stated “A Lot”, 11 (8.03%)
replied “Not Much” and 4 (2.92%) answered “Not At All”.
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Picard Language and French Language Ideology
To the question regarding the classification of Picard, 55 (40.15%) decided
on “Patois”, 40 (29.20%) selected “Parler”, 25 (18.25%) picked “Langue”, 10 (7.30%)
chose “Dialecte” and 7 (5.11%) specified “Do Not Know”.
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When asked to define dialecte, 45 (32.85%) chose the traditional response,
32 (23.36%) selected the new meaning, 30 (21.90%) decided on the definition of
the Trésor de la langue française, 19 (13.87%) picked the definition used in Larousse
and 11 (8.03%) selected patois 7.

7

These were not the definitions used; they are simply an easier way of listing them.
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To the question asking the participant if patois was deformed French, 50
(36.50%) indicated “Some”, 37 (27.01%) responded “Not At All”, 32 (23.36%)
replied “Not Much”, 12 (8.76%) stated “Very Much” and 6 (4.38%) chose “Do
Not Know”.
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When asking the respondent to report his or her ability to speak Picard, 66
(48.18%) responded “Not At All”, 50 (36.50%) indicated “Not Much”, 12 (8.76%)
specified “Some” and 9 (6.57%) replied “Often”.
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When asked if the participant could understand spoken Picard, 56
(40.88%) specified “Not Much”, 35 (25.55%) responded “Some”, another 35
(25.55%) indicated “Not At All”, 10 (7.30%) replied “A Lot” and 1 (0.73%) chose
“Do Not Know”.
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When asked if variations occurred in French in France, 74 (54.01%)
indicated “Some”, 27 (19.71%) selected “A Lot”, 23 (16.95%) stated “Not Much”,
9 (6.57%) picked “Do Not Know” and 4 (2.92%) specified “Not At All”.
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To the question asking whether Picard was a variety of French, 85
(62.04%) responded “Yes”, 40 (29.20%) specified “No” and 12 (8.76%) replied
“Do Not Know”.
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When asked whether Picard should be taught in public schools in Picardy,
64 (46.72%) indicated “No”, 45 (32.85%) responded “Yes” and 28 (20.44%) replied
“Do Not Know”.
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When asked what role Picard held in Picardy, 72 (52.55%) selected
“Tradition”, 23 (16.79%) chose “Culture, 17 (12.41%) decided on “None”, 10
(7.30%) picked “Do Not Know”, 8 (5.84%) decided on “Difference” and 7 (5.11%)
chose “Solidarity”.
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Picardy: Understand Spoken Picard, A Lot and Some
Among the 68 Picard respondents who reported understanding – a lot or
some – spoken Picard, 1 (1.47%) was born in Picardy, but now resides in another
region, 45 (66.18%) were both born in and live in Picardy and 22 (32.35%) live in
Picardy, but were born in another region. Of these participants, 17 (25.00%) live
in the Aisne département, 18 (26.47%) in the Oise, 32 (47.06%) in the Somme and 1
(1.47%) outside of Picardy and one of its three départements. Thirteen
respondents reported being regional activists: 10 cultural, 2 linguistic and 1
political.
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The sample broke down in the following manner for gender, age,
profession and education: For gender, 19 (27.94%) were men and 49 (72.06%)
were women;
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Regarding age, 4 (5.88%) were between 18 and 24 years of age, 17 (25.00%) were
between 25 and 34-years-old, 23 (33.82%) were between 35 and 49 years of age,
20 (29.41%) were between 50 and 64-years-old and 4 (5.88%) were 65 years of age
or older;
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For profession, 5 (7.35%) worked as a craftsperson, storekeeper or company
head, 9 (13.24%) were employed as senior executives or intellectual professionals,
16 (23.53%) were middle managers, 23 (33.82%) worked as employees, 6 (8.82%)
were factory workers, 2 (2.94%) were students and 7 (10.29%) had never worked;
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Concerning education and highest diploma earned, 6 (8.82%) held no diploma,
17 (25.00%) possessed a vocational certificate or a national vocational
qualification, 13 (19.12%) held a Bachelor’s degree, 14 (23.53%) possessed a
Bachelor’s degree plus two additional years, such as teachers and healthcare or
social professionals, and 16 (23.53%) held Master’s degrees, Doctorates or
degrees from the Grandes Ecoles.
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Regional Identity
Among the 68 participants who reported understanding either a lot or
some spoken Picard, 59 (86.76%) considered themselves to be Picard, while 9
(13.24%) did not.
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When asked to choose to which administrative territory they were
primarily attached, 22 (32.35%) picked “France”, 20 (29.41%) selected “Region”,
12 (17.65%) chose “City of Residence”, 11 (16.18%) settled on “Département”, 2
(2.94%) specified “None” and 1 (1.47%) decided on “Do Not Know”.
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To the question regarding having common interests with other residents
of Picardy, 34 (50.00%) indicated that they had “Some”, 16 (23.53%) reported “A
Lot”, 14 (20.59%) stated “Not Much”, 3 (4.41%) answered “Do Not Know” and 1
(1.47%) replied “Not At All”.
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When asked how close respondents were to the other residents of Picardy,
36 (52.94%) chose “Fairly Close”, 19 (27.94%) selected “Not Very Close”, 9
(13.24%) picked “Very Close”, 2 (2.94%) decided on “Not Very Close At All” and
another 2 (2.94%) specified “Do Not Know”.
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To the question inquiring about how the regional character of residents of
Picardy differed from that of residents of other regions, 41 (60.29%) indicated
that there were fairly important differences between Picards and the residents of
other regions of France. However, 16 (23.53%) reported that there were not a lot
of differences. Among the other respondents, 9 (13.24%) stated that there were
very important differences, while 1 (1.47%) reported no differences and 1 (1.47%)
did not know.
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When asked to select the description that best represented Picardy for
them, 20 (29.41%) responded “the Picard Pays” 8, another 20 (29.41%) indicated
“Territory of the Picard People”, 13 (19.12%) reported “Administrative Region of
the French Republic”, 7 (10.29%) selected “All Responses”, 6 (8.82%) picked
“Ancient Province of the Kingdom of France” and 2 (2.94%) decided on “Picard
Nation”.

In French, the singular, le pays picard, and the plural, les pays picards, sound the same without the
definite article “le/les” since the final “s” in “picards” is not pronounced. Since English neither
requires the usage of this article nor the agreement of adjectives and nouns, the singular and
plural “Picard pays” are written the same way since the term “pays” already ends in an “s”.
Here, in the original French, the expression was written in both the singular and the plural – “le
pays picard ou les pays picards” and the English translation should include that idea.

8
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To the question regarding the importance of defending traditional
elements in Picardy, 32 (47.06%) reported “Fairly Important”, 30 (44.12%)
indicated “Very Important”, 5 (7.35%) responded “Not Very Important At All”
and 1 (1.47%) replied “Without Opinion”.
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Respondents were then asked to name a tradition to defend in priority; 19
(30.65%) indicated “Culture”, 13 (20.97%) responded “Everything”, 10 (16.13%)
replied “Language”, 9 (14.52%) reported “Food”, 4 (6.45%) answered
“Architecture” and 3 (4.84%) indicated “Language and Culture” 9.

While certain elements were suggested, respondents were able to suggest their own as well.
These categories represent a synthesis of reported elements. When a respondent gave a list of
several things, the first was recorded; however, when a respondent either stated, “Everything” or
gave a list and stated, “Everything” at the end; “Everything” was simply recorded. In other
words, “Everything” had to be specifically stated for the respondent’s response to be categorized
as “Everything”; otherwise, only the first element was recorded. The only exception was for the
mention of “Language” or “Dialect” since this study is mainly focused upon them/it. If a
respondent gave a list that included one of the two terms anywhere within it, they were
recorded. However, for the category “Language and Culture”, both terms had to be mentioned
as the first two terms in either order for their response to be categorized as “Language and
Culture”. As a result, since these categories represent a synthesis, the numbers and percentages
can be unequal to the actual number of respondents involved; furthermore, not all respondents
provided an understandable answer; the complied list maybe somewhat different for each
sample. Each list will appear in alphabetical order.

9
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When asked if the participant signed the “Do Not Touch My Picardy
Petition”, 43 (63.24%) responded “No” and 25 (36.76%) answered “Yes”.
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To the question asking the respondent to indicate which term or phrase
best defined Picardy, 41 (60.29%) selected “Place of History and Culture”, 15
(22.06%) decided on “Territory”, 5 (7.35%) picked “Human Community”, 4
(5.88%) selected “Administration” and 2 (2.94%) chose “Do Not Know”.
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When asked whether there existed a Picard people within the French
Republic, 47 (69.12%) responded “Yes”, 19 (27.94%) indicated “No” and 2 (2.94%)
replied “Do Not Know”.
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To the question concerning whether France will always contain regional
peoples or groups in terms of traditions, customs and dialects, such as the
Alsatians, Basques, Bretons, Burgundians, Flemish, Normans, Picards and
Provençaux, mentioned in the 17th century, 39 (54.35%) responded “Some”, 18
(26.47%) indicated “Very Much”, 7 (10.29%) stated “Do Not Know” and 4 (5.88%)
replied “Not Much”.
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Picard Language and French Language Ideology
To the question regarding the classification of Picard, 32 (47.06%) decided
on “Patois”, 19 (27.94%) selected “Parler”, 11 (16.18%) picked “Langue”, 5 (7.35%)
chose “Dialecte” and 1 (1.47%) replied “Do Not Know”.
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When asked to define dialecte, 28 (41.18%) chose the traditional response,
17 (25.20%) decided on the definition of the Trésor de la langue française, 13
(19.12%) selected the new meaning, 7 (10.29%) picked the definition used in
Larousse and 3 (4.41%) selected patois 10.

10

These were not the definitions used; they are simply an easier way of listing them.
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To the question asking the participant whether patois was deformed
French, 25 (36.76%) indicated “Some”, 22 (32.35%) responded “Not At All”, 13
(19.12%) replied “Not Much”, 6 (8.82%) stated “Very Much” and 2 (2.94%)
specified “Do Not Know”.
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When asking the respondent to report his or her ability to speak Picard, 35
(51.47%) responded “Not Much”, 14 (20.59%) indicated “Some”, 10 (14.71%)
specified “Often” and 9(13.24%) replied “Not At All”.
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When asked if the participant could understand spoken Picard, 56
(82.35%) specified “Some” and 12 (17.65%) indicated “A Lot”.
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When asked if variations occurred in French in France, 37 (54.41%)
indicated “Some”, 20 (29.41%) selected “A Lot”, 9 (13.24%) stated “Not Much”, 1
(1.47%) picked “Not At All” and another 1 (1.47%) specified “Do Not Know”.
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To the question asking whether Picard was a variety of French, 48
(70.59%) responded “Yes”, 17 (25.00%) specified “No” and 3 (4.41%) stated “Do
Not Know”.
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When asked whether Picard should be taught in public schools in Picardy,
28 (41.18%) indicated “Yes”, 26 (38.24%) responded “No” and 14 (20.59%) replied
“Do Not Know”.
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When asked what role Picard held in Picardy, 46 (67.65%) selected
“Tradition”, 7 (10.29%) chose “Solidarity”, 5 (7.35%) picked “Difference”, 4
(5.88%) picked “Culture”, another 4 (5.88%) decided on “None” and 2 (2.94%)
selected “Do Not Know”.
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Picardy: Speak Picard, Often and Some

Among the 25 Picard respondents who reported speaking Picard – often
or some –, 21 (84.00%) were both born in and live in Picardy and 4 (16.00%) live
in Picardy, but were born in another region. Of these participants, 6 (24.00%) live
in the Aisne département, 8 (32.00%) in the Oise and 11 (44.00%) in the Somme.
Nine respondents reported being regional activists: 7 cultural and 2 linguistic.
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The sample broke down in the following manner: For gender, 7 (28.00%)
were men and 18 (72.00%) were women;
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Regarding age, 1 (4.00%) was between 18 and 24 years of age, 7 (28.00%) were
between 25 and 34-years-old, 6 (24.00%) were between 35 and 49 years of age and
11 (44.00%) were between 50 and 64-years-old;
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For profession, 2 (8.00%) worked as a craftsperson, storekeeper or company
head, 2 (8.00%) were employed as senior executives or intellectual professionals,
5 (20.00%) were middle managers, 10 (40.00%) worked as employees, 4 (16.00%)
were factory workers and 2 (8.00%) had never worked;
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Concerning highest diploma earned, 3 (12.00%) held no diploma, 8 (32.00%)
possessed a vocational certificate or a national vocational qualification, 5
(20.00%) held a Bachelor’s degree, 3 (12.00%) possessed a Bachelor’s degree plus
two additional years, such as teachers and healthcare or social professionals, and
6 (24.00%) held Master’s degrees, Doctorates and degrees from the Grandes Ecoles.
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Regional Identity
Among the 25 participants who reported being able to speak Picard either
often or some, 23 (92.00%) considered themselves to be Picard, while 2 (8.00%)
did not.
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When asked to choose to which administrative territory they were
primarily attached, 11 (44.00%) chose “Region”, 6 (24.00%) selected
“Département”, 4 (16.00%) picked “France”, 2 (8.00%) settled on “City of
Residence” and 1 (4.00%) chose “None”.
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To the question regarding having common interests with other residents
of Picardy, 11 (44.00%) indicated that they had “A Lot”, 8 (32.00%) reported
“Some”, 4 (16.00%) stated having “Not Many”, 1 (4.00%) answered “Not At All”
and another 1 (4.00%) replied “Do Not Know”.
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•Speak Picard (Often and Some)

Do Not Know

When asked how close respondents were to the other residents of Picardy,
15 (60.00%) chose “Fairly Close”, 6 (24.00%) selected “Very Close” and 4 (16.00%)
picked “Not Very Close”.
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To the question inquiring about how the regional character of residents of
Picardy differed from that of residents of other regions, 14 (56.00%) indicated
that there were fairly important differences between Picards and the residents of
other regions of France. Furthermore, 7 (28.00%) reported that there were very
important differences. Among the other respondents, 3 (12.00%) stated that there
were not very many differences.
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•Speak Picard (Often and Some)
When asked to select the description that best represented Picardy for
them, 8 (32.00%) responded “the Picard Pays” 11, another 8 (32.00%) indicated

In French, the singular, le pays picard, and the plural, les pays picards, sound the same without
the definite article “le/les” since the final “s” in “picards” is not pronounced. Since English
neither requires the usage of this article nor the agreement of adjectives and nouns, the singular
and plural “Picard pays” are written the same way since the term “pays” already ends in an “s”.
Here, in the original French, the expression was written in both the singular and the plural – “le
pays picard ou les pays picards” and the English translation should include that idea.

11
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“Territory of the Picard People”, 3 (12.00%) reported “Administrative Region of
the French Republic”, another 3 (12.00%) selected “All Responses”, 2 (8.00%)
picked “Ancient Province of the Kingdom of France” and 1 (4.00%) decided on
“Picard Nation”.

Which Description Best Represents Picardy?
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•Speak Picard (Often and Some)

To the question regarding the importance of defending traditional
elements in Picardy, 14 (56.00%) reported “Very Important”, 10 (40.00%)
indicated “Fairly Important”, and 1 (4.00%) responded “Not Very Important At
All”.
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•Speak Picard (Often and Some)
Respondents were then asked to name a tradition to defend in priority; 9
(37.50%) indicated “Culture”, 5 (20.83%) responded “Everything”, 3 (12.50%)
replied “Language and Culture”, 2 (8.33%) reported “Language” and another 2
(8.33%) answered “Food” 12.

While certain elements were suggested, respondents were able to suggest their own as well.
These categories represent a synthesis of reported elements. When a respondent gave a list of
several things, the first was recorded; however, when a respondent either stated, “Everything” or
gave a list and stated, “Everything” at the end; “Everything” was simply recorded. In other
words, “Everything” had to be specifically stated for the respondent’s response to be categorized
as “Everything”; otherwise, only the first element was recorded. The only exception was for the
mention of “Language” or “Dialect” since this study is mainly focused upon them/it. If a
respondent gave a list that included one of the two terms anywhere within it, they were
recorded. However, for the category “Language and Culture”, both terms had to be mentioned
as the first two terms in either order for their response to be categorized as “Language and
Culture”. As a result, since these categories represent a synthesis, the numbers and percentages
can be unequal to the actual number of respondents involved; furthermore, not all respondents
provided an understandable answer; the complied list maybe somewhat different for each
sample. Each list will appear in alphabetical order.

12
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•Speak Picard (Often and Some)
When asked if the participant signed the “Do Not Touch My Picardy
Petition”, 15 (60.00%) responded “Yes” and 10 (40.00%) answered “No”.
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•Speak Picard (Often and Some)
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To the question asking the respondent to indicate which term or phrase
best defined Picardy, 18 (72.00%) selected “Place of History and Culture”, 4
(16.00%) decided on “Territory”, 2 (8.00%) picked “Human Community” and 1
(4.00%) selected “Administration”.
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•Speak Picard (Often and Some)
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When asked whether there existed a Picard people within the French
Republic, 19 (76.00%) responded “Yes” and 6 (24.00%) indicated “No”.
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•Speak Picard (Often and Some)
To the question concerning whether France will always contain regional
peoples or groups in terms of traditions, customs and dialects, such as the
Alsatians, Basques, Bretons, Burgundians, Flemish, Normans, Picards and
Provençaux, mentioned in the 17th century, 13 (52.00%) responded “Some”, 7
(28.00%) indicated “Very Much”, 4 (16.00%) selected “Do Not Know” and 1
(4.00%) replied “Not Much”.
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•Speak Picard (Often and Some)
Picard Language and French Language Ideology
To the question regarding the classification of Picard, 11 (44.00%) decided
on “Patois”, 5 (20.00%) selected “Langue”, another 5 (20.00%) picked “Parler” and
4 (16.00%) chose “Dialecte”.
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How Do You Classify Picard?
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•Speak Picard (Often and Some)
When asked to define dialecte, 10 (40.00%) chose the traditional response, 6
(24.00%) decided on the definition of the Trésor de la langue française, 4 (16.00%)
settled on the new meaning, 3 (12.00%) selected patois and 2 (8.00%) chose the
definition employed in the Larousse dictionary 13.

13

These were not the definitions used; they are simply an easier way of listing them.
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•Speak Picard (Often and Some)
To the question asking the participant whether patois was deformed
French, 10 (40.00%) indicated “Some”, another 10 (40.00%) responded “Not At
All”, 3 (12.00%) replied “Not Much” and 2 (8.00%) stated “Very Much”.
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•Speak Picard (Often and Some)
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When asking the respondent to report his or her ability to speak Picard, 15
(60.00%) responded “Some” and 10 (40.00%) indicated “Often”.
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•Speak Picard (Often and Some)
When asked if the participant could understand spoken Picard, 15
(60.00%) specified “Some”, 9 (36.00%) indicated “A Lot” and 1 (4.00%) stated “Do
Not Know”.
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•Speak Picard (Often and Some)

When asked if variations occurred in French in France, 11 (44.00%)
indicated “A Lot”, another 11 (44.00%) selected “Some” and 3 (12.00%) stated
“Not Much”.
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To the question asking whether Picard was a variety of French, 17
(68.00%) responded “Yes”, 7 (28.00%) specified “No” and 1 (4.00%) picked “Do
Not Know”.
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•Speak Picard (Often and Some)
When asked whether Picard should be taught in public schools in Picardy,
11 (44.00%) indicated “Yes”, 8 (32.00%) responded “No” and 6 (24.00%) replied
“Do Not Know”.
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•Speak Picard (Often and Some)
When asked what role Picard held in Picardy, 17 (68.00%) selected
“Tradition”, 4 (16.00%) chose “Solidarity”, 2 (8.00%) decided on “Do Not Know”,
1 (4.00%) picked “Difference” and another 1 (4.00%) picked “Culture”.
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•Speak Picard (Often and Some)
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Picardy: Speak and Understand Picard, Often/A Lot and Some
Among the 24 Picard respondents who reported both speaking and
understanding Picard – often/a lot or some –, 20 (83.33%) were both born in and
live in Picardy and 4 (16.67%) live in Picardy, but were born in another region.
Of these participants, 6 (25.00%) live in the Aisne département, 7 (29.17%) in the
Oise and 11 (45.83%) in the Somme. Nine respondents reported being regional
activists: 7 cultural and 2 linguistic.

Territorial Demographics
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•Speak and Understand Picard (Often/A Lot and Some)
The sample broke down in the following manner for gender, age,
profession and education: For gender, 7 (29.17%) were men and 17 (70.83%)
were women;
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•Speak and Understand Picard (Often/A Lot and Some)
Regarding age, 7 (29.17%) were between 25 and 34-years-old, 6 (25.00%) were
between 35 and 49 years of age and 11 (45.83%) were between 50 and 64-yearsold;
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•Speak and Understand Picard (Often/A Lot and Some)

65+
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For profession, 2 (8.33%) worked as a craftsperson, storekeeper or company
head, 2 (8.33%) were employed as senior executives or intellectual professionals,
5 (20.83%) were middle managers, 10 (41.67%) worked as employees, 4 (16.67%)
were factory workers and 1 (4.17%) had never worked;
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•Speak and Understand Picard (Often/A Lot and Some)
Concerning education and highest diploma earned, 2 (8.33%) held no diploma, 8
(33.33%) possessed a vocational certificate or a national vocational qualification,
5 (20.83%) held a Bachelor’s degree, 3 (12.50%) possessed a Bachelor’s degree
plus two additional years, such as teachers and healthcare or social professionals,
and 6 (25.00%) held Master’s degrees, Doctorates or degrees from the Grandes
Ecoles.
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•Speak and Understand Picard (Often/A Lot and Some)
Regional Identity
Among the 24 participants who reported speaking and understanding
Picard either often/a lot or some, 22 (91.67%) considered themselves to be Picard,
while 2 (8.33%) did not.
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•Speak and Understand Picard (Often/A Lot and Some)
When asked to choose to which administrative territory they were
primarily attached, 11 (45.83%) chose “Region”, 6 (25.00%) selected
“Département”, 4 (16.67%) picked “France”, 2 (8.33%) settled on “City of
Residence” and 1 (4.17%) chose “None”.
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•Speak and Understand Picard (Often/A Lot and Some)
To the question regarding having common interests with other residents
of Picardy, 11 (44.00%) indicated that they had “A Lot”, 7 (29.17%) reported
“Some”, 4 (16.67%) stated having “Not Many”, 1 (4.17%) answered “Not At All”
and another 1 (4.17%) replied “Do Not Know”.
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•Speak and Understand Picard (Often/A Lot and Some)

When asked how close respondents were to the other residents of Picardy,
14 (58.33%) chose “Fairly Close”, 6 (25.00%) selected “Very Close” and 4 (16.67%)
picked “Not Very Close”.
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•Speak and Understand Picard (Often/A Lot and Some)
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To the question inquiring about how the regional character of residents of
Picardy differed from that of residents of other regions, 13 (54.17%) indicated
that there were fairly important differences between Picards and the residents of
other regions of France. Furthermore, 7 (29.17%) reported that there were very
important differences. Among the other respondents, 3 (12.50%) stated that there
were not very many differences and 1 (4.17%) was unsure.
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•Speak and Understand Picard (Often/A Lot and Some)
When asked to select the description that best represented Picardy for
them, 8 (33.33%) responded “the Picard Pays” 14, another 8 (33.33%) indicated

In French, the singular, le pays picard, and the plural, les pays picards, sound the same without
the definite article “le/les” since the final “s” in “picards” is not pronounced. Since English
neither requires the usage of this article nor the agreement of adjectives and nouns, the singular
and plural “Picard pays” are written the same way since the term “pays” already ends in an “s”.
Here, in the original French, the expression was written in both the singular and the plural – “le
pays picard ou les pays picards” and the English translation should include that idea.

14
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“Territory of the Picard People”, 3 (12.50%) reported “Administrative Region of
the French Republic”, 2 (8.33%) selected “All Responses”, another 2 (8.33%)
picked “Ancient Province of the Kingdom of France” and 1 (4.17%) decided on
“Picard Nation”.
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•Speak and Understand Picard (Often/A Lot and Some)

To the question regarding the importance of defending traditional
elements in Picardy, 14 (58.33%) reported “Very Important”, 9 (37.50%) indicated
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“Fairly Important” and 1 (4.17%) responded “Not Very Important At All”.
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•Speak and Understand Picard (Often/A Lot and Some)
Respondents were then asked to name a tradition to defend in priority; 8
(34.78%) indicated “Culture”, 5 (21.74%) responded “Everything”, 3 (13.04%)
replied “Language and Culture”, 2 (8.70%) reported “Language” and another 2
(8.70%) answered “Food” 15.

While certain elements were suggested, respondents were able to suggest their own as well.
These categories represent a synthesis of reported elements. When a respondent gave a list of
several things, the first was recorded; however, when a respondent either stated, “Everything” or
gave a list and stated, “Everything” at the end; “Everything” was simply recorded. In other
words, “Everything” had to be specifically stated for the respondent’s response to be categorized
as “Everything”; otherwise, only the first element was recorded. The only exception was for the
mention of “Language” or “Dialect” since this study is mainly focused upon them/it. If a
respondent gave a list that included one of the two terms anywhere within it, they were
recorded. However, for the category “Language and Culture”, both terms had to be mentioned
as the first two terms in either order for their response to be categorized as “Language and
Culture”. As a result, since these categories represent a synthesis, the numbers and percentages
can be unequal to the actual number of respondents involved; furthermore, not all respondents

15
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•Speak and Understand Picard (Often/A Lot and Some)
When asked if the participant signed the “Do Not Touch My Picardy
Petition”, 14 (58.33%) responded “Yes” and 10 (41.67%) answered “No”.

provided an understandable answer; the complied list maybe somewhat different for each
sample. Each list will appear in alphabetical order.
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•Speak and Understand Picard (Often/A Lot and Some)
To the question asking the respondent to indicate which term or phrase
best defined Picardy, 17 (70.83%) selected “Place of History and Culture”, 4
(16.67%) decided on “Territory”, 2 (8.33%) picked “Human Community” and 1
(4.17%) selected “Administration”.
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•Speak and Understand Picard (Often/A Lot and Some)
When asked whether there existed a Picard people within the French
Republic, 18 (75.00%) responded “Yes” and 6 (25.00%) indicated “No”.
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To the question concerning whether France will always contain regional
peoples or groups in terms of traditions, customs and dialects, such as the
Alsatians, Basques, Bretons, Burgundians, Flemish, Normans, Picards and
Provençaux, mentioned in the 17th century, 13 (54.17%) responded “Some”, 7
(29.17%) indicated “Very Much”, 3 (12.50%) selected “Do Not Know” and 1
(4.17%) replied “Not Much”.
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•Speak and Understand Picard (Often/A Lot and Some)
Picard Language and French Language Ideology
To the question regarding the classification of Picard, 10 (41.67%) decided
on “Patois”, 5 (20.83%) selected “Langue”, another 5 (20.83%) picked “Parler” and
4 (16.67%) chose “Dialecte”.
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•Speak and Understand Picard (Often/A Lot and Some)
When asked to define dialecte, 10 (41.67%) chose the traditional response, 6
(25.00%) decided on the definition of the Trésor de la langue française, 4 (16.67%)
settled on the new meaning, 2 (8.33%) selected patois and another 2 (8.33%) chose
the definition employed in the Larousse dictionary 16.

16

These were not the definitions used; they are simply an easier way of listing them.
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•Speak and Understand Picard (Often/A Lot and Some)
To the question asking the participant whether patois was deformed
French, 10 (41.67%) indicated “Some”, another 10 (41.67%) responded “Not At
All”, 2 (8.33%) replied “Not Much” and another 2 (8.33%) stated “Very Much”.
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•Speak and Understand Picard (Often/A Lot and Some)
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When asking the respondent to report his or her ability to speak Picard, 14
(58.33%) responded “Some” and 10 (41.67%) indicated “Often”.
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•Speak and Understand Picard (Often/A Lot and Some)
When asked if the participant could understand spoken Picard, 15
(62.50%) specified “Some” and 9 (37.50%) indicated “A Lot”.
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•Speak and Understand Picard (Often/A Lot and Some)
When asked if variations occurred in French in France, 11 (45.83%)
indicated “A Lot”, 10 (41.67%) selected “Some” and 3 (12.50%) stated “Not
Much”.
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•Speak and Understand Picard (Often/A Lot and Some)
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To the question asking whether Picard was a variety of French, 16
(66.67%) responded “Yes”, 7 (29.17%) specified “No” and 1 (4.17%) picked “Do
Not Know”.
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•Speak and Understand Picard (Often/A Lot and Some)
When asked whether Picard should be taught in public schools in Picardy,
11 (45.83%) indicated “Yes”, 7 (29.17%) responded “No” and 6 (25.00%) replied
“Do Not Know”.
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•Speak and Understand Picard (Often/A Lot and Some)
When asked what role Picard held in Picardy, 17 (70.83%) selected
“Tradition”, 4 (16.67%) chose “Solidarity”, 1 (4.17%) picked “Culture”, another 1
(4.17%) picked “Difference” and yet another 1 (4.17%) decided on “Do Not
Know”.
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•Speak and Understand Picard (Often/A Lot and Some)

Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur Results
The following results for Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur (PACA) are
reported within the five groups established for the sample: all PACA
respondents, respondents born in and living in PACA, Understand Spoken
Provençal, A Lot and Some (Provençal-understanders), Speak Provençal, Often
and Some (Provençal-speakers) and Speak and Understand Provençal, Often/A
Lot and Some (Provençal-speakers as well as understanders).
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur (PACA): Baseline, All PACA Respondents
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Among the 219 total respondents for Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 3
(1.37%) were born in Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, but now reside in another
region, 117 (53.42%) were both born in and live in Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur
and 99 (45.21%) live in Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, but were born in another
region. Of these participants, 7 (3.20%) live in the Alpes-de-Haute-Provence
département, 6 (2.74%) in the Hautes-Alpes, 43 (19.63%) in the Alpes-Maritimes,
79 (36.07) in the Bouches-du-Rhône, 52 (23.74%) in the Var, 29 (13.24%) in the
Vaucluse and 3 (1.37%) live outside of Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur and one of
its six départements. Twenty-eight respondents reported being regional activists:
22 cultural, 3 linguistic and 3 political.
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The sample broke down in the following manner for gender, age,
profession and education: For gender, 58 (26.48%) were men and 161 (73.52%)
were women;

Gender
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•All Respondents for PACA
Regarding age, 17 (7.76%) were between 18 and 24 years of age, 31 (14.16%) were
between 25 and 34-years-old, 77 (35.16%) were between 35 and 49 years of age,
68 (31.05%) were between 50 and 64-years-old and 26 (11.87%) were 65 years of
age or older;
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•All Respondents for PACA
For profession, 11 (5.02%) worked as a craftsperson, storekeeper or company
head, 31 (14.16%) were employed as senior executives or intellectual
professionals, 37 (16.89%) were middle managers, 91 (41.55%) worked as
employees, 8 (3.65%) were factory workers, 13 (5.94%) were students and 8
(12.79%) had never worked;
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•All Respondents for PACA
Concerning education and highest diploma earned, 11 (5.02%) held no diploma,
44 (20.09%) possessed a vocational certificate or a national vocational
qualification, 68 (31.05%) held a Bachelor’s degree, 40 (18.26%) possessed a
Bachelor’s degree plus two additional years, such as teachers and healthcare or
social professionals, and 56 (25.57%) held Master’s degrees, Doctorates or
degrees from the Grandes Ecoles.
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•All Respondents for PACA
Regional Identity
Of the 219 total participants, 136 (62.10%) considered themselves to be
Provençal, while 83 (37.90%) did not.

Do You Consider Yourself Provençal?
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•All Respondents for PACA
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When asked to choose to which administrative territory they were
primarily attached, 91 (41.55%) chose “France”, 54 (24.66%) selected “City of
Residence”, 35 (15.98%) picked “Region”, 23 (10.50%) decided on “Département”,
15 (6.85%) selected “None” and 1 (0.46%) chose “Do Not Know”.

Primary Territorial Attachment
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•All Respondents for PACA
To the question regarding having common interests with other residents
of Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 106 (48.40%) indicated that they had “Some”, 50
(22.83%) reported “Not Many”, 48 (21.92%) stated having “A Lot”, 9 (4.11%)
reported “Not At All” and 6 (2.74%) indicated “Do Not Know”.
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Do Not Know

When asked how close respondents were to the other residents of
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 115 (52.51%) selected “Fairly Close”, 61 (27.85%)
chose “Not Very Close”, 22 (10.05%) decided on “Very Close”, 16 (7.31%) picked
“Not Close At All” and 5 (2.28%) settled on “Do Not Know”.
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Closeness with Residents of PACA
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To the question inquiring about how the regional character of residents of
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur differed from that of residents of other regions, 129
(58.90%) indicated that there were fairly important differences between the
Provençaux and the residents of other regions. Furthermore, 42 (19.18%)
reported that there were very important differences. Among the other
respondents, 38 (17.35%) stated that there were not a lot of differences, while 5
(2.28%) reported that there were no differences and another 5 (2.28%) did not
know.
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•All Respondents for PACA
When asked to select the description that best represented Provence for
them, 82 (37.44%) responded “the Provençal Pays or the Provençaux Pays” 17, 49
(22.37%) indicated “All Responses”, 40 (18.26%) reported “Administrative
Region of the French Republic”, 27 (12.33%) indicated “Territory of the Provençal
People”, 15 (6.85%) picked “Ancient Province of the Kingdom of France” and 6
(2.74%) decided on the “Provençal Nation”.

In French, the singular, le pays provençal, and the plural, les pays provençaux, do not sound the
same, which occurred in the Picard version. Since English neither requires the usage of the
definite article nor the agreement of adjectives and nouns, the French singular and plural of
Provençal respectively – “Provençal and Provençaux” (and with capitals) – are used to denote the
difference since ‘pays’ already ends in an “s” in the singular.

17
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Which Description Best Represents Provence?
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•All Respondents for PACA
To the question regarding the importance of defending traditional
elements in Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 106 (48.40%) reported “Fairly
Important”, 84 (38.36%) indicated “Very Important”, 15 (6.85%) responded “Not
Very Important”, 9 (4.11%) indicated “Not At All Important” and 5 (2.28%)
stated “Without Opinion”.
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•All Respondents for PACA
Respondents were then asked to give the name of a tradition to defend in
priority; 87 (39.73%) indicated “Culture”, 35 (15.98%) stated “Food”, 32 (14.61%)
responded “Language”, 25 (11.42%) replied “Everything”, 17 (9.50%) reported
“Festivals” 15 (6.85%) indicated “Architecture”, 6 (4.50%) answered “Traditions”
and 4 (1.83%) specified “Language and Culture” 18.

While certain elements were suggested, respondents were able to suggest their own as well.
These categories represent a synthesis of reported elements. When a respondent gave a list of
several things, the first was recorded; however, when a respondent either stated, “Everything” or
gave a list and stated, “Everything” at the end; “Everything” was simply recorded. In other
words, “Everything” had to be specifically stated for the respondent’s response to be categorized
as “Everything”; otherwise, only the first element was recorded. The only exception was for the
mention of “Language” or “Dialect” since this study is mainly focused upon them/it. If a
respondent gave a list that included one of the two terms anywhere within it, they were
recorded. However, for the category “Language and Culture”, both terms had to be mentioned
as the first two terms in either order for their response to be categorized as “Language and
Culture”. As a result, since these categories represent a synthesis, the numbers and percentages
can be unequal to the actual number of respondents involved; furthermore, not all respondents

18
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•All Respondents for PACA
When the respondent was asked to indicate which term or phrase best
defined Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 104 (47.49%) selected “Place of History and
Culture”, 59 (26.94%) chose “Territory”, 18 (8.22%) picked “Administration”, 15
(6.85%) decided on “Do Not Know”, 11 (5.02%) settled on “Human Community”,
10 (4.57%) indicated “Place for Economic Development” and 2 (0.91%) chose
“Place for Political Debate”.

provided an understandable answer; the complied list maybe somewhat different for each
sample. Each list will appear in alphabetical order.
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•All Respondents for PACA
When asked whether there existed a Provençal people within the French
Republic, 122 (55.71%) responded “Yes”, 68 (31.05%) indicated “No” and 29
(13.24%) selected “Do Not Know”.
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To the question concerning whether France will always contain regional
peoples or groups in terms of traditions, customs and dialects, such as the
Alsatians, Basques, Bretons, Burgundians, Flemish, Normans, Picards and
Provençaux, mentioned in the 17th century, 100 (45.66%) responded “Some”, 59
(26.94%) indicated “Very Much”, 30 (13.70%) reported “Do Not Know”, 23
(10.50%) replied “Not Much” and 7 (3.20%) answered “Not At All”.

Will There Always Be Regional Peoples In France?
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Provençal Idiom and French Language Ideology
To the question regarding the classification of Provençal, 73 (33.33%)
decided on “Langue”, 67 (30.59%) selected “Patois”, 39 (17.81%) picked “Dialecte”,
36 (16.44%) chose “Parler” and 4 (1.83%) settled on “Do Not Know”.
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When asked to define dialecte, 72 (32.88%) chose the traditional response,
60 (27.40%) selected the new meaning, 41 (28.72%) decided on the definition of
the Trésor de la langue française, 33 (15.07%) picked the definition used in the
Larousse dictionary and 13 (5.94%) selected patois 19.

19

These were not the definitions used; they are simply an easier way of listing them.
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To the question asking the participant if patois was deformed French, 71
(32.42%) indicated “Not At All”, 70 (31.96%) responded “Some”, 50 (22.83%)
replied “Not Much”, 16 (7.31%) stated “Do Not Know” and 12 (5.48%) indicated
“A Lot”.
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When asking the respondent to report his or her ability to speak
Provençal, 168 (76.71%) responded “Not At All”, 40 (18.26%) indicated “Not
Much”, 8 (3.65%) specified “Some”, 2 (0.91%) replied “Often” and 1 (0.46%)
stated “Do Not Know”.
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When asked if the participant could understand spoken Provençal, 103
(47.03%) specified “Not At All”, 81 (36.99%) responded “Not Much”, 33 (15.07%)
indicated “Some”, 1 (0.46%) replied “A Lot” and another 1 (0.46%) picked “Do
Not Know”.
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When asked if variations occurred in French in France, 102 (46.58%)
indicated “Some”, 51 (23.29%) selected “Not Much”, 46 (21.00%) stated “A Lot”,
13 (5.94%) picked “Do Not Know” and 7 (3.20%) specified “Not At All”.
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To the question asking whether Provençal was a variety of French, 106
(48.40%) responded “No”, 91 (41.55%) specified “Yes” and 22 (10.05%) stated
“Do Not Know”.
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When asked if Provençal was a variety of Occitan or Langue d’oc, 112
(51.14%) stated “Yes”, 72 (32.88%) indicated “Do Not Know” and 35 (15.98%)
responded “No”.
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When asked if the participant thought Provençal was its own language,
128 (58.45%) indicated “Yes”, 71 (32.42%) responded “No” and 20 (9.13%) replied
“Do Not Know”.
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To the question whether Provençal should be taught in public schools in
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 108 (49.32%) indicated “Yes”, 74 (33.79%)
responded “No” and 37 (16.89%) replied “Do Not Know”.
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When asked what role Provençal held in Provence, 144 (65.75%) selected
“Tradition”, 48 (21.92%) chose “Culture”, 11 (5.02%) decided on “None”, 7
(3.20%) picked “Difference”, while another 7 (3.20%) decided on “Do Not Know”
and 2 (0.91%) chose “Solidarity”.
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Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur: Born in and Live in PACA 20
Among this sample of respondents, all 117 (100.00%) were born in and
live in Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur; 4 (3.42%) live in the Alpes-de-HauteProvence département, 2 (1.71%) in the Hautes-Alpes, 17 (14.53%) in the AlpesMaritimes, 54 (46.15%) in the Bouches-du-Rhône, 26 (22.22%) in the Var and 14
(11.97%) in the Vaucluse. Twenty respondents indicated that they were regional
activists: 17 cultural and 3 linguistic.

While the French administrative regions are fairly new entities, they were formed with existing
départements; here, the notion of “born in and live in” relates to the départements that currently
form the administrative region; therefore, a respondent over the age of 50 was not actually born
in the region, but he or she was born in one of the départemnets that would come to form the
region.
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•Born in and Live in PACA
The sample broke down in the following manner for gender, age,
profession and education: For gender, 36 (30.77%) were men and 81 (69.23%)
were women;
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•Born in and Live in PACA
Regarding age, 9 (7.69%) were between 18 and 24 years of age, 19 (16.24%) were
between 25 and 34-years-old, 45 (38.46%) were between 35 and 49 years of age,
34 (29.06%) were between 50 and 64-years-old and 10 (8.55%) were 65 years of
age or older;
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•Born in and Live in PACA
For profession, 7 (5.98%) worked as a craftsperson, storekeeper or company
head, 15 (12.82%) were employed as senior executives or intellectual
professionals, 12 (10.26%) were middle managers, 49 (41.88%) worked as
employees, 7 (5.98%) were factory workers, 8 (6.84%) were students and 19
(16.24%) had never worked;
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•Born in and Live in PACA
Concerning education and highest diploma earned, 6 (5.13%) held no diploma,
27 (23.08%) possessed a vocational certificate or a national vocational
qualification, 35 (29.91%) held a Bachelor’s degree, 26 (22.22%) possessed a
Bachelor’s degree plus two additional years, such as teachers and healthcare or
social professionals, and 23 (19.66%) held Master’s degrees, Doctorates or
degrees from the Grandes Ecoles.
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•Born in and Live in PACA
Regional Identity
Of these 117 participants, 88 (75.21%) considered themselves to be
Provençal, while 29 (24.79%) did not.
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When asked to choose to which administrative territory they were
primarily attached, 40 (24.19%) chose “France”, 36 (30.77%) selected “City of
Residence”, 21 (17.95%) picked “Region”, 13 (11.11%) decided on “Département”
and 7 (5.98%) selected “None”.
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•Born in and Live in PACA
To the question regarding having common interests with other residents
of Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 57 (48.72%) indicated that they had “Some”, 28
(23.93%) reported “A Lot”, 23 (19.66%) stated having “Not Much”, 5 (4.29%)
reported “Not At All” and 4 (3.42%) indicated “Do Not Know”.
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Do Not Know

When asked how close respondents were to the other residents of
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 69 (58.97%) selected “Fairly Close”, 24 (20.51%)
chose “Not Very Close”, 11 (9.40%) decided on “Very Close”, 10 (8.55%) picked
“Not Close At All” and 3 (2.56%) indicated “Do Not Know”.
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To the question inquiring about how the regional character of residents of
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur differed from that of residents of other regions, 68
(58.12%) indicated that there were fairly important differences between the
Provençaux and the residents of other regions. Furthermore, 23 (19.66%)
reported that there were very important differences. Among the other
respondents, 21 (17.95%) stated that there were not a lot of differences, while 3
(2.56%) did not know and 2 (1.71%) indicated that there were no differences.
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•Born in and Live in PACA
When asked to select the description that best represented Provence for
them, 44 (37.61%) responded “the Provençal Pays or the Provençaux Pays” 21, 29
(22.37%) indicated “All Responses”, 18 (18.26%) reported “Administrative
Region of the French Republic”, 14 (11.97%) indicated “Territory of the Provençal
People”, 6 (5.13%) picked “Ancient Province of the Kingdom of France” and
another 6 (5.13%) decided on the “Provençal Nation”.

In French, the singular, le pays provençal, and the plural, les pays provençaux, do not sound the
same, which occurred in the Picard version. Since English neither requires the usage of the
definite article nor the agreement of adjectives and nouns, the French singular and plural of
Provençal respectively – “Provençal and Provençaux” (and with capitals) – are used to denote the
difference since ‘pays’ already ends in an “s” in the singular.
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•Born in and Live in PACA
To the question regarding the importance of defending traditional
elements in Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 55 (47.01%) reported “Fairly
Important”, 48 (41.03%) indicated “Very Important”, 7 (5.98%) responded “Not
Very Important”, 4 (3.42%) indicated “Not At All Important” and 3 (2.56%)
stated “Without Opinion”.
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•Born in and Live in PACA
Respondents were then asked to name a tradition to defend in priority; 45
(38.46%) indicated “Culture”, 21 (17.95%) stated “Language”, 19 (16.24%)
responded “Food”, 15 (12.82%) replied “Everything”, 10 (8.55%) reported
“Festivals” and 6 (5.13%) indicated “Architecture” 22.

While certain elements were suggested, respondents were able to suggest their own as well.
These categories represent a synthesis of reported elements. When a respondent gave a list of
several things, the first was recorded; however, when a respondent either stated, “Everything” or
gave a list and stated, “Everything” at the end; “Everything” was simply recorded. In other
words, “Everything” had to be specifically stated for the respondent’s response to be categorized
as “Everything”; otherwise, only the first element was recorded. The only exception was for the
mention of “Language” or “Dialect” since this study is mainly focused upon them/it. If a
respondent gave a list that included one of the two terms anywhere within it, they were
recorded. However, for the category “Language and Culture”, both terms had to be mentioned
as the first two terms in either order for their response to be categorized as “Language and
Culture”. As a result, since these categories represent a synthesis, the numbers and percentages
can be unequal to the actual number of respondents involved; furthermore, not all respondents
provided an understandable answer; the complied list maybe somewhat different for each
sample. Each list will appear in alphabetical order.
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•Born in and Live in PACA
When the respondent was asked to indicate which term or phrase best
defined Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 58 (49.57%) selected “Place of History and
Culture”, 26 (22.22%) chose “Territory”, 10 (8.55%) picked “Administration”, 7
(5.98%) decided on “Human Community”, while another 7 (5.98%) settled on
“Place for Economic Development” and yet another 7 (45.98%) indicated “Do
Not Know” and 2 (1.71%) chose “Place for Political Debate”.
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•Born in and Live in PACA
When asked whether there existed a Provençal people within the French
Republic, 74 (63.25%) responded “Yes”, 32 (27.35%) indicated “No” and 11
(9.40%) selected “Do Not Know”.
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To the question concerning whether France will always contain regional
peoples or groups in terms of traditions, customs and dialects, such as the
Alsatians, Basques, Bretons, Burgundians, Flemish, Normans, Picards and
Provençaux, mentioned in the 17th century, 60 (51.28%) responded “Some”, 30
(25.64%) indicated “Very Much”, 14 (11.97%) reported “Do Not Know”, 10
(8.55%) replied “Not Much” and 3 (2.56%) answered “Not At All”.
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Provençal Idiom and French Language Ideology
To the question regarding the classification of Provençal, 39 (33.33%)
decided on “Langue”, 32 (27.35%) selected “Patois”, 24 (20.51%) picked “Dialecte”,
20 (17.09%) chose “Parler” and 2 (1.71%) settled on “Do Not Know”.
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When asked to define dialecte, 38 (32.48%) chose the traditional response,
36 (30.77%) selected the new meaning, 24 (20.51%) decided on the definition of
the Trésor de la langue française, 10 (8.55%) picked the definition used in Larousse
and 9 (7.69%) selected patois 23.

23

These were not the definitions used; they are simply an easier way of listing them.
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To the question asking the participant if patois was deformed French, 42
(35.90%) indicated “Some”, 40 (34.19%) responded “Not At All”, 23 (19.66%)
replied “Not Much”, 6 (5.13%) stated “A Lot” and another 6 (5.13%) indicated
“Do Not Know”.
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When asking the respondent to report his or her ability to speak
Provençal, 168 (76.71%) responded “Not At All”, 40 (18.26%) indicated “Not
Much”, 8 (3.65%) specified “Some”, 2 (0.91%) replied “Often” and 1 (0.46%)
stated “Do Not Know”.
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When asked if the participant could understand spoken Provençal, 47
(40.71%) specified “Not Much”, 42 (35.90%) responded “Not At All” and 28
(23.93%) indicated “Some”.
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When asked if variations occurred in French in France, 59 (50.43%)
indicated “Some”, 24 (20.51%) selected “A Lot”, another 24 (20.51%) stated “Not
Much”, 6 (5.13%) picked “Do Not Know” and 4 (3.42%) specified “Not At All”.
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To the question asking whether Provençal was a variety of French, 55
(47.01%) responded “Yes”, 52 (44.44%) specified “No” and 10 (8.55%) stated “Do
Not Know”.
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When asked if Provençal was a variety of Occitan or Langue d’oc, 55
(47.01%) stated “Yes”, 36 (30.77%) indicated “Do Not Know” and 26 (22.22%)
responded “No”.
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When asked if the participant thought Provençal was its own language, 73
(62.39%) indicated “Yes”, 36 (30.77%) responded “No” and 8 (6.84%) replied “Do
Not Know”.

Is Provençal Its Own Language?
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To the question whether Provençal should be taught in public schools in
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 62 (52.99%) indicated “Yes”, 36 (30.77%)
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responded “No” and 19 (16.24%) replied “Do Not Know”.
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•Born in and Live in PACA
When asked what role Provençal held in Provence, 76 (64.96%) selected
“Tradition”, 29 (24.79%) chose “Culture”, 6 (5.13%) decided on “None”, 2 (1.71%)
picked “Solidarity”, while another 2 (1.71%) decided on “Difference” and yet
another 2 (1.71%) chose “Do Not Know”.
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•Born in and Live in PACA
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur: Understand Provençal, A Lot and Some
Among this sample of 34 respondents who reported understanding
spoken Provençal – a lot or some –, 27 (79.41%) were born in and live in
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur and 7 (20.59%) live in Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur,
but were born elsewhere. Of these participants, 1 (29.4%) lives in the Alpes-deHaute-Provence département, 5 (14.71%) in the Alpes-Maritimes, 17 (50.00%) in
the Bouches-du-Rhône, 8 (23.53%) in the Var and 3 (8.82%) in the Vaucluse.
Eleven respondents indicated that they were regional activists: 8 cultural and
three linguistic.
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•Understand Provençal (A Lot and Some)
The sample broke down in the following manner for gender, age,
profession and education: For gender, 15 (44.12%) were men and 19 (55.88%)
were women;
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•Understand Provençal (A Lot and Some)
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Regarding age, 3 (8.82%) were between 18 and 24 years of age, 6 (17.65%) were
between 25 and 34-years-old, 12 (35.29%) were between 35 and 49 years of age, 9
(26.47%) were between 50 and 64-years-old and 4 (11.76%) were 65 years of age
or older;
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•Understand Provençal (A Lot and Some)
For profession, 3 (8.82%) worked as a craftsperson, storekeeper or company
head, 4 (11.76%) were employed as senior executives or intellectual professionals,
7 (20.59%) were middle managers, 11 (32.35%) worked as employees, 2 (5.88%)
were factory workers, 3 (8.82%) were students and 4 (11.76%) had never worked;
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•Undersatand Provençal (A Lot and Some)
Concerning education and highest diploma earned, 5 (14.71%) possessed a
vocational certificate or a national vocational qualification, 5 (14.71%) held a
Bachelor’s degree, 13 (38.24%) possessed a Bachelor’s degree plus two additional
years, such as teachers and healthcare or social professionals, and 11 (32.35%)
held Master’s degrees, Doctorates or degrees from the Grandes Ecoles.
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•Understand Provençal (A Lot and Some)
Regional Identity
Of these 34 participants, 33 (97.06%) considered themselves to be
Provençal, while 1 (2.94%) did not.
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When asked to choose to which administrative territory they were
primarily attached, 15 (44.12%) chose “City of Residence”, 10 (29.41%) selected
“Region”, 6 (17.65%) picked “France”, 2 (5.88%) decided on “Département” and 1
(2.94%) selected “None”.
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•Understand Provençal (A Lot and Some)
To the question regarding having common interests with other residents
of Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 19 (55.88%) indicated that they had “Some”, 9
(26.47%) reported “A Lot”, 4 (11.76%) stated having “Not Much”, 1 (2.94%)
reported “Not At All” and another 1 (2.94%) indicated “Do Not Know”.
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•Understand Provençal (A Lot and Some)

When asked how close respondents were to the other residents of
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 21 (61.67%) selected “Fairly Close”, 7 (20.59%)
chose “Very Close”, 5 (14.71%) decided on “Not Very Close” and 1 (2.94%)
picked “Not Close At All”.
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•Understand Provençal (A Lot and Some)

To the question inquiring about how the regional character of residents of
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur differed from that of residents of other regions, 20
(58.82%) indicated that there were fairly important differences between the
Provençaux and the residents of other regions. Furthermore, 7 (20.59%) reported
that there were very important differences. Among the other respondents, 6
(17.65%) stated that there were not a lot of differences, while 1 (2.94%) indicated
that there were no differences.
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•Understand Provençal (A Lot and Some)
When asked to select the description that best represented Provence for
them, 16 (47.06%) responded “the Provençal Pays or the Provençaux Pays” 24, 8
(23.53%) indicated “All Responses”, 3 (8.82%) reported “Territory of the
Provençal People”, another 3 (8.82%) indicated “Administrative Region of the
French Republic”, 2 (5.88%) picked “Ancient Province of the Kingdom of France”
and another 3 (5.88%) decided on the “Provençal Nation”.

In French, the singular, le pays provençal, and the plural, les pays provençaux, do not sound the
same, which occurred in the Picard version. Since English neither requires the usage of the
definite article nor the agreement of adjectives and nouns, the French singular and plural of
Provençal respectively – “Provençal and Provençaux” (and with capitals) – are used to denote the
difference since ‘pays’ already ends in an “s” in the singular.

24
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•Understand Provençal (A Lot and Some)
To the question regarding the importance of defending traditional
elements in Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 22 (64.71%) reported “Very Important”
and 12 (35.29%) indicated “Fairly Important”.
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Respondents were then asked to name a tradition to defend in priority; 16
(47.06%) indicated “Culture”, 7 (20.59%) stated “Everything”, 6 (17.65%)
responded “Language”, 3 (8.82%) replied “Festivals” and another 3 (8.83%)
indicated “Architecture” 25.
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While certain elements were suggested, respondents were able to suggest their own as well.
These categories represent a synthesis of reported elements. When a respondent gave a list of
several things, the first was recorded; however, when a respondent either stated, “Everything” or
gave a list and stated, “Everything” at the end; “Everything” was simply recorded. In other
words, “Everything” had to be specifically stated for the respondent’s response to be categorized
as “Everything”; otherwise, only the first element was recorded. The only exception was for the
mention of “Language” or “Dialect” since this study is mainly focused upon them/it. If a
respondent gave a list that included one of the two terms anywhere within it, they were
recorded. However, for the category “Language and Culture”, both terms had to be mentioned
as the first two terms in either order for their response to be categorized as “Language and
Culture”. As a result, since these categories represent a synthesis, the numbers and percentages
can be unequal to the actual number of respondents involved; furthermore, not all respondents
provided an understandable answer; the complied list maybe somewhat different for each
sample. Each list will appear in alphabetical order.
25
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When the respondent was asked to indicate which term or phrase best
defined Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 17(50.00%) selected “Place of History and
Culture”, 7 (20.59%) chose “Territory”, 4 (11.76%) picked “Administration”,
another 4 (11.76%) decided on “Human Community” and 2 (5.88%) settled on
“Place for Economic Development”.
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•Understand Provençal (A Lot and Some)
When asked whether there existed a Provençal people within the French
Republic, 24 (70.59%) responded “Yes”, 9 (26.47%) indicated “No” and 1 (2.94%)
selected “Do Not Know”.
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•Understand Provençal (A Lot and Some)
To the question concerning whether France will always contain regional
peoples or groups in terms of traditions, customs and dialects, such as the
Alsatians, Basques, Bretons, Burgundians, Flemish, Normans, Picards and
Provençaux, mentioned in the 17th century, 17 (50.00%) responded “Some”, 13
(38.24%) indicated “Very Much”, 2 (5.88%) reported “Not Much”, 1 (2.94%)
replied “Not At All” and another 1 (2.94%) answered “Do Not Know”.
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•Understand Provençal (A Lot and Some)
Provençal Idiom and French Language Ideology

To the question regarding the classification of Provençal, 13 (38.24%)
decided on “Langue”, another 13 (38.24%) selected “Patois”, 4 (11.76%) picked
“Dialecte” and another 4 (11.76%) chose “Parler”.
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•Understand Provençal (A Lot and Some)
When asked to define dialecte, 10 (29.41%) chose the new meaning, 9
(26.47%) selected the traditional meaning, 7 (20.59%) picked the definition used
in Larousse, another 7 (20.59%) decided on the definition of the Trésor de la langue
française and 1 (2.94%) selected patois 26.

26

These were not the definitions used; they are simply an easier way of listing them.
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•Understand Provençal (A Lot and Some)
To the question asking the participant if patois was deformed French, 12
(35.29%) indicated “Some”, 11 (32.35%) responded “Not At All”, 10 (29.41%)
replied “Not Much” and 1 (2.94%) stated “A Lot”.
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When asking the respondent to report his or her ability to speak
Provençal, 20 (58.82%) responded “Not Much”, 6 (17.65%) indicated “Some”,
another 6 (17.65%) specified “Not At All” and 2 (5.88%) replied “Often”.
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•Understand Provençal (A Lot and Some)

When asked if the participant could understand spoken Provençal, 33
(97.06%) specified “Some” and 1 (2.94%) responded “A Lot”.
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•Understand Provençal (A Lot and Some)
When asked if variations occurred in French in France, 20 (58.82%)
indicated “Some”, 8 (23.53%) selected “A Lot” and 6 (17.65%) stated “Not
Much”.
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To the question asking whether Provençal was a variety of French, 19
(55.88%) responded “Yes”, 14 (41.18%) specified “No” and 1 (2.94%) stated “Do
Not Know”.
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•Understand Provençal (A Lot and Some)
When asked if Provençal was a variety of Occitan or Langue d’oc, 22
(64.71%) stated “Yes”, 7 (20.59%) indicated “No” and 5 (14.71%) responded “Do
Not Know”.
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•Understand Provençal (A Lot and Some)
When asked if the participant thought Provençal was its own language, 22
(64.71%) indicated “Yes”, 11 (32.35%) responded “No” and 1 (2.94%) replied “Do
Not Know”.
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To the question whether Provençal should be taught in public schools in
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 28 (82.35%) indicated “Yes”, 4 (11.76%) responded
“No” and 2 (5.88%) replied “Do Not Know”.
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•Understand Provençal (A Lot and Some)
When asked what role Provençal held in Provence, 24 (70.59%) selected
“Tradition” and 10 (29.41%) chose “Culture”.
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•Understand Provençal (A Lot and Some)
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur: Speak Provençal, Often and Some
Among this sample of 10 respondents who reported speaking Provençal –
often or some –, 8 (80.00%) were born in and live in Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur
and 2 (20.00%) live in Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, but were born elsewhere. Of
these participants, 3 (30.00%) live in the Alpes-Maritimes département, 3 (30.00%)
in the Bouches-du-Rhône, 3 (30.00%) in the Var and 1 (10.00%) in the Vaucluse.
Six respondents reported being regional activists: 4 cultural and 2 linguistic.
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•Speak Provençal (Often and Some)
The sample broke down in the following manner for gender, age,
profession and education: For gender, 6 (60.00%) were men and 4 (40.00%) were
women;
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Regarding age, 1 (10.00%) was between 18 and 24 years of age, 2 (20.00%) were
between 25 and 34-years-old, 3 (30.00%) were between 35 and 49 years of age, 3
(30.00%) were between 50 and 64-years-old and 1 (10.00%) was 65 years of age or
older;
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•Speak Provençal (Often and Some)
For profession, 1 (10.00%) worked as a craftsperson, storekeeper or company
head, 1 (10.00%) was employed as a senior executive or intellectual professional,
1 (10.00%) was a middle manager, 4 (40.00%) worked as employees, 1 (10.00%)
was a factory worker, 1 (10.00%) was a student and 1 (10.00%) had never worked;
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•Speak Provençal (Often and Some)
Concerning education and highest diploma earned, 1 (10.00%) possessed a
vocational certificate or a national vocational qualification, 2 (20.00%) held a
Bachelor’s degree, 5 (50.00%) possessed a Bachelor’s degree plus two additional
years, such as teachers and healthcare or social professionals, and 2 (20.00%) held
Master’s degrees, Doctorates or degrees from the Grandes Ecoles.
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•Speak Provençal (Often and Some)
Regional Identity
Of these 10 participants, all 10 (100.00%) considered themselves to be
Provençal.
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When asked to choose to which administrative territory they were
primarily attached, 4 (40.00%) chose “City of Residence”, 3 (30.00%) selected
“Region”, 2 (20.00%) picked “France” and 1 (10.00%) decided on “Département”.
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•Speak Provençal (Often and Some)
To the question regarding having common interests with other residents
of Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 5 (50.00%) indicated that they had “Some” and 4
(40.00%) reported “A Lot”.
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•Speak Provençal (Often and Some)
When asked how close respondents were to the other residents of
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 6 (60.00%) selected “Fairly Close”, 2 (20.00%) chose
“Very Close” and 2 (20.00%) decided on “Not Very Close”.
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•Speak Provençal (Often and Some)
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To the question inquiring about how the regional character of residents of
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur differed from that of residents of other regions, 8
(80.00%) indicated that there were fairly important differences between the
Provençaux and the residents of other regions. Furthermore, 2 (20.00%) reported
that there were very important differences.
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•Speak Provençal (Often and Some)
When asked to select the description that best represented Provence for
them, 4 (40.00%) responded “the Provençal Pays or the Provençaux Pays” 27, 3
(30.00%) indicated “All Responses”, 1 (10.00%) reported “Provençal Nation”,

In French, the singular, le pays provençal, and the plural, les pays provençaux, do not sound the
same, which occurred in the Picard version. Since English neither requires the usage of the
definite article nor the agreement of adjectives and nouns, the French singular and plural of
Provençal respectively – “Provençal and Provençaux” (and with capitals) – are used to denote the
difference since ‘pays’ already ends in an “s” in the singular.

27
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another 1 (10.00%) indicated “Territory of the Provençal People” and yet another
1 (10.00%) picked “Ancient Province of the Kingdom of France”.

Which Description Best Represents Provence?
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•- - •- •-•Speak Provençal (Often and Some)
To the question regarding the importance of defending traditional

elements in Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 5 (50.00%) reported “Fairly
Important”, 4 (40.00%) indicated “Very Important” and 1 (10.00%) replied “Not
Very Important”.
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•Speak Provençal (Often and Some)
Respondents were then asked to name a tradition to defend in priority; 3
(30.00%) indicated “Culture”, 2 (20.00%) stated “Language”, another 2 (20.00%)
responded “Everything”, 1 (10.00%) replied “Festivals”, another 1 (10.00%)
indicated “Traditions” and yet another 1 (10.00%) specified “Identity” 28.

While certain elements were suggested, respondents were able to suggest their own as well.
These categories represent a synthesis of reported elements. When a respondent gave a list of
several things, the first was recorded; however, when a respondent either stated, “Everything” or
gave a list and stated, “Everything” at the end; “Everything” was simply recorded. In other
words, “Everything” had to be specifically stated for the respondent’s response to be categorized
as “Everything”; otherwise, only the first element was recorded. The only exception was for the
mention of “Language” or “Dialect” since this study is mainly focused upon them/it. If a
respondent gave a list that included one of the two terms anywhere within it, they were
recorded. However, for the category “Language and Culture”, both terms had to be mentioned
as the first two terms in either order for their response to be categorized as “Language and
Culture”. As a result, since these categories represent a synthesis, the numbers and percentages
can be unequal to the actual number of respondents involved; furthermore, not all respondents
provided an understandable answer; the complied list maybe somewhat different for each
sample. Each list will appear in alphabetical order.

28
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Tradition to Defend in Priority in PACA
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•Speak Provençal (Often and Some)
When the respondent was asked to indicate which term or phrase best
defined Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 5 (50.00%) selected “Place of History and
Culture”, 2 (20.00%) picked “Administration”, another 2 (20.00%) decided on
“Human Community” and 1 (10.00%) settled on “Do Not Know”.
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Which Term or Phrase Best Defines PACA?
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•Speak Provençal (Often and Some)
When asked whether there existed a Provençal people within the French
Republic, 8 (80.00%) responded “Yes”, 1 (10.00%) indicated “No” and another 1
(10.00%) selected “Do Not Know”.
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To the question concerning whether France will always contain regional
peoples or groups in terms of traditions, customs and dialects, such as the
Alsatians, Basques, Bretons, Burgundians, Flemish, Normans, Picards and
Provençaux, mentioned in the 17th century, 7 (70.00%) responded “Some”, 2
(20.00%) indicated “A Lot” and 1 (10.00%) reported “Not Much”.

Will There Always Be Regional Peoples In France?
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•Speak Provençal (Often and Some)
Provençal Idiom and French Language Ideology
To the question regarding the classification of Provençal, 5 (50.00%)
decided on “Langue”, 3 (30.00%) selected “Parler”, 1 (10.00%) picked “Dialecte”
and 1 (10.00%) chose “Patois”.
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How Do You Classify Provençal?
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•Speak Provençal (Often and Some)
When asked to define dialecte, 5 (50.00%) chose the new meaning, 3
(30.00%) picked the definition used in Larousse, 1 (10.00%) decided on the
traditional meaning and another 1 (10.00%) selected the definition of the Trésor de
la langue française 29.

29

These were not the definitions used; they are simply an easier way of listing them.
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•Speak Provençal (Often and Some)
To the question asking the participant if patois was deformed French, 5
(50.00%) indicated “Not At All”, 3 (30.00%) responded “Not Much” and 2
(20.00%) replied “Some”.
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When asking the respondent to report his or her ability to speak
Provençal, 8 (80.00%) responded “Some” and 2 (20.00%) indicated “Often”.
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•Speak Provençal (Often and Some)
When asked if the participant could understand spoken Provençal, 7
(70.00%) specified “Some”, 2 (20.00%) indicated “Not Much” and 1 (10.00%)
responded “A Lot”.
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•Speak Provençal (Often and Some)

When asked if variations occurred in French in France, 5 (50.00%)
indicated “Some”, 2 (20.00%) selected “A Lot”, another 2 (20.00%) stated “Not
Much and 1 (10.00%) specified “Do Not Know”.
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To the question asking whether Provençal was a variety of French, 4
(40.00%) responded “Yes”, 3 (30.00%) specified “No” and another 3 (30.00%)
stated “Do Not Know”.

Is Provençal a Variety of French?
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•Speak Provençal (Often and Some)
When asked if Provençal was a variety of Occitan or Langue d’oc, 6
(60.00%) stated “Yes”, 2 (20.00%) indicated “No” and another 2 (20.00%)
responded “Do Not Know”.
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Is Provençal a Variety of Occitan or Langue d'oc?
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•Speak Provençal (Often and Some)
To the question concerning whether the participant thought Provençal
was its own language, 5 (50.00%) indicated “Yes”, 3 (30.00%) responded “No”
and 2 (20.00%) replied “Do Not Know”.
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To the question whether Provençal should be taught in public schools in
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 9 (90.00%) indicated “Yes” and 1 (10.00%)
responded “No”.

Should Provençal Be Taught in Public Schools
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•Speak Provençal (Often and Some)
When asked what role Provençal held in Provence, 6 (60.00%) selected
“Culture”, 3 (30.00%) specified “Tradition” and 1 (10.00%) chose “Difference”.
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What Role Does Provençal Hold in Provence?
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•Speak Provençal (Often and Some)
PACA: Speak and Understand Provençal, Often/A Lot and Some
Among this sample of 8 respondents who reported both speaking and
understanding Provençal – often/a lot or some –, 7 (87.50%) were born in and live
in Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur and 1 (12.50%) lives in Provence-Alpes-Côte
d’Azur, but was born elsewhere. Of these participants, 3 (37.50%) live in the
Alpes-Maritimes département, 2 (25.00%) in the Bouches-du-Rhône and 3 (37.50%)
in the Var. Six of these respondents indicated that they were regional activists: 4
cultural and 2 linguistic.
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Territorial Demographics
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•Speak and Understand Provençal (Often/A Lot and Some)
The sample broke down in the following manner for gender, age,
profession and education: For gender, 5 (62.50%) were men and 3 (37.50%) were
women;
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•Speak and Understand Provençal (Often/A Lot and Some)
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Regarding age, 1 (12.50%) was between 18 and 24 years of age, 3 (37.50%) were
between 35 and 49 years of age, 3 (37.50%) were between 50 and 64-years-old and
1 (12.50%) was 65 years of age or older;

Age Group
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•Speak and Understand Provençal (Often/A Lot and Some)
For profession, 1 (12.50%) worked as a craftsperson, storekeeper or company
head, 1 (12.50%) was employed as a senior executive or an intellectual
professional, 1 (12.50%) was a middle manager, 2 (25.00%) worked as employees,
1 (12.50%) was a factory worker, 1 (12.50%) was a student and 1 (12.50%) had
never worked;
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•Speak and Understand Provençal (Often/A Lot and Some)
Concerning education and highest diploma earned, 1 (12.50%) possessed a
vocational certificate or a national vocational qualification, 2 (25.00%) held a
Bachelor’s degree, 4 (50.00%) possessed a Bachelor’s degree plus two additional
years, such as teachers and healthcare or social professionals, and 1 (12.50%) held
a Master’s degree, a Doctorate or a degree from one of the Grandes Ecoles.
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•Speak and Understand Provençal (Often/A Lot and Some)
Regional Identity
Of these 8 participants, all 8 (100.00%) considered themselves to be
Provençal.
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•Speak and Understand Provençal (Often/A Lot and Some)
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When asked to choose to which administrative territory they were
primarily attached, 4 (50.00%) chose “City of Residence”, 3 (37.00%) selected
“Region” and 1 (12.50%) decided on “Département”.
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•Speak and Understand Provençal (Often/A Lot and Some)
To the question regarding having common interests with other residents
of Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 5 (62.50%) indicated that they had “Some” and 3
(37.50%) reported “A Lot”.
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Common Interests with Residents of PACA
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•Speak and Understand Provençal (Often/A Lot and Some)
When asked how close respondents were to the other residents of
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 5 (62.50%) selected “Fairly Close”, 2 (25.00%) chose
“Very Close” and 1 (12.50%) decided on “Not Very Close”.

Closeness with Residents of PACA
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•Speak and Understand Provençal (Often/A Lot and Some)
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To the question inquiring about how the regional character of residents of
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur differed from that of residents of other regions, 7
(87.50%) indicated that there were fairly important differences between the
Provençaux and the residents of other regions. Furthermore, 1 (12.50%) reported
that there were very important differences.
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•Speak and Understand Provençal (Often/A Lot and Some)
When asked to select the description that best represented Provence for
them, 4 (50.00%) responded “the Provençal Pays or the Provençaux Pays” 30, 3
(37.50%) indicated “All Responses” and 1 (12.50%) reported “Provençal Nation”.

In French, the singular, le pays provençal, and the plural, les pays provençaux, do not sound the
same, which occurred in the Picard version. Since English neither requires the usage of the
definite article nor the agreement of adjectives and nouns, the French singular and plural of
Provençal respectively – “Provençal and Provençaux” (and with capitals) – are used to denote the
difference since ‘pays’ already ends in an “s” in the singular.

30
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Which Description Best Represents Provence?
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•Speak and Understand Provençal (Often/A Lot and Some)
To the question regarding the importance of defending traditional
elements in Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 4 (50.00%) reported “Very Important”
and another 4 (50.00%) indicated “Fairly Important”.
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•Speak and Understand Provençal (Often/A Lot and Some)
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Respondents were then asked to give the name of a tradition to defend in
priority; 3 (37.50%) indicated “Culture”, 2 (25.00%) stated “Language and
Culture”, another 2 (25.00%) responded “Everything” and 1 (12.50%) replied
“Language” 31.
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•Speak and Understand Provençal (Often/A Lot and Some)

While certain elements were suggested, respondents were able to suggest their own as well.
These categories represent a synthesis of reported elements. When a respondent gave a list of
several things, the first was recorded; however, when a respondent either stated, “Everything” or
gave a list and stated, “Everything” at the end; “Everything” was simply recorded. In other
words, “Everything” had to be specifically stated for the respondent’s response to be categorized
as “Everything”; otherwise, only the first element was recorded. The only exception was for the
mention of “Language” or “Dialect” since this study is mainly focused upon them/it. If a
respondent gave a list that included one of the two terms anywhere within it, they were
recorded. However, for the category “Language and Culture”, both terms had to be mentioned
as the first two terms in either order for their response to be categorized as “Language and
Culture”. As a result, since these categories represent a synthesis, the numbers and percentages
can be unequal to the actual number of respondents involved; furthermore, not all respondents
provided an understandable answer; the complied list maybe somewhat different for each
sample. Each list will appear in alphabetical order.

31
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When the respondent was asked to indicate which term or phrase best defined
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 5 (62.50%) selected “Place of History and Culture”,
2 (25.00%) picked “Human Community” and 1 (12.50%) decided on
“Administration”.

Which Term or Phrase Best Defines PACA?
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•Speak and Understand Provençal (Often/A Lot and Some)
When asked whether there existed a Provençal people within the French
Republic, 7 (87.50%) responded “Yes”, and 1 (12.50%) selected “No”.
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•Speak and Understand Provençal (Often/A Lot and Some)
To the question concerning whether France will always contain regional
peoples or groups in terms of traditions, customs and dialects, such as the
Alsatians, Basques, Bretons, Burgundians, Flemish, Normans, Picards and
Provençaux, mentioned in the 17th century, 5 (62.50%) responded “Some”, 2
(25.00%) indicated “A Lot” and 1 (12.50%) reported “Not Much”.
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•Speak and Understand Provençal (Often/A Lot and Some)
Provençal Idiom and French Language Ideology
To the question regarding the classification of Provençal, 4 (50.00%)
decided on “Langue”, 2 (25.00%) selected “Parler”, 1 (12.50%) picked “Dialecte”
and another 1 (12.50%) chose “Patois”.
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How Do You Classify Provençal?
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•Speak and Understand Provençal (Often/A Lot and Some)
When asked to define dialecte, 5 (65.50%) chose the new meaning, 2
(25.00%) picked the definition used in Larousse and 1 (12.50%) selected the
definition of the Trésor de la langue française 32.

32

These were not the definitions used; they are simply an easier way of listing them.
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•Speak and Understand Provençal (Often/A Lot and Some)
To the question asking the participant if patois was deformed French, 3
(37.50%) indicated “Not Much”, another 3 (37.50%) responded “Not At All” and
2 (25.00%) replied “Some”.
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•Speak and Understand Provençal (Often/A Lot and Some)
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When asking the respondent to report his or her ability to speak
Provençal, 6 (75.00%) responded “Some” and 2 (25.00%) indicated “Often”.
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•Speak and Understand Provençal (Often/A Lot and Some)
When asked if the participant could understand spoken Provençal, 7
(87.50%) specified “Some” and 1 (12.50%) indicated “A Lot”.
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•Speak and Understand Provençal (Often/A Lot and Some)

When asked if variations occurred in French in France, 5 (62.50%)
indicated “Some”, 2 (25.00%) selected “A Lot”, and 1 (12.50%) stated “Not Much.
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•Speak and Understand Provençal (Often/A Lot and Some)
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To the question asking whether Provençal was a variety of French, 4
(50.00%) responded “Yes”, 3 (37.50%) specified “No” and 1 (12.50%) stated “Do
Not Know”.
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•Speak and Understand Provençal (Often/A Lot and Some)
When asked if Provençal was a variety of Occitan or Langue d’oc, 5
(62.50%) stated “Yes”, 2 (25.00%) indicated “No” and 1 (12.50%) responded “Do
Not Know”.
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•Speak and Understand Provençal (Often/A Lot and Some)
When asked if the participant thought Provençal was its own language, 5
(62.50%) indicated “Yes”, 2 (25.00%) responded “No” and 1 (12.50%) replied “Do
Not Know”.

Is Provençal Its Own Language?
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•Speak and Understand Provençal (Often/A Lot and Some)
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To the question whether Provençal should be taught in public schools in
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, all 8 (100.00%) indicated “Yes”.
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•Speak and Understand Provençal (Often/A Lot and Some)
When asked what role Provençal held in Provence, 6 (75.00%) selected
“Culture” and 2 (25.00%) chose “Tradition”.
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What Role Does Provençal Hold in Provence?
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•Speak and Understand Provençal (Often/A Lot and Some)
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CHAPTER NINE

Discussion
Since the responses for speaking and understanding each regional
language were employed to form three of the five groups for each region, the
results to those questions do not form part of this discussion. In other words, the
responses to the questions specifically relating to speaking and/or understanding
Picard or Provençal serve as filters in an effort to investigate reasons for the
languages’ survival.
Picardy
Regional Identity
Considering oneself Picard grew steadily almost 20 percentage points
across the five groups: all Picardy respondents, born in and live in Picardy
respondents, understand spoken Picard (a lot and some), speak Picard (often and
some) and speak and understand Picard (often/a lot and some). While
approximately 70% of all Picardy respondents considered themselves to be
Picard, roughly 92% of Picard-speakers and Picard-speakers as well as
understanders considered themselves to be Picard. It thus seems that speaking
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and/or understanding a language linked with a region plays a role in identifying
oneself as a member of that community. While the slight difference between
considering oneself to be Picard among Picard-understanders and Picardspeakers and Picard-speakers as well as understanders might indicate that
actually speaking a territorially-related language anchors regional identity more
than just being able to understand that same language.
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•Speak and Understand Picard (Often/A Lot and Some)

This aforementioned notion appears to be confirmed when looking at
primary territorial attachment. Picard-speakers and Picard-speakers as well as
understanders reported being most attached to their region, while Picardunderstanders leaned more toward France as did all Picardy respondents and
born in and live in Picardy leaned toward their city of residence.
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After the region, Picard-speakers and Picard-speakers as well as
understanders next identified with their département, which seems to indicate
that these participants are deeply rooted into their local and regional milieus;
however, it cannot be assumed that they reject their national French identity as
both Dargent and Dupoirier demonstrated that local and/or regional identity and
national identity are complimentary, rather than competitive in France due to
France’s history of centralization and nation-building. Despite this fcat, the
Picard-speakers and Picard-speakers as well as understanders may be more
rooted to their local and regional milieus due to their ability to speak and
understand the milieus’ historic language.
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The next three notions – common interests with other regional residents,
closeness with them and important differences between Picards and the residents
of other regions – demonstrate that a Picard community or society exists within
France. Respondents from all five groups reported positive responses for all
three notions with the highest being for Picard-speakers and Picard-speakers as
well as understanders.
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Total Common Interests with Residents of Picardy
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There was a 0.53% difference between Picard-understanders and Picardspeakers as well as understanders for total common interests among Picardy
residents, which does not truly affect the results as this latter sample was slightly
larger and could thus explain the difference. The Picard-speakers and Picardspeakers as well as understanders provided the most responses for “A Lot” of
common interests, as well as the least responses for “Not Much”. It would
appear that speaking and understanding the historic regional language either
reflects or initiates common interests among language users more so than simply
living in the same region does for non-language users. This makes sense when
one considers that a regional language is by definition regional and is linked
with regional life and its particularities. For instance, Picard terms abound in
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Picardy for traditional Picard cuisine, traditional techniques, such as agriculture,
and traditional games, festivals and landscapes (Devime 2010).
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The ability to speak and understand Picard also appears linked with the
amount of closeness reported between the regional residents of Picardy. While
all participants reported feeling close to the other residents, it was the Picardspeakers and Picard-speakers as well as understanders who reported being the
closest. Closeness requires either common interests or other sorts of
commonality; use of Picard fits both requirements.
The next two questions also confirm that both regional societies, as well as
a Picard community exists within France. All Picardy respondents reported the
existence of important differences between Picards and the residents of other
French regions; however, the largest quantity of important differences was
reported among Picard-speakers and Picard-speakers as well as understanders.
While these participants were not asked why they had reported their degree of
difference, it is highly possible that it was due to the Picard language. After all,
the largest difference between French provinces from the 1789 Revolution up
until the 1920s has been attributed to language. Today, most French regions,
including Picardy, continue to have their own historic language.
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All Picardy participants positively reported that a Picard people exists
within the French Republic. Positive responses steadily grew across the five
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groups, and negative responses also declined across the five groups where the
highest and the lowest responses both came from Picard-speakers and Picardspeakers as well as understanders. Again, language appears to delineate the
existence of a Picard people amongst the French people, which makes sense since
it was earlier demonstrated how language functions to highlight the existence of
a people.

Does a Picard People Exist within the French
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Picardy participants did not simply indicate that a Picard people exists,
but also noted that other regional peoples also exist and will continue to exist
within France. This revelation is interesting since French revolutionaries
determined it necessary to eliminate provincial or regional peoples in order to
create a united French people and nation; however, the Picards have reported
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that these people both exist and will continue so to do. However, this ideological
constraint may be evident here due to the rather high responses given to “Do
Not Know” for all five groups.
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When respondents were asked to select the description that best
represented Picardy, the responses fell into two general categories. The two
general groups – all Picardy respondents and born in and live in Picardy – chose
the functional category “Administrative Region of the French Republic” over the
other options, which seems to imply that for the general citizen the region is
mainly administrative. No group reported that Picardy represented the “Picard
Nation” for them, which may again stem from the French ideological belief that
France alone is the nation, and is not formed from the amalgamation of smaller
nations.
Picard-understanders, Picard-speakers and Picard-speakers as well as
understanders appear torn over two more cultural responses, “Picard Pays” and
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“Territory of the Picard People”. In fact, for the three groups, responses are
identical for each category. It would appear that the two categories were not
differentiated enough for respondents to see a difference between them. Despite
this potential problem, it is completely understandable that Picardunderstanders, Picard-speakers and Picard-speakers as well as understanders
would select a cultural response as most representative of Picardy since the
Picard language is a cultural component of Picardy.
With that being said, it appears that not many participants viewed Picardy
as representing all possibilities and even less as an “Ancient Province of the
Kingdom of France”. As a result, this sample of Picardy respondents seems to
view Picardy more in terms of its current situation or situations, rather than in its
past situation. While the Picard pays and the territory of the Picard people can
just as easily apply to administrative Picardy as to provincial Picardy, the
administrative region of Picardy is certainly not provincial Picardy.
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•Speak Picard (Often and Some)
•Speak and Understand Picard (Often/A Lot and Some)
When presented with categories that clearly attempt to demarcate specific
cultural and functional domains, all Picardy respondents claimed the cultural
and historic category as the best definition for Picardy. Picard-speakers, Picardspeakers as well as understanders and Picard-understanders gave this cultural
and historic category its highest support, which makes perfect sense since they
employ the regional language. For them, Picardy is a cultural and historic place;
its cultural designation outweighs its functional components.
Responses for the functional categories – place for economic development,
political debate and administration – were very low. Responses for the general
category, territory, were also fairly low. As a result, even among general
participants, Picardy is defined through its cultural aspects, rather than its
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functional components. This indication seems to validate the notion that French
administrative regions are the heirs to the French cultural provinces.

Which Term or Phrase Best Defines Picardy?
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•Speak Picard (Often and Some)
•Speak and Understand Picard (Often/A Lot and Some)
More Picard-speakers and Picard-speakers as well as understanders
signed the “Do Not Touch MY Picardy” Petition more than any of the other
groups. It would thus seem that Picard played either the decisive or a decisive
role in their desire to protect Picardy from possibly disappearing from the map
of France in both 2009 and 2014.
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Did You Sign the "Do Not Touch My Picardy"
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All Picardy participants reported the importance of defending traditional
elements in Picardy; however, the average participant indicated that it was fairly
important, while Picard-speakers, Picard-speakers as well as understanders and
Picard-understanders specified that it was very important. Participants who
avail themselves of one of the region’s most obvious cultural symbols, language,
report the importance of keeping Picardy Picard.
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The entire sample indicated that the tradition to defend in priority was
culture. Numerous respondents also indicated that the tradition “culture”
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actually incorporated all other possible traditions, including language, food and
festivals etc. Picards indicate thus that Picardy should neither defend nor be
characterized by one tradition. It is a cultural place with diverse cultural
elements and prioritizing one diminishes the entire culture.
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Picard Language and French Language Ideology
All Picardy respondents classified Picard as a patois, the most stigmatized
category, which demonstrates the degree of inculcation French language
ideology has attained in Picardy; however, it is also possible that certain patois
users have accepted the term despite is negative connotations. In a sense, they
might have made it their own.
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However, when considering whether the respondents equated patois with
deformed French, general respondents and Picard-understanders thought that
was somewhat, while Picard-speakers and Picard-speakers as well as
understanders tended to be torn. It would appear that among these last two
groups, half continue to uphold French language ideology, whereas the other
half have broken away and may still define Picard as a patois, but do not believe
that it is deformed French.
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Due to French language ideology, the language/dialect issue is usually
thought not to pertain to the Langue d’oïl domain since all entities in this
domain, other than French, were relegated to the patois category long ago (Eloy
2010); however, results to the question could possibly reveal a conflict with the
ideology among regional language users.
The majority of all respondents, with the Picard-users providing the
highest percentages, chose the traditional French definition “particular form of a
language within a group of speech forms, which does not have the status of
language that the official or national language does”, which seems to reflect
acceptance of French language ideology, but also seems to prioritize the
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difference in status as the main difference between a dialect and a language.
However, the entire sample also defined Picard as a patois, which implies that
they do not view Picard as a dialect. Furthermore, the question did not
specifically include Picard; respondents were simply asked to define dialect in
general.
The new meaning, at least in France, and in French, of “a variety of a
language” received the second highest percentages from the all respondents of
Picardy group as well as the born in and live in Picardy group, while all three
Picard-user groups gave the second highest results to “regional form, spoken
and especially written, of an ancient language”, which attests to the past, rather
than present situation in France. Moreover, it appears to represent the situation
of Picard, Norman and Champenois in ancient France before they were reduced
to the status of patois. Also, this definition highlights the former written aspect,
i.e., dignified aspect, of ancient dialects.
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All Picardy participants do not hesitate to indicate that variations exist in
French in France. As they are taught French within the general curriculum of the
French national education system and also live in France, they inevitably
encounter variations – both regional and social – from time to time. As a result,
French language ideology does not hold true here.
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With the classification of Picard, French language ideology appears to
continue to reign, or at least cause confusion, since all five groups classified
Picard as patois and half of Picard-speakers and Picard-speakers as well as
understanders indicated that patois was not deformed French, but here, all five
groups consider Picard to be a variety of French.
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While Picard-speakers, Picard-speakers as well as understanders and
Picard understanders support the teaching of Picard in public schools in Picardy,
all Picardy respondents as well as those born in and living in Picardy do not.
Despite the fact that respondents were not asked to explain their choice, it would
seem that for those who speak or understand Picard, it is valued as a cultural
component or identity-marker in Picardy that they would like to see spread to
new generations, whereas for those who do not speak or understand it, its
cultural importance may not identified.
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All five groups see Picard as a tradition in Picardy. Based upon the
definition of the term tradition as a “set of legends, facts, doctrines, opinions,
customs, uses, etc. orally transmitted over a long period of time” (Larousse 2016:
Online), it would appear that Picard either represents the oral transmission of
facts and customs or the facts and customs themselves. It may become difficult
to distinguish the oral transmission of customs from the medium of
transmission, the language. Regardless of how its role is classified, Picard is still
important in Picardy; each Sunday, a column written in Picard appears in the
regional newspaper, Le Courrier picard, and this same paper has been printing
four pages, the first two and the last two, of a daily edition entirely in Picard
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once a year for the past five years 1. This fact indicates that Picard is capable of
being the medium for handling modern societal, political and technological
topics that Picards encounter daily.
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Conclusion for Picardy
While numerous reports claim that Picards have a low level of regional
identity, these results contradict those reports. Picardy may have been
historically and geographically ill-defined, but based upon its history as well as
these results, it was not linguistically or culturally ill-defined. Picards are Picard

The pages from November 6, 2014 appear in the appendix as an example; their French versions
also appear since both versions are published together with the Picard versions appearing first in
the newspaper. This occurrence also included a special section concerning the recently translated
“Le Petit Nicolas” into Picard; only a couple pages of it are included in the appendix.

1
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and want to remain so despite the official disappearance of Picardy from the
French map.
Use and knowledge of the Picard language appears to intensify both
attachment as well as identification with Picardy. Since language is often
employed as a symbol to denote the existence of a people or a community, such
as what exists in France in relation to the French nation, Picard-speakers seem to
have applied this notion to Picardy. Picard-speakers seem to have demonstrated
that through common interests, closeness with regional residents and important
differences between Picards and the residents of other regions, a Picard
community does indeed exist within France, and it is called, Picardy.
Furthermore, despite Picardy’s geographical proximity to Paris and its influence
combined with its importance in early French national history, Picardy has
remained a separate entity within the French nation 2. The undeniable success of
the film “Bienvenue chez les Ch’tis” 3 (2008), which amusingly highlights the
particularities of the Ch’tis, the Picards’ cousins and new regional co-residents,

Today, Picardy is no longer an official region of France, but it seems highly unlikely that it will
disappear anytime soon in the hearts and minds of its inhabitants. The deployment of numerous
petitions attest to the Picards’ attachment to Picardy and that they did everything within their
power to prevent it from disappearing from the French map. Picardy has thus only been
officially removed from the French map, rather than in reality; simply removing a name from a
map does not mean that the territory no longer exists for its residents.
3 “Welcome to the Ch’tis’ Home”; this film is the most watched film in France since the beginning
of the film industry; the official English translation of the title, “Welcome to the Sticks”, does not
truly incorporate the true regional character and its difference portrayed in the film.
2
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both attests to the existence as well as the interest in regional peoples and
cultures in France.
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur
Regional Identity
All Provençal-speakers and Provençal-speakers as well as understanders
consider themselves Provençal, while the other three groups do so to varying
degrees. It thus seems that while the ability to speak or understand Provençal
plays a role in regional identity, it is not the only element at play. Furthermore,
it was earlier explained that Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur includes three different
geographical realities, Provence, the Alps and the French Riviera. As a result, the
term “Provençal” may not be the term employed by someone who identifies with
the Alps or the Riviera.
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The aforementioned reason or explanation appears to come into play
when considering primary territorial attachment. While attachment to France is
greatest among all Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur (PACA) respondents and those
born in and living in PACA, the city of residence is the highest for Provençalunderstanders, Provençal-speakers and Provençal-speakers as well as
understanders, whereas the region came in second place for these last groups; for
Provençal-speakers as well as understanders, the regional language may assist in
defining them since none of them primarily identified with France. However,
even among respondents who employ the regional language, they reported
being most attached to their city. It was demonstrated that the past
independence of cities in Provence was an important part of Provençal society
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and history. This significance combined with the three distinct parts of PACA
might explain this tendency.
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As was seen with Picardy, several related ideas demonstrate that PACA,
despite constituting three geographically different entities, could be considered a
regional community. All PACA categories reported having common interests
with the other residents of PACA. Those who reported the most common
interests were Provençal-speakers as well as understanders, Provençal-speakers
and Provençal-understanders. Like with Picardy, this situation is not surprising
since the regional language constitutes a common interest.
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All PACA groups reported being fairly close with the other residents of
the region. Provençal-speakers and Provençal-speakers as well as understanders
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reported being the closest to other residents through both positive and negative
responses; they were the only two groups to have not responded for “Not At All
Close” and “Do Not Know”. As a result, they seem to feel close to the other
residents and know it. This situation is not surprising since in order to speak a
regional language, one needs others with whom to speak.
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Since the majority of PACA respondents reported primarily identifying
with their city of residence, it is not surprising that they also indicated that they
have many common interests with residents of their city of residence. Both
Provençal-speakers and Provençal-speakers as well as understanders specified
that they have very high common interests with the residents of their cities.
Again, a regional language would constitute a common interest, even at the city
level, and it is possible for the language to have certain particularities at the city
level. Just like the spoken French of Marseille is not exactly like the spoken
French of Paris, the spoken Provençal of Avignon is not exactly like the spoken
Provençal of Toulon.
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It comes as no surprise that PACA residents reported being close with the
residents of their cities of residence since they also reported having common
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interests with them. Furthermore, it is not surprising that Provençal-speakers
indicated that they were closer to the residents of their cities of residence than
with those of PACA since they most identified with their city of residence.
Moreover, the independence and particularity of cities in PACA is characteristic
of the PACA community. However, it is important to remember, as
demonstrated by both Dargent, Dupoirier and the OIP, that territorial
attachments in France are complementary, rather than competitive. Moreover,
people have numerous territorial attachments just like numerous identities that
come into play or are prioritized at different moments depending upon different
circumstances.
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Positive Closeness with Residents of City
(PACA)
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All five PACA groups indicated that there are important differences
between residents of PACA and those of other French regions. With that being
said, the majority reported “fairly important differences” rather than “very
important differences”, which can possibly be explained by the three entities
included within the PACA region. Since PACA includes three territorial entities
– mountains, seaboard and interior –, it is possible that its residents feel only
fairly, rather than important differences exist between them and the residents of
other French regions. Furthermore, when considering that the Occitan
Movement considers that all of southern France forms one large Occitania, this
idea would lower the perceived differences between the Provençaux and their
related neighbors.
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The entire sample of PACA participants, across all groups, thought that
Provence was best represented by “the Provençal pays or the Provençaux pays”,
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which seems to confirm that they see Provence as a cultural territory
characterized by its cultural characteristics. The responses from language users
were the highest among all five groups. Unlike the Picards, the Provençaux,
across all groups, placed “all responses” as the second best representation of
Provence. Due to the fairly high responses for “all responses”, it would seem
that approximately half the sample, including general respondents, have no
problem seeing Provence as an ancient province as well as a modern
administrative region. In other words, the historical link between past and
present appears to exist in Provence, despite the fact that the present-day
region’s name is slightly different. The PACA region thus appears to be the
rightful heir to the County of Provence.
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•Born in and Live in PACA
•Understand Provençal (A Lot and Some)
•Speak Provençal (Often and Some)
•Speak and Understand Provençal (Often/A Lot and Some)
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This last notion appears to be confirmed when looking at the best
definition of PACA. All five groups defined PACA as a cultural and historic
domain. Provençal-speakers as well as understanders were the most committed
to this response. It seems appropriate that those most involved with a region’s
language would define the region as a “place of history and culture”. Yet again,
PACA has been shown to be a cultural territory per its residents.
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•All Respondents for PACA
•Born in and Live in PACA
•Understand Provençal (A Lot and Some)
•Speak Provençal (Often and Some)
•Speak and Understand Provençal (Often/A Lot and Some)
A Provençal people exists within the French Republic according to the
entire PACA sample. A steady growth was reported across the five groups with
the highest percentage being reported by Provençal-speakers as well as
understanders. Almost 32 percentage points separates the lowest, yet still
positive, responses from the highest responses. In a similar fashion, negative
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responses steadily decreased among the five groups with a slight deviation
between the last two groups. The results appear to indicate that regional
language usage positively assists in identifying a regional population within the
French nation.

Does a Provençal People Exist within the French
Republic?
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•Speak and Understand Provençal (Often/A Lot and Some)
The previous results appear to confirm that regional peoples or groups
exist, and will continue to exist, within France; however, the exact results do not
break down as they did regarding PACA itself. While responses among
Provençal-speakers and Provençal-speakers as well as understanders are again
the highest, here, they are for “Some”, rather than “A Lot”. It is possible that all
five groups prioritized the second positive response, rather than the first one,
which they selected for PACA, since a few of the examples included groups with
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which PACA residents may be less familiar, such as Burgundians, Normans and
Picards. After all, Normandy and Picardy are both a good distance from PACA,
and Burgundy, while geographically closer, is on the other side of the Alps.
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There Will Always Be Regional Peoples in France
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All PACA categories indicated the importance of defending regional
traditions in PACA. Provençal-speakers as well as understanders indicated the
highest importance by having completely avoided all negative responses as well
as the indecisive one. This fact seems to imply that for them language is a
tradition to defend.
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The entire sample specified that culture was the tradition to defend in
priority. Many participants also commented that culture incorporated all other
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traditions or that it was impossible to choose since they formed a set. This “set”
was listed as “everything”.

Tradition to Defend in Priority in PACA
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•Speak and Understand Provençal (Often/A Lot and Some)
Provençal Idiom and French Language Ideology
For the classification of Provençal, all groups, except for Provençalunderstanders, classified it as a language. The Provençal-understanders appear
to have been conflicted between language and patois. As a result, for them, both
categories received the same amount of support. This fact may indicate that they
are still influenced by French language ideology in which France only has one
language, French.
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Among Provençal-speakers and Provençal-speakers as well as
understanders, Provençal was overall labeled a language. Within the Oc
domain, knowledge of linguistic differences within it, and between it and the Oïl
domain, occurred and were embraced much earlier than in the Oïl domain. As a
result, it is understandable that Provençal-speakers and Provençal-speakers as
well as understanders would choose this categorization.
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As previously stated, residents of the Oc domain tend to be somewhat
more knowledgeable concerning linguistic categories since Occitan and its
varieties were deemed to be linguistically separate from French some time ago.
Furthermore, due to the Occitan Movement, talk of Occitan’s different varieties
being dialects of Occitan is fairly common. It is therefore unsurprising that the
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primary definition of dialect selected among Provençal-speakers and Provençalspeakers as well as understanders was the modern meaning in France, variety of
a language. Among the two non-regional language groups, the traditional
French meaning slightly prevailed. It is possible that the respondents in these
two groups are less influenced and/or knowledgeable of the Occitan Movement’s
message since they do not use Provençal. As a result, they may only think about
dialects as relating to medieval France or to France’s past.
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The majority of Provençal-speakers and Provençal-speakers as well as
understanders do not think that patois is deformed French. Presumably, they
have had time to think about it since they employ a regional language and not
too long ago all languages, other than French, were labeled as patois. Among
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Provençal-understanders and the two non-linguistic groups, a divide seems to
exist between those who do not think that patois is deformed French and those
who do. For those who do, French language ideology may be at play.
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All PACA groups believe that some variation exists in French in France.
Provençal-users completely avoided the “Not At All” choice, and Provençalspeakers and Provençal-speakers as well as Provençal-understanders also
completely avoided the “Do Not Know” choice. For these respondents,
variations undoubtedly exist in French in France despite French language
ideology’s stance on the subject. It is possible that their knowledge of another
language influenced their responses.
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Do Variations Exist in French in France?
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The all PACA respondent group, the born in and live in PACA group and
the Provençal-understanders group are divided on the issue with the first group
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slightly favoring “No”, the second groups slightly favor “Yes” and third
reporting “Yes”. The Provençal-speakers group is equally torn between “No”
and “Do Not Know”, while the Provençal-speakers and understanders group,
the most linguistic group, is completely uncertain between “Yes”, “No” and “Do
Not Know”. It would thus seem that French language ideology is again at play
among Provençal-speakers and Provençal-speakers as well as understanders.
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All PACA groups indicated that Provençal was a variety of Occitan or
Langue d’oc; however, it is unclear exactly what this result means. Do
respondents mean historically or contemporarily?
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The five groups indicated that Provençal was its own language; however,
while half of Provençal-speakers reported the linguistic separateness of
Provençal, 30% of the other half reported that it was not its own language and
the other 20% replied “Do Not Know”. This situation probably exists due to the
influence of the Occitan Movement, which holds that all dialects or languages of
Oc comprise one language, Occitan. It is important not to forget that there is also
a Provençal Movement, which wants Provençal to be declared a separate
language from Occitan; however, its stance does not seem to be actively involved
here among the divided responses of Provençal-speakers since there would be no
divide if it were; however, it is possible that the Provençal Movement’s goal is at
play among those indicating that Provençal is its own language.
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All five categories reported that Provençal should be taught in the public
schools of PACA. Not surprisingly, the largest support came from Provençalspeakers as well as understanders followed by Provençal-speakers and then
Provençal-understanders; however, the two general groups also support its
teaching in the public schools. Provençal thus seems to play a role in the
regional life of PACA and respondents appear to want this fact to continue.
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According to all PACA respondents, those born in and living in PACA
and Provençal-understanders, Provençal’s role in Provence is as a tradition, a
“set of legends, facts, doctrines, opinions, customs, uses, etc. orally transmitted
over a long period of time” (Larousse 2016: Online). While for Provençal-speakers
as well as understanders and Provençal-speakers, Provençal represents culture, a
“set of ideological and material phenomena that characterize an ethnic group,
nation or civilization in opposition to another group or another nation” (Larousse
2016: Online). It is possible that the first three groups selected their response
based upon the function Provençal has held in Provence over several centuries,
while the last two groups, the more linguistic groups, chose theirs based upon
what characterizes Provence and differentiates it from other regions. In other
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words, the culture response may demonstrate the current aspect selected by the
two more linguistic groups, while the tradition response selected by the other
three groups may indicate a more historical aspect. However, in order to be sure,
they would need to be asked. Despite this possibility, for the linguistic groups,
Provençal appears to be representative of the group, which again highlights the
existence of said group within France. French revolutionaries stated that
languages divided France and today, they symbolically still do. Almost each
region has retained its regional language; what characterizes a regional group
and differentiates it from others more effectively and symbolically than its own
language?
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While Provençal appears to play less of a role in Provence-Alpes-Côte
d’Azur today than Picard does in Picardy, Provençal-users still considered
themselves to be Provençal more often than any of the two general categories
did. Moreover, most of their responses were the highest concerning differences
between the Provençaux and the other residents of French regions as well as for
common interests and closeness with regional residents. These results seem to
confirm that Provençal does indeed still play an important role in Provençal
identity.
Despite the existence of three geographical territories in PACA, all PACA
respondents attested to the existence of a regional community. They also
demonstrated the existence of local or municipal communities, cities, which may
either relate to the historical independence of cities in Provence or result from
heavy immigration in PACA. Emigration as well as immigration have doubled
PACA’s population since 1946, which may have decreased the number of
Provençal-speakers, but it does not seem to have diminished the respondents’
view that PACA is a community as demonstrated through the high results
concerning common interests and closeness being shared by both regional and
city residents.
All PACA groups categorized PACA as a place of history and culture and
reported the existence of a Provençal people, which seems to demonstrate that
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despite intense immigration, the Provençaux know that they are different from
other French regional peoples and that culture and history are important
characteristics of PACA. All categories chose the affective “place of history and
culture” as the best definition of PACA, rather than the functional category of
“administrative region of the French Republic”, which further supports the idea
of PACA being a regional community.
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CHAPTER TEN

General Discussion and Conclusion
This study’s hypothesis was supported. The continued existence of
regional communities appears to assist in the survival, or resistance, of regional
languages in France. However, while the results indicate that a positive
relationship exists between territorial attachment to the region and the use of a
regional language, further study is needed. Due to time constraints, this study
looked at trends, rather than statistically significant data, which may provide
additional support to this study’s results.
This study was not without its oversights or problems. The two
questionnaires were not officially tested before being deployed for responses. As
a result, not all questions may have been completely understood by the
respondents or may not have actually tested what they were designed to test.
For instance, the question designed to gauge how the respondent interpreted the
link between the modern region and the ancient province did not seem to be
effective in Picardy, but worked fairly well in Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur.
Another oversight might be that while the study’s focus was on regional
identity and language, the question designed to assess the language’s role within
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the region did not actually include the term “identity” as a possibility. Before the
deployment of the questionnaires, it was believed that “solidarity” or
“difference” would equate with “identity”; however, neither of them seem to
have done so since Picardy respondents chose “tradition” and PACA
respondents chose “tradition” and “culture”.
Another point in reference to terminology would be that it is not obvious
whether participants understood the linguistic terms, including somewhat
generic terms, such as “variety”, since they are not linguists, but that was not the
focus of the study. As a result, while French language ideology was included in
the questionnaires, and some of the results, it was not the focus. Another study
could possibly investigate whether French language ideology actually hinders, or
to what extent, the resistance of regional languages in France.
The number of actual language users for each region could have been
higher; 68 (understanders), 25 (speakers) and 24 (speakers and understanders)
for Picard and Picardy and 34 (understanders), 10 (speakers) and 8 (speakers and
understanders) for Provençal and Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur. Despite this
fact, Picard appears to be more employed than Provençal, which may or may not
relate to its linguistic proximity to French. This scenario would be a possible
topic for further research. In addition, if this study were to be conducted again,
obtaining a larger sample of respondents for each region would be advisable,
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which would presumably be more representative of each regions’ population as
well as include more respondents who employ the regional language. Based
upon minority language information, more men continue to employ a minority
language than women; however, both samples of this study included far more
women than men.
Another suggestion for improvement to this study would be the addition
of interviews. Future researchers might consider either interviewing all of the
participants for each region or approximately 25% of them. Interviews would
allow both respondents as well as the researcher the ability to ask questions,
which would help the study to further access valuable details.
In summary, through a critical analysis of French history, both wellknown as well as less-well-known, the use of previous studies and opinion polls,
and the creation and employment of sociolinguistic questionnaires, this study
confirms that the local or regional aspect of French society is very much alive and
is also positively linked with the usage of regional languages. As other
researchers have reported, such as Dargent and Dupoirier, two cultural Frances
exist and they are both characterized by their particular language, culture,
territory, customs and history.
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Mercide repondreaux questionsindividuellement.Nouschercho
ns a connaitrevotrepropreopinion, ne cherchezpas de
reponsesur Internet.D'avance merci!

*1. Etes-vousd'accordpourrepondreace questionnaire?
Qoui

Q

Non

*2, Quelest votresexe ?
Q
Q

Homme
Femme

*3. Quelleest votreclassed'age ?
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

18 - 24 ans
25-34 ans
35 - 49ans
50 - 64ans
65 ans et plus

*4. Quelleest votre professionactuelle(ou la derniereprofessionexercee si chomeur
(se), retralte(e),ou femmeau foyer)?

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q Ouvriers
Q
Q

Agriculteurs exploitants
Artisans, commer~ants et chefs d'entreprise
Cadres et professions intellectuelles superieures
Professions intermedia ires
Employes

Etudiants

lnact if, n'ayant jamais travaille
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*5. Quelest le diplomele pluseleYe que YousaYezobtenuou (si etudiant(e))que Yous
pensezobtenlr ?
Q

Sans dipl6me ou Brevet des colleges

Q

Certificat d'aptitude professionnelle (CAP), Brevet d'enseignement professionnel (BEP)

Q

Baccalaureat d'enseignement general, technique ou professionnel

Q

Dipl6mes de niveau Bae plus 2 ans (DUT, BTS, instituteurs, DEUG, ecoles des formations sanitaires ou sociales)

Q

Diplomes de 2eme ou 3eme cycle universitaire (licence, maitrise, master, DEA, DESS, doctoral) ou dipl6mes de grande ecole)

Q

Nesaitpas

*6. Quelest YOtrelieu d'origine? (Codepostal ou numerodu departement)
*1. Quel est YOtrelieu de residenceactuel? (Codepostalou numerodu departement)

*a. Vous considerez-Youspicard(e)?
Qoui
Q

Non

*9. Etes-Yousmilitant regional?
Qoui
Q

Non

*10. De quel genre ?
Q

Culture!

Q

Linguistique

Q

Politique
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*11. Auquelde ces lieux avez-vousle sentimentd'apparteniravant tout ?
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

La ville , la commune ou vo us habitez
Votre departement
Votre regio n
La France
Aucun
Nesaitpas

*12. Dlrlez-vousque vousavez beaucoup,assez, peu ou pas du tout d'lnterets en
communavec les autres habitantsde la regionPicardie?

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Beaucoup
Assez
Peu
Pas du tout
Nesaitpas

*

13. Dlrlez-vousque vousavez beaucoup,assez, peu ou pas du tout d'interets en
communavec les autres habitantsde votre communeou village?

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Beaucoup
Assez
Peu
Pas du tout
Nesaitpas
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*14. Quelest le mot qui, selonvous,caracterise le mieux la Picardie?
Q
Q
Q La croissanceeconomique
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
La solida rite

La quali te de vie

La nature

La tradit ion

Le dynamisme
La culture

Nesaitpas

*15. Quelest le mot qui, selonvous,caracterise le mieux votre communeou village ?
Q
Q
Q La croissanceeconomique
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
La solida rite

La quali te de vie

La nature

La tradit ion

Le dynamisme
La culture

Nesaitpas

*16. Diriez-vousque vousvous sentez tres proche, assez proche, pas tres proche ou
pas proche du tout des habitants de votre region?

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Tres proche
Assez proche
Pas tres proche
Pas proche du tout
Nesaitpas
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*17. Diriez-vousque vousvous sentez tres proche, assez proche, pas tres proche ou
pas proche du tout des habitants de votre communeou village ?

Q Tres proche
Q Assezproche
Q Pas tres proche
Q Pas proche du tout
Q Nesaitpas

*18. En pensantau caractere des gens qui habitent en Picardie,et au caractere des gens
qui habltent dans les autres Regionsfran~alses, vous-meme,pensez-vousqu'II ya :

Q Des differencestres importantes
Q Des differencesplutOt importantes
Q Pas beaucoupde differences
Q Pas de differences
Q Nesaitpas

*19. Selonvous, qu'est-ceque le picard ?
Q Un dialecte
Q Une langue
Q Unparler
Q Un patois
Q Nesaitpas
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*20. Commentdefinissez-vousle mot dialecte?
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Var iete reg ionale d'une langue
Forme particu liere d'u ne langue qui n'a pas le statut de langue officielle cu nationa le ,

a l'inter ieur d'un groupe de parters

Ensemble de parlers qui presentent des particularites communes et dent les traits caracteristiques dominants sent sensibles aux usagers
Forme regionale, parlee et surtout ecrite , d'une langue ancienne
Patois

*21. Parlez-vouspicard ?
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Souvent
Assez
Peu
Pas du tout
Nesaitpas

*22. Avec qui et quand? Etes-voustier d'etre picardisant(e)?
-

*23. Comprenez-vousle picard parle ?
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Beaucoup
Assez
Peu
Pas d u tout
Nesaitpas
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*24. Pensez-vousque le picard doive etre standardise?
Qoui
Q

Non

Q

Nesaitpas

*25. Pourquoinon ?

*26. Selonvous, qu'est-ceque le ch'ti ou le ch'timi?
Q

Une variete du picard

Q

Une varietedu francais

Q

Une variete du flamand

Q

La langue historique du Nord

Q

Un patois

*21. Pensez-vousque le picard doive etre enseignea l'ecole en Picardie?
Qoui
Q

Non

Q

Nesaitpas
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*28. Selonvous, la Picardie represente?
Q
Q
Q
Q Une ancienneprovincedu Royaumede France
Q
Q
La nat ion pica rde

Le pays picard ou les pays picards
Le ter rilo ire du peuple picard

Une region admin istrative de la Republique fran,a ise
Toutes les reponses menl ionnees ci-<lessus

*29. Trouvez-vousque l'anciennedescriptiondes Picards par le geographeVivien de
Saint-Martincommeayant « un caractere enjoueet railleur » a un sens aujourd'hui ?

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Tout

a fail

Assez
Peu
Pas d u tout
Nesaitpas

*30. Connaissez-vousDe l'Universalitede la languefran~aisede Rlvarol ?
Qoui

Q

Non

*31. Quelsdialectesdiscute-t-illa-dedans?
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Picard el Normand
Picard el Proven,al
Champe nois el Francien
Francien el Proven,al
Champenois el Languedoc ien
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*32. Le picardest-ii une langued'oil ou une langue d'oc ?
Q Une langue d'oll
Q Une langue d'oc
Q Nesaitpas

*33. Selon vous, y-a-t-ilaujourd'huiune langue d 0·11ou des languesd'oil ?
1

Q Une
Q Des
Q Nesaitpas

*34. Etes-vousd'accordavec la phrasedes editeurs du livre Les Languesde France : «
Les questionsrelatives a l'aire llnguistiqued'o'ilsont d'autant plus complexesque la
languenationaleen est issueet que ce statut de parler directeur brouilleles perspectives
)) ?

Qoui

Q Non
Q Nesaitpas

*35. Selonvous, le fran~ais national ou standardest ne ?
Q Du francien
Q Du picard
Q Du provens;al
Q De la langue des rois et de leurs cours
Q De la langue des elites intellectuelles parisiennes
Q D'un melangede la/des langue(s) d'oll
Q D'unmelange de la/des langue(s) d'oc
Q D'unmelange de la/des langue(s) d'oi'Iet de la/des langue(s) d'oc
Q Nesaitpas
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*36. Pensez-vousqu'il y ait desvariationsregionalesdu fran~aisen France?
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Beaucoup
Assez
Peu
Pas du tout
Nesaitpas

*37. Dlrlez-vousque le plcardsolt unevariete dufran~ais?
Qou;

Q
Q

Non
Nesaitpas

*38. Unevarlete reglonaleou soclale?
Q
Q
Q
Q

Regionale
Sociale
Regionale et sociale
Nesaitpas

*39. Pensez-vousque le picardsoit plusstigmatiseen Franceque le normandou le
champenois?

Qoui

Q
Q

Non
Nesaitpas
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*40. Etes-vousd'accordavec la phrasedes editeursdu livre Les Langues de France:«
Plus que d'autres,les variationset varletesd'oll ont souffertdu [rapportde la langueau
patois]... Ellesont ete et sontvecu et qualifieesde formesdegradeesdu frangais,tram;ais
corrompu au XVllle siecle, ecorche, detorme, voire abrege, raccourci ou allonge aujourd'hui

)) ?
Qoui
Q

Non

Q

Nesaitpas

*41. Diriez-vousqu'unelanguesoit porteused'uneculture?
Qoui
Q

Non

*42. Toutes les languesou juste les languesnationales?
Q

Toutes les langues

Q

Les languesnationales

*43. Trouvez-vousque l'anciennedescriptiondes Picardspar l'historienMichelet comme
etant « une race pulssante: promptsa la penseeet pourtanttenaces,vlfs et perseverants,
ils unissentles qualites des Meridionauxa celles des gensdu Nord» a un sens
aujourd'hul?
Q

Touta fait

Q Assez
Q

Peu

Q

Pasd u tout

Q

Nesaitpas
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*44. Avez-vous entendu la phrase suivante? Ce qui n 'est pas clair n'est pas franfais.

Qoui

Q

Non

*45. Pensez-vous qu'elle soit correcte?

Q
Q Assez
Q
Q
Q

Beaucoup

Peu

Pas du tout
Nesaitpas

*46. Pensez-vous que le patois soit le franfaisdeforme?

Q
Q Assez
Q
Q
Q

Beaucoup

Peu

Pas du tout
Nesaitpas

*47. Selon vous, qu'est-ce qu'un patois?
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*48. Selon vous, quel role joue le picard en Picardie?
Q

La solidarite

Q

La tradition

Q

La difference

Q

La culture

Q

Aucun

Q

Nesaitpas

*49. Pensez-vousque les Frangals(hors la region) connalssentblen la region Plcardle?
Q

Beaucoup

Q

Assez

Q

Peu

Q

Pas du tout

Q

Nesait pas

*50. Diriez-vousque la notionde l'historienRobertFossierde 1974 sur les limites et
l'unlte de Plcardle solt encore vallde? La Picardie n'existe pas ... s'il n'y a pas de Picardie,

au mains y a-t-il des « payspicards».
Qoui
Q

Non

Q

Nesait pas

*51. Connaissez-vousle spectacle nocturne« Le Soufflede la Terre » ?
Qoui

Q Non
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*52. Y avez-vousassiste ?
Qoui

Q Non

*53. QueI en est le themeprincipal?
Q L'histoirede la Franceseptentrionale
Q L'histoire de Picardie
Q L'histoire de France
Q L'histoired'Amiens
Q L'histoire du Nord-Pas-de-Calais

*54. Assistez-vousaux evenementsculturelspicards(par exempleChesWepes,Ches
Cabotansd'Amiens,Le Soufflede la Terre, etc.)?

Q Beaucoup
Q Assez
Q Peu
Q Pasdu tout

*55. Pensez-vousqu'ilsoit tres important(ounon)de defendrece qui est traditionnel
dans uneregion(parexemplele dlalecteou la langue,la culture,la cuisine,le style des
maisons,les fetes)?

Q C'est tres important
Q C'est plut6t important
Q Ce n'est pas tres important
Q Ce n'est pas important du tout
Q Sans opinion
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*56. Lequelde ces elementsen priorite? (le dialecte ou la langue,la culture, la cuisine,le
style des malsons,les fetes, etc.)

*57. Lisez-vousle magazine« L'Espritde Picardie» ?
Q
Q
Q
Q

Beaucoup
Assez
Peu
Pas du tout

*58. Pourdefendrevos ldees, faltes-vouspartle ou serlez-vouspret afaire partle d'une
organisationou d'une associationdu type suivant : un mouvementregionaliste?

Q
Q
Q
Q

Oui, en fail partie
Oui, serait pret

a en faire part ie

Non
Ne sail pas

*59. Avez-voussignela petition « Touche pas a ma Picardie » ?
Qoui

Q

Non
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*60. En pensanta la regionPicardie,quelest, parmiles motset les expressionssuivants,
celul qui vousparait le mleuxla deflnlr?
Q

Un territoire

Q

Un lieu d'histoire et de culture

Q

Une administration

Q

Un lieu de developpement economique

Q Une communautehumaine
Q

Un lieu de debat polit1que

Q

Nesaitpas

*61. Diriez-vousqu'il existe un peuplepicardau sein du peuplefran~ais?
Qoui
Q

Non

Q

Nesaitpas

*62. Diriez-vousqu'il existe un peuplebretonau sein du peuplefran~ais?
Qoui
Q

Non

Q

Nesaitpas

*63. Diriez-vousqu'il existe un peuplecorseau sein du peuplefran~ais?
Qoui
Q

Non

Q

Nesaitpas
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*64. Enconsiderantque la Franceest une patrie, commentsituez-vousvotre regionou
village?

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Comme une petite patrie
Comme un pays
Comme un lieu d'origine
Comme un lieu de residence
Nesaitpas

*6s. Qu'est-cequ'un pays?

*66. Etes-vousd'accordavec le pointde vue du Comiteflamand(de France)du milieudu
17emesiecle : « Quantaux mceurs,coutumeset dialectes, la Franceva toujoursinclureles
Bretons,les Normands,les Proven~aux,les Basques,les Bourguignons,les Picards,les
Alsacienset les Flamands» ?

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Beaucoup
Assez
Peu
Pas du tout
Nesaitpas

*67. Etes-vouspicard(e)?
Qoui

Q

Non

Mercipourvotre assistance!
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•

Vousavez choisi de ne pas continuerce questionnaire.Mercipourvotre interet.
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Mercide repondreaux questionsindividuellement.Nouschercho
ns a connaitrevotrepropreopinion, ne cherchezpas de
reponsesur Internet.D'avance merci!

*1. Etes-vousd'accordpourrepondreace questionnaire?
Qoui

Q

Non

*2, Quelest votresexe ?
Q
Q

Homme
Femme

*3. Quelleest votreclassed'age ?
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

18 - 24 ans
25-34 ans
35 - 49ans
50 - 64ans
65 ans et plus

*4. Quelleest votre professionactuelle(ou la derniereprofessionexercee si chomeur
(se), retralte(e),ou femmeau foyer)?

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q Ouvriers
Q
Q

Agriculteurs exploitants
Artisans, commer~ants et chefs d'entreprise
Cadres et professions intellectuelles superieures
Professions intermedia ires
Employes

Etudiants

lnact if, n'ayant jamais travaille
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*5. Quelest le diplomele pluseleYe que YousaYezobtenuou (si etudiant(e))que Yous
pensezobtenlr ?
Q

Sans dipl6me ou Brevet des colleges

Q

Certificat d'aptitude professionnelle (CAP), Brevet d'enseignement professionnel (BEP)

Q

Baccalaureat d'enseignement general, technique ou professionnel

Q

Dipl6mes de niveau Bae plus 2 ans (DUT, BTS, instituteurs, DEUG, ecoles des formations sanitaires ou sociales)

Q

Diplomes de 2eme ou 3eme cycle universitaire (licence, maitrise, master, DEA, DESS, doctoral) ou dipl6mes de grande ecole)

Q

Nesaitpas

*6. Quelest YOtrelieu d'origine? (Codepostal ou numerodu departement)
*1. Quel est YOtrelieu de residenceactuel? (Codepostalou numerodu departement)

*8. Vous considerez-YousproYen~al(e)?
Qoui
Q

Non

*9. Etes-Yousmilitant regional?
Qoui
Q

Non

*10. De quel genre ?
Q

Culture!

Q

Linguistique

Q

Politique
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*11. Auquelde ces lieux avez-vousle sentimentd'apparteniravant tout ?
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

La ville , la commune ou vo us habitez
Votre departement
Votre regio n
La France
Aucun
Nesaitpas

*12. Dlrlez-vousque vousavez beaucoup,assez, peu ou pas du tout d'lnterets en
communavec les autres habitantsde la regionProvence-Alpes-Cote
d'Azur?

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Beaucoup
Assez
Peu
Pas du tout
Nesaitpas

*

13. Dlrlez-vousque vousavez beaucoup,assez, peu ou pas du tout d'interets en
communavec les autres habitantsde votre communeou village?

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Beaucoup
Assez
Peu
Pas du tout
Nesaitpas
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*14. Quelest le mot qui,selonvous,caracterisele mieuxla Provence-Alpes-Cote
d'Azur?

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

La solida rite
La quali te de vie
La croissance economique
La nature
La t radition
Le dynamisme
La culture
Nesaitpas

*15. Quelest le motqui, selonvous,caracterlsele mieuxvotrecommuneou village?
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

La solidarite
La quali te de vie
La croissance economique
La nature
La t radit ion
Le dynamisme
La culture
Nesaitpas

*16. Dlrlez-vousque vousvoussentez tres proche,assez proche,pas tres procheou
pas prochedu tout des habitantsde votre region?

0
Q
Q
Q
Q

Tres proche
Assez proche
Pas tres proche
Pas proche du tout
Nesaitpas
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*17. Diriez-vousque vousvous sentez tres proche,assez proche,pas tres procheou
pas prochedu tout des habitantsde votre communeou village ?

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Tres proche
Assez proche
Pas tres proche
Pas proche du tout
Nesaitpas

*18. En pensantau caractere des gensqui habitenten Provence-Alpes-Coted'Azur,et au
caractere des gensqui habltentdans les autres Regionsfran~alses,vous-meme,pensezvous qu'il y a :

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Des differences tres importantes
Des differences plut6t importantes
Pas beaucoup de differences
Pas de differences
Nesaitpas

*19, Selonvous, qu'est-ceque le proven~al?
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Un dialecte
Une langue
Unparler
Un patois
Nesaitpas
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*20. Comment definissez-vous le mot dialecte?
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Var iete reg ionale d'une langue
Forme particu liere d'u ne langue qui n'a pas le statut de langue officielle cu nationa le ,

a l'inter ieur d'un groupe de parlers

Ensemble de parlers qui presentent des particularites communes et dent les traits caracteristiques dominants sent sensibles aux usagers
Forme regionale, parlee et surtout ecrite , d'une langue ancienne
Patois

*21. Parlez-vous proven~al ?
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Souvent
Assez
Peu
Pas du tout
Nesaitpas

*22. Avec qui et quand ? Etes-vous tier d'etre proven~alophone ?
-

*23. Comprenez-vous le proven~al parle ?
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Beaucoup
Assez
Peu
Pas d u tout
Nesaitpas
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*24. Ecrivez-vousle proven~al?
Qoui
Q

Non

25. Si oui, quelle graphieemployez-vous?
Q

La graphie fran9aise

Q

La graphie classique ou occitane

Q

La graphie mistralienne

0

Lavotre

Q

Nesait pas

*26. Selonvous,le proven~alest-ii standardise?
Qoui
Q

Non

Q

Nesaitpas

*27. Pourquoinon ?

*28. Selonvous, qu'est-ceque le ni~ois?
Q

Une variete du proven9al

Q

Une variete de l'occitan

Q

L'occitan ou langue d'oc

Q

La langue historiquede Niceet son pays

Q

Un patois
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*29. Selonvous,qu'est-ceque le languedoclen?
Q

Une variete du proven,al

Q

Une varietede l'occitan

Q

L'occitan ou langue d'oc

Q

La langue historique du Languedoc

Q

Un patois

*30. Pensez-vousque le proven~aldoiveetre enseignea l'ecole publiqueen ProvenceAlpes-Coted'Azur?
Qoui
Q

Non

Q

Nesaitpas

*31. Y-a-t-11des ecoles blllngues« proven~al-fran~ais» en Provence-Alpes-Cote d'Azur?
Qoui
Q

Non

Q

Nesaitpas

*32. Comments'appellent-elles?
OABCM

Q

Calandretas

Q

Diwans

Q

lkastolas

Q

Sans nom collectif
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*33. Selonvous,la Provencerepresente?
Q La nation proveni;ale
Q Le pays proveni;al ou les pays proveni;aux
Q Le territoire du peuple proveni;al
Q Une ancienne provincedu Royaumede France
Q Une region administrative de la Republiquefrani;aise
Q Toutes les reponses mentionnees ci-dessus

*34. Trouvez-vousque les anciennesdescriptionsdes Proven~auxpar le geographe
Viviende Saint-Martincommeayant « uncaracteregai, des manieresdemonstrativeset un
peu bruyantes» et par l'historienMicheletcommeetant « violent[s),bruyant[s),mais non
sans grace » ont un sens aujourd'hui?

Q Touta fait
Q Assez
Q Peu
Q Pasdu tout
Q Nesaitpas

*35. Connaissez-vousDe l'Universalitede la languefran~aisede Rivarol?
Qoui

Q Non

*36. Quelsdia/ectesdiscute-t-illa-dedans?
Q Picard et Normand
Q Picard et Proveni;al
Q Champenois et Francien
Q Francien et Proveni;al
Q Champenois et Languedocien
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*37. Le proven~alest-ii une langued'oi'Iou une langued'oc ?
Q
Q
Q

Une langue d'orl
Une langue d'oc
Nesaitpas

*38. Selonvous,y-a-t-il aujourd'huiune langued'oc ou des languesd'oc ?
Q
Q
Q

Une
Des
Nesaitpas

*39. Selonvous,le fran~aisnationalou standardest ne ?
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Du francien
Du picard
Du proven,al
De la langue des rois et de leurs cours
De la lang ue des elites intellectuelles parisiennes
D'un melange de la/des langue(s) d'orl
D'un melange de la/des langue(s) d'oc
D'un melange de la/des langue(s) d'oil et de la/des langue(s) d'oc
Nesaitpas

*40. Pensez-vousqu'il y ait desvariationsregionalesdu fran~aisen France?
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Beaucoup
Assez
Peu
Pas du tout
Nesaitpas
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*41. Diriez-vousque le proven~alsoit unevariete du fran~ais?

Qoui

Q
Q

Non
Nesaitpas

*42. Unevariete regionaleou sociale?

Q
Q
Q
Q

Regionale
Sociale
Regionale et sociale
Nesaitpas

*43. Diriez-vousque le proven~alsoit unevariete de l'occitanou de langued'oc ?
Qoui

Q
Q

Non
Nesaitpas

*44. Diriez-vousque le proven~alsoit une languea part ?
Qoui

Q
Q

Non
Nesaitpas
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*45. Pourquoi ?
.._

-

*46. Dlrlez-vous qu'une langue solt porteuse d'une culture?
Qoui
Q

Non

*47. Toutes les langues ou juste les langues nationales?
Q

Toutes les langues

Q

Les langues nationales

*48. Avez-vous entendu la phrase suivante? Ce qui n 'est pas clair n'est pas franfais.
Qoui
Q

Non

*49. Pensez-vous qu'elle soit correcte ?
Q

Beaucoup

Q

Assez

Q

Peu

Q

Pas du tout

Q

Nesaitpas
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*50. Pensez-vousque le patoissoit le franr;ais deforme?
Q
Q Assez
Q
Q
Q

Beaucoup

Peu

Pas du tout
Nesaitpas

*51. Selonvous,qu'est-cequ'unpatois ?

-

*52. Selonvous,quel rolejoue le proven~alen Provence?
Q
Q

0
Q
Q
Q

La solidarite
La t radition
La difference
La culture
Aucun
Nesaitpas

*53. Pensez-vousque les Fran~ais(horsla region)connaissentbien la regionProvenceAlpes-Coted'Azur?

Q
Q Assez
Q
Q
Q

Beaucoup

Peu

Pas du tout
Nesaitpas
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*54. Lisez-vous« La Region,le magazine » ?
Q Beaucoup
Q Assez
Q Peu
Q Pasdutout
Q Ne sail pas

*55. Etiez-vousd'accord avec le presidentdu conseil regional Michel Vauzelle quand ii a
demandeau ministre de la Culture de declarer le proven~allanguea part entiere, distincte
de l'occitan ?

Q Beaucoup
Q Assez
Q Peu
Q Pas du tout
Q Ne sail pas

*56. Connalssez-vousla reponse du mlnistre de la Culture ?
Qoui

Q Non
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*57. Assistez-vous aux evenements culturels

proven~aux (par exemple la pastorale

Maurel, les danses proven~ales, la petanque, les fetes, les festivals, les manifestations,
l'Ecole Occitane d'ete en Provence, l'Universite d'ete MARPOC,etc.) ?

Q Beaucoup
Q Assez
Q Peu
Q Pas du tout
Q Nesaitpas

*58. Pensez-vous qu'II solt tres Important (ou non) de defendre ce qui est tradltlonnel
dans une region (par exemple le dialecte ou la langue, la culture, la cuisine, le style des
maisons, les fetes)?

Q C'esttres important
Q C'est plut6t important
Q Ce n'est pas tres important
Q Ce n'est pas important du tout
Q
Sans opinio n

*59. Lequel de ces elements en priorite ? (le dialecte ou la langue, la culture, la cuisine, le
style des maisons, les fetes, etc.)
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*60. Pourdefendre vosidees, faites-vouspartie ou seriez-vouspret afaire partie d'une
organisationou d'uneassociationdu type sulvant: un mouvementreglonallste?

Q
Q
Q
Q

Oui, en fail partie
Oui, serait pr~t

a en faire partie

Non
Ne sail pas

*61. Connaissez-vousle CollectifProvence,le Felibrigeet l'lnstitutd'EtudesOccitanes?
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

LesTro is
Deux des trois
Un des trois
Aucu n
Nesaitpas

62. Faites-vouspartie d'un (ou plus) de ces groupes? Lequelou lesquels?

*63. Savez-vousqu'il ya unepetitionsur internetintitule« Le proven~almaintenant» qui
vise la reconnaissancede /a langue provenr;ale commeune languede France?

Qoui

Q

Non

*64. L'avez-voussignee ?
Qoui

Q

Non
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*65, Diriez-vousque la regionProvence-Alpes-Coted'Azurfassepartie de l'Occitanie?
Q
Q Assez
Q
Q
Q

Tout a fait

Peu

Pas du tout
Nesaitpas

*66, Etiez-vousd'accordavec le presidentdu conseilregionalMichelVauzellequandii a
essaye de changerle nomde la regionde la Provence-Alpes-Cote
d'Azura la Provence?

Q
Q Assez
Q
Q
Q

Touta fait

Peu

Pas du tout
Sans opinion

*67. Pourquoinon ?
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*68. En pensanta la regionProvence-Alpes-Coted'Azur,quelest, parmiles motset les
expressionssulvants, celul qui vousparait le mleux la deflnlr?
Q

Un territoire

Q

Un lieu d'histoire et de culture

Q

Une administration

Q

Un lieu de developpement economique

Q Une communautehumaine
Q

Un lieu de debat polit1que

Q

Nesaitpas

*69. Diriez-vousqu'il existe un peupleproven~alau sein du peuplefran~ais?
Qoui
Q

Non

Q

Nesaitpas

*70. Diriez-vousqu'il existe un peuplebretonau sein du peuplefran~ais?
Qoui
Q

Non

Q

Nesaitpas

*71. Diriez-vousqu'il existe un peuplecorseau sein du peuplefran~ais?
Qoui
Q

Non

Q

Nesaitpas
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*72. Diriez-vous qu'il existe un peuple occitan au sein du peuple fran~ais ?
Qoui
Q

Non

Q

Nesait pas

*73. Diriez-vous qu'il existe un peuple ni~ois au sein du peuple fran~ais ?
Qoui
Q

Non

Q

Nesait pas

*74. En considerant que la France est une patrie, comment situez-vous votre region ou
village?
Q

Commeune petite patne

Q

Commeun pays

Q

Commeun lieu d'origine

Q

Commeun lieude residence

Q

Nesait pas

*1s. Qu'est-ce qu'un pays?
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*76. Etes-vousd'accordavec le point de vue du Comiteflamand (de France)du milieudu
17eme slecle : « Quant aux mmurs,coutumeset dialectes, la Franceva toujourslnclure les
Bretons,les Normands,les Proven~aux, les Basques,les Bourguignons,les Picards,les
Alsacienset les Flamands» ?

Q Beaucoup
Q Assez
Q Peu
Q Pas du tout
Q Nesaitpas

*n. Etes-vousproven~al(e)?
Qoui

Q Non

Vousavez choisi de ne pas continuer ce questionnaire. Merci pourvotre inten~t.
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The Picardy Region
Please respond individually to the questions. We are looking for your own opinion;
please do not look for responses on the Internet. Thank you in advance!
1.

Do you consent to answer this questionnaire?
Yes
No
(If the respondent answers, “No”, they will see the following message:
“You have chosen not to continue this questionnaire; thank you for your
interest.”)

2.

Gender:
Male
Female

3.

Age Group:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

18 – 24 years old
25 – 34 years old
35 – 49 years old
50 – 64 years old
65+

4. What is your actual profession (or the last profession performed if
unemployed, retired or a housewife)?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Farmers
Artisans, storekeepers and company managers
Executives and higher intellectual professionals
Middle managers
White-collar employees
Factory workers
Students
Inactive, never having worked
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5. What is the highest diploma that you have received or (if student) that
you think you will receive?
A. Without diploma or Brevet of Junior High School
B. Certificate of professional aptitude (CAP), Brevet of professional
teaching (BEP) Baccalauréat of general, technical or professional
teaching
C. Diplomas of level Bac plus 2 years (DUT, BTS, Instructors, DEUG,
Schools of Sanitary and Social Formations)
D. Diplomas of 2nd and 3rd university levels (Bachelor’s degree, Master’s
degree (old), Master’s degree (new), DEA, DESS, Doctorate) or Grande
Ecole diplomas
E. Do Not Know
6. Place of Origin:
Postal code or number of the département of origin:

7. Place of Residence:
Postal code or number of the département of place of actual residence:

8. Do you consider yourself to be Picard?
Yes
No
9. Are you a regional activist?
Yes
No
10. If yes, of which type?
Cultural
Linguistic
Political
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11. To which of these places do you have the sentiment of belonging to above
all?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

The city or commune where you live
Your département
Your region
France
None
Do Not Know

12. Would you say that you have a lot, some, not much, or no interests in
common with the other residents of the Picardy region?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

A Lot
Some
Not Much
None
Do Not Know

13. Would you say that you have a lot, some, not much, or no interests in
common with the other residents of your commune or village?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

A Lot
Some
Not Much
None
Do Not Know

14. According to you, which word best characterizes Picardy?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Solidarity
Quality of life
Economic growth
Nature
Tradition
Energy
Culture
Do Not Know
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15. According to you, which word best characterizes your commune or
village?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Solidarity
Quality of life
Economic growth
Nature
Tradition
Energy
Culture
Do Not Know

16. Would you say that you feel very close, fairly close, not very close or not
at all close with the residents of your region?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Very Close
Fairly Close
Not Very Close
Not At All Close
Do Not Know

17. Would you say that you feel very close, fairly close, not very close or not
at all close with the residents of your commune or village?
A. Very Close
B. Fairly Close
C. Not Very Close
D. Not At All Close
E. Do Not Know
18. In thinking about the character of the residents of Picardy, and of the
character of the residents of the other regions of France, yourself, do you
think that there are:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Very Important Differences
Fairly Important Differences
Not A Lot of Differences
No Differences At All
Do Not Know
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19. According to you, what is the Picard tongue?
A.
B.
C.
D.

A dialect
A langue
A form of speech
A patois

20. How do you define the word dialect?
A. Regional variety of a language
B. Particular form of a language within a group of speech forms which
does not have the status of language that the official or national
language does
C. Group of speech forms that hold common particularities of which the
dominant characteristics are known among its users
D. Spoken, and especially written, regional form of an ancient language
E. Patois
21. Do you speak Picard?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Often
Some
Not Much
Not At All
Do Not Know

22. If often or some, with whom and when? Are you proud to be a Picard
speaker?

23. Do you understand spoken Picard?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

A Lot
Some
Not Much
Not At All
Do Not Know

24. Do you think that Picard should be standardized?
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Yes
No
Do Not Know
25. If no, why not?

26. According to you, what is Ch’ti or Ch’timi?
A.
B.
C.
D.

A variety of Picard
A variety of French
The historic language of the Nord (département)
A patois

27. Do you think that Picard should be taught at schools in Picardy?
Yes
No
Do Not Know
28. According to you, what does Picardy represent?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

The Picard nation
The Picard pays or the Picard pays (plural)
The territory of the Picard people
An Ancient Province of the Kingdom of France
An Administrative Region of the French Republic
All of the above responses

29. Do you find the ancient description of the Picards by geographer Vivien
de Saint-Martin as having “a cheerful and mocking character” is correct
today?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Completely
Some
Not Much
Not At All
Do Not Know
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30. Do you know De l’Universalité de la langue française by Rivarol?
Yes
No
31. If yes, which dialects does he discuss inside?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Picard and Norman
Picard and Provençal
Champenois and Francien
Francien and Provençal
Champenois and Languedocien

32. Picard is a Langue d’oïl or a Langue d’oc?
A. A Langue d’oïl
B. A Langue d’oc
C. Do Not Know
33. According to you, there are today one Langue d’oïl or several Langues d’oïl?
A. One
B. Several
C. Do Not Know
34. Do you agree with the phrase from the editors of the tome Les Langues de
France: “The questions relating to the linguistic realm of Oïl are even more
complex since the national language comes from this realm and its status
as the guiding speech form confuses the perspectives”?
Yes
No
Do Not Know
35. According to you, National or Standard French was born?
A. From Francien
B. From Picard
C. From Provençal
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D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

From the language of the kings and their courts
From the language of the Parisian intellectual élites
From a mixture of the Langue(s) d’oïl
From a mixture of the Langue(s) d’oc
From a mixture of the Langue(s) d’oïl and the Langue(s) d’oc
Do Not Know

36. Do you think that there are regional variations in French in France?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

A Lot
Some
Not Much
None At All
Do Not Know

37. Would you say that Picard is a variety of French?
Yes
No
Do Not Know
38. If yes, a regional or social variety?

39. Do you think that Picard is more stigmatized in France than Norman or
Champenois?
Yes
No
40. Do you agree with the phrase from the editors of the tome Les Langues de
France: “More than the others, the variations and varieties of Oïl have
suffered from the [relationship between language and patois] … They have
been qualified and are lived as forms of degraded French, corrupt French in
the 18th century, broken, deformed, even abbreviated, shortened or thinned
[French] today?
Yes
No
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Do Not Know
41. Would you say that a language is the carrier of a culture?
Yes
No
42. If yes, all languages or just national languages?
All languages
National languages
43. Do you find the ancient description of the Picards by historian Jules
Michelet as being “a powerful people, quick to react, yet stubborn, sharp
and persevering. They unite the qualities of Southerners with those of
Northerners” is correct today?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Completely
Some
Not Much
Not At All
Do Not Know

44. Have you heard the following phrase?
What is not clear is not French.
Yes
No
45. If yes, do you think that it is correct?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

A Lot
Some
Not Much
Not At All
Do Not Know

46. Do you think that patois is deformed French?
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A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

A Lot
Some
Not Much
Not At All
Do Not Know

47. According to you, what is a patois?

48. According to you, what role does Picard play in Picardy?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Solidarity
Tradition
Difference
Culture
None
Do Not Know

49. Do you think that the French (outside of Picardy) know Picardy well?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

A Lot
Some
Not Much
Not At All
Do Not Know

50. Would you say that the notion of Robert Fossier of 1974 on the boundaries
and unity of Picardy is still correct?
Picardy does not exist … if there is no Picardy, there are at least “Picard
countries”.
Yes
No
Do Not Know
51. Are you familiar with the nocturnal show “The Breath of the Earth”?
Yes
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No
Do Not Know
52. If yes, have you seen it?
Yes
No
53. If yes, what is the plot?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

The history of Northern France
The history of Picardy
The history of France
The history of Amiens
The history of Nord-Pas-de-Calais

54. Do you attend Picard cultural events (for example, Chés Wèpes, Chés
Cabotans d’Amiens, "The Breath of the Earth", etc.)?
Yes
No
55. Do you think that it is very important (or not) to defend what is
traditional in a region (for example, language, culture, cuisine, style of
houses, festivals, etc.)?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

It is very important
It is fairly important
It is not very important
It is not at all important
Without opinion

56. Which of these elements in priority? (language, culture, cuisine, style of
houses, festivals, etc.)

57. Do you read the magazine “L’Esprit de Picardie”?
A. A Lot
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B. Some
C. Not Much
D. Not At All
58. In order to defend your ideas, are you a member or would you become a
member of an organization or an association of the following type:
regional movement?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Yes, am a member
Yes, would become a member
No
Do Not Know

59. Have you signed the petition “Touche pas à ma Picardie”?
Yes
No
60. In thinking about the Picardy region, which among the following words
and expressions is the best at defining it?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

A territory
A place of history and culture
An administration
A place of economic development
A human community
A place for political debate
Do Not Know

61. Would you say that there exists a Picard people among the French people?
Yes
No
Do Not Know
62. Would you say that there exists a Breton people among the French
people?
Yes
No
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Do Not Know
63. Would you say that there exists a Corsican people among the French
people?

Yes
No
Do Not Know
64. In considering that France is a homeland, how do you situate your region
or village?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

As a small homeland
As a pays
As a place of origin
As a place of residence
Do not know

65. If a pays, what is a pays?

66. Do you agree with the point of view of the Flemish Committee (of France)
from the middle of the 17th century: “As far as morals, customs and
dialects go, France will always include Bretons, Normans, Provençaux,
Basques, Burgundians, Picards, Alsatians and Flemings”?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

A Lot
Some
Not Much
Not At All
Do Not Know

67. Are you Picard?
Yes
No
Thank you for your help!
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The Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur Region
Please respond individually to the questions. We are looking for your own opinion;
please do not look for responses on the Internet. Thank you in advance!
1. Do you consent to answer this questionnaire?
Yes
No
(If the respondent answers, “No”, they will see the following message:
“You have chosen not to continue this questionnaire; thank you for your
interest.”)
2. Gender:
Male
Female
3. Age Group:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

18 – 24 years old
25 – 34 years old
35 – 49 years old
50 – 64 years old
65+

4. What is your actual profession (or the last profession performed if
unemployed, retired or a housewife)?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Farmers
Artisans, storekeepers and company managers
Executives and higher intellectual professionals
Middle managers
White-collar employees
Factory workers
Students
Inactive, never having worked
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5. What is the highest diploma that you have received or (if student) that
you think you will receive?
A. Without diploma or Brevet of Junior High School
B. Certificate of professional aptitude (CAP), Brevet of professional
teaching (BEP) Baccalauréat of general, technical or professional
teaching
C. Diplomas of level Bac plus 2 years (DUT, BTS, instructors, DEUG,
Schools of Sanitary and Social Formations)
D. Diplomas of 2nd and 3rd university levels (Bachelor’s degree, Master’s
degree (old), Master’s degree (new), DEA, DESS, Doctorate) or Grande
Ecole diplomas
E. Do Not Know
6. Place of Origin:
Postal code or number of the département of origin:

7. Place of Residence:
Postal code or number of the département of place of actual residence:

8. Do you consider yourself to be Provençal?
Yes
No
9. Are you a regional activist?
Yes
No
10. If yes, of which type?
Cultural
Linguistic
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Political
11. To which of these places do you have the sentiment of belonging to above
all?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

The city or commune where you live
Your département
Your region
France
None
Do Not Know

12. Would you say that you have a lot, some, not much, or no interests in
common with the other residents of the Provence region?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

A Lot
Some
Not Much
None
Do Not Know

13. Would you say that you have a lot, some, not much, or no interests in
common with the other residents of your commune or village?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

A Lot
Some
Not Much
None
Do Not Know

14. According to you, which word best characterizes Provence?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Solidarity
Quality of life
Economic growth
Nature
Tradition
Energy
Culture
Do Not Know
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15. According to you, which word best characterizes your commune or
village?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Solidarity
Quality of life
Economic growth
Nature
Tradition
Energy
Culture
Do Not Know

16. Would you say that you feel very close, fairly close, not very close or not
at all close with the residents of your region?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Very Close
Fairly Close
Not Very Close
Not At All Close
Do Not Know

17. Would you say that you feel very close, fairly close, not very close or not
at all close with the residents of your commune or village?

A. Very Close
B. Fairly Close
C. Not Very Close
D. Not At All Close
E. Do Not Know
18. In thinking about the character of the residents of Provence-Alpes-Côte
d’Azur, and of the character of the residents of the other regions of France,
yourself, do you think that there are:
A. Very important differences
B. Fairly important differences
C. Not a lot of differences
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D. No differences at all
E. Do Not Know
19. According to you, what is the Provençal tongue?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

A dialect
A langue
A form of speech
A patois
Do Not Know

20. How do you define the word dialect?
A. Regional variety of a language
B. Particular form of a language within a group of speech forms which
does not have the status of language that the official or national
language does
C. Group of speech forms that hold common particularities of which the
dominant characteristics are known among its users
D. Spoken and especially written regional form of an ancient language
E. Patois
21. Do you speak Provençal?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Often
Some
Not Much
Not At All
Do Not Know

22. If often or some, with whom and when? Are you proud to be a Provençal
speaker?

23. Do you understand spoken Provençal?
A. A Lot
B. Some
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C. Not Much
D. Not At All
E. Do Not Know
24. Do you write in Provençal?
Yes
No
25. If yes, which orthography do you use?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

French orthography
Classical or Occitan orthography
Orthography of Mistral
Your own
Do Not Know

26. According to you, is Provençal standardized?
Yes
No
Do Not Know
27. If no, why not?

28. According to you, what is Niçois?
A.
B.
C.
D.

A variety of Provençal
A variety of Occitan
The historic language of Nice and its country
A patois

29. According to you, what is Languedocien?
A. A variety of Provençal
B. A variety of Occitan
C. Occitan or langue d’oc
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D. The historic language of Languedoc
E. A patois
30. Do you think that Provençal should be taught at public schools in
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur?
Yes
No
Do Not Know
31. Are there bilingual Provençal-French schools in Provence-Alpes-Côte
d’Azur?
Yes
No
Do Not Know
32. If yes, what are they called?
ABCM
Calandretas
Diwans
Ikastolas
Without a collective name
33. According to you, what does Provence represent?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

The Provençal nation
The Provençal pays or the Provençaux pays (plural)
The territory of the Provençal people
An Ancient Province of the Kingdom of France
An Administrative Region of the French Republic
All of the above responses

34. Do you find the ancient descriptions of the Provençaux by geographer
Viven de Saint-Martin as having “a happy character with demonstrative
manners and a little noisy” and by historian Michelet as being “energetic
and noisy, but not without grace” are still true today?
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A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Completely
Some
Not Much
Not At All
Do Not Know

35. Do you know De l’Universalité de la langue française by Rivarol?
Yes
No
36. If yes, which dialects does he discuss inside?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Picard and Norman
Picard and Provençal
Champenois and Francien
Francien and Provençal
Champenois and Languedocien

37. Provençal is it a langue d’oïl or a langue d’oc?
A. A langue d’oïl
B. A langue d’oc
C. Do Not Know
38. According to you, is there one langue d’oc or Occitan or several langues d’oc
or Occitans?
A. One
B. Several
C. Do Not Know
39. According to you, National or Standard French was born
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

From Francien
From Picard
From Provençal
From the language of the kings and their courts
From the language of the Parisian intellectual élites
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F.
G.
H.
I.

From a mixture of the langue(s) d’oïl
From a mixture of the langue(s) d’oc
From a mixture of the langue(s) d’oïl and the langue(s) d’oc
Do Not Know

40. Do you think that there are regional variations of French in France?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

A Lot
Some
Not Much
None At All
Do Not Know

41. Would you say that Provençal is a variety of French?
Yes
No
Do Not Know
42. If yes, a regional or social variety?

43. Would you say that Provençal is a variety of Occitan or langue d’oc?
Yes
No
Do Not Know
44. Would you say that Provençal is a separate language?
Yes
No
Do Not Know
45. Why?

46. Would you say that a language is a carrier of a culture?
Yes
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No
47. If yes, all languages or just national languages?
All languages
National languages
48. Have you heard the following phrase?
What is not clear is not French.
Yes
No
49. Do you think that it is correct?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

A lot
Some
Not Much
Not At All
Do Not Know

50. Do you think that patois is deformed French?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

A Lot
Some
Not Much
Not At All
Do Not Know

51. According to you, what is patois?

52. According to you, what role does Provençal play in Provence-Alpes-Côte
d’Azur?
A. Solidarity
B. Tradition
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C.
D.
E.
F.

Difference
Culture
None
Do Not Know

53. Do you think that the French (outside of the region) know ProvenceAlpes-Côte d’Azur well?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

A Lot
Some
Not Much
Not At All
Do Not Know

54. Do you read “La Région, le magazine”?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

A Lot
Some
Not Much
Not At All
Do Not Know

55. Were you in agreement with the president of the regional council Michel
Vauzelle when he asked the Minister of Culture to have Provençal
declared a separate language from Occitan?
Yes
No
Do Not Know
56. Do you know the response of the Minister of Culture?
Yes
No
57. Do you attend Provençal cultural events (for example, Maurel pastoral,
Provençal dances, pétanque, festivals, manifestations, Occitan School of
Summer in Provence, University of Summer MARPÒC, etc.) ?
Yes
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No
58. Do you think it is very important (or not) to defend what is traditional in a
region (for example, language, culture, cuisine, style of houses, festivals)?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

It is very important
It is fairly important
It is not very important
It is not at all important
Without opinion

59. Which of these elements in priority? (language, culture, cuisine, style of
houses, festivals, etc.)

60. In order to defend your ideas, are you a member or would you become a
member of an organization or an association of the following type:
regional movement?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Yes, am a member
Yes, would become a member
No
Do Not Know

61. Are you familiar with the Collectif Provence, the Félibrige and the Institut
d’Etudes Occitanes?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

All three
Two of the three
One of three
None
Do Not Know

62. Are you a member of one (or more) of these groups? Which one or which
ones?
Yes
No
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63. Do you know that there is an online petition called “Le provençal
maintenant” which aims for the recognition of the Provençal language as a
language of France?
Yes
No
64. If yes, have you signed it?
Yes
No
65. Would you say that the Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur region is a part of
Occitania?
Yes
No
Do Not Know
66. Were you in agreement with the regional council president Michel
Vauzelle when he tried to change the name of the region from ProvenceAlpes-Côte d’Azur to Provence?
Yes
No
67. If no, why not?

68. In thinking about the Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur region, among the
following words and expressions, which best defines it?
A. A territory
B. A place of history and culture
C. An administration
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D.
E.
F.
G.

A place of economic development
A human community
A place of political debate
Do Not Know

69. Would you say that there exists a Provençal people among the French
people?
Yes
No
Do Not Know
70. Would you say that there exists a Breton people among the French
people?
Yes
No
Do Not Know
71. Would you say that there exists a Corsican people among the French
people?
Yes
No
Do Not Know
72. Would you say that there exists an Occitan people among the French
people?
Yes
No
Do Not Know
73. Would you say that there exists a Niçois people among the French people?
Yes
No
Do Not Know
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74. In considering that France is a homeland, how do you situate your region
or village?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

As a small homeland
As a pays
As a place of origin
As a place of residence
Do Not Know

75. If a pays, what is a pays?

76. Do you agree with the point of view of the Flemish Committee (of France)
from the middle of the 17th century: “As far as morals, customs and
dialects go, France will always include Bretons, Normans, Provençaux,
Basques, Burgundians, Picards, Alsatians and Flemings”?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

A Lot
Some
Not Much
Not At All
Do Not Know

77. Are you Provençal?
Yes
No
Thank you for your help!
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L'fond d'ech tr eu ?

MichelPruvoti canteBaryton

Nin vie ene neuvetous les smainnes.
achteure,dinchrepopeed"echtreudemuchedurantch'chantierd'el rue Albert-ler! Montd
idji ISonme(D'prlm~
ches conmercesqu"tsont leus vintes
quis bach)is nmand'Ia rmairerieqtial

ne

•Ch'picord. j'tl perlt. lj SU cl
Rut. l'arbour Johnny.qu'li ii est
ne din chol rue.• Ch'pu picarded

a

NICOlAS
REJTZAUM
I dessaque un
bieu Jive dfjo bien atcheu ill~. ds u
chol chi nmt ifre d'k h J>fre

uchais<.
Os .iva inme • Route66 • depulit?in
2012.0svos mCrgoussertiaveuccLe
Pere Lach.i~.jardin MS ombrcs... •,
un bieu liw, qu'i sorte

.11mon

Michel

t.,fon (228 page,. 29.95 E) Chl'Anmienoe {d'origine) Nicolas Reitzaum
ii o ranst dix moes durant din ches
voeyefte-sed chol pu ce1ebe
ed chk
chinmt~res eel P,1ris. I nn'o krit un

sapre bieu live.D'eC"h
tombel £dith

Piar. fin simpe mais l'pu visitet • .\
chti-lo l Volt.iireet pi.\ La Font.line,

a

qu'ch'etoaitd'chk pl'emes ete inSCVlis
lo.o YOey.ige
din ch'temps passe et pi... un moJedin t'etemitl-.

ltRDTDE

Ene enee apreu
qu'ech Baie des Anges
ii ocoule

Ene,nee. ch'eslch'qu'il~mfollui
ch'patron
dplquedu (rolol, Patrick
Nicolai.pourk ratampir.Und'ses

a

ches corbillonneusd'fl"ance,Michel Pruvot, i s're<:lameedses rachenes pic.ardes.
• J'ai ti a/lie Q Machy, doU qu'mes
viux gins is mooi't kh cafe :
chl'Auberge d'tl Vallh. £j viens

~~~~~ :~a~~~~a~~f;~
d~~~':~ p~r soeuO:
~~es~:e~fJ

d'el raauer. aveuc din l'idh d'nin
fooirehie guindjefe. • Ch'est din

ch'viu care populaire-lo. a doll
qu'il O tt' atve. qu'ches viux Picards. picardis,mts.is Ii ont appris ljuer .1cartes. mais is Ii ont
ecou apprins a s'idviser in picard.
Des canchons in "chti", i
nn'avoait djo krits, produits pi
canttts. E-dpu qu'Edmond Taniere, au cminchmintd'che5 radios Iibes (in 1981) i nn',lV(),lit
lance l'modc. Michel i s'raminteut d'RadioQuinquin,tine radio
qu'al emCttO.lit~pu un c.afc
d'quCnier doll qu'o n'inrindo.ait
qu'des c.anchons in chti
{qu'ch'est,feut-ti C<>er
fl l'E-rdire,
ene tomure ed pica.rd)qu'Renaud i rindro celebes ,1preu
ch'film Germinal.
Quante ii .animo.aitsn'Cmission
din F~u ence Nord. in 1983 pi
1984, Michel ii o adjince un
45 tours aveuc quate canchons
in chti. Mais s'vraie canchon in Michtl Pn,votIi maingutuehtJaveucJean-MarcChtvaucht,Barytond'sin
pie.ant,Micheli vient d'el l"inri- surpitchtt. i\ tctUSt d"tsfortevob.
gistru dsu sin darin .album(a
.amis: eneamit ie forte. durabe.
Jean-Marc Chevauche ch'esr:
balanceau bal musette.
Is n'ont point peu CO.lire
d'Cfant: B.aryton.
A s'.appelleCh'tiotpicard, pi .alest
PKJ..
nee d'el rinconte d'kh jueu adon. is ont fo.aitene c.1nchon.
d'corbillon ,weuc no confrere Putot qu'ed vos nin dviser,os vos
d'kh Co,irrier Picard,Jean-Marc invirons a ll',1coutersu ch'sire
webe d'kh Courrier picardpi din
Chev.a
uche.
chl'lntamfte, J)erVoutubeobien
Li, qu'i nn'o ecrit chis paroles, il
A
c.ant'teroute
o re un momint re5ponS.1ble Dailymotion.Is 111?
d'kh l edition d'Adville ed no deux. Os comprindrez lo cmint
jornal. Ch'est lo qu'il ont vnu qu'a s'foait qu'til surpitchet l

deux.,chol municipaliteal dit qu'<<
al
foait d'sin miu » pi a s'd@laminte
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Le fond du trou?

MichelPruvotchanteBaryton
• Lepicard. je le porle.Je suis ne a
Rue. conrrairemenr OJohnny qui,
lui, tst ni dons la rutt, l'accor dfuniste le plus picard de
France. Michel Pruvot. revendique ses origines picardes. •J'oi
etcele'le ii MachyoUmesgrandsparents tenaient un cofo: l'Auberge de la Vallee. Je viens de lo

NlmLAS
REITZAUM
L•aut eur a mi fnoissort un livrtdlj1 tiff remarqul. sur le dmeti ~re du N:re
Lachaise.

faire une guinguerre., £1eve dans
ce care populaire. les vieux p;.

livre, qui vient de sortir chez Michel l..lfon (228 p.,gcs,29.95E~Nicolas Reitzaum, Amienois d"origine, a passe dix mois a.irpenter le
plus dtebre des cimNieres p.arisiens. JI en a tire un livre remarquable. De la tombe d'£dith Piaf,

a
celles de Voltaire et de La Font.1ine
qui furent l l'origine de cette necropole. on y voyage dans le temps

et-. d.1nsune part d'etemite.

lf CRDTOY

Un an apres
le nau frage
du Baie des anges

Un an. c'est ce qo'il aurafalltJa
rarmateurcrotelloisdu Bait des
anges.PatrickNicol~ poor se

relever.l'un de ses chalutie'l.le
Baie des anges. s'est echo~ le
29 novemb<e2013 au T~port

Trtsvite. a remotion ont suctfde

les tracas administratifs: payer

;:::/ut;n~,.
~~~'::
r~~

f:9!;

cards., picardis,m ts, Jui ont non
seulement appris
jou er aux
cartes; ils Jui ant aussi enseigne
la langue picarde.
Des chanson s en Ch'ti. ii en av.:1it
dcj .\ kri res. produitt'S e1 chantttS. depuis qu'Edmond Taniere,
.\ l'Cpoque des premieres radios
loeile-s (rn 1981) en avail land
la mode. Michr l se souvient de
Radio Quinquin. diffusee depuis
un c.1fe de qu.1rtier OUfuS.1ient
les chansons en Ch'ti (qui . faut -i1
le r.tppeler, n'est .tutre qu'un dCriVCde la langue picarde~ que
populari sera Renaud. apr~ le
film Gtnninal .
l.orsqu'il animait son emission
sur Fri-quence Nord. en 1983e1
1984. Michel l"ealisa un 45 tours
avec quatr e chansons en Ch'ti .
Mais S.l vr.1ie chanson en pur picard , Michel vient de l"enregistrer sur son demier album \o
balanceau bol muserre.
lntitultt Ch'tioc Picard, elle est
nee de l.1 rtncontrt de l'acco rdi!onist e avec notre confl'ere du
Comrie, picord. Jean-Marc ChevauchC. Cr demier, qui en a CCrit
les paroles. a officie commt" n-sponsa ble de notr e Cdition p;,o1rdie maritime, a Abbeville. Cest
1.1que naquit leur amitiC. Une

a

rres sobre mais la plus visitef,

:t~~~r ,~ es~:~
ccpour !es enfants»

~~r ~:~~ia~~afai:nt:;::'r ~~
qui r!damentala mairieunesignate-tique adaplte c,u changementde circulationmts en place. 11sse sentent
abandonnkface aux diffiw/tes.Ensuitedu tate de la municipalit
e.,quidit
faire« desonmieux» el regretteque
leprojetsoil ralenti par des« imponderables».Cejeudi6 novembrt,les
travauxdoivent replendreapres de
lo~es semaines d'attente.Pourvoir
enhnle fond du trou?

rochereravec.comme projer. d'en

Vousavez aime Roure66, publie en
2012. Vousallez adorer le Pere-l.achaise,jardin d15 ombres..., un beau

le premiermois d'arrfl de travail
des quatre matelo~ prower le
bon etat du navirepour que rassurance rembllllr.>e.
« Je com-

Chaquesemaineapporteson nowel
deepisodedans la saga de la cavil@
couvertelors destravaux.
rueAlbert-i! Montdidier(Somme(
O'abord
ducOt!
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Les motard s contre
la zone indu st rielle

Apres
la mortd'unjeunemotard ii

~~ se~::S

:r

i;e:':,/:0

f~~Qi5:e
d:biT!~1f ,e'de~!~

la dangerosi~des routes el du
mobilierurbainsur ce site. « [eta
faildix ans quenousdlmandons
des amelioralions
pourla zoneindustriellecar actuellement..
cest
trk dang_ereux.
Malheureusement

~?i~'led~1~~!>{Ft:c'elte
Michtl PrvvotIi gauche~ avecJean-Mart Chevaucht
, sumommt 8arytontn

raisondt sa lortevnht
o1mitiC forte et solide.
Ne pouvan t pas faire un enfant,
ils ont do ne fait une ch.1nson.
ptut&: que de la dkrire, nous
vous invitons a l'koute r sur le
site web du Courrier picord et
sur Int ernet via Youtube ou Oais l'interprctent taus
lymotion . 11

Jean-Marc ChevauchC es1 Sary ton.
PtU

Aecouter
et voir
• ~.,atlr

les deux. Vous compn-ndrez
.:1lors pourquoi le sumom

~

de

Pourla FFMC.
It rnobilie, urbain
nt un dangtrde plus.
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Une nouvelle
du Petit Nicolas
exclusivement
pour noslecteurs

Les traducteurs
picards
nous parlent
du Petit Nicolas

PAGESII ETIll

PAGE
IV

Le Petit Nicolas fait
sa rentreeen picard
Le Petit Nicolas, de Goscinny et Sempe, Fait so n en tree en picard
dans la co llection des « Langues de France » chez IMAV editions.

« Ch'est mi ch'pu boin »
« Je suis le meilleur »
TCA0100.
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Ch'sapre
lapin
En exclusivite pour no s lecte u rs, et en
bonu s» a !'edit ion picard e, une nouve lle
su pp lemen taire du Petit Nicolas en part er
pic ard.
«

,

toalt rudmlnt
fameux
l' 6col e , lnnhul I Conme
os avoemetl!blen
s ages
quaslmlnt
tout
l'eismalnne durant , no marlstr e sse al o amn i dol
pat e lip 6rtrlr,anos
n n'o
donn e chatchun
un
mord e u, e t pl a nos o
a pprln s a foair e un
tchot lapin, a veuc d es
srandes e urelles.
Min lapin 1 ml. c h' e toalt
ch'pu bl e u lapin d 'no classe , ch'es t no marls ·
tress e qu'al l'o dlL Ag na n II e toalt mou s u et
pl I dl s oalt q u 'c::h'eto a lt point Jus te , qu'el
sl e n e 8d lapin II 8toalt au.ssl bl e u qu' 81
mlen e , qu'8J l'avoals copi 8 ; mais bl 8 s e ur, a
n' e toalt point vral. Ch'qu'l s 'pass e av e uc
Agnan, ch ' est qu'vu qu'ch' es t II pr e me In
dasse e t pt qu'il est ch'pref e re a chol marls·
tre s s e, I n'alnm e poi nt quant a u n e ut e ii est
comp ll mlnt e a s' plach e : et pl t a ndt
qu ' Ag nan I br 8yoalt,chol marls tre ss e al o pu ·
nl ch 6s cam a rades pasqu 'l plach e 8d foair e

d111lapins, Is le u chamallloal't aveu c chol
pa te &pertrlr .
Alc es te, I n's e batto a lt poi nt, mals I n 'avalt
point volu foalre ed lapin i II avoait mlnse
do ! pate l p 6rtrir e t pl a n 'I avoa it point plf,
et pl chol marl s tren e a l o dlt qu'c::h'6 toait
bi e n l'd a rln coeup qu'al lns 8yoaltd'nos
fo a l re
pl a lsi. Ch '8 toait vraimlnt 8 ne bo e n e class e .
f'a l rlntr ili1 no mo a ison rudmlnt contlnt ,
av e uc min lapin din m'maln pour qu 'I
n 'fuch e point equ e rboulll i din m'c ar t e. f'a l
rlntr 8 1 tout c ou ra nt din no fornl pl lo J' al crl 8
- Rb8'e , ma n man!
Manman a l o pouss e un cr l e t pl a s 'a rto r n 8
d 'un s e ul coeup.
- Coulos, qu' a l o dlt m a nman, coblen
d'cmup s qu'I feuro qu 'e j te nm a nde d'en
point rlntrer conm e un d6r a te din no fornl ?
Alors lo , ml J'al foalt mont rer min lap in 1
- Bon, vo t'laver

tes mains , qu'al o dit man ·

man. Tin collation I t'attind.
- Mais rb8 e m in lapin, m a nman, qu'f a l dlt.
No marlstr e ss e al o dlt qu 'c h' e to a lt c h'pu
bieu d'tout nod a s s e.
- Finblen,flnblen.qu'alodltmanman.Ach·
Mai s ml, j' a l ble n vu qu'manman

a n' a voalt

point rb8y e min la pin. Quant e a l dit : • Fin
b len, fin blen ». conm e o, ch 'es t qu' a n'6rbili e
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point vralmlnt.
- Tu n'l'os point rbltyl, min lapin, qu'j'ai dit.
- Coulo s ! qu' a l o crl l manma n . )'t'al d ,ijo
nmand8 d 'aller t'pr ltp e rer pour e rehln e r I
J'sus d6Jo ,pln i e asseu conm e o pour qu'tu
n'fuche point lndlnsn e ! J'6 n durer a l point
qu'tu foc:h e s lndlngn e J
Alors lo, c h' ihoait un mo16 d't r op I Ml, f foals
unlaplnestra,nomarlstr
e ss e alditqu'ch' e st
ch'pu bieu d'tout no class e , qu ' m e um e 6ch
prefer e d'Agnan I nn'inrag e, e t pl ii nomo a l·
son j' e m foals atulr e I
A n' e st vr a lmlnt point Jus te, es t vr al sans
quo l , l l'fln des flns ! Ch'est d 'lo qu'j'al don·
nl u n coeup d 'pled din c h'tambour e t d'ech
fornl e t pl qu'j'ai sortl tout coura.nt , e t pl j'ai
rlntr i din min ca mbln et pour groul e r, e t pl
J'm 'al chti su min lit , mals dv ant j'a voals mi s
min lapin d s u m'tab e, pour e n point 11'8catlr.
Et pl Man man al a rlntr e din min cambln e L
- Ch'est point flnl , Coula s, tes m n ees 7 qu·a
m'o dlt . Tu t'ln vo s d , chlnde e rchln e r sl tu
n'veux polntqu' 8j ra co nt e touto 1 papa .
- Tu n'os point rb 6y 8 min la pin I qu'f al diL
- Bon, bon, bon I qu ' al o dit manman. fel
vo es, tin lapin. !lest nn r e tu , tin lapin. Lo, t' es:
contlnt? Achteur e, tu s ros sas e o blen j'mln
vo s m 'mette In prousse.
- I n't6 plait point , min lapin 7 qu 'j' ai dlt. £J
m 'ai nnls
br.-i re, pa.squ'est vral, ch'est poi nt
l'pel n ne f d bl e n sul re In clas s e sl ap re u, un
coeup rin tri a no m oa iso n, o n 'ainme point
vo lapin. Et pl os on s lntlndu l'YOex a papa. In
bo L
- DoUqu'os 6te ? qu' ll o crllpapa.J'suslo
I
)'al rlntr8d'bo6ne
h e ure !
Et pl papa, 11a rl n tr8 di n m in camblnet.
- Eh be ? qu'II onma n d8' . Quo e q u 'ch'estqu'l
s 'p a ss e lc h l? Oz lntlnd des hurl lles du bout
d'nog a rdln !
- I s 'p a sse , qu 'al dlt m a nman , e q Coulos II
es t lndlngn e edpl qu 'II a rv , nu d '8 col e . Vlo
ch 'qu 'I s ' pa ss e I
- J'fn s us p oint lnd l ngn e , ' q f al dlt,
- Un mol f d 'calme , qu'II o ditpapa .
- Bravo I qu ' a l o dlt manman.
Br avo I
Oon n e ·z · I raison, ti I A p reu tu fros l'seur ·
prln s qua n tel torn 8 rovllaln I

a

- Ml, fl donne ra is on contr e ti ? qu 'il o dlt
p apa. Mais j' e n donn e ml e raison 1 p a rsonn e,
ml I Pou r u n coeup qu' ' I rlnt e ,d bofn e
h e ur e , va qu '6J trouv e un draom e l no m oal ·
son. Ml q u'j'f m fo a isoals un pl a is l d 'rintrer sl
v'it e apr e u 8n e rud e Jorn i e. est galngn i !
- Et pl mi 7 qu 'al o nma .nd ili manman,
tu
creu s qu'l s n' s ont point dur es li tou, !es

Undessin de Sempelu stranlla nowele originale
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ml f n es f d Jorn ees ? Tl, tu so rte s , tu v oh du
monn e. Ml, j' r 8s te ich l c onm e 8ne 8sdav e, 1
tr a va lll ,ir pour rlnd e no malson viva be , et pl
pir dfssu l' m frtchi I feut qu' fJ dure el mfchant e hum e u r 8d ch 6s d e ux mo ss leu s lo.
- Ml, J'sus d ' m 6ch a n te humeur 7 qu ' II o crl e
papa In bu t chant su m 'bbe , e t pl j'al yeu
peur pas qu'tl o mantch 8 d 'a voe r min la pin, et
pl lo , 11froalt ti jollmlnt raplatl .
- Tout A foa lt qu't' es d'm 8c::h ante hum e ur ,
qu'al o dlt manman. Et pl J'c ro es qu'tu froals
mlud''n
polntcrlerdvant
chl' e fant I
- I m'sa n n e 6q ch'est poi nt ml qu' J 61 foal ·
s oai s bralr e. 8c::hplot , qu ' U o dlt pap a.
- Ch 'est o, ch'est o, dis tout d' s ult e e q j' 61 lapld e, qu'al o d it m a n man .
Adon, papa II o Ive s es polngs d' chaqu e cot e
d '1b b ron s ne et p l II o c mlnch 8 1 foa lr e d es
grandes asa mb h s d in min ca mbln e t, et pl,
vu qu'mln cam bl ne t II es t tout tchot , I d voalt
torn e rln rond tout )'te m p s .
- Os alle~ m 'ri n d e fou , lchl ! qu'I crioai t pa ·
pa.O s allerm'rln
d efou !
Adon, manman a s ' a assls su min lit , al o
c mlnch 8 l rf splr e rfort , pl a s'a mi s l bralr e,
e t pl ml j'alme point quant e m a nman al
bralt , alors j'a l br al , ml 6tou . Papa I s 'a arr i t•
d 'm a rc h er , I nos o rbeyt s et pl I s'a assls au
cot e d 'm a nman , 11 o pa.ss 8 s in bro s a Hnt our
ed ses ep e ul es , II o s a tch e s in mou cho , r , d
po c h e, e t pl I ll'o p a s sili Ji m a nman qu 'a s' a
mou c h e fort i ddln.
- Bon , bon, m'tchote , qu 'II o dit papa . Os
sonmes r f dlt c hul e s 6d nos lmb a lle r c on me
o. O s s onme
t 8rtou s 6pin ~s ... Cou los ,
mouque tt' I... e t pl ch'est pour o qu ' o s disons n'lmportf
quoi .
- T'os ralson , qu' al o dltmanman
. Mai s quo e

)

qu'ch' e st qu 'tu v e ux, qu a nt e I mont
l'orag e conme lnnhul, e t pi qu 'e ch plot
- Mais o ut , mats ou l, qu "II o dlt papa.
s e ur 6q tout e I vo s 'arrlns e r . I fe ut un
d" i p s yco lo gle av eu c ch h Man ts, tu
b ien. Attlnds, tu vos v'ir .

e 6d
...
J'sus
mole
l' s al s

Et pl papa I s 'a t.orn9 d 'ln c::ote e t pi I m 'o p as ·
s e s ' main din m es gv e ux .
- Tl po int vral, qu 'II o dlt p a pa, qu ' mln tchot
Coulo s I sro fln slntl av e u c manman e t plqu'I
s' ln vo II nmand er p a rdon ?
Ml, J'a l dit q u'oui , p asqu e c h' pu boin mo ·
min t , 1 no maiso n , ch' e st quant e os d 6ce s ·
son s nos chamall es.
- )'a l et ! un m o16 arbitralr e av euc II. qu' a l o
dlt m.anman. Tu sa ls qu ' II o nn bl e n travallll
a l' kole, no tch ot Coulos . S'maristre sse a ll'o
co pllmlnt e dvant to us se s tchots ca ma rad es.
- Mais est fi n b ie n. o. qu'il o dit pa pa. Ch' est
6stra ! Os vo i yei: blen qu'I n'y o point d 'qu oi
brai re. Mais av ec tout o, ml J'aa lav e ed falm ,
et pl ch'est l'heure d'irchlner.
Apreu mlnser ,
CouJ os tu m'r ac::o ntro s t es 6spl o6s .
Et pi pa pa pl ma n man Is ont rigo ll ; a lor s , ml
j' 8toai s rudmlnt co ntlnt. e t pl durant qu'papa
II lmbrassoalt
manman. l'al ti prlnd e min
bleu la pin pour 61foalre montr e r 1 papa .
Et pi papa I s 'a rtom • et pl I m 'o dit :
- Allen s, Coulos, ac ht eu re 6q tout e I v o pour
14mlu , tu t'ln vo e t e r a ls onnabe, h e ln min flu
? Alors , Jli te chol co ech o nn erl e lo qu'tu ti e n s
din t'm a ln, pl lav e bi e n t e s mains , et pl os al·
Ions rch In e r trlnt c hlll e mln L
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LeChouette
lapin
'ftalt dr81ement chouette a l'kole,
! Comme nous avions
aujourd'hui
presqu e
6t4 1r•s sages pendant
tout e la semaine, la maitr e sse a
modeler, elle
a pport6 d e la pite
nous en a donn6 un peu l chacun,
etelle nous aappr1s 1 faire un pe tit
lapin, av ec de arandes orellles.
Mon liipln, c'4talt le m e llleur lapin
de la classe, c'est la mai~sse
qui
l'a diL Aa;nan n'6tait pu content et
ii disait qu e ce n'4talt pas Juste,
que son lapin ,talt aussl blen que
le mien, que )'avals copl 4 ; mals
blen SUr,ce n'etalt pas vral. Ce qu'II
ya avec Ag nan, c'est que, com m e II est le premier de la elasse
e t le chouchou de la maitresse. ii n'alme pas quand qu e l •
qu'un d'autr e s e fait fiillclt e rii sa plac e ; et p e ndant qu'Agnan
p l euralt, la maitress e a pu n l Jes copalns par ee qu'au lieu de
fair e des lapins, ils se battalent avec la pit e a modeler.
Alceste, U ne se batta.lt pas, mats ii n'avalt pas voulu faire de
lapin : II avait gol'.iti la pite l mod e ler et ? ne lui avait pas
plu. e t la maitreue a dit que c'italt bl e n la d emler e fols
qu'ell e essayait de nous faire plaislr.
a ,~ vnlment une
chouette das se .
Je suls rentril
la malson dr&lement content, avec mon lapin
dans la main pour qu'II n e soit pas aplatl dans mon cart.abl e .
Je suls entr Ji en courantd a ns la cuisin e et j'al cr l,:
- Regarde, maman !
Maman a poussli un crl e t elle s'est r etourn6e d'un coup .
- Nico las, elle a dlt maman, comblen de fols (aut-11 qu e Je te
demande de ne pas entr e r dans la cuisin e comm • un sau ·
va.ge7
Alors mol j"ai montr Ji mon lapin iii maman.
- Bon, va te )av e r !e s mains, a dlt ma man. Le goOter est prit.
- Mais regard e mon lapin, maman, j'al dlt. La mattress • a dlt
que c'6talt le plus chou e tt e d e toute la clan e .
- Tris blen, tri s blen, a dlt ma man . Malnte nant, va t e pripa ·

a

a

ca

Ma is mol, j'al bten vu que maman n'av.alt pas regardli mon
la pin. Quand ell e dlt: * TN!s blen, tres bien :.,com me ~a. c'est
qu' e lle n e re aard e pas vr alment.
- Tune l'as pas regard8, mon lapin, J'ai dit.
dij.\ demandJi d'all e rt e pri·
- Nicolas I acrl Jimaman.Jet'al
parer pour le goOter I Je suls asse-z 8nerv, e com me ~a pour
quetu ne s ols pas Insupportabl e I Je ne supporter a l pasque
tu sols Insupportable
!
Alon, ll. c'i6tait un peu fort I Mol, J• fals un lapin terrible, la
maitreu e dlt que c'est le melll e ur de toute la classe, mime
ce chouchou d' Agnan est Jaloux, et 1 la malson on m e grond e
I
C'estdr61ement
pas Juste, c'est vral,quol, l la nn I Etj'aidon ·
n6 un coup d e pi e d dans le tabour e t d e la cuisin e et J• suis
sort( en courant, et Je suls ent r i dans ma ch a mbre pour bouder, etje m e suls Jet6 sur mon llt, mats av a nt J'al mis mon la pin sur le pupltr e , pour ne pas l'Jicraser.
Et puls Maman est entri e dans ma chambre.
- Ce n'est pas un peu finl, Nicolas, ces maniires 7 elle m 'a dit.
Tu vas d escendre 30Gter sl tu n e ve ux pas que je racont e tout

......

- Tu n'as pas rega r d 6 mon lapin I j'al dit.

- Bon, bon, bon I m'a dlt mam a n. Je le vols, ton lapin. II est
tres Joli, ton lapin. Ll, tu es cont e nt 7 Maintenant, tu vas itre
us e ou Je vals m e ficher.
- II ne te plait pas, mon lapin 7 j'al dlt, et Je me suls mis a
pleur e r, parc e que c'est vral , c'•st pas la pelne de blen Jitudier
a l' licol e sl apres, chez vous, on n 'alm e pas vos lapins. Et puls
on a entendu la volx d e papa, d·en bas .
- OU est tout le monde 7 a er!, papa.Je suls)A I Je suls r evenu
d e bonneheurel
Et puls pap a e st • ntr 6 dans ma chambr e.
e st-c e quls e pass e lei 70n e n- Ehb len 711 ademandJi.Qu'
tenddeshurlementsdepuls
leJ.-rd!n !
- JI se passe, a dlt maman, qu e Nicolas e st Insupport a ble de·
puls qu'il es t revenu de l'kole . Vollilice qui se pass e I
- Jene suls pas lnsupporutible,J'al
dit.
- Un pe u d e calme, a dltpapa.
- Bravo! a dlt maman. Bravo! Oonne -lul raison contre mol.

Autre dessin de Sempepourillustrer « un chouette lapin• . (IMAV
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Apres tu sens le premier ,tonn, quand ii tournera mal !
- Mol, Je lul donn e raison contre to! 7 a dlt papa. Mais Jene
donne raison a personne, mol ! J'arrlve d e bonne heur e, exc e ptlonnell e m e nt, etJ e trouv e un dram • a la malson. Mol qui
m e r6Joulssals de rentre r sl t6t a pres u ne dur e Journ#ie, c' e st
r,ussl I
- Et mol 7 a demand 6 maman, tu crols qu'elles n e sont pas
d ures, mes Joum6es ? Toi tu sors, ru vols du mond e . Mol, Je
suls Id comm e un e esclave, a travalller pour rendre cett e
maison vlvable, et en plus ii faut que Je supporte la mauvaise
humeur de ces messieurs.
- Mol, Je s ul s de mauval se hum e ur 7 a crlli papa en donnant
un coup de poing sur mon pupitre, et J'ai eu pe ur parce qu'il a
fallll avolr mon lapin, et~a.~a l'auralt dr61ementaplatl.
- Parfaltement qu e tu es de mauvals e humeur, a dit maman.
Et J• crols que tu ferals mleux de n e pas crier devant le petlt I
- II m e se mbl e qu e ce ne n' es t pas mol qui le falsals pl e ur•r,
le pet It, a d lt papa.
- C'est ~a. c'e st ~a. dis tout d e suite qu e Je le martyrlse, a dlt
maman.
Alo rs, papa a mis se s polngs d e chaqu e cat, de sa figur e e t ii a
commenc4 a fair e des ta s d e grands pas dans m a chamb~, e t
comme ma chambre est p etite, ii devait tourner tout le
temp s.
- On va m e re nd re fou, lcl I llc r laltpapa.Onva
me rendrefou
Alo rs, mama n s'est assis e sur mon lit, elle a commenc6 a res plrer des tas d e fots, et puls elle s'est mlse iii pleurer, et mol Je
n'alme pas quand ma maman pleure, alors fa t pleur6 aussl ,
pap a s'estarrit6
d e marcher. II nou s a regard lis et puts ii s'est
assls iii c6t Ji de maman, ii lul a pass Ji son bras autour des
II l'adonn6 iii maman qui
#ipaules, ii a sortl son moucholret

s'est mouch,e iris fort.
- Allons, allons, ch#irle, a dit pap a . Nous sommes ridicules de
nous emport e r comm e ~a . Nous sommes tous 6n e rv 6s ... NI·
colas, mouch e· tol ... •t c'•st pour ~a qu e nou s dlsons n'im ·
portequol.
- Tu as raison, a dlt maman . Mais qu·est -ce que tu ve ux.
quand ti falt orageu.xcomm e aujourd'hul, •t qu e le p e tlt ...
- Mais oul, mals oul, a dlt papa. Je suls sUr que tout va s'arranger. II faut un p e u de psychologl e avec Jes e nfant.s, tu le
sais bien. Attends, tu vas voir.
Et puts pap a s'est tournivers
mol e t II m'a pass i sa main sur
les ch ev e ux.
- N'est·ce pas,a dit papa, que mon Nico las va itre tris gentil
avec ma man e tqu'il v a lul d e mander pardon 7
Mol, J'al dlt que oul, pa rce que le moment le plus chouette, 1
la m a lson, c'estquand nous termlnons nos disputes .
- f'ai lita un p eu lnjust e avec Jul, a dit maman. Tu sals qu'II a
tl"es blen travall!Ji iii l'Jicole, notre Nicolas. La maitress e l'a fli.
lid t li deva. n t tous ses petits camarades .
- Ma.ls c'est tris blen, ~a. a dlt papa. C'e st magnlflque I Vou s
voy•:r: blen qu'il n'y a pas de quoi pl e urer. Mais av e c tout ~a.
J'al falm, et c'e st l'heure du soUter. Apr e s, Nicolas va m e ra·
conters e ssuccis .
- Et papa et maman ont rigo!Ji ; alors, mol j'Jitals dr6lem e nt
content, et pendant que papa emb rassalt maman, je suls a116
pnmdre mon chouette lapin pour le montrer Ji pap.ii.
- Etpapa:r'estretoum
6 etllm'adit:
- Allons, Nicolas, malntenant que tout va blen, tu vas itre
ra i sonnable, hein 7 Alors, va jeter cette cochonnerie que tu
tle ns 11. lave ·tol blen le s main s e t allons goUte r tranquille ·
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EN

ApresTintinetAsterix,
lePetit
picard
Nicolas
semetaparler

BREF
DESSIN

Un concour s avec
Passeur de reves

Du16octobreau5 novembre,
laIi·
brairieMartelle,d'Amiens(et son Les ed itions IMAV,dirigees par la fille de Rene Goscinny,
seeteur
jeunesse
, Passeur
dereves
)a
organiseun concours«Oessinele !es aventu res du Petit Nicolas en picard. Exercice auquel
de cette
PetitNicolas» !'occasion
sortieduherosdeGoscinnyetSempe
enpicard.Lesresu!atsdu conc:ours
serontproclalTles
ce 6 novembre
1Sheures,en prbambulede la rencontreaveclestraducteurs, lalibrairieMartelle.

a

so rt e nt aujourd' hui
ii se pr ete bien.

a

a

RENCONlRE

Ch'TchotColas
in picard

Le Petit Nicolas et

le Courrier en picard
S'associant
avec noire« journal
enpicard»decejour,IMAVEdi·
lions, la librairie Martelle et
FranceBleuPicardieorganisent
,
cejeudi6 novembre
a18heuresa
la librairieMartelle(3, rue des
Vergeauxa Amiens),une ren-

contrlHfedi
caceavecAnneGoscinny, Jean-Luc Vignaux et

JacquesDulphy(les traducte
urs
du PetitNicolasen picard dela

Somme,egalementresponsabtes
de la traductionen picard du
Courrierpic.ordde ce jour)et DanielMuraz,adjointau redacteur
enchef du Courrier
picord.

PEDAGOGIE

Un outil
pour les enfa nt s

~

• tour d e Gaul e du Petit Nico·
as falt escale e n Plcardl e . Api-b
s av e nture s e n la ngu e corse, en
breton. e n a~be m:,,ghr 9· bin, e n
ytddish et en cROle (de
Martinique, de la Reunion, de Gua ·
deloupe et de Guyann e) , le N"bre
personnage lnugln f par le duo
S&mi>'/ Gos clnny parl e d@sonna ls
plc.;1,rd. Sort! .i,ujou rd'hul, Ch'Tchot
Colas In plc:ard s'lnscrit clans la col ·
lectton Langu .s de Fr:an~ d es idl·
tions IMAV,dirigffs par Ann e Co s·
clnny (nlle de ), qulamblttonn e de
tradulre les av e ntur e s de ee best~
sell e r d e la litterarure pour e nfants
dans les 75 la ngu es d e Fran ce.

« Le picardressemble
aufran~aisde Goscinny
•
Apr i s Tlntln , Ast 8rlx, ou e ncor e
!es Simpso n, c' est done au tour d e
ce personnag e embl8matlque
et
lndfmodable
crH e n 1959 de

JeaM.uc.
Vigneuxel JacquesDulph
y on!misdu picarddansla bouehede Ch'TchotColas.

Tournai(Wallonle)

plcard d e l'Art o ls (Nord·d e ·Ca·
lals ), les de ux de rn l~res el.ant
9crlt e s e n plc a rd de chez nous, ou
plusexactementde
la rf glon Ab ·

Si lePetitNicolasest,avant tout,un
plaisirdelecture, ii affinneaussiune
pr e ndre l'acc:ent plcard, ou plut&t
votontedefaireoeuvredepedagogie.
L'otNragecomprendainsi un grand !es acc e nts plcard s. Ce recueil d e
lexique des termesutilises,ainsi s ix hlstolres compte en e ffe t deu x
qu'unebibliograph
iedeglossaires
en aventures tradultes en picard d e

ra~;~~~::(tae:::~~~us~;

,deuxautr

ese n

b evt lle· Aml e ns.
Un e fols e ncore, IMAV 8ditlonsa
Jacqu e s Oulphy
confi e ce t ravail
e t Je an · Lu c Vlgn e ux. membres

a

ralt~~~~~:
"\1~5.:;
I':
ivrececahierspecia~.avecsa
nouvelle exclusive
traduite!
b<>gl

EDITION

«Le PetitNicolasest intemporel
»

Un livre du patr imoine

ANNEGOSCINNY
,fillede Re-', est

LePetitNicolasestunvrai succes
d'edition.Traduit dans45pays,les
aventuresducelebrepetilgari;:on
re-groupent
222histoires
, publiees
en14
votumesche
zlMAVEd~ionsetenfo.
lio junior.Les ventesannuelles
toumentautourde 300000exemplairespourl'ensembl
edelasene
.

! __
fM
·
Cahier
specia
l
____,.._..,
au
n' 22410
..

1
•
•
du 6 novembr
e
Directeurde la publication :
Gabriel
OliARCOIJRT

Realisation:
DanielMURAZ
JULIEN,
Jacques
Ridac;on: Fabrice
VIGN
EUX
OULPHY
, Jear>luc

TMET152.

3 la U!:te des ~iUons IMAV. Elle
ambltlonne de tradu lre les aven ·
lures du Petit Nicolas dans les
de
soixaote-qulnze
langues
France.

, Pourquolunetraductlondu Pe·

tit Nicolasenplcard?Noun vons
eu envle d'aborder
le max .imum
d e lan gu es d e F rance, e t la t radu c t:lon en plcard e st la neuvl8m e d e
la collection. Une t r aductlon dan s
un e autre langu e est toujours tr es
lnt f ressant e d'un point d e vue int ell ectue l. Elle perm e t d' a pporter
un nouv e l 8clalra ge sur !'oeuvr e,
gr ic e i la richesse du vocabulair e .
Nous avon s !'i ntention d e tradulr e

ce tt e ceuvr e dans !e s 7S lansues
de France, c'est un e Initiativ e a la·
quell e Je suls tr8 s attach h . Et Je
trouv e qu'un e langu e r9slonal e
fmouvant e
est
toujours
plus
qu'un e langu e 9tr ang i re . Pour ma
part, ma prefer e nc e va a u yi dd lsh,
qui eta lt la langu e mat e rn e lle de
monp 8re.

, Le Pe1i1
Nicolasa·t·il une place

particulil!re

dans votre

cmur?

)'ador e tout • )'oeuvr e d e mon
p 8r e : Ast f rlx pour !'humour, Lu ·
cky Luke pour les parodi es d e
W e stern ou enco re lznogoudpour
!es ca lembours. Mais le Petit Nico ·
las est certal n eme nt c e lul dont Je
me se n s le plus proch e . Mon p6re
n 'a pas eu le temps de me racon ·
ter s on e nfance, etJe p e nse qu'il y

a be aucoup d e lul et d e l'enranc e
d e Semp 8 dans ce personnage.

des Plcardlsants
du Ponthl e u e t du
Vlm e u , fondateurs, e ntr e autr e, d e
la revu e Ch 'Lanchron. Com m e pour
les traductlons d 'Ast6rix et de Tin ·
tin , les deux Plcards , resp ect lv e m e nt natifs du Vlmeu et du Pon ·
thleu, ont confronte
le ur tra vail
pour offrlr au lecte u r la traduction
la. plus fidl!l eposs lbl e.
« Le but est de fairy une icrfeure If·
slbte et de propos er t.m plcard qui
p•u t i tre dit et /11facHement • , ex·
pllqu e
jean-Luc
Vlgn eux.
Et
cont ra.irement l d'autres ceuvres,
le Pe dt Nicolas sembl e se pller fad lem e nt a cet e xerdc.. « Le plcard

19~;~r~~~~~~fouioe~fs
~~t:Jnss emble au fronfals

succ8s.Pourquof?QuandJ e va1s
cher c he r m es e nfants au co ll8ge,
Je retrouv e e nco re 1'8c ol e du Pe th
Nicolas. C'es t un p e r so nnag e In ·
tempor e l. Les tablettes
num eriqu e s on t be au r e mplac e r les encri e rs et Jes pupltre s, l'e ss enti e l
r e sre . Dans un e classe, q uell e qu e
solt 1'9 poqu e, II y a touJou r s le
cancr e , l' fl6 ve s rudl e ux. la mai ·
tr esse . Je suis p e r s uad ee qu e Jes
en rants qui lis e nt le P etit Nico las
auJourd'hui
ne se r e nd e nt m i m e
pas compt e qu e les obJets et )'e n·
vironnement
son t d'une
autr e
epoque.

de Gosclnny
dons le sen s olJ c'est une langue qui
coul • . poursult
Jacqu es Dulphy.
C'esr un e hri ture volonUJlrement
Infantile , • t le pfcard s'.Ypric• bien . •

C'est au ssl tout e la magt e du Petit
Nicolas dont le s a ventur es , dans le
Paris du debut des ann ees 1960,
se mbl e nt ind e modabl e s e t trans ·
posabl e s .\ l'inflnl. « Cht1zI• Pedt NI·
cola s, ii nY o pos de vach u et d t1

prairies comm& fc/, pourtan(. f:O
foncdonn tt. Celo nous rojeunit e t on
a l'imp nssl on de se retrouver IIyo
clnqua n "' ansdons lo co 11rd'ko le. •
FABRICU.lEN
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anniversaire aujourd'hui

Yous
avezbesoln
devouschanLegateau
Faltesde
votre
gerIesldees.
deMers-les-Bains soireeunevenemen
t! lnventez,

CANCER(11/06-11107
)
Amour
('lous\lOIJSsentr
ezmali Taiseen

i7tr.', Tmal-Argeft
~ voussentitez 1J
ts performar1t
et vouslrezaubout
de voskfees
. Amour+" ousretrowerez
11'18bomldose
!!oprnisme.
Vcusen«tterezvosdoutesel repartirez
dubonpied.
Santt1'9testl'lrootingovde!amarcht
.

,

~

LION(13/07-13/08)

~
Travail-Argent
'°"voussoli vousr.eYOlie
z
eilerapourdesl6chesdonl

sodeleetp,astress
Ufdevous.Sortezde

v«reriserve. Santt (l ttentionauuxca
.

L.::::§AGITIAIRE
(Wll · W11)
f!llv
Travail-Atgen1:
~
e1.1ezle!
coudees
tranches.
Prof4ez
de cettebtl!t
opportlrit. Amour~
changecez
si
vlled'tMnel.wque
YOtre
parlelillrenepat·
viendr
apasi rester
SI.I'lamimelongue
ur

d'ondequevws
.Sa:rt
t!-0,o,r.eendl.rance
.

SaintLeonard
C'est.enPicaldi
e.leprolectt
ll'deBalloy
·
Salnt•ltooa~(80) ~ de Ga!Nlle(80( I

vec\111u6"slkle.
Otmai
n:Carine

Quelques
6 NOVEM
BRE
:
( 966: mort~Oldarlc.
archeveque
de

Relms
, seigneur
d'Alhie
s etlfEMtmaln
(80).
+
1692 : nalsllillf! Travail-Argent
~ esrentrets
J,'t BELIER
(11/03. 20/04)
sancei Paris de
. Essa
yez de 'iOUS
!!arge
nt sontatttrmJes
.--tll. TravaiM\rgeri-(lfoumet favoLouisRaCW'lt
,dermontrer
un
peu
moins
autcri:a're.
Amow
•
ctmlique,
sucrtvarile,stl,~ gdtsucrt,
rablealaspeculation
etauxplacements
.
nier enfant du
.1._:;· VIERGE
(13108-1J/09
)
lecoupdeloudrevousattendaucolndela
80g de beurre,5 cl de calvados.
Oeman<!ezra'Md'oo
spedahte.Arnow•
«grand• Radne.
~ja.
Tmal-Argm:
(!
es
dM\arches
rue
.
Soyez
prit
•
tOlie
eventuate
.
Sanl:t!
•
Gamlturt :4 didecrem
efluide,80g de
ooeldyle prometteuse
pourratleurirde
auteur
etdirecteur
ei pert\Jrbe
.
entteprendrez
YOUS
donneront somm
suc:re
sernout,
maniffesoudaine
oudansdeseondition.s queYOUS
des gabtll es i
entiere
satisfaction
. Amour(woosterez
Pelerlespommes
.lese:oupe,enquartltrs
.
N terid\Jes
. Santt gorgehgile.
Soissons
. lltitses
VERSEAU
(21/01
• 19/01)
unerencontre
Sl.lfP{enant
eouinso~teqti
61er~..,.,1osf>0!1N
.Decouperosquarttudesi Beauva
's
e..,.~\' Travail-Atgenl:
• ouslaltesde
aboutirapourtanti unerelationpostttve
.
tlffl de ponYnesenlamtUes.
~ TAUREAU
(211114.
211115
)
(60
).oletaftcomme
grandsprojets
:poureertalnsc:eseradans
Milangerlafarineetla levurechlmique.
Jf'f"Tl'Travall-Argent n'aimez Santt(loyezprudentauYOlant
sonptreseigMur
lec.adrepr
ofessionnel.pot1d'1
utresdan
s
Vtl'S8flescellfs
.lelaillesel leslJCl'eetles
pasrendredK comptts
maisYOUS
n'a1
xez
dudomalntdeRoman
et(lenomdesa
lncorpor
eri!atarine.AputerleealVados,
(13/09-11110
)
respor
!!.wneior«
IN siua:ion.Atmu •
paslechcix.Amo.. (le•e: p,sil ~ YOUS ',(j',t( BALANCE
fl'ltl'e)i GrMlers.prtsdeMonldkfier.
a
li\siquelebolrellndu.~
.Oispos«
vousn'awrtcierez
pasqueronsemeltde
~ '-ii.,Travail-Argenl:
(te n'Kt pasle
etesctlibltab'e
. vousrencontrerezbienlOI
Paris
en1763.
lespommes
Olnsunetourtiere
beurree.
votrevieprivee. Sanle(\'ous manque
momenl
desoUicil
erdenouveauxdi1als.
ll18 perSOMtqulsa
1.r
a vousapprivoi
ser.
, 1soo (15 brumaire
AnIX): une
rez!!alla
nt
.
Vous
de
vr
e
z
faire
de
gros
efforts.
Amour
~
SanttOC,nnevitatitt.
louveesttuetiAJra!nes{SO
~aubo!sde
enfamile.quelque
Chose
n,evapasence
CO\Jthon.
parleatoyenBenie1Jl
es. CIJ,>,M cl'OISSONS
(20/01-10/03
)
,&...A, GEMEAUX
(12/05
-11/06
)
moment etce1avousenerve
. Posezles
tiva!ell',
qli8taHpartiilachasse
.
oM-(
Travail-Argent
+-otre
in
tlition
. Santi!(roubles ar.tr'f\ f\. Travai~genl:(ttousaurezdu boMtsquestions
Oecorerlastifacedug'1eaua11eclaettm
e
t
1918
:
mort
iParis
peutvousak:leraevtterles piegesqu'on
mallgw,<volreso,g-toidell!lreobjec,glques.
de PascalCeccaldi.
essaitradevoustendre. sur1out
dansIt
!if. Nedtpassez
paslesbcmes
. Amour•
a·IOCat.jooollllsteet
sedewlnancier
.Amour~ ambiance
sera
fimpresslon
perststantequevotreparteSCORP
ION(13110-22/11
)
Danslar~iononremptacele
laitparla
hommepolitique.
morose
parmlvosproches
etdal'IS
ws rell·
nalreYOUS
delalssevousrendratriste.
cretnedu
laitbdl. queronCOMefVe
pen• • ~ Traval-Argeri
"" ousetestetu
O'origi,ecorse. pr;.
tionspmomeles
. Santi~ s serezen
dantplus!eurs
jowsdesui1e.
AvantutiUsa
Santt{t xceflenttma!svotrermralestenmais I fauelra
vous montrer
plusrtceptif
skfent du consell
lorme.
tion,battrelacremlpourlarendreffukle
.
balsse.
DOUr
nepas raterunebe~eopportunite
gtntral(radical) de
rAlsnten1917,c'esl
aussl letondateur
du « Ot moaatede
fAisne•.

Preparation
: 1h
Cuisson
: 45mn(180')

lnvltez,
amusez-vous
!

;:,i~=~.oo,::::

pas.Amour(q uelquesmisesau point
s'ave!'
tfontnecessa
iresauseindevctre
~ouenfamle. Santt(;ousl'lfma.nquerez
pasdevitalilt
.

~

APRICORN
E(2Y11
· 20/01
)

, .s.

•M

meoo•

:~~:,~s:r:~~:g~t~:::~'n!
i:q~.::~~~
~·
!:~~,~~::
:

=·===~idtco-

..-<,,..r.

Le FondsOlaleur de l'ADEME
vous permet de ftnanoer
pour partie l'acquisition et l'installation de systernes de
production de chaleur un1isantles energies renouvelables

Ibots. solaire. geothermie. biogazl et les reseaux de chaleur.
Vousallegez ainsi vos charges et contribuez ala reduction
des gaz a effet de serre.
Toutes Jescollect1v1tes et ent repnses (pnmaire. second a1re
et tertlai re pnve }, selon la tail\e du proJel peuvent

beneftc,erdu Fonds Chaleur
Plussimple. plus accessible. le FondsChaleurrepond m,eux
a vos besoms .

N'attendez pas, renseignez·vous des maintenant
aupres de votre direction reg1onaleADEME:
www.ademe.fr/laction-territoriale

savoir sur le Fonds Chaleur (modalites
ITout
et calendrie r) : www .ademe. fr/fondscha1eur

I

I
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Ch'watieud'Mers
Arr,,age:1h
Tchusson:45mn(180')
• 600gfdpimesacldts,400gtdtralme,
5ceus,1/2llteedlait,1patchetd
f Nure

chlmlque,
chuquevanillt,st, 150g td
chuquebmoult, 80g edbeurre, 5clid
goutte. Pourguirrir: 4(I td crlM1
e lidjklt,80gtdchuqueesmoule.
Pltt.merehtspimes,s,ztcoper
lnquertitrs,
Wverd'l'callgnon
pidiesptpl'ls.Oecopet'

Chesptmeslllamtlles
.
MtlangwcholtraiMepischol
M.re.verser
ddin:chesceus,chlait,ch
'si,echchuque
,pi

str,corpcreritholhime.~era

•,w;

ecn1estraitd'vanlleplthol gouttesans
olil«cllbeur
oktldlJ
. T,...,lo.l,ln$aMe.
Bltnaplac:herchtsptmesd
l\ enttttrtiere
beurret.Virsereholpateedsu.Mettei
tchulte
a fourmoey
tn45minutes
durant
Alnlotlctluit.
Ofrnot.der
ChWatieudsutne
grfle,pitchitterrtoedi
.
Batte
,t,n;n c:hol
aivne.Ori,qi~ ,·;p,;,sit, ymtltr ch'chuque
. Dtce<erch'w!ltieu
a·,eu:do1omie Chlntitf.
~ s'sarvantd'ent
pocllebpedaleldint,.
Dinnopoiyl, orlmplacheech laitptrtl
ainmeed chulaitbol ffroedL
qu·owarde
.ba::edid
qlique
spn. AumcrrndTIJl:ser
crinme,
pourqi/altuc:heid
;dt.

vos ages enhui

Oserezdzolnd'Vos
cangervosldees.

I feuroVOSramintuvoer
edVO
fete l'serle ! Maglnez
,
atchelillez,
erluse
zvous!
_t/f RAN(21/03-2004)

a

VAVER(22/06-22107) sion.Tc:hcN(pssrezgtnei'lsoclettet
i11f\, owrage.ptea111e
(os vosWlpiosman:cflrezd'aneurance.
Satehez
vo
tirezMd'attaque
,pl0$irezdusqu'aubout teteedvozkal e. Sante(lolnin'polnt
d',osij;,, . Tc:hcM
(p, o)lli',drezdd!att
.
forcher!
Alvofrooblitrtousvosdoutances
, plos
rpattirezd'unboinpieud.Sant!(Je ut
~ FLEQUEU
(23111-22112
)
baiedolCOll'seobiendOlmwttieipieuds.l9::::::7 oUYrage.ptuiffetpi,oofttez
nne : os irez gramlnl d'champlibe.
, ~ ION(23107
- 23/08)
Tc:hcM
(os cangez• ""'1ntd'leune
eq
UIL"!'Ouvrage-pecame~ vos reutein'poropuvoswire.
Santi{Pstnez

SaintLienerd
Ch'est,~Picarde,cll'palr<MBeloy-Salrl
-

U<nird(80)etpidGueu,lle(80J.
l ov!tchuau6•sltqut.
EG'llai
n: Cne

Quiques6 edN0VEME
:

(9 66 : Oklaric.tchl archtvique id
dmandrotoel'tdfoaireechqu'osn'volez l:Nn
r.,..,.,
.
Rtims,idtffntt ,ll toaitsei9ntll'd'Alhie$
polri.TchcN(i s'invofoloermelteloute
(80) ii dEnmain
(80)
sucholtabe
,d!nvomtr\ageobiendinvo
('i:)l MAOJET (23112
-20/01
)
692:LousRa<nl
fanile. Santi (Dsn·ma~zporitd'a~
Allll." Ow~gei>!<aik
"" .... ,. al
vienl au monnei
lant.
voforchr.Fud'lez111molimolnsmonieux.
PW . Ctl'eslch'darin

~
0wr•ge1"<'ik"'1'estrboin
·negrannehlstoireed tehceur
_1.:;· VIERGE(23108-23/09) Tct'lcew
momlntpourplat-he
r In borse.Prlndez
aldjlgneautomant.
I feutvozattindea
~.a.
Ouvrage-pkaillt ~ n'trez
conse
l i 1.1\fspkiaHste
.Tchceur(t ne
IOule.Sante., someisrod61wbt
.
qu'ducontintemintdin
toutc:h'qu'osrittrld)tedurabealporoaitbienvotctlliriclsu.
. Tche2ur
( ostrezen,rinc:onte 1 ~ PUCHEU(21/01-19/02)
dindesconditions
qu'osn\>o
sy attindrez prindrez
redeuse.ob!
tnlchurieuse
.qu'alaboutro
pointSanti ()oi'lhogawit.
<;! ;~1"<'1e
(o • .,,, , ..
dinine boene&nation
. Sante(Soin a
heutes
'1sets: pcudautchll,sd'lestp0IX
vcmlnauto
,_.
TOER(21/04-21
l05)
leuzouvrtge.pouridZeutesch'est!nwe
Ouvrage-i)ecaille
~ s n'aln·
d'raboenir
leuposition
. Tche2ur
(I n·w
',(j'¥ BASTCHULE
(23ro9-22110
)
mezpointrindedescomples
. ma.isloos
·unmile-Mn IYienche
.., ouvrage.pteallle
(ch'est point poinld'Yogoutqu
n'trezpanti eotsir
. Tcha!tr(le utqu'os -.}
rmonintd'edman<ferdurlpil
I s1nvofol- raviserd!nvovie aprivf!e.Sante ( os
risteuchel)(ltlque
.Siosilecoir\ofujome- loerdc:Mer
manldlezd
'alant.
III boi'ICCNp~ctlJfl.
Tchc!tl"i
honme
,osfrezbittoteneboenerinconte.ich 'momfnt chla n'tomepointrondln
Sard (rusteu.
-20/03
)
fanile.plosf!eepi\4!.11e\f
oaftposerches )11ao PICHON$(21Y02
Ouvrage-ptcallle
(os erez
boene,ldie5ti0n5
. Sant!(I dtgratt,Joi- C1Jillfr(.
MOET1E
S(22105
-21/06
)
rtyudeedvoz il stincpourkaper i chh
mint
Owrage-ptcallte
(os im du
attrapesqU'oz
lnseyeedvosfoairetchair
m
pofnt cederadl'importimlnt
iddin,Sl.Wlout
powYO pte:aile
. Tchctlx.
ESCORPION
(l3110-22111
)
Tche2ur sristezdiplli lotchetelpincfl'C:OClestdincN'
alo<ge
,qu·aftJchea
veuc
··• -,,,;:ouvrage-ptcaitle (>cs ete
lchlteedCOii. cat>odlerd
serqu'vob)haill'leI VOS
vosglnsobiendinvoslktalions
. Sante4
.~slfturoitepuCOIJattpour
Sartt (anb:lene.malsvonxralealbache enpointmantcher
d'echcottlo
,avoon'peu'lmiu.
enerudeboene
occa-

ifantacri·,grand•
R- . Ecrivain
tlpi
~dcll!sgat,ele,

i Soessons
(02). no
foalt dz'6tudes t

BieUvl(60\pi
l iloait

conmestnpiresel-

0

Ir(..,,,

~

:·' ,.r,

gnNd'ifdnseedRomanet
(dunomd'ts
rni<•I
I Grlvio.'"coti dMontd'•
lt 801.
lmeurt
i Parts
in1763
.

t 1800(!115edtnmaireed1An1XI:
khcttoflyinBernieu
nes.qu'iletoaiti

rcac11t
.1eso>1eint1ouvt,,.,,.,,.,
tso,
<incll
't,,sdC<uttal .

'- 1918 : Pascal
Ceccaldi. avocat,

lomab tepiha'lne
poitique,imeurlt
Paris. Corse ed

rac:henes.prisidiil
radicald'ictl con
sel generaled
r1me1nm7.ctl'est
eh'londa:eu
d'ech

• oemocratede

rAJsne,
.

DINCH'BASSIN
PERISIEN

INCATAL0NGNE

APARIS

ININGLETERRE

APARIS

Muche ind sous d'chol
te rr e, du ga z
et pi do ' ieu

Mas i mainti ent
sin vote

Ch'syndicat i s'inraque
din chl'afoair e
d'ec h apart emint

Des cadore us inglais
a Calais?

Lydie Salvayre
al decreu che
ech Goncourt
LydieSavayreal o le cooronnee

Din ch'Bassinl)erisien,qu'i s'retind

Ech meneu
national~te ed Cala·
longne,ArturMas,ii o defindu
SS /eU
hierC 6/dro/i/d'chiJspeupe
prononcherdsu
leuzavnir»,et ii
o asseurequ'imaintnoaij
pourdiminchetchlvient unvolesymbo~
dl'indepindance

~:,1
~ife~
dl-~:,~~q~~t~:
rainnein passantper chesVosges,
0

chl'Achuchon
geo~ique e<IPens
(AGBP
) alvien1
pud'llin1eans. Tc:hestiond'echgaz,chespochesis sent
surtoutin d'demucher
desreserves
du diabeed gaz naturelet pi d'ieu.
Chol nouvelle
carteal vien1d'e
te pu-

:,.~rpo

~~U~1.1
C~~~~!~~~~:~:~~
1

chescopesedterrains,al emon
toaita
1980
. Pourcho'ieu, chesgenerations
lt vnirin·ontpoint aleu foaireed bill:
chol reservee<Iieu potabeal est
ecrasabe.

AANMIEN

Ene pertchisition
ii ch'cabinet

Ch'estafedmanded'echjuge
d'instruetionqu'i y-<>
yeu,mardi, enepertichisrtion
a ch'cabine1
d'echlavoca1
HubertDelarue, ch'qtlechlhonmee<I
k>ei n'opomtd!mlnli. Oeuxheureset
nmidurant, chonqinspecteursis ont
querlouille dinundossieraperpos
d'unclientdefinduperechlavocat.
Ch'estch'premie
r coeupqu'ararrive,
edputrintEKhonqansd'
«barrieu».

ArturMas,ech mineunationaliste.

A PARIS

Ches vinde ux

g~i~~~~x~!fuu~
Jlf~~rn fes1edvantch'Senat, a Pans,pourdenoncher
ch'rintchered chestaxessur
chescigareset pi cheslondresses.
Chl'augmin1ation
al esta retudedin
ch'projetde loe in rapportaveucech
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t d1a Setch
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m~ inplache:« Ch'esla
« feute», maisI m'otchit~l'r8spon- pomtlod'ete
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e
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terri108re
»,
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o
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e
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d'ches democrates
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IN BOURGONGNE

Ch'vigneron i n'veut
point d'chimiqueries
din sin roaisin

Ch'presidint
ame<i
1cha
in BarackObama, apreul'detch~o1!e
d'ches
demo- Ch'esteneamindee<l1000euros,
cratesauSenat,ilofoai1ene
confe- pour81mitanaveucdu sursis.qu'al
0 le erquisehierin proced'appel
2~t~i~~~~r:~n~~rs)
Dijon, l'inoonte d'unvign8ronbio-

s~v!1~~~~~~~:

t~~:s1Ji~f
dat conmeis avoai't foait George
Bush, BillClintonGeorgeBushech
pereetpi RonaldReaganedvan1
Ii:
ooerdeux ans a zz·avoerdin ses
gambes.

~~:t~ i(~cil·e~~~~

a
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a

~1f.~~~u·~!n\:ti~
avoait dejate condanea l'meume
peine, in preumeinstance.«Ejn'ai
pointcangem'definse•. qu'il odeclere
Emmanue
lG1boulot,apreuchol
seance.

LydieSalvayreaveucsin live.
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Ou va-t-on Mon sieur Holla nde?
Coup d e slfflet: ml -temps. Mai s pas le
t e mps d e souffier pour le pr,sid e nt de la
R8publlque Fran~ols Hollandequlacholsl
l'arlme m8diatiqu e pour un exercic e perlll e l.11(dont ti n e peut tout e fols fair e
1'6co noml e, le bllan de ml •mandat.
Le bllan 7 Be aucoup l'ont falt avant lui et
las plus nombreux ne sont pas tendres l
l'6gard d e la politlqu e de Fran~ols Holla nd e.
Notamment sur le front de la lutt e cont r a
le ch6mage. Qu'il r ess orte le casque, Jes
critiques vont pleuvolr. Mais comme nt
peut · ll e n i tre autrem e nt pour un pr 8·
sldent qui avalt prom ls - !es yeuxdans les
yeux • d'lnv e rs er la courbe du ch6mage?
II a 4c hou 4i. Pas dupe, son min Istre du Tra ·
vall (etde l'Emploi), Fran~ols Re bsamen,a
d 8Jli annon d la couleur en estimant qu e
le bllan a ml-parcours
n·etalt pas « satl.sfaf.sant ». Fran~ols Hollan de va demander
du temp s a ux Fran~al s. !Is se sont deJa
montr e s pati e nts.
Ce solr, le president sera un peu dans la

peau du conducteur en ras e campagne, a
qui les passagers hurlent qu'II falt fau sse
route . mais qui veut montrer coO.te que
coUte qu e I• cheml n qu'il a choisi es t le
bon.
En d e ux ans et de mi a l'!lys h. Fr a n~ol s
Holland e a debousso"
un electorat pour
qui le mariag e pour tous a 4it 4i le se ul
phar e progr ess lste dans le broulllard du
soclal-lib4iralisme . Le president
devra
fair e preuv e d e peda g ogle e t de persuasion pour defendr e son a ctio n. Montr er
qu'II salt ce qu'II falt.
L'e plsode d e la rerorme terrltorial e n e
pl.aide pas en sa fav eu r. Cett e carte des
nouv e lles r eg ions, vlslbl e ment griffonne e
a la hit • sur un coin de bur ea u. re st •
jusque-U . co mm e un sy mbole d'une m6 ·
thode de gouver n e r ;\ la petite sem a ine,
Brlmbal ee e ntre la Champagn e -Ar<:lenne
et le Nord • Pas -de -Calais, la Plcar dle at ·
te nd aussl d e Fran~ols Holl a nd e qu'II cb ,rlfi • les choses oU va ·t ·o n, Monsieur
le Pre side nt?

Desrecettes
pourparler
lepicard
LANGUE Mem e s' il n 'est pas une m at iere sco laire a part ent iere, le p icard adro it de cite a
l'eco le. Deux ense igna nts ont red ige une methode po ur ceux q ui so uh a it ent l'ense igner.
es chants populair es tradl ·
tlonnels, une r ece tt e d e souff16 aux pomm es, de s '" men ts
d'hlstolN
et d e g6ogr aphl e communs ;\ cetu grand e Nglon qui
s'6tend du Sud d e la Wallonl e aux
portes d e l'Tle -de·France ... Alain
Dawson et Pierre Gullgot, tous
- le pr e mi e r a
deux enselgnants
l'UP JV, l e s.co nd au ly d• d e la Hotol e a Amltins - ont r e d1ge un e m e thod e d e plc a rd destln h aux 8ta·
bllssem e nts d'ens e lgnement prlmatr e e t secondalr e . L'ld6e e st nee
dans le cadr e d'un projet e urop h n
lnterr eg. « Programme de d fvelop·
pem e nt d'un e culture tran s fronta ·
Hir e commu n e ,.,, auquel ont prls
part l'Ag e nc e pour le plcard, la flid 8radon lns a nn e {Nord). !I M3Jo
db Wallons e t la Roulette the! trale , tou s deux lmplantes d a ns l e
Haln aut, provinc e be ige du Sud de
laWallonle.
Le ple a rd ne blinMlelant d'aucun
statutofficiel susceptibl e d e n faire
une math\r e sc olalr e 1 part entlire,
I' ou vrag e est av ant tout d es tin 6 aux
qui
enselg nants
benfvol es
a nimentd e s dubs du midi, au seln
de squels !Is s'efforcent
de faire
vlvr e le pica rd,

D

Lepicardestunelangue
« praticab
le •

~!r~~
~~u
sr::~:~
~M~~t
~e;
:~~~1=

P=.~;=~~~~t~~u~

le<K
~vestissemenlLamelhode

d8montreparailleursquelerai-

c:~~~~~~~u;~~ ~!
resoitQU'imparfaitement; Cf/
est pfefetoblede porter enfoi-

sontdesJoules,plut6tquede ne
pas porler le picord du tout »,

rappe!le
Pierre
(l(lilgot.

0

Prendre
conscience
de
la richessed'un patrimoine
« Nol.ls sommu
partl.s
d'un
constat: lo l011gu e plcarde , mime sf
elle n'o pas d'exlst.nce o//iclelle,
continue d vehiculer un e ldentite
forte , rappell e Pien-e Gullgot. Cette

1DER154.

method • est un 01.Jtflpour faire vfvre
« tte ldentltl, Et sl nous. Plcords, ne
cherchons pos d deferidre ce patrl·
moine , personne ne le /era pour
Une partl e llngulstlque, avec un
dialogue propos6 tm trots var"t e s
de plcards dlff f r e nt es - le picard a
beau e tre un elangue, IIn'enest pas
molns divers - une parde dedlfe;\
la civilisation,
un e sel ec tion de
text es litt4iraire s et d es actlvlt4is 1
m e ne r e n dass e av ec Je s el i ve s ...
Con~u e par des enselgnants,
pour

des e nselgn anu, la m6thod e s'app.arent e Ac e ll es qui e xist e nt e n ma ·
dire d'apprentlssag
e d es langues
4itrangires.
Au-d e).\, e lle se v e utaussl un outll
p ermettant aux 4il ives de pr e ndr e
consci e nc e de ce patrlmoln e culture I etlingulstlqu e com mun.\ la Pl cardle , au Nord-Pas-d e-Calais et a
la Wallonl e plcarde. "'Dans le Nord ·
Pos-d e-Calafs, lesgensqul parlentl e
Ch'Ti ont rarement conscience de
porler un e formtt d e plcard. Cette
/ongue est pourtant n ee lly a 1 000

onsalorsquel ttterm ttdtt Ch'tl,utni
dons /es tranchies de la Crond e
Cuen-.», ra ppell e Pie rr e Gu IIgot q u I
ambltion n e aussl, au tr.aver s d e
ce tte m4,thod e, d fl mettr e fin 3 la
stig matisation socla le qui entou re
le parler plcard. L'ldh, ftant d' e n
fair • un 4,J8ment parml d'autre s,
d'une rlch e sse cultu relle qui n'a de
sens qu e sl e lle estsynonyme
d e d i·
veriilt 6. "De nombr eux habitants d e
la rig/on, et done aussi des e nfancs,
utllls,ent d es mots, du tournuresen
plcords qui ne sont pas UJujot.rs

ldenttftls en cant que t els. Et quond
Iii le sant,, c'est souvent parce qu'on
leur /oft remorqu er qu'ils porlent
~mal " lefran~fs »,
Oe fait . le plcar<:I, y compris !or s·
qu'II est question de l'accent, est
so uv en t r6 dult a un vulgai re pato is ,
avec ce qu e le tenne peut v,hlculer
de p6jo ratif. II e st a ussl ass imile
global e m en t .\ " une la,wue des
pouvres », le fran~ls apparalssant
par oppo sition, comme celle d'un e
elite soclale."' Le buc. c'est done aussl d e fol n en soru que toutes d eux
opporo l.su nt comm e une vraie rl·
c:hesse, mars d condftfon qu'elles
soient diuocil es », rappell e Pierre
Ciuilgot.
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A doil. qu'o s' in vo, Monsieu Holl and e?
Coeup d'stffiet: oz est 1, l'ml·temps. Mais
ch'pr9sldlnt Fran,o ls Hollande i n'fro
point )'temps d'souffier.11 o co4sit
ch't8yat e m6dlatlque pour plirfoaire un
exerelce escabreux qu'I n'peut point aller
outre: ch'bllan du mitan d'sln mandat.
Ch'blla n 7 Gram Int dvant II ls ll'o nt foalt.
et pl ch i s pu dru s Is n'sont point doreux
a u ga r d'is po lltlqu e.
Ch'es t surtout a pirpos d' ' s Jutte alin ·
sin
conte d'6ch chomage. SI I rdhsaque
casque. ch6s critiques Is s'ln vont plu·
voir. Mais cm int qu'I poroait foaire au ·
t r emlnt un pr 6sid lnt qu'il avo a lt prom ls
din l'bhmc des zlus d'irtorner
i\ l'lnver 6I
montee d'ech chomage 7 II o mantch8.
Point nayu, sin mlnlste du Travali (et pl
dl'lmploli), Fran,ols Rebsamen, II o deJo
prlns les dvants In foalsantsavofrqu'
f ch
bllan l mltan-cmln I n'1hoalt point • sattsfoalsant it . Fran~ols Hollande I s 'in vo
dmanderdu
temps l ch es Franc,als. ls ont
dUJo y eu bi e n dol paclinch e .
Au vr8pe, ch'pr8sldl nt I sro un mole din

l'casaqu e d'un conduiseu d'auto au ml·
tan d'chb camps. pl qu'chb gins l cote
d'll ls II crlt't qu'I s'b8rlur e d'8cmln, mals
qu'II I pr4itind qu' e l rout e qu ' II o co4isl
ch'est chol bofne, et pl qu'ch'est conme o
qu'I feutqu'a fuche.
In deuxans etdml :l, mon Lyde. Fran~ols
Hollande ii o d4iturbi chb voteus qu'ls
n'ont vu d'avanche e qu'dln ch'merlage
pour tertous au mltan d'ch e s breumes
8palsses d'fch soelo-llb8rallsme.
I feuro
qu'8ch prfsldlnt
II aspllque
pl qu'I
convainque gramlnt pour dffinde sin bl ·
Ian. Foalre montr e r qu'I salt ch'qu'I foalL
fd c ho l reforme f d terri ·
Ch'passage
toeres a n'arlnge Urien. Chol can:e 8d
chfs nouvelles r6glons, brousse e au coin
d'en e tabe, al ersann e a d'l'avanchie
l
2:iu soutte .
Brinsba lie
lnta,r ·d e ux
l'Champaingne · Ardenne et pl ch'Nor d ·
Pas ·d'Calals, no Picardi• al attind elle
etou qu'ech Pres!dlnt I dlche ech fond
d' es plnd e : l doU qu'o s'ln vo. Mow
si e u l'Pr esldlnt ?

Dz'ercettes
pour
edviser
inpicard
PERLAGEMa rgre qu'ech picard i n'fuche point ene matiere esco la ire in pro pe, ii o qua meume
es plache din ches eco les. Deux maristers is ont ecrit ene met hod e pour el foaire appr ind e.
es eanchons d' 4il tradition pl •
carde, ene ercette fd sou mea
mes, d es morclewc d'hls · to 6r e
et pl d'jographle qu'ls s'rapport'tlcholgnnne
r6glon qu'al vo
d'el Wallonnle dusqu'l chfs par-ages 4id P8rl s ... Alain Dawson et pl
Pierr e Guilgot. tout6 deux pro(es seurs - ch'pr8me1 ch l'Univ ars lt i
Pica.rd le Jules Ve rn e, e ch de use din
ch'lyd e d'la Hoto ee a An mien - Ls
ont ahand fne method e fd plcard
pour ch6s classes du primaire et pl
d'chu sgondaire. Chl'ldie lo a l o
Jarni din ch'd4vlo pp emlnt d'un
prouJet e urop e ln lnterreg (c h 'Pro ·
granme ed d4ivlopp e mint d'8ne
tchulture conmeun e pir-d8ssu
d'chtis frontl'1res), dot'l qu'I y avoalt
d'rnsannh
ch l'Agl n ce pour ech
plcard, chol f'1d6ratlon lnsanne
(Nord), ti MOjo db Walons, et pl
l'Roulott e thU.trale (deuxsocletb
d'chu Halnaut beige, lntr 4 Charle·
ro8 etpl Mons In Borlnage).
Du faite qu' , ch plcard I n'o point
ch1' 8rco nnalssanc e officle lle qu'al
poroalt nln foalr e Une mat18r e f s ·
cola Ir e pour du boln, 6chl ouvrage I
s'adr4iche au pr8m e 1 ch8s marl s·
t'1rs qu'ls lnc.a.d't'1 benevolmlnt
dz'at6yers d'plcard, lo qu'lslns6y't
ed foalr • viv e 6ch p8rlag e a nonne.
• In cmfnchan(. os nos ons ri:rou :
ch'est point pasqu"kh plcord I n 'o
point d'plach e offici• II• qu'o ll'lm ·
p,cchrooit d'porter sin carocc,r e
bfen prop e d fl qu'il os:,eure Pierre
Cul/got. Chol mlthode lo. ch'e.st
dl'otl11QJI•pour fool re vive i chl ldln-

D

1PIC456.

Ch'picardch'est
unper1age
« aprindabe •
Pourqu'unpe~agei Yi<:he
. i feut
qu'ifuchepassedTuna re~e...
Vud'echsmlo, fplacheed ches
maristBrs6d rBfBrinche
a n'o
pointd'prix:echlinseignemint

r=te~~t~~

leuz ingagemintCholmethode
al monteetou qu'echpicard
ch'estun pMage tout afoatt
aprindabe,
meumeqt/a n'sroait
pointpertoatt:«lveutmius'edviseraveucunmol6d'betfures,
putot qu'point d'picard du
tout! »,qu'1dederePierreGu1l-

got.

a

PierreGui!gotiio ecritaveucAlainDawsoncholm&thode
pourchesmariste<saprindeechpicard leuseteves.
t(U lo. Et pl s{ nous- eutf!.Schis Plcord.s os n'trochons point O dlfinde
110 patrimo i ne, parsonne i n' varo
11ooire d no plache ..:,,.
In abordant
chol llndJulstlque,
av euc 6ne a.dvlserle qu'al est pr 4i·
slnti e din troeS vfrlurl!JS 6d plcard
(ch'plcard ch' es t un p8rlagevlvant
qu'I cange. a m2:ure) ; aveuc e ne
partl e qu'a l estd8dl881 chol civili·
satlon; aveuc 8dz ,kr-lts lltt8ralres
plcards d8tri i s, e t pl dz'otchupa·
tlons e sco lair e s a mner In dasse
av euc ch es 8l6ves ... ahande
p6r

des m.artsters pour des maristers ...
kh live I s'apir1 e ii ct.es m eth od e s
d'apprintlssaae
ed chfs pfrolls
horzins.
0 peut
l'navlser
8tou
conm e un otl qu'I foalt vlr a chis
818ves tout ch patrlmC>ene tchultu ·
1"4,1e t pt llndJ\.IIStlqu e qu'I s'ertrouv e In Picardie, din ch'Nord Pas-d'Calals et pl In Wallonnie plcarde. • Din ch'Nord ·Pas-d'Colols,
chis gins qu'ls dlt'ti du Chtl Is n'sont
point souvint au /alt qu'ls pirl't i ne
tornure I d plcord . Ch'pirlOJle Io II a
portant vnu ou monn• I y o mllle
0

ans, otandl qu'lch mot Chtl I s'o sotch i d'chh tronchi esd'Quotorw » qu'I
ramlnteut Plern, Guilgot. Chol m6thode al pousse 8tou l'granne idite
d'abollr chol desseplratlon
soctale
qu'o2: acolle a ch' • p8rlage pie.a.rd ».
oo nm e
Ch'est pour qu'o ll'f~che
un morcleu. au mltan d 8 sz' e utes.
din no gra nn e richesse tchultu.rell e
qu'a n'o vraimint du sin eq quantia
al froumlonne.
« Gramlnt d'gins
d'ichl, ldon gramlnt d'l /ants l tou, is
fmploi't des mots pi dz' i spresslons
In plcord, sans leu nn'oplrchuvolr.

Quant • o leu foolt montrer, ch'•st
souvlnt pour leu dir • qu'o n'estpolnt
hl•u, qu'ls n'salt'c, point hl• n pirler
in/ranfais. it
Conm e d' e ffet, ch'plc.a.rd, meume
I
n'sroait
tch 6stlon
quante
qu'd' 6ch l accint. II est souvlnt recomp i6re 3 d u m 8chant patois,
aveuc tout I'm.au qu'I y o din
ch'mot lo. Souvint o l'dam8prlse ;Ii
tantqu'« p e rlage 8 d la2:6r • , In arandir qu'l l'arbout ch'franc,als ch6
sroait
ch'perlag e 4d la heute.
• Chl'ldi e ch'ut co4r l tou qu'o szi
voiche tout i deux conm • i ne forteune, du momint qu'o szl diss i·
pire » qu'l pronne PierN: Gullsot.
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